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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION 

 

US Dance Makers: 

A Declaration of Interdependence 

 

by 

 

Sarah Marie Wilbur 

Doctor of Philosophy in Culture and Performance Studies 

University of California, Los Angeles, 2016 

Professor Susan Leigh Foster, Committee Chair 

 

Who makes a dance? 

While no method of studying cultural production can possibly include all the people, 

practices, and procedures that “make” artistic works possible, dance scholars have yet to 

centralize dance’s infrastructural politics as a topic of research in its own right. My dissertation 

project looks at dance “making” -- the resourcing, staging, and legitimization of dance 

performance -- as the product of multiple agents and agencies. To flesh out how dance is 

practically produced through a dynamic network of intermediaries, I combine archival accounts 

of federal arts policy production at the US National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) with 

ethnographic research and interviews with lifelong dance “makers,” a large group that includes 

NEA senior leadership, administrators, citizen advisors, and NEA funded dance presenters, 

managers, booking agents, artists, and organizers. This emphasis on dance’s many authorial 

agents protests modernist understandings of the choreographer-as-autonomous producer of dance 

“texts” through a situated review of how people collectively fashion authorizing rhetorics, 
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programs, and procedures at the NEA and in local, NEA supported dance contexts. I trade close 

interpretive analysis of dance texts for a processual account of infrastructural “norms” and local 

translations across the agency’s fifty-year lifespan. By studying dance policy and production 

enactments together in their cultural situatedness, we can start to notice how institutions function 

as living infrastructures, shaped by people with differential investments in dance practice and 

performance. Such an embodied epistemology of infrastructure offers a new topic and frontier of 

research, driven squarely from the domain of dance studies, with implications across dance, arts, 

humanities and policy discourse.	 

My project is organized across the NEA’s fifty-year history of arts resourcing, regulation, 

and research by way of three infrastructural movements that I define here in italics. Chapter One 

addresses how early policy “makers” proceeded to negotiate an influx of economic resourcing 

through an agency-wide strategy of expansion by partition during the NEA’s first fifteen years of 

policy production (1965-1980). Chapter Two analyzes the agency’s most massive period of 

regulation and defunding, known in conventional histories as the so-called “Arts Wars” (1980-

1996) to detail infrastructural pressures and regulations that instituted a support system rooted in 

redistribution and artist estrangement. Chapter Three details efforts to champion art and artists 

as tools for achieving non-arts policy goals from the turn of the 21st century to the present as a 

hyper-instrumental turn strongly influenced by governmental rationalism and capital 

development as political endgames of US federal government writ large. In each chapter, I also 

weigh how NEA funded dance grantees negotiate these changes, in practice. What results is a 

theory of infrastructure as a living social exercise animated by people with differential 

investments in the production and distribution of dance. 
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This dissertation is dedicated to Ed Burgess,  

and to past and present dance “makers”  

who commit themselves daily  

to the cooperative act  

of steadying dance’s wobbly infrastructure  

so that future generations might  

climb higher, stumble harder,  

and more breathlessly risk remaking the world. 
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US Dance Makers: A Declaration of Interdependence 
Sarah Wilbur 

 
Dissertation Introduction 
 

 
Figure 1.1: Signing the Act.  

President Lyndon B. Johnson signs the National Endowment for the Arts and Humanities Act on 
September 29, 1965. Photo courtesy of the Lyndon Baines Johnson Presidential Library 

 
Topic and Research Questions 

On September 29, 1965 President Lyndon B. Johnson signed the National Foundation on the 

Arts and the Humanities Act, the conjoinder legislation that established both the National 

Endowment for the Arts (NEA) and the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH). At the 

ceremony in the Rose Garden on the White House lawn, the Commander in Chief championed 

the US federal government’s newfangled commitment to the historically unprecedented project 

of dedicating taxpayer dollars toward the advancement of the arts and humanities.1 Gripping his 

pen, surrounded by bureaucrats, Johnson’s signature set in motion political cooperation within a 

political institution dedicated to the purpose of democratically authorizing federal arts research, 

regulation, and resourcing on US domestic turf. With a sweep of the pen, Johnson’s signature 
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enacted legislation that consolidated years of debates and Congressional declarations –hard 

fought and hard won—into US public law.  

 
Figure 1.2 Image from choreographer Pat Graney’s Tattoo (2010). 
For a short video excerpt, see also: https://vimeo.com/21822384 

 
On October 21, 2010, Seattle-based choreographer and NEA dance grantee Pat Graney 

premiered an evening length reconstruction of three of her most significant dance works, 

including the dance pictured above, entitled Tattoo. Tattoo was performed by seven female 

dancers united especially for this reconstruction project which featured three of the 

choreographer’s most significant performances (Faith (1991), Sleep (1997) and Tattoo (2001), 

each of which calls to question how cultural and institutional norms enable and constrain 

women’s comportment. Graney’s Faith Triptych toured the US throughout this year with partial 

support from the NEA American Masterpieces: Dance program, a grant that emerged out of 

Graney’s longstanding collaborations with dance advocates in the National Presenters Network 

(NPN) and presenters at Seattle’s On The Boards experimental performance space. As the 

sweeping swirls of seven dancers in miniskirts temporarily occupied US concert stages, these 
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time-stamped performances both commemorated and evaporated the social and institutional 

commitments that had been upholding these dance works for over a decade.  

A piece of legislation, not unlike a dance, serves as a vital fragment of a much broader 

infrastructure. Systems of sometimes hidden financial, bureaucratic, administrative, material, 

cultural, affective, social, and symbolic supports keep policies and dances in motion. The above 

two photos memorialize and obfuscate the vast number of people who sat at decision making 

tables, who assembled in dance studios, and who balanced budgets in closed quarters to bring the 

resultant enactments to life. The NEA’s enabling legislation and Graney’s Tattoo offer time-

stamped artifacts that nod to and bulldoze past the many live assemblages that conditioned their 

production. Rather than accept the semiotic conundrum posed by Roland Barthes (1977),2 and 

others, that symbolic texts mask their circumstances of production, I study the struggle to design, 

use, and maintain of supportive environments for dance by various “front liners” who work 

within a political institution and in local dance production contexts.3 I claim that institutional 

mechanisms that support a dance are not static; rather, they require active commitments by key 

players to enact, uphold, and return to them in order to sustain their hegemonic import.  

This dissertation is animated by the following research questions: Who makes a dance? How 

do the authorizing structures put forth by people working with and within political institutions 

steer the conduct of dance artists and the many people who organize on their behalf? How do 

dance’s many authorizers practically navigate institutionally imposed norms? How can policies 

be adapted toward alternative purposes? How do the affects and affordances of a policy change 

with the sociocultural position of the “maker?” How does a dance change when its support 

system changes, over time? How can a dance-based approach to the study of infrastructure lay 

bare the corporeal and political contingencies of institutional belonging? How can an embodied 
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epistemology of institutional belonging inform debates around democratic representation,  

participation, and resourcing on dance at political institutions like the NEA, the lone arts 

philanthropic arm of the US Federal government? To begin to clarify answers to these running 

debates, I declare as my topic the practical and political interdependence of differentially 

committed dance “makers” who have worked at the NEA or with partial supports from the NEA 

across the agency’s fifty-year lifespan. 

My dissertation project looks at dance making -- the resourcing, staging, and legitimization 

of dance performance -- as the product of multiple agents and agencies. To flesh out how dance 

is practically produced through dynamic networks of intermediaries, I mine archival accounts of 

US arts policy production and  ethnographic observation and testimony from an array of lifelong 

dance policy makers, administrators, funders, presenters, and artists. I hone in on dance 

"making" using the NEA as my institutional case study to respond to the lack of policy analysis 

related to dance in the literatures of dance, culture, policy and performance studies. By 

theorizing the US dance infrastructure as a living infrastructure, I hope to incite future 

institutional investigations and production ethnographies that further expand the number of 

achieved standpoints and institutional inroads that animate dance in local contexts across the US. 

The people that I feature throughout this analysis are not powerless. I study a dynamic chorus 

of supporters who are each endowed, to different degrees, with power to steer dance recognition 

and resourcing. They are elected officials, senior institutional leaders, dance program employees, 

citizen grant panel advisors, arts policy researchers, artists, and nonprofit organizers who each 

bring sociocultural biases and ethical answerabilities to bear on dance production and circulation. 

My interdisciplinary take on the politics of institutional belonging in dance draws together 

insights from scholars working across the fields of dance studies, cultural studies and 
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performance studies (my home disciplines), and also cultural policy studies, ethnography of 

infrastructure (critical information studies), institutional ethnography (anthropology/sociology), 

and political theory. Before I outline my project methodology, scope, and contributions, I want to 

contextualize key debates that inform my use of the terms infrastructure and making as the 

driving concepts in my research. 

Theorizing Infrastructure as a Collectively Embodied Exercise 

While the term “infrastructure” has been invoked to describe an array of support mechanisms 

within the social sciences and the humanities, conventional definitions suggest a hidden or taken 

for granted entity that sustains social life.4 Scholars working in economics, information science, 

and urban planning frequently invoke technical definitions of the term that include a qualifying 

referent (i.e., financial infrastructure, computing infrastructure, information infrastructure) in 

order to contextualize the study of hidden objects, some tangible and others more abstract. Such 

object-orientedness promotes infrastructural inquiry as the study of things that make other things 

run—from roads and sewage systems to libraries or museum archives, to digital programs and 

technological media.5 My humanistic analysis of infrastructural development in dance trades this 

object-focused orientation for a subject-orientated one in order to highlight how people 

cooperatively construct, uphold, and translate institutional rhetorics, grant programs, procedures, 

and evaluative criteria as unstable norms of dance production. Mine is an embodied 

infrastructure in motion. This qualitative turn theorizes infrastructure less as a thing that makes 

other things run, and more as a thing done by historical agents. I look at support through an 

ethnographic and practical lens to draw attention to what James C. Scott calls “the human 

factor”—the armatures of relations, gestures, and interactions that shape institutional culture.6 

This culturally contingent approach to dance’s hidden supports draws influence from 
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institutional ethnographers and dance scholars whose work promotes embodied ways of 

knowing, being, and making the social world. 

Within the humanities, ethnographic researchers who study institutional culture have labored 

to lay bare how social interaction and daily, routinized behaviors give rise to norms of 

production within specific institutions (health care, government, education). Marxist feminist 

sociologist Dorothy E. Smith is largely credited in the US with promoting the field of 

institutional ethnography as a set of methods for researching how trans-local relations coordinate 

activity and stratify social power within bureaucratic systems.7 This subject-orientation toward 

infrastructure takes seriously social activities and relationships that are often viewed as mundane 

or transactional by reframing them as ideologically-motivated and culturally-specific aspects of 

what makes institutions work.8 My research methods (ethnographic interviews, participant 

observation, and description of the embodied and environmental particulars of institutional 

space) spotlight the practical dexterities of front line workers who negotiate the NEA’s “ruling 

relations” as part of their everyday labor.9 I also look at the culturally contingent ways that 

established dance artists navigate NEA-supported norms, in practice.10 In each chapter, I also 

integrate local ethnographic examples from NEA funded artists to demonstrate the translational 

politics at play in practically upholding institutional mandates and to credit the non-artistic 

maneuvering of dance artists and organizers as creative “making” in its own right. 

So, whereas a conventional institutional ethnography might limit its scope of inquiry to 

within the confines of the NEA’s institutional walls, I interject testimony from NEA-funded 

artists to complicate fixed, often empirical assumptions that drive arts policy research. By 

showing how dance artists actively participate in hegemonic networks, organizational structures, 

and philanthropic discourses, I refuse the false distance that gets inscribed through strictly 
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representational inquiries.11And, by keeping NEA struggles and di-ssensus foregrounded, I 

protest ossified understandings of political institutions as “top-down” monuments to power. I 

emphasize how many people make and translate institutional policies to champion an embodied 

theory of institutions as social processes that traverse a broad geopolitical expanse.12  

Theorizing the “Making” and “Unmaking” of Dances and Federal Arts Policies 

I appeal to the term “making” throughout my project to encompass a compendium of 

dance supports, including: authorizing practices, funding mechanisms, institutional rhetorics, 

administrative procedures, social relations, material resources, and symbolic recognition. This 

effort builds upon materialist accounts of dance production within my home discipline of dance 

studies in important ways. While dance historians who study the traditions of U.S. modern dance 

have worked very hard to establish a critical discourse around the choreographer as a vital agent 

of cultural production, the methodological tendency to restrict the scope of analysis to lone 

artists and representational enactments elides the non-artistic relations and practices that make 

dance work. Certain dance scholars who have addressed dance’s economic and institutional 

politics have protested the modernist tendency in dance research to isolate artists from 

circumstances of production by promoting dance’s political malleability as a cultural practice.13 

Other key analyses have attended to the class politics of dance patronage and participation and, 

in so doing, have multiplied the number of places that dance performance occurs.14 Still others 

have highlighted under-recognized institutional agents whose decisions steer dance resourcing,15 

and have avowed the creative contributions of historically marginalized subjects who have been 

dis- or mis-credited within canonical histories of dance production.16 My work profits from these 

combined efforts to elucidate dance’s proverbial “offstage” politics and extends their analytical 

reach by juxtaposing the production struggles of NEA funded dance artists with the struggles of 
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US elected officials, employees, dance presenters, managers, and organizers to shape the 

direction and flow of dance institutional resourcing at the federal level. Looking at institutional 

policy and dance production with ethnographic specificity keeps cultural contingencies 

foregrounded while also deterritorializing the “where” of dance authorization.  Rather than study 

the dance or the policy as an authorial product I study their production processes across the 

NEA’s fifty year lifespan to identify three infrastructural schema that emerge from a variety of 

institutional standpoints.  Studying policy and dance “making” from the disparate positions of 

legislators, NEA senior leadership, NEA Dance program agents, and artists reveals the 

differential power that each of these dance “makers” hold at stages of the production process. So, 

while mine is certainly not the first dance analysis to recuperate political contingencies that 

disappear when dance production is studied as a strictly representational pursuit, I am one of the 

first dance scholars to focus debate on infrastructure as an embodied (re)structuring of 

institutional norms, relations and mechanisms as a frontier of dance research in its own right.  

Throughout this dissertation, I keep “making” encased in scare quotes to agitate the term 

and underline its function as a hegemonic process. In so doing, my work draws upon cultural 

materialists whose discussions of social power emphasize the historical and political dynamics of 

institutional technologies. While mine is not strictly a class analysis of NEA policy and dance 

cooperation, the Gramscian notion of hegemony remains useful in my effort to parse the daily 

challenge of NEA agents to mobilize, organize, and authorize support for dance practice and 

performance.17 I situate US federal dance policy and production as power-filled exercises in an 

attempt to expose, as Gramsci’s followers Raymond Williams and Janet Wolff did, various 

exclusions at play in the cooperative legitimization of cultural works, workers, and ways of 

working. My project also aligns with the political motivations of Stuart Hall,18 Williams,19 and 
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Wolff,20 by demonstrating how people working within a political institution adapt existing 

conventions to protect the political interests of a dominant cultural class.21 The concept of dance 

policy and production as hegemonic exercises gains particular urgency when one considers the 

NEA’s democratic political mandate against the finite character of federal appropriations for the 

arts in US culture. As a political institution obligated to recognize and resource the cultural 

expression of a diverse US citizenry, the NEA’s struggle to achieve equitable arts resourcing 

cannot but exclude. As a political institution charged with this paradoxical mission, the NEA 

offers us a fertile context through which the antagonistic exercise of policy “making” in the US 

comes into sharp relief. 

My effort to collide NEA practices with democratic political ideologies draws influence 

from Post Marxist conceptualizations of radical democracy; specifically the concept of 

antagonism lends the NEA’s “lines of activity” dynamism and political force.22  Ernesto Laclau 

and Chantal Mouffe’s (1985) theorization of radical democracy informs my project’s conception 

of institutional power as an open field of antagonistic and equivalent-but-not-equal 

articulations.23 Like Laclau and Mouffe, I refuse the NeoMarxist premise of institutional exodus 

as a political reaction and route away from late capitalist culture “making.” I also remain 

suspicious—as they are—of autonomizing political frameworks that contort the lived exercise of 

governance within and beyond institutions. Because my project moves into the present, my 

consideration of policy and corporeal conduct abides Wendy Brown’s recent (2015) writing on  

21st century Neoliberal political rationales on governmental conduct.  Brown’s framework pays 

particular attention to discursive and processual shifts under late capitalism; such shifts helps me 

to show (in Chapter 3, particularly) how the NEA’s promotion of apparently democratic forms 

do not automatically produce democratic resourcing in 21st century NEA governance.24 Like 
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these thinkers, I uphold political contestation as a necessary force driving democratic ruling 

relations. My work embraces the above political thinkers whose work embraces struggle as a 

necessary practice in political democracy, animated by our interdependent patterns of use.  

At this point, I have surveyed debates in dance history, cultural, and political theory 

about how people and non-artistic practices make and sustain supportive environments for dance. 

I want to now address the value of dance research methods as resources for thinking about 

movement, embodiment, and ensemble within and beyond the NEA as a political institution. My 

work follows that of US dance scholars whose work upholds the body’s capacity to produce a 

politics, and who have closely studied the structuring of human behavior and conduct as a power 

laden process. My proposed method of studying dance infrastructure through the situated 

“making” of various people builds on past efforts to show how the political organization (some 

call it “choreography”) of embodied actions can uphold, elide, or subvert oppressive norms. 

Making and Method: Approaching Infrastructure through a Dance based lens 

Dance scholars are not the only humanistic researchers to challenge the evaporation of 

the body as a constitutive force shaping political relations,25 regulations,26 and institutional 

power;27 But significant clusters of dance researchers have invoked choreographic theory and 

analysis to expose the political force of institutional norms on historical subjects. Important 

scholars who influence my study have deployed the term choreography as a means of 

highlighting the social construction and circumvention of identitarian norms across various 

production contexts;28 others have conducted choreographic analyses to elucidate embodied 

conventions that underpin the non-dance context of political organization and activism;29 still 

others have productively theorized “the choreographic” as a political interface capable of 

generating shared sentience, experience, and understanding between otherwise estranged 
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populations.30 While these critics disagree about the direction, shape, and political purpose of 

embodied power and interaction, they each use choreographic analysis to highlight the 

deliberate, agentic action of historical subjects. And, although these approaches have 

meaningfully expanded interdisciplinary debates across dance and humanities discourse, this 

understanding of choreography as a politically enabling framework elides the deleterious aspects 

of NEA policy and dance infrastructural development that I attempt to lay bare in my project. 

Fortunately, dance critics have also challenged the term choreography as a historical 

problem, a concept and method that flattens the differential power that certain players bring to 

bear on dance regulation, recognition, and resourcing. As dance theorist Marta Savigliano (2009) 

has argued, the institutional adoption of the term “choreography” by presenters of “world dance” 

calcifies the political and corporeal dynamics of certain global dance practices, expressive forms 

that, she argues, undergo constant revision and change in circulation.31 Naomi Bragin’s (2015) 

rejection of “choreocentricity” in dance analysis also critiques the racialized logics underpinning 

the term’s Eurocentric and colonialist ideals. As a theorist of “hood dance” and a hip hop 

historian, Bragin rejects choreographic theorics for historically privileging single author, 

proscenium, concert stage works that follow elite and avant-garde Eurocentric traditions. Like 

Savigliano, Bragin rejects the premise that all historical dance forms demonstrate structurally 

coherent categorization. Her research champions improvisation, instead, to avow the adaptive 

principles at play in hood dance contexts.32 These challengers protest the politically dis-arming 

dimensions of choreography as a politically immobilizing framework that excludes the cultural 

embodiments and expressions of non-EuroAmerican dancing subjects. And they do this by 

exposing the cultural hierarchies that choreographic theory historically protects.  
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The above struggles with “choreography” reinforce, for me, an enduring concern in 

critical dance studies with the politics of knowledge production and organization within 

academic research.33 My project upholds this same apprehension. But while these critics have 

blazed important interdisciplinary inroads for dance through choreographic analysis, this 

framework remains an imperfect term for what I am doing in this project. In what follows, I trade 

choreography for “making” to hold the simultaneously productive and destructive tenets of 

institutional participation in constant tension. For historical and theoretical reasons, the term 

“maker” helps me to better contend with how NEA institutional mechanisms are designed, 

practically translated, and sustained through embodied returns. The terms “maker” and 

“making,” then, demand historical context. 

The authorial position of dance “maker” has historical roots in the NEA’s emergence as a 

political institution. In the context of US dance production, the term dance “maker” historically 

emerged at around the same time that Johnson signed the NEA and NEH into existence. From 

1965-1980, the period conventionally referred to as the dance “boom” (addressed in Chapter 

One), NEA support seeded an ever-expanding proliferation of dance companies, many of which 

were led by self-proclaimed dance “makers” who created and toured dance repertoires across the 

US and abroad. As Susan Leigh Foster’s (2011) geneaology of the term “choreography” has 

shown, dance “maker” came to supplant “choreographer” among dance artists working 

principally in the context of EuroAmerican conceptual concert dance as an authorizing discourse. 

Not uncoincidentally, many of the artists that I study in this project are self-identified “makers” 

who have received NEA support at some point in their long careers. As self-declared “makers,” 

conceptual dance artists considered themselves “independents” in that they rejected claims to the 

artist as expressive genius by trading the idea of the choreographer as creative luminary for 
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“maker” as  craftsperson-worker.  They enacted this ideal in their dance “making” by producing 

apparently objective dance “events” that included democratic assemblies and pedestrian 

movement as dance’s “material.”34 Of course, these artists were not materially “independent,” 

nor did they produce their work untethered from institutional contracts. The decentralized 

methods that they used to guide artistic decisions were not “independent” from cultural norms of 

conduct. What interests me about this historical recourse to dance “maker” as a symbolically 

“independent” positionality is its pervasive force as a modernist mythology in dance production, 

policy, and scholarship. My research takes aim at the notion of independent “making” as a faulty 

“policy” secured by an array of institutional agents by the repetitive non-recognition of the 

political economic circumstances that support dance, including the work of late 20th century US 

dance conceptualists that identify with this specific term. For too long, institutional and 

economic circumstances have been avoided in scholarly discussions concerning the artists who 

identify with this term, with rare exception.35 My work repairs this modernist distance, in part, 

by asking artists themselves to speak directly about their imbrication in institutional discourse. 

What I discovered, in so doing, is that the struggle to authorize dance is area where dance artists 

are not “independent,” but they are quite expert. I embrace this proficiency as an untapped 

resource for dance and policy studies. Their expertise drives my work as a primary source. 

In her geneaology of choreography as a political discourse, Foster nods to the politically 

foreclosing dimensions of the term “making” when she underscores the race-based tensions and 

exclusions underpinning the term’s deployment by white choreographers during the late 1960s. 

She underscores its legitimizing limits as a term upheld by a largely white group of 

conceptualists at a time when African American dance artists were circulating dances that 

privileged specialized movement lexicons and that espoused modernist, expressionistic themes 
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of universal resilience in a direct affront to the virulent oppression of Black Americans.36 As a 

historical discourse authorizing artists, the term “making” simultaneously upholds the hegemonic 

values of one cultural group as it “un-makes” the world of others.  

My project upholds the  discursive force of “making” in policy and dance as a 

simultaneously inviting and foreclosing social process. I highlight the cultural contingencies at 

play in the NEA’s authorizing maneuvers to show how one artist’s definition of  “support” 

stands at odds with another’s.37 I argue that any process of “making” an artifact: a dance, a 

policy narrative, or a dissertation monograph, is both enabled and constrained by institutional 

discourse. While few scholarly texts contend with NEA policy and dance artists together, I want 

to consider one such inquiry to clarify two additional invocations of the term “maker” that I do 

not abide in my project.  

Declaring the Interdependence of Artists and Institutional Agents 

The dance and performance scholar whose line of inquiry most informs my study of 

dance and policy “making” as a interdependent political processes is Randy Martin. Martin’s 

early efforts to champion dance’s social epistemologies within the process of rehearsal and 

performance38 inspire my effort to de-center the choreographer by crediting an array of 

institutional agents who collectively authorize dance.39 I also follow Martin’s later scholarly 

investment in juxtaposing dance and capitalist financial structures as an effort to promote 

interdisciplinary thinking about how dance’s social co-operation resists strict alignment with 

market or state domination.40 With Martin, I ask readers to consider how the unique occasion of 

a dance conditions social relations beyond itself. Also like him, I staunchly defend dance’s 

function as a site of political mobilization and potential resistance against the stealth and 

pervasive force of neoliberal capitalist expansion.41 But, while I embrace Martin’s campaign for 
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dance as an act of collective will, our projects part ways around the question of “how” dance’s 

political interdependence (co)operates. Rather than reproduce, as he does, a consensus-driven 

notion of social mobilization—a theory of dance motivated by a universally held desire—I 

highlight the way that policy and dance mobilization often operates at cross-purposes. I do this 

for two reasons. First, I highlight infrastructural antagonisms to expose the NEA’s political limits 

as a democratic institution, in ways heretofore mentioned. And second, I want to resist the kind 

of metonymic relation that Martin’s research on dance and the NEA upholds between artists and 

institutions as a methodological constraint that, I argue, retains a degree of complicity with the 

modernist project. These limitations are worth rehearsing, briefly, to disclose autonomous 

representations of “makers” and “making” that my project strongly resists. 

Martin’s historicization of the NEA’s role as a dance funding body during mid1990s 

offers one of the few dance-based accounts of the Arts Endowment’s influence as a political 

institution.  In Chapter Two of his 1998 text Critical Moves, Martin introduces an analytical 

framework that he calls “over-reading” as a means of encumbering the micro-practical semiotics 

of a dance “text” with the macro-political context of its production. His goal is to frame 

choreographer Bill T. Jones’s representational strategies in the piece: The Promised Land: Last 

Supper at Uncle Tom’s Cabin. His analysis positions the dance as a semiotic antidote to the dire 

economic and symbolic regulations being enacted by NEA policymakers during the so-called 

“Arts Wars” controversies.42 His particular brand of materialist criticism rehearses some of the 

ideological and economic restrictions at play in NEA policymaking during this period without 

entertaining how Jones himself participates in dominant institutional networks. Specifically, 

Martin’s “over-reading” framework keeps Jones and the NEA at arms length by restricting his 

analysis of The Promised Land to Jones’s artistic decisions rather than his infrastructural ones. 
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He frames Jones’s labor as a representational affront to the material scarcity that was facing 

artists in this moment by arguing that the dance’s concluding image of surplus communal bodies 

standing naked in an affront to the audience constitutes a symbolic refusal of NEA censorship 

policies. Methodologically, this use of political semiotics sidesteps any mention of Jones’s 

complicity in NEA funding programs or the hegemonic dance touring networks that derive 

support from federal resourcing. In so doing, “over-reading” inscribes a modernist distance 

between Jones’s symbolic “text” and the people and institutions that authorize its production.  

While Martin’s “over-reading” framework has been expanded upon in dance studies 

toward important ends,43 his juxtaposition of representational practices and institutional policies 

distorts our view of dance institutionalization in two regards. First, his restriction of Jones’s 

production to symbolic practices reproduces a conception of “maker” that distances Jones from 

institutional dependency.44 His juxtaposition of surplus (corporeal) images and dwindling 

(material) funds also does little to help us to understand how Jones, one of the most awarded and 

acclaimed choreographers of our time, negotiated material resourcing and recognition from 

institutions like the NEA at this historical moment. Second, Martin’s macro-sociological 

portrayal of the Arts Endowment de-humanizes the institution by avoiding mention of specific 

policy platforms, grantees, or institutional agents. This omnipotent view of policy “making” 

reproduces a “top-down” understanding of institutional  power that abstracts the institution as a 

nameless, faceless monolith. Both the “god-maker” artist and the “omnipotent-god” institution 

discursively mask the political tensions that institutional agents and artists were confronting at a 

time when their livelihoods were imminently threatened. My invocation of “maker” and 

“making” protests this discursive distancing by highlighting the critically non-artistic moves and 

political motivations that condition the emergence of policy or dance works 45 In my project, the 
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political exercise of “making” most certainly involves artists, but it also includes a much larger 

group of people than most people think.  

By reframing Martin’s theory of dance as social mobilization within the context of 

institutional culture, my goal is to dynamize “the institution” as a materially and ideologically 

imbricated zone of contingency.46 The situated “makers” that I study are not gods or 

disembodied monuments to an abstract notion of democracy. They are people, with social 

security numbers, whose authorizing enactments have been recognized in some way by the US 

federal government. All of the administrators, citizen advisors, artists and intermediary agents 

that I address here have been supporting dance professionally (vocationally) for a minimum of 

two decades. I gathered their situated testimony between September 2012 and November 2015 

during my field work in Los Angeles, Milwaukee, New York, and Washington D.C. Before I 

outline the scope of my dissertation, I want to detail one last influential text that motivates my 

project’s title and frames my contributions to dance, policy, and performance discourse. 

Motivation for study  
 

My project title, US Dance Makers: A Declaration of Interdependence, takes its cue from 

NEA Research Report #28, Dancemakers, the first and only US national policy study to 

particularize choreographic labor as a professional pursuit.47 A dedicated effort by NEA Dance 

Program administrators, policy statisticians, and citizen dance advisors, the Dancemakers survey 

produced a state of the field monograph that sought to elucidate some of the material roadblocks 

that dance artists faced in the late 20th century.48 Through the report, NEA researchers sought to 

demystify the notion of a choreographer as strictly artistic laborer by reframing debate around 

the plural roles and responsibilities that these “makers” assumed in the field. While the report’s 

invocation of the term dance “maker” was restricted to self-identified choreographers, its line of 
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inquiry expanded thinking about the non-artistic roles and relationships that choreographers 

negotiated in their routine, daily work. Survey results glimpsed the economic, temporal, and 

environmental challenges of choreographers to shed light on a historically under-represented and 

under-resourced US cultural workforce. While NEA researchers lauded the adaptability of 

surveyed choreographers in the face of various foreclosures, they concluded that US dance 

makers remained a cultural “profession at risk” by economic standards. As the NEA’s lone effort 

to expose infrastructural complexities specific to dance, Dancemakers issued an important call 

for future research. To date, researchers have yet to respond to through quantitative or qualitative 

follow up. This dissertation offers a 20-year corrective-of-sorts, one that implicates artists and 

NEA agents in designing, implementing, and maintaining more and less supportive environments 

for dance.  

 
Figure 1.3 NEA Research Report #28, Dancemakers (1993) 

 
Project Scope  
 

To help to contextualize the infrastructural development of NEA dance policies and 

productions across the institution’s fifty-year timespan, my project is organized around three 

conceptual schema that I use to describe how agents fashion, uphold, and retain policy 

mechanisms with varying degrees of success. I open by tracking how policy makers negotiated 

significant economic and programmatic growth during the NEA’s formative years through a 
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governmental logic of expansion by partition. This infrastructural approach materialized through 

categories and programs that segregated artists on the basis of cultural and class position 

(Chapter One, 1965-1980). I then address institutional struggles and regulations during the so-

called “Art Wars” controversies by showing how policy “makers” restructured agency programs 

and procedures through an ethos of redistribution and estrangement. Here, the NEA’s reworked 

narratives, funding mechanisms and procedures rerouted responsibilities to third party mediators 

and weakened cross-cultural dance assemblages formerly housed within its institutional walls 

(Chapter Two, 1980-1996).  I close by discussing the agency’s discursive shift over the last 

fifteen years from an ethos of philanthropic charitability to one of financial investment. I 

evidence how the NEA enacts this infrastructural ethos through processes of hyper-

instumentalization, a portfolio of rationales, instruments, and research that position art and artists 

as instruments capable of quelling policy issues in the non-arts fields (Chapter three, 1997-

present). Across each of my three discussion chapters, I study infrastructural cooperation from 

the competing political motivations, enactments, of four clustered groups: elected officials, 

senior leadership, NEA dance program agents (administrators, citizen advisors), and grantees. 

My chapters unfold as follows.   

Chapter One, entitled “Boom for Whom? Resourcing Dance at the US National 

Endowment for the Arts,” examines the early struggle of NEA policy and dance “makers” to set 

forth the NEA’s inaugural agenda and programmatic infrastructure during a period of significant 

resource expansion. Part One examines conditions underlying the NEA’s 1965 inauguration as a 

political project of Presidential advocates—Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson. I pay specific 

attention to maneuvers that reengineered federal labor divisions to integrate arts advisory 

positions within the Executive Branch. To lend the NEA’s early grant programs and procedures 
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historical weight, I also examine specific philanthropic initiatives that predated the NEA, 

specifically the US State Department Cultural Diplomacy Tours (under Eisenhower and 

Kennedy) and social welfare advancements (under Johnson) as institutional precedents that 

shaped early NEA programs. Part Two then considers how NEA senior leadership negotiated this 

period of institutional expansion through a governance strategy that enforced material and 

symbolic accolades for “fine artists” and produced contingencies for economically and ethnically 

marginalized dance makers. To evidence this internal policy of expansion by partition, I follow 

Chair Nancy Hanks’s lobbying efforts to expand federal appropriations from Congress as a 

political platform rooted in the discursive alignment of artistic  “Excellence” with Eurocentric 

“fine” art and artists. I show how senior leadership handled a series of ongoing external 

challenges from critics who took aim at the material and cultural inequities at play in NEA 

support for Folk, Indigenous, Rural, and Low Income artists. In Part Three, I weigh the micro-

practical cooperation of employees, citizen advisors, and grantees at the NEA Dance Program 

during these formative years. I contextualize the NEA’s hegemonic promotion of US concert 

dance traditions, productions, and producers by linking early programmatic advancements early 

grants to the cultural agendas of the NEA’s first citizen dance advisors. I parse the structural 

influence of the Ford Foundation’s pre-NEA investments in ballet regionalization and US 

cultural diplomacy tours as philanthropic guideposts that informed NEA concert dance support 

mechanisms. These authorizing precedents conditioned the emergence of what I am calling the 

infrastructural triad,  the privileged funders, presenters, and dance companies who were the 

principal beneficiaries of NEA support during this and subsequent periods. I conclude my 

discussion of Dance Program cooperation by analyzing bureaucratic practices at play within the 

Dance Program--administration, site visits, and panel review—to highlight specific encounters 
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that expanded literacies and built political answerabilities between previously estranged 

members of the US dance field. In Part Four, I depart from the NEA’s institutional walls by 

showing how four NEA funded artists negotiated institutional impositions. In particular, I study 

nonprofit incorporation—the practice of organizing one’s dance production operations through a 

501c3 legal charter—as a durable but flexible framework, drawing from the local production 

strategies of artists Stuart Pimsler, Ferne Yangyeitie Caulker, Gema Sandoval, and Wendy 

Rodgers. The situated efforts of these choreographers together reveal the pressures and 

possibilities that nonprofit incorporation imposes on artists on the basis of class, race, gender, 

geographic distribution, and cultural tradition. I close this first chapter by considering the 1979 

Congressional Investigation into NEA as an anticipatory confrontation, a series of publicly 

visible struggles and regulations, that paved policy patterns that would take hold in the wake of 

the so-called “Arts Wars” controversies of the 1990s. Taken together, these struggles reinforce 

the puzzling project of equitably resourcing art in US culture as an always-unsteady exercise, 

one that economic spreadsheets or canonical portrayals of  this “booming” period can mask. 

Chapter Two, entitled, “Confronting the Model: Restructuring Dance at the US National 

Endowment for the Arts [1980-1997]” examines ongoing confrontations and infrastructural 

changes during a period of institutional controversy and very public debate. Rather than follow 

conventional accounts of the NEA’s 1995 defunding and restructuring as a strong and sudden 

reversal of policy priorities linked to a series of controversial grants, I attend, instead to NEA 

strategies of redistribution and artist estrangement since 1980 confronted dominant institutional 

practices and issued regulations that formed the infrastructural blueprint for the regulatory 

overhauls of the so-called “Art Wars.” Part One opens with an examination of political 

assemblies and regulations put in place by US Presidents. I consider specifically how Ronald 
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Reagan’s 1981 formation of the Presidential Task Force on the Arts and Humanities and the 

1990 “Blue Ribbon” Investigation of the NEA by Congress diffused the NEA’s political sway by 

instituting third party advisory councils populated by private sector arts investors. By increasing 

NEA buy in from non-arts investors, legislators began to impose measures to de-implicate the 

State in arts resourcing as a policy project. I also attend to the efforts of legislative antagonists in 

Congress to show how specific regulations—decency clauses and panel term restrictions—

further destabilized the NEA’s hegemonic networks. I end my discussion of federal interventions 

by briefly considering judiciary interventions and artist-led litigation as efforts to confront the 

NEA’s operational model that further precaritized the agency as a governing body, squeezing it 

from all sides. In Part Two, my attention turns to how NEA senior leadership adapted agency 

activity in response to these external pressures and mobilizations. I show how NEA Chair Jane 

Alexander streamlined agency operations to costs and keep artists at arms’ length through an 

agency-wide overhaul that reformed NEA eligibility criteria programs, and discipline-specific 

divisions. I discuss the programmatic dissolution of the NEA’s coveted Individual Artist 

Fellowships in all areas except Literature and Jazz as a measure that sent certain grantees into a 

tailspin and weakened the political pull of artists and NEA panelists. With these overarching 

strategies of redistribution and estrangement foregrounded, Part Three turns to the micro-

practical efforts of NEA Dance Program agents who struggled to maintain hegemonic support to 

concert dance “makers” amidst these reductions in funding and force. I look at the lifespan of 

concert touring support enacted across the Coordinated Dance Touring Program (DTP), the 

Dance On Tour program (DOT), and the 1997 formation of the National Dance Project at the 

New England Foundation for the Arts (NEFA) to evidence the redistributive transfer of formerly 

federal responsibilities to regional and third party concert dance intermediaries. To challenge 
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conventional notions of the so-called “Art Wars” controversies as an incontrovertible period of 

loss, I also take care to highlight hidden political assemblages that confronted concert dance as a 

longstanding policy priority. Drawing on archival documentation of these largely hidden 

convenings, I show how by NEA Dance staffers collaborated with non-dance NEA agents and 

cultural constituencies to produce collaborative programs vernacular dance, indigenous dance 

heritage advancements, and professional development of concert dance artists of color. Against 

economic and political stalemates, I show how NEA Dance agents leveraged relatively flexible 

fund mechanisms to draw non-concert dance makers further into policy debates. These non-

public enactments evidence the loss of convening power with the 1996 defunding as a significant 

blow in dance, one left these budding cross-cultural coalitions significantly immobilized. To 

close out this chapter on confrontations and political assemblages, Part Four zooms in on a multi-

vocal debate wherein NEA supported choreographers, presenters, grant makers, and dance 

advocates debated the livelihood of hegemonic dance company models and concert touring 

networks. I isolate archival testimony from Dance Theatre Workshop’s two day “Confronting the 

Model” retreat in summer of 1995 to notice how norms issued by institutional mechanisms 

collided with sociocultural hierarchies instituted by artists in the field, in practice. Policies 

emerge here as tacit and explicit norms enacted by artists and instituitonalizers, alike. 

Chapter Three, entitled “The Hyper-instrumental Turn: Re-searching Dance at the US 

National Endowment for the Arts [1998-present]” approaches the project of policy and dance 

production at the turn of the Millennium, leading up to the agency’s fiftieth anniversary year. I 

detail the discursive shift from contingent charitability (Chapter One), to redistribution (Chapter 

Two), to a governmental ethos rooted in instrumentalizing art as an investment tool to produce 

non-arts policy objectives. I open by theorizing what I am calling the NEA’s hyper-instrumental 
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turn, leaning heavily on Wendy Brown’s concept of responsibilization as a technology of 

neoliberal rational instrumental governance to show how this infrastructural schema operates. 

Under constant pressure to streamline operations and demonstrate its capacity to comport itself 

like a proper federal institution, I argue that NEA policies since the 1996 restructuring have 

increasingly forced nonfederal agents and agencies to take action and produce policy 

“deliverables” in areas that federal government used to support (education, social service, labor, 

health, urban planning, housing, and defense).49 I have added the prefix hyper and a hyphen to 

the term “instrumentalization” to deliberately reinforce the speed with which utilitarian 

rationales have attached art to non-arts areas of federal investment. Part One parses the influence 

of Presidential agendas on the NEA’s emerging investments in art as a tool for capital 

advancement. I open by considering regulations set in motion by the two-term Presidency of 

William Jefferson “Bill” Clinton, paying particular attention to how Clinton’s  reconfiguration of 

the US social welfare system and his efficiency and evaluation mandates shifted NEA 

comportment and social engagement agendas in the late 1990s and early 2000s. From Clinton’s 

cost cutting measures, I turn to policy interventions under George W. Bush, whose preoccupation 

with managing global and domestic conflict shifted control to First Lady Laura Bush, whose 

advocacy conditioned the agency’s first major appropriations increase in decades ($18 million). I 

next consider how current President Barack Obama’ Open Government Mandates and 

incentivization of inter-agency partnerships shape the comportment of agents working at the 

various agencies of the Executive Branch. Part Two looks at how NEA Chairs negotiated these 

legislative pressures and opportunities through narrative justifications, programs, and research 

agendas that increasingly privileged instrumental outcomes. I look specifically at how NEA 

Chair Jane Alexander’s promotion of populist events (“Art 21”) and publications (American 
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Canvas) rhetorically retooled the purpose of federal arts funding toward a broader agenda of 

social amelioration. I discuss Bill Ivey’s (1997-2001) “Bill of Rights” and Challenge America 

Grants as discursive efforts to braid together citizenship discourses and economic endgames all 

under the rubric of “access.” I examine the branding strategies of Chairman/poet Dana Gioia 

(2003-2009) whose narrative ethos and National Pilot initiatives simultaneously promoted the 

delivery of “Excellent” art works to remote areas of the country through programs that could be 

reproduced on a massive national scale. The cross-sector real estate savvy of Chairman-theatrical 

producer Rocco Landesman (2009-2013) informs my effort to also consider how emergent 

integrative programs—like “place-based” philanthropy consolidate this cross-sector and 

instrumental understanding about how “Art Works.” I end my discussion of senior leadership by 

lauding recent efforts of NEA Chair-Violinist Jane Chu (2014-present), whose promotion of 

Creativity Connects as a fiftieth anniversary leadership initiative folds together democratic 

expression, industry, and individual growth into one collapsible model. Part Three turns toward 

the critical enactments of NEA Dance Program intermediaries, with a pair of artist interruptions.  

I open by considering the political effects of panel virtualization as a disembodying aspect of 21st 

century NEA policy production. From this practical discussion I then turn to the NEA Dance 

programmatic responses to Gioia’s Millennium initiatives—the National College Choreography 

Initiative and American Masterpieces: Dance. I demonstrate how the organization of both 

projects sought to preserve the NEA’s alliance to the infrastructural triad, despite the agency’s 

broader populist turn. To resist a strictly conservative reading of the actions of NEA dance 

agents, I interject an artist case study here to show how American Masterpiece grantee Pat 

Graney’s deft navigation of both concert and corrections reveals cross-sector dexterities trouble 

the NEA’s “genius” “maker” framework. I close this chapter by discussing the relative absence 
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of dance-based interventions within the NEA Our Town program, weighing this conundrum 

through the situated production strategies of lone dance grantee Carla Perlo. Perlo’s effort to 

energize massive social networks to support her D.C. venue Dance Place reveal particularly 

deleterious aspects of “place-based” turn. Perlo’s energized social infrastructure underscores the 

extent to which the “place” of the body is virtually absent from NEA recognition and resourcing; 

her organization survives and thrives on the sweat equity of a great many “makers.” In my 

project conclusion, I track back through our work in light of a nascent research development at 

the NEA that offers clear potential for more humanistic inroads to infrastructural research within 

the dance field. The NEA’s recent agreement to partner with the NEH on hybrid research hails 

dance researchers to reconsider dance’s  infrastructural politics and practices as an urgent area of 

inquiry. I close by challenging fellow dance and policy researchers to redeploy existing research 

tools to shed light on infrastructural contingencies from a range of methods and standpoints. 

Contributions/Suggestions for Future research 

My research conclusion is deceptively simple: People Make Policies. What I contribute 

in the space of this inquiry is a culturally contingent and embodied method of infrastructural 

inquiry that centralizes the interdependence of artists and institutions as a vital domain of 

political struggle. My goal is not to promote a standard way of looking at infrastructure, but 

rather to suggest an embodied epistemology of its development to underline the contingent who, 

where, and how of dance support. While no method of studying dance and institutional 

cooperation can possibly include all the people, practices, and procedures that “make” a 

legislative act or dance performance possible, the structural isolation of artists and institutional 

intermediaries in dance and policy research risks exacerbating dance’s economic and symbolic 

marginalization as a cultural practice and product. By acknowledging the many under-recognized  
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people and practices that support dance, I encourage future infrastructural excursions that might 

further enliven this area of inquiry. To infrastructurally invested scholars, I say: let’s abide our 

respective ways of looking, moving, and belonging to institutional culture as tacit “policies” that 

condition the possibility of a more equitable and supportive environment for dance and the arts. 

The project of radically democratic dance “making” is ideologically daunting, but practically 

possible, when we who own institutional power start to notice the tools that we hold in our own 

hands. When we widen our present vistas, we stand better equipped to leverage our 

interdependence and competing motivations as a political strength for dance resourcing. By 

declaring this interdependent retooling, we might start to rehearse such radical reforms through 

our patterns of participation, belonging, and use.   
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Chapter One 
Boom for Whom? Resourcing Dance at the National Endowment for the Arts [1965-1980] 

 
Introduction 
 

Whether a “boom” is understood as a rapid expansion or increase, an upsurge in activity, 

interest, or popularity, or a forceful hit, kick, or attack of some sort, this organizational 

determinant vividly applies to federal arts policy making during the NEA’s first fifteen years of 

co-operation.  From 1965 until 1980, federal appropriations from Congress expanded radically, 

and policy leaders and staff hustled to fashion programs and grant funds to artists and nonprofit 

arts organizations. The availability of surplus federal philanthropic funds conditioned an upsurge 

in nonprofit arts organizations and applications as artists and nonprofit arts organizers grew 

increasingly aware of the State’s investment in domestic art and culture. Not without conflict, 

NEA institutional programs and procedures underwent constant adaptation in response to 

external pressures from a range of constituencies. Weathering these storms, the Arts Endowment 

emerged as a consecrating philanthropic institution whose authorizing enactments, programs, and 

rhetorics would exert formidable influence on artistic practices and productions across the United 

States, for years to come.  

Policy does not emerge “from scratch.” In this first chapter, I unpack the infrastructural 

contours of the period of massive federal arts policy production and expansion known to dance 

and policy historians as the art and culture “Boom.” My goal is to unfix standard accounts of 

policy and dance production by showing how NEA institutional rhetorics, programs, and 

bureaucratic procedures drew influence from existing philanthropic conventions and from the 

shifting political agendas of key players. To animate the exercise of early NEA policy 

production, I weigh the strategic engineering of the agency’s decentralized governance structure 

by NEA leadership against consistent challenges from external critics who were concerned with 
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its exclusionary dimensions. Bolstered by consistent appropriations increases from Congress and 

strong bipartisan support, NEA policy makers cooperatively fashioned a federal arts policy ethos 

of growth that was enacted through categories and programs that upheld particular cultural 

groups on the basis of intrinsic merit or “Excellence,” and partitioned other cultural groups 

through categories and programs predicated on a cultural or economic lack. Weighing this 

overarching ethos of expansion by partition from a range of stakeholder standpoints, we can start 

to see how the so-called Arts “Boom” was not a unilateral period of equivalent growth for artists 

in the US. These advancements and shortfalls together suggest that this period of rocky 

institutional expansion is perhaps better understood as a series of “Booms, ”explosive debates 

about the shape and direction of US federal arts recognition and resourcing. My chapter unfolds 

in four parts. 

Part One examines legislative maneuvers that conditioned the NEA’s emergence. I look 

specifically at how three Presidential advocates—Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson—and their 

administrations laid the infrastructural groundwork for the NEA’s institutional scaffold.  By 

engineering arts advisory positions within the Executive Branch and building bipartisan support, 

Eisenhower and Kennedy paved the way for a standalone agency charged with distributing 

taxpayer subsidies to domestic arts production. In addition to these changes to the federal 

bureaucracy, I also discuss foreign and social policy movements that preceded the NEA’s 1965 

inauguration to show how US State Department Tours (under Eisenhower and Kennedy) and 

social welfare advancements (under Johnson) served as influential blueprints that lent the 

agency’s infrastructure its original shape.  

In Part Two, I move next alongside senior leadership across this period in order to 

demonstrate how NEA Chairs handled agency wide resource expansion and external challengers 
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through a range of programmatic additions and adjustments. I weigh the strategic engineering of 

powerhouse institutional leader Nancy Hanks—the Chair credited by most policy scholars as the 

chief architect of the “Boom”—whose deference to “fine” art and artists came under fire from 

critics who declared that the agency’s governance structure and programs were nepotistic and 

elitist, and who also critiqued the urbanist directions of federal subsidies in theses early years. 

Through an overarching ethos of expansion by partition Hanks’s administration resourced Euro-

American “fine” artists through discipline-based programs that each contained multiple subsidy 

programs while they annexed separate and materially unequal grant programs for folk, 

indigenous, rural, and low-income artists. Inarguably, all of these expansions were important to 

US artists. But where would-be grantees were concerned, NEA Folk Arts, Expansion Arts, and 

Heritage programs offered fewer opportunities for repeat or multiple awards. This asymmetrical 

infrastructure installed significant cultural hierarchies that subordinated non-European ethnic 

groups and that penalized organizers who lacked proximity to private philanthropic wealth. 

These macro-agency affordances and clauses signal a need for us to weigh the differential 

impacts of this “booming” period as one of contingent philanthropic growth on the part of US 

artists. 

In Part Three, I turn to the micro-practical cooperation of NEA federal employees, citizen 

advisors, and grantees within the NEA Dance Program to detail how early decisions installed 

concert and “art” dance traditions—ballet and modern dance—as NEA policy priorities. I open 

by parsing the NEA’s inaugural grants in dance in 1965-1966 to the cultural agendas of the 

agency’s dance advisory boards. If we can agree that institutional structures follow the political 

strategies of their designers, then one can easily notice linkages between NEA grants in dance 

and a slew of private philanthropic initiatives that upheld US concert dance traditions. Early 
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Dance Program directors followed previous patterns and pathways that had begun promoting 

dance training and concert repertory touring as sought-after models of production during the 

mid1950s. Here, two preceding philanthropic endeavors carry shaping influence:  the nascent 

ballet regionalization movement set in motion by the Ford Foundation in the late 1950s, and 

cultural diplomacy tours sponsored by the US State Department during the Cold War. Here is 

where dance company touring emerges as a hegemonic professional production practice through 

the NEA’s programmatic prioritization of grant partnerships with regional and local presenters, 

non-federal funders, and dance companies. An infrastructural triad of networked support for 

domestic concert dance emerges here—key players who would continue to serve on NEA grant 

panels and advise the agency as institutional partners throughout the agency’s lifespan. By 

looking closely at the standard types of tours that the NEA funded and the programmatic 

permutations of touring grants, we can locate production patterns and key players that would 

continue to exert influence on professional dance networks for decades to come. I conclude this 

discussion of NEA Dance Program cooperation on practical grounds by attending to various live 

assemblages through which agents governed and distributed dance grants. I look at 

administrative practices of NEA Dance staff, travel and site review visits by staff and citizen 

advisors, and the hotly debated and also revered process of grant panel review to weigh the 

qualitative effects of this work on people who were invited to the policy “table. “Here, I draw on 

ethnographic testimony to tease out social, and ethical obligations produced through NEA citizen 

service. Panel participation emerges, through the testimony of frequent advisors from this period, 

as a process that built significant cultural literacies and understandings between previously 

estranged members of the dance field. These critical interdependencies escape inquiry when we 

narrow policy discussion strictly to who won the funds.  
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From this look at Dance Program cooperation, Part Four moves beyond the material walls 

of the Arts Endowment to show how NEA funded dance artists and organizers translated 

institutional mandates, in practice. Across four artist examples, I attend specifically to one 

hegemonic production practice—nonprofit incorporation—as a complex but flexible institutional 

process that installs political answerabilities that vary greatly on the basis of the “maker” in 

question. Artists’ situated experiences and plural motivations with this organizational process 

are, in a word, unstandardizeable. What the unique efforts of Stuart Pimsler (Minneapolis, MN), 

Ferne Yangyeitie Caulker (Milwaukee, WI), Gema Sandoval (East Los Angeles, CA), and 

Wendy Rodgers (Riverside, CA) reveal, instead, are some of the material, symbolic, 

administrative, legal, and social benefits of this institutionally sanctioned structure. They also lay 

bare the untenable dimensions of establishing a 501c3 legal charter through which to channel 

one’s dance making operations and competing with peers on a national scale through a system 

predicated on exponential production growth. As this first chapter draws to a close, I zoom out 

briefly to detail one last explosive dispute –the 1979 Congressional Investigation of the NEA—

as a very public example of the ongoing contestation that commenced with the 1965 inauguration 

of the two endowments. Instigated by Senator Sidney Yates, the investigation and resultant 

recommendations anticipated, in many ways, the very public attacks against the agency during 

the so-called “Arts Wars” controversies of the mid1990s. Issues raised about inequitable 

participation, representation, regulation, and resourcing would continue to plague the activities of 

the Arts Endowment. Taken together, these debates destabilized fixed understandings of NEA 

grant making and complicate reductive understandings of the “Boom” as a period of universal 

expansion and bipartisan support. 

Part One: Elected Officials and NEA Senior Leadership 
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When President Lyndon B. Johnson signed the NEA into existence as an independent 

agency of the Executive Branch, he set in motion a veritable army of arts “makers” under the 

principal charge to equitably distribute federal taxpayer subsides to domestic artists and 

nonprofit arts organizations. As I discuss the role of elected officials in the exercise of NEA 

institutional policy, it is important to understand, at the outset, how the executive and legislative 

chain of command operates. The President nominates Chairs and members of the National 

Council on the Arts and develops appropriations through the coordinated efforts of the Office of 

Management and Budget and through annual requests to legislators. Congress (members of the 

US Senate and House of Representatives) governs the NEA’s fiscal appropriations at two levels:  

internally, via subcommittees on Interior Appropriations (House and Senate) and through 

regulator and budgetary approvals debated on the House and Senate floor. The US judiciary can 

and has intervened in NEA policy by ruling on court cases involving agency decisions and 

interactions (see Chapter Two). In short, a compendium of US elected officials hold significant 

power to regulate the NEA’s main charge: distribution of US taxpayer funded subsidies for 

domestic art and cultural production. These macro policy players sustain the dynamic and 

unsteady scaffold upon which US federal arts policy so tenuously rests. 

To put the NEA’s institutionalization into historical context, we must consider its 

inauguration in light of Cold War governmental and private philanthropic interventions into art 

and cultural subsidy. Such precedents exerted a strong influence on what would become the 

agency’s governance and grant making infrastructure.50 Remembering that the NEA is an 

independent agency of the Executive Branch of the US federal government, it is useful to track 

how Presidents Eisenhower, Kennedy, and Johnson established arts advisory positions that paved 

the way for domestic arts oversight by the State. As NEA historian Donna Binkiewicz (2004) has 
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noted in her history of this period, the historical absence of cabinet level arts advisory positions 

at the federal level shifted with President Dwight D. Eisenhower’s appointment of Nelson 

Rockefeller as head of the foreign cultural exchange programs during the 1950s. Rockefeller’s 

involvement in steering state sponsorship of arts export through the United States Information 

Agency (USIA) established the practice of debating arts-related matters in Congressional 

subcommittees through the end of World War II.51 Despite these foreign policy advancements, 

legislative advocates struggled to achieve policy traction for domestic arts subsidies during the 

Cold War, due, in part to a strong anti-artist sentiment during the McCarthy hearings, which 

challenged cultural workers with the crime of harboring Communist and Socialist ties. These 

efforts to defame artists added to the significant number of Congressional agnostics who opposed 

domestic cultural policy intervention as an anti-democratic project, For decades, legislators had 

keep efforts to establish a dedicated US arts agency at bay by citing the First Amendment 

provisions of free speech as a right limiting government intervention into cultural matters of any 

kind. Stigmatized as irrational, rebellious, undisciplined, elitist, selfish, frivolous, sinful, parasitic 

and most unworthy of federal investment, artists served as straw citizens, “emblems of 

otherness” in the popular imaginary.52 Such sentiments would take over a decade to shake.  

John F. Kennedy’s promotion of “fine art” advisors was instrumental in laying the 

groundwork for the full-blown federalization of domestic arts philanthropy. While arts events 

hosted by first lady Jacqueline Kennedy at the White House forged symbolic alliances between 

artists and his administration, Kennedy himself altered labor divisions within the Executive 

Branch to include arts officials for the first time in US history. His December 1961 Presidential 

appointment of August Heckscher in the role of Presidential “Special Consultant on the Arts” 

brought into the federal fold a former philanthropy researcher for the Twentieth Century Fund 
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and close advisor to Nelson Rockefeller.53 Heckscher was the first arts employee to occupy an 

office in the White House and, per Kennedy’s command, was charged with penning a seminal 

report on domestic arts issues aimed at convincing elected officials that the State had been lax in 

addressing domestic cultural quality of life as a policy priority. In the 1963 report, Heckscher 

lobbied for a regular federal institution dedicated to delving out domestic arts subsidies using 

three overarching rationales: first, that federal seed funds would stimulate a market response to 

enhance cultural consumption given the rise in leisure time among US citizens; next, that cultural 

interventions in urban neighborhoods constituted an effective governance strategy to quell civil 

unrest; and last, that a dedicated cultural institution would advance visions of US cultural 

exceptionalism capable of repairing ungainly perceptions of Americans abroad.54 The report and 

its recommendations ultimately inspired Kennedy. Later that same year, signed an Executive 

Order (#11112) that established a President’s Advisory Council on the Arts, the first dedicated 

federal body to survey and encourage US domestic arts production and distribution.  

The NEA’s enabling legislation would never had advanced were it not for the dedicated 

support of Congress members who strategically built legislative enactments off of the President’s 

advisory council as a crucial infrastructural pillar. Among the NEA’s most outspoken lobbyists 

in Congress were Senators Claiborne Pell (D-RI) and Jacob K. Javits (R-NY) and House 

Representative Frank Thompson (D-NJ), who to fashioned a series of bills that scaled up federal 

arts decision making.  With Kennedy’s support, these legislators aggressively debated with 

tightfisted legislators and built significant bipartisan momentum in favor of federal artistic 

intervention as a non-militaristic means of quelling ill will against the US federal government on 

domestic soil. While the fateful events of November 22, 1963 would truncate these efforts, 
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Kennedy’s advocacy enabled stronger political networks for federal arts legislation and a 

governance structure for arts advising that Lyndon B. Johnson would inherit, and largely uphold. 

Swiftly thrust into his position as Commander in Chief after Kennedy’s assassination, 

Johnson was a swift policy architect whose twenty-four year tenure cooperating in Congress 

underpinned his capacity to engineer the most comprehensive social policy reform platform since 

the New Deal and to advance a domestic arts and humanities lobby, at once. Johnson’s vision for 

the “Great Society” included the concrete programmatic advancements that pushed a historically 

unprecedented number of legislative proposals through Congress. In addition to the bill that 

established the National Foundations for the Arts and Humanities, resultant legislative provisions 

funded Medicare, immigration reform, and the Civil Rights Act.55 Johnson’s promotion of arts 

and humanities investments discursively aligned with earlier education and scientific 

advancements. This orientation is evident in the opening sentence in the NEA’s enabling 

legislation (P.L.: p. 89-209), which reads: 

“The World Leadership that has come to the United States cannot rest solely upon 
superior power, wealth, and technology, but must be solidly founded upon the worldwide respect 
and admiration for the Nation’s high qualities as a leader in the realm of ideas and of the 
spirit.” 

-The National Foundation for the Arts and Humanities Act, September 29, 196556 
 

The legislation that wrote the NEA and NEH into existence leveraged preceding funds 

dedicated to intellectual and scientific production 57 As cultural critics Toby Miller and George 

Yúdice argue, the NEA/NEH conjoinder legislation brought “world-wide Marshall plan in the 

field of ideas” onto US domestic soil.58 This twin inauguration did not yield identical structures 

of governance.  Whereas NEH funds zeroed in on humanistic services, specifically knowledge 

production and direct individual research funds, the NEA was organized as an institution of 

federal charitable philanthropy charged with “seeding” artistic production as a public good 
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through matched investments from nonfederal funders. I now turn to the strategic ways in which 

NEA senior leadership managed agency-wide expansion across this formative fifteen-year 

period. 

Part Two: NEA Senior Leadership and Governance  

What is important to remember about the NEA’s principal function—making grants to artists 

and nonprofit arts organizations—is that this process is decentralized by design. By dividing 

authority into governmental tiers and clusters of decision-making groups, it becomes virtually 

impossible to attribute NEA policy decisions to a single agent. This kind of puzzling 

decentralization is, of course, deeply historical; it aligns with the tripartite structure of US 

democratic government advanced by settler colonialists out of a deep libertarian suspicion of 

centralized state power and intervention.59 Within the structure of the US federal bureaucracy, 

then, tit is also key to understand that the NEA does not have the political authority of a US State 

Department, or cultural ministry, wherein elected officials would make decisions about the shape 

and direction of federal funding for the arts.60 As with all independent agencies (the 

Environmental Protection Agency and the Food and Drug Administration are comparable 

examples), the Arts Endowment is run by citizen employees who govern federal appropriations 

in the arts and who are answerable to the President and Congress in the fulfillment of the 

agency’s purpose. Internal to the agency, staff answers to a presidentially appointed Chair, who 

acts as agency spokesperson and Congressional liaison. The NEA Chair reports to the National 

Council on the Arts (NCA), a 26-member advisory board that is comprised of citizen experts in 

the arts field.  

During the NEA’s first two years of policymaking, the NCA and Chair decided on grant 

allocations. There was no formal application process. NCA members doubled as peer 
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recommenders and would submit to the Council names of worthy individuals and organizations 

group consideration. Inaugural NEA Chairman Roger Stevens introduced the process of peer 

panel review in 1967 to further stratify the NEA’s chain of command. Since that time, NEA 

grant applications are reviewed through a three-tiered governance system wherein citizen peer 

reviewers conduct an initial round of scoring and make recommendations to the NCA (step one), 

the NCA reads the recommendations and approves or rejects them (step two), and the Chairman 

rubber stamps the NCA’s decisions or vetoes any or all of the recommendations (step three). 

Control has changed within this stratified structure over the years in ways that I will outline in 

the subsequent two chapters. What is essential to note at this early point in our inquiry is that the 

NEA’s decision-making process enacts what policy scholars call an “arms length” relationship 

between grantees and elected official by shifting decision making away from elected officials 

and toward third party mediators.61  With this strategic convolution foregrounded, I want to now 

consider how early NEA Chairs: Rodger Stevens (1965-1969), Nancy Hanks 1969-1977), and 

Livingston Biddle (1977-1981) negotiated the agency-wide task of structuring support for US 

domestic art and artists. 

With NEA Chairman Roger Stevens at the helm, the agency managed to expand recognition 

and resourcing in powerful ways. Prior to the NEA inauguration, Stevens served as the 

Presidential Arts Advisor to both Kennedy and Johnson, bringing his professional background as 

a Broadway Producer and real estate negotiator to bear on early NEA oversight.62 Historians 

credit Stevens with the institutionalization of the peer panel decision-making structure heretofore 

mentioned and for making some high-profile grants during the early years, including a $100,000 

bail out of the American Ballet Theatre, detailed in the next section. Since the agency’s 

appropriation levels sat at a relative stalemate during Stevens’ tenure, policy scholars 
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incontrovertibly align the so-called arts “Boom” with the strategic leadership of second Chair 

Nancy Hanks.63 A well-networked, former assistant to the Rockefeller Brothers Foundation, 

Hanks won the early support of President Richard M. Nixon and his special consultant, New 

York attorney Leonard Garment. The advising and support of Garment figured prominently in 

the extraordinary funding increases that Hanks effectively lobbied from Congress over the course 

of eight years. Hanks’s administration catalyzed growth within the agency’s macropolicy 

infrastructure across a number of registers.  

The most inarguable dimensions of the “Boom” were economic and administrative. From 

1970-1979, the agency saw an unprecedented 1400% increase in fiscal appropriations. This surge 

was a testament to Hanks’s capacity to secure Presidential and bipartisan Congressional support 

as well as her longstanding connections to nonfederal philanthropic circles of influence.64 Later 

in this chapter, I detail the inner workings of nonprofit incorporation, the public-private legal 

designation given to charitable arts organizations, which functions as an instrument that further 

decentralizes economic and legislative oversight. Hanks leaned on the public-private 

underpinnings of nonprofit philanthropic giving to quell Congressional critiques that claimed art 

was wasteful spending; Hanks and subsequent Chairs, to this day, tout the so-called “multiplier 

effect” of NEA seed funds, which require equal funds matched by nonfederal sources. Through 

these matching mechanics, senior leadership argued, the NEA and non-federal funders could 

exponentially grow the US cultural economy. 

Agency-wide growth under Hanks’s was also administrative and programmatic. From 1969-

1977, the NEA workforce increased 600%, in part, to keep pace with the 900% increase in grant 

applications and 600% increase in overall awards that transpired during her tenure. As demand 

for institutional support grew, Hanks subsequently expanded the agency’s discipline-specific 
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program divisions to include a dedicated budget, director, program specialists, and staff supports. 

This expanded internal governance structure built out NEA grant categories from eleven65 to 

seventeen66 areas of federal arts support. Within the NEA Dance program, for example, census 

reports from this period chronicled an 1100% increase in the incorporated non-profit dance 

companies during the so-called “boom.”67 These numbers suggested to those internal to the 

agency that dance artists and organizers had become increasingly aware of the availability and 

benefits of federal arts funds.68  

One other aspect of the “boom” was geographic, and not without conflict. Because the bulk 

of early NEA grants under Stevens had been rather asymmetrically distributed to artists in 

coastal cities and large US metropolitan areas, Hanks was confronted with charges of urbanism 

by legislators who represented rural constituencies, in particular.  She responded by dedicating 

blocks of funding from the NEA to State governments that dedicated independent state arts 

agencies (SAAs). This savvy programmatic advancement led all fifty states to establish SAAs by 

1980, a shift that catalyzed regional and state arts funding expansion in historically 

unprecedented ways.69  

A final area of notable expansion during Hanks’s time as NEA Chair was the surge in 

popular attendance at nonprofit arts events. The NEA Research Division conducted attendance 

reporting on NEA grantees during this time demonstrating increased attendance at arts events 

from 1.5 million to 16 million people between 1965-1980. Such escalating percentages 

evidenced to NEA senior leadership that a broader popular perception was growing that NEA 

funds served as a symbolic “imprimatur” of sorts—a seal of approval sought after by artists and 

capable of boosting arts participation among larger portions of the US citizenry.  
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Though Hanks’s role in the NEA’s expansion was undeniable, and her advocacy for the arts 

formidable, it would be a mistake to assume that impacts of these developments were equitable 

or free from debate. As cultural critics Toby Miller and George Yúdice have argued, the finite 

seats at the NEA “table” and finite appropriations from Congress governance structure, grant 

mechanisms, and decision-making procedures have historically protected specific aesthetic 

hegemonies and social networks at the expense of others. Remembering the finite number of 

seats at NEA decision-making “tables” and the finite taxpayer subsidies that are available for 

distribution in a given fiscal year, NEA policies are fundamentally premised on a series of 

exclusions.70 I want to now examine a series of external challenges that confronted the agency as 

its profile and procedures ballooned. These external calls for infrastructural adaptations yielded 

programmatic responses that upheld separate and contingent philanthropic lifelines for rural, 

indigenous, and lower income artists. This ethos of expansion by partition reinforced the NEA’s 

promotion of Eurocentric “fine arts” production as macro-policy priority.   

 Despite its economic growth throughout this period, the NEA was not without its 

challengers. Closer scrutiny of internal agency operations during this growth spurt reveal how 

NEA categorizations, grant prerequisites, and decision making processes instituted operational 

setbacks for particular artists during this period. In particular, artists of color, folk artists, and arts 

organizers who were working outside of hegemonic models and traditions experienced structural 

limitations and foreclosures through categorizations, grant prerequisites, and decision-making 

processes. So, while many policy historians overwhelmingly portray the NEA’s institutional 

growth from 1965-80 as a unilaterally prosperous period, conventional histories sidestep the 

ongoing charges of cultural inequity that NEA Chairs withstood during this timeframe from 

opponents questioning who benefitted from federal tax subsidy and how. In their response to 
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such charges of inequity, Hanks and her successor Livingston Biddle enacted strategic 

maneuvers that complicated and, to a large extent, reproduced these exclusions. 

 To contextualize what I mean by expansion by partition as an infrastructural strategy 

during the “Boom” I want to show how, at closer range, Hanks response to charges of cultural 

inequity resulted in categorical annexations that fostered participation while foreclosing resource 

expansion by cultural workers outside of the hegemonic realm of “fine art.” The 197s0 saw the 

institutionalization of NEA Folk/Heritage and Expansion Arts Divisions, which did important 

work to recognize marginalized artists. At the same time, the NEA’s discipline-specific 

categories (Art, Architecture, Music, Theater, Opera, and Dance) boasted larger budgets and 

multiple funding sources, in comparison. Charges of cultural inequity were not restricted to NEA 

grant making, but also shook down to the NEA’s hiring practices and internal chain of 

command.71 These critical calls and agency responses are worth rehearsing to evidence the many 

hidden “booms”—cacophonous debates—that shook the institutional walls throughout the 1970s. 

 Prior to the 1965 institutionalization of the NEA, Congressional adversaries had protested 

the NEA/NEH conjoinder legislation as part of a larger political capitulation by Presidents 

Kennedy and Johnson to elite intellectual literati and arts patrons, many of who hailed from 

major US costal cities.72 Once the NEA was established and began awarding funds, 

representatives of rural districts continued to take aim at the agency’s distribution patterns, which 

obeyed an overwhelmingly urbanist bent. Grants awarded to artists working in coastal cultural 

epicenters like New York City tipped an already agitated political avalanche, and were tempered 

by a series of tentative programmatic responses that sought to integrate artists whose work did 

not fit neatly within Eurocentric “fine arts” categories through the separate formation of NEA 

Folk Arts and Expansion Arts Programs, to which I now turn.  
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  Since as early as 1960, rural legislators and arts advocates had been protesting the under-

representation of rural, folk, and indigenous artists in federal cultural institutions. Although such 

charges befell the NEA early in its lifespan, they went unanswered until 1973, when the 

Endowment’s own institutional turf was significantly threatened. At this time, folklore scholar 

Archie Green and a growing number of folk constituencies had taken the non-response of federal 

arts agents into their own hands: they had managed to lobby 244 representatives and 63 senators 

to vote in favor of a Bill to create an American Folklife Center. This potential maneuver raised 

concerns among Hanks’s administration that a separate push to create a separate cultural 

institutions dedicated to rural, folk, and indigenous arts was gaining newfound force. It was time 

to answer this call. The formation of a separate federal cultural institution dedicated to Folk Arts 

threatened Hanks’s centralization efforts; had Green’s bill passed, the proposed Center would 

have functioned as a third Endowment, on par with the NEA and NEH, and would have held 

authority to distribute federal grants to folk and indigenous artists and organizations. In his 

memoir of this period, Hanks’s longstanding advisor and Deputy Chairman Michael Straight 

suggests that the political heft of Green’s Folk art lobby and its potential threat to the NEA 

appropriations led Hanks to swiftly convene a Folk Arts advisory group. This critical convening 

led to the equally swift installation of the NEA Folk Arts Program in April 1974. With some 

additional political muscling, Hanks ultimately convinced Green to rescind the grant making 

power of the Folklife Center from his proposed bill. This maneuver significantly altered its 

power and jurisdiction. Eventually, Green’s Folklife Center won Congressional approval, albeit 

on significantly restructured grounds. In late 1974 it was established in the Library of 

Congress.73  
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 Straight described Hanks’s response as a power play to preserve the consecrating power 

of the Arts Endowment. For me, the strategic annexation of the Folk Arts Program endowed 

additional contingencies that are worth noticing on a structural level as well. Whereas grantees 

within NEA discipline-based programs allowed (eligible) artists to compete for funds both as 

individuals and also as incorporated arts organizations. Folk Arts awards were structured across 

broad classifications that de-individualized funds on the basis the tradition or art form being 

awarded (i.e. Indigenous ribbon working, Cambodian court dancing, Basque poetry). Whereas 

“fine art” divisions like NEA Dance partitioned both choreography and company grants inside 

their jurisdiction, the structure of Folk Arts funds provided no programmatic bridges to other 

areas of funding. These limited resource avenues exacerbated the already difficult process of 

translating counterhegemonic production dynamics through the NEA’s grant application 

infrastructure, an infrastructure modeled largely after EuroAmerican arts philanthropic efforts in 

the private sector. Simply put, NEA Folk fund limitations denied resources to leagues of 

NonEuropeanAmerican artists to engage in cultural experimentation, variation, or evolution. 

These programs upheld stereotypical assumptions of Folk art as “fixed” or static traditions.  

 In spite of these imbalances, US folk artists gained significant resourcing and political 

momentum during the “Boom” under the astute leadership of Folk Arts Director Bess Lomax 

Hawes. A musician, anthropologist and sister to folklorist Alan Lomax, Hawes’s long tenure as 

director of NEA Folk Arts (1977-1992) yielded funding increases to US folk artists from 

$100,000 to $4 million across this timespan. Her introduction of the National Heritage 

Fellowship Program sought to repair frequent misrecognition of folk and rural artists within the 

NEA’s Individual Artist Fellowship category. Hawes’s Heritage Fellowships were structurally 

fashioned as one-time awards that followed the Japanese custom of designating expert craftsmen 
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and artisans under the category of “National Treasure.” While NEA Heritage Fellowships clearly 

expanded recognition of artists that had previously flown off of the federal philanthropic radar, 

fellows were denied repeat or multi-year funds such as those available to Individual Artist 

Fellows within the discipline-based programs.74 Such limitations may seem incidental but 

corroborate, in many ways, the longstanding aversion on the part of the US government to 

formally declare cultural policy recognition of indigenous artists.75 Both Folk Arts funds and 

Heritage Fellowships enacted restricted categories and funds that contrasted sharply with “fine 

arts” resources during this same period.  

 None of these programmatic inroads were dead ends. In pointing out these infrastructural 

inconsistencies, I do not mean to detract from the highly competitive character of grant 

acquisition among artists who sought NEA funds. Nor do I mean to suggest that “fine” artists 

experienced fewer material pressures and demands than rural and folk artists in their struggle to 

resource productions. Rather, I parse these limitations to show how institutional practices can 

stand at odds with cultural ones. How, for example, when a native tribe does not abide the 

modernist practice of recognizing singular artist “makers,” but Heritage Fellowships insist on 

autonomizing production, we see institutionally-allocated contingencies operating at full force. 

Programmatic, categorical and economic stipulations also impacted participation on the part of 

African, Latina/o, Asian, and Native American artists and organizers who sought Endowment 

support during this period.  

 At the same time that folk artists and their Congressional allies were mounting a charge 

for a National Folklife Center, cultural arts organizers of color and their legislative counterparts 

challenged Hanks’s administration over the routine exclusion of African, Latina/O, and Native 

American artists within the NEA’s discipline specific programs. Michael Straight’s suggested 
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that Hanks tended to dance around these charges because she lacked networked connections to 

the burgeoning Black Arts Movement from which many NEA critics hailed. Chiefly concerned 

with expanding the NEA support for orchestra and museum constituencies, Hanks held a 

stronger political foothold with monied populations who invested in Euro-American guided 

cultural values and institutions.76 Ultimately, however, the tenacity of cultural activists yielded a 

series of closed-door meetings that gave rise to a significant programmatic shift toward new 

recognition and resourcing for non-white artists and organizations. In 1971, Hanks instituted the 

Expansion Arts Program, dedicated to the promotion of inner city artists and community cultural 

centers across the United States. As with Folk Arts, the program grew in resourcing and 

influence, quite despite the lack of any bridge between it and the agency’s discipline-specific 

programs. Expansion, somewhat ironically, was thus enacted through rhetorical and 

programmatic contraction. 

 As with Hawes, much of credit for the development of the NEA Expansion Arts Program 

is owed to the entrepreneurial ethos of the Program’s founding Director Vantile Whitfield (1971-

1977). A founder of several African American community and performing arts institutions in Los 

Angeles and an actor, director, and cultural activist in his own right, Whitfield expressed his 

concern early to Hanks that her expansion-by-partition strategy treaded too closely to 

institutional oppression people of color in US mainstream society. He remained skeptical that the 

partitioning of artists of color into a separate subfield would benefit artists of color. He felt that 

the contingent “expansion” tacitly upheld an assumed lack of cultural literacy or productivity on 

the part of nonwhite artists. In his deliberations with Hanks over the title of the program, 

Whitfield repeatedly rejected Hanks’s idea to name the program “Emerging Arts” or 
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“Developing Arts.” He defended his view on the premise that the leagues of artists that would 

come to benefit from this program were neither “emerging” nor “developing.” In his words:  

“They [African, Latina/o, Asian, and Native American artists and organizers] had been there, 
doing what they were doing for years. They just didn’t have any way to get money.”77   

-Vantile Whitfield Inaugural Director, NEA Expansion Arts Program (1971-1977)  
   
 An enigmatic leader, Whitfield’s presence at the NEA strongly countered Hanks’s 

assumption that nonwhite artists and artists working in low income communities constituted an 

emerging under-class. While Expansion Arts remained separate, Whitfield was aggressive in his 

requests for allocations increases, which he generally won. Through added funds, Expansion 

Arts staffers managed to plug more and more artists into the NEA network. I want to linger 

longer on Expansion Arts’ fiscal increases as evidence of Whitfield’s infrastructural savvy and 

NEA infrastructural flexibility.     

 Initially, Hanks dedicated an initial sum of $1 million to NEA Expansion Arts, charging 

Whitfield and staff with the task of alleviating structural foreclosures to communities of color. 

Lacking any structural bridges between Expansion Arts and the NEA’s discipline-focused 

programs, the program nonetheless thrived, under Whitfield’s robust enthusiasm and advocacy. 

NEA allocations to Expansion Arts crept up steadily in 1972 ($1,137,000), 1973 ($2,525,000), 

and it took a significant jump in 1974 ($7,442,000) under Whitfield’s watch.78  Operating 

without any promise of an infrastructural safety net, the Expansion Arts program nonetheless 

bolstered the careers of a multitude of African American, Latina/o, Asian American, and 

Indigenous Artists during the 1960s and 1970s. While the NEA’s symbolic imprimatur cast 

cultural workers of color as federally recognized cultural subjects, artists working in lower 

income communities would continue struggle to attain requisite levels of resourcing in 
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comparison to their Eurocentric organizational counterparts. Here the racialized and classed 

logics of early NEA grant making come into sharper relief.  

 Remembering that NEA funds to organizations promoted eligibility criteria that 

stipulated minimum of 1-to-1 matching requirements, artists were fundamentally being awarded 

for their art, and also for their capacity to locate nonfederal philanthropic support. Here is where 

the NEA’s early infrastructure strongly disadvantaged nonwhite, rural, and low-income cultural 

works and workers. This leveraging mandate limited the maneuverability of artists working with 

smaller community constituencies or who otherwise occupied a distance from hereditary wealth. 

By fashioning a separate grant program that assumed underdevelopment (“Expansion”) and that 

did not account for class-based hurdles that may present hurdles for populations that this 

program aimed to support. One final programmatic advancement that upheld financial 

development—not artistic merit—as a grant criterion was the NEA Challenge Program. 

Developed by Hanks and set in motion by Biddle, this financial stimulus program took the 

Endowment’s investment in federal-nonfederal leveraging to new heights. 

 The NEA Challenge Grant Program (est. 1976) was among the first grant programs to 

award funds for successful fund raising, versus artistic merit, as a grant criterion.  The award was 

structured to privilege nonprofit grantees on the basis of their demonstrated capacity to match 

federal funds three-to-one with nonfederal philanthropic sources.79 Envisioned with funders in 

mind, Challenge Grants were championed by both Hanks and Biddle as a motivator for expanded 

participation by corporate and individual philanthropists. Essentially a fiscal leveraging contest, 

Challenge Grants imposed an economic bottom line that many more established nonprofits could 

initially meet, but that would grow difficult to sustain during encroaching national recessions 

into the 1980s. In addition to the triple-match requirement, the NEA sought to breed new fund 
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connections for grantees by adding the qualification that funds matched must represent new or 

increased non-federal support.80 Compounding these financial pressures were administrative 

ones. This emphasis on multiple funding partners forced arts organizers to dedicate more time 

toward the cultivation of philanthropic relations and partnerships, each of which came with their 

own reporting requirements and answerabilities. Through challenging fiscal benchmarks and 

increased administrative oversight, economic competition came to supplant cultural competition 

between groups and quelled coalition building to a certain extent. It could be argued that 

programs like Challenge instituted an under-recognized “Boom” by exploding the number of 

professional arts administrators and intermediaries required to jump new philanthropic hurdles. 

But, in general, needy artists and organizers jumped. And, while not all successfully landed 

federal recognition, those with greater administrative capacity and who maintained close 

relationships with corporate and private arts patrons stood to gain the most from this funding 

challenge. I close with this program as a direct example of how NEA resourcing during the 

“Boom” remained contingent on an organization’s access to nonfederal philanthropic wealth. 

 Taken together, these agency-wide charges and programmatic adjustments advantaged 

“makers” who already owned significant traction within the nonprofit philanthropic system. 

Bearing these Congressional pressures and preoccupations of the NEA’s senior leadership in 

mind, we see how certain grantees were more likely to thrive than others.81 I want to now turn to 

the cooperative deliberations of NEA early dance advisors in order to contextualize how early 

dance categorizations, grant prerequisites and decision-making procedures invited and foreclosed 

those working in the professional dance field. 

Part Three: Dance Program Directors, Staff, and Citizen Advisors 
 

“By making it easier for certain people to have access over others, by providing for the 
accumulation of one kind of information and not another, or by following procedures that let 
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some problems rise to the top of the government’s agenda before others—in all these ways, 
certain organizational arrangements facilitate certain kinds of policy and other organizational 
arrangements facilitate other kinds of policy.” 

 –Roger Hilsman To Move A Nation, 1967 
 As the above quote from Roger Hilsman suggests, policy provides provisional points of 

access for people or groups connected to a particular cultural and economic class.82 He 

emphasizes the human ends of policy in ways that prove useful to my effort now, to show how 

NEA decisions in dance shape the contours of the professional nonprofit dance field.83 As with 

the macro agency infrastructure, the early designation of dance directors, staff, advisors, and 

panelists evidences an explicit effort to link federal to nonfederal philanthropic endeavors in 

these early years. In terms of cultural values, we will see how the bulk of public subsidies in 

dance fell to artists and intermediaries who upheld concert dance performance and touring as 

professional priorities. These production hegemonies largely favored people working in ballet 

and modern dance.  

 While a simple glance at the final grantee rosters easily evidences the lopsided proportion 

of early dance subsidies, final spreadsheets do less to help us to see pedagogical function84 that 

NEA Dance Grants enact through their capacity to establish and maintain professional criteria. 

By ‘pedagogical’ here, I mean to suggest that arts funding mechanisms—rhetorics programs, and 

eligibility criteria—hold power to effectively “teach” artists and arts organizers how to comport 

themselves as professional cultural workers. Artists seeking symbolic entry and material capital 

by any dominant system must demonstrate a capacity to play by its rules. Let’s look at these 

ruling relations. 

 Early NEA dance grant makers agreed that the best way to raise the NEA’s Dance 

Program’s philanthropic profile was to connect federal arts subsidy to preexisting efforts in the 

private philanthropic sector. In the NEA’s 1965 year-end report to Congress, members of the 
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National Council on the Arts (NCA) expressed their investment in funding organizations that had 

a strong track record of production, fund development, and critical recognition, as baseline 

criteria. As Council members saw it, the role of US domestic federal funding in the arts should 

be to: 

“…help existing organizations which have, through notable achievement, established standards 
of recognized worth, and which are in acknowledged need of financial help in order to continue 
functioning, to expand, and to develop.”85  
 

Cultural achievement, here, is defined as consistently reproduced works deemed relevant 

by critics and an ambition to grow the reach of production exponentially.  These were the 

meritorious qualities through which the early NCA would consider US dance groups for funding. 

Not un-coincidentally, some of the dance advisors who were invited to sit on the inaugural NCA 

were already invested in building this kind of “fine art” profile in the concert dance realm. The 

presence of American Ballet Theatre’s (ABT) principal choreographer Agnes De Mille and co-

director/designer Oliver Smith on the inaugural NCA certainly influenced the NEA’s first dance 

grant on record: an unrestricted $100,000 bail out to their company.  As a notable New York-

based repertory ballet company with a twenty-year track record of concert work at that time, 

ABT operations perfectly fit the above listed criteria. A grant of this magnitude to a company of 

this magnitude also helped to establish the NEA as a preserver of vital cultural works. As awards 

for cultural excellence, NEA grants can build cultural capital in both directions. 

The size of the ABT grant brought the NEA much desired critical attention. Critics 

heralded the ABT bail out grant as a triumph for the NEA and as a formidable achievement for 

the growing U.S. professional dance field. Leaving out the antidemocratic fact that 25% of the 

NEA’s entire fiscal allocation for that year went to a lone dance company,86 and sidestepping the 

nepotistic presence of De Mille and Smith on the award panel, the media, instead, lauded the 
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NEA’s provisions of economic and cultural capital to an elite dance troupe. Facing zero 

opponents, the NCA successfully approved another $250,000 grant to support ABT’s domestic 

tour of United States just two months later. Yet again, untethered by challengers, the NCA would 

award $394,830 to ABT in 1967. This grant constituted a whopping 63 percent of the entire 

budget allotted to dance for Fiscal Year 1968.87  While it would be fascinating to continue to 

track the NEA/ABT lifeline beyond this period, I point to these disproportionate dance grants to 

evidence a clear strategy on the part of dance advisors and NEA staff to join the project of 

professionalizing and regionalizing ballet as an early arts policy priority. Federal funds 

reinforced training-to-performance models of dance production, repertory, and as hegemonic 

standards for dance professionalization. This model of professional training, reproducible master 

repertoires that could be disseminated to secondary troupes of lesser stature, and regional 

distribution of performances to performing arts centers is worth contextualizing further 

Federal provisions to master dance artists to teach and disseminate their works to lesser 

agents and companies appeared as a dance policy priority in the NEA first annual report, where 

advisors earmarked support for:  

“…fine works [that] should be re-staged by capable companies, distinct from the initiating 
group. The dissemination of great works, and instruction in their performance among the 
various dance groups throughout the United States can be a possible means of lifting the 
standard of choreography generally, and, with it, the calibre of the dance.”88 

 
None of the production practices recognized here were new or novel. Rather, the NCA’s 

emphasis on reproduction and touring marked an institutional effort to support nonprofit dance 

companies with large schools (like ABT) who were equipped to send artists around the US to 

travel, teach master classes, and remount master works by choreographers. By braiding federal 

arts resource streams into an existing philanthropic network, the agency could gain instant 

cultural capital and show faster results to members of Congress. This move, in many ways, to 
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tether federal to private patronage served to institutionalize domestic concert dance production 

across the United States as a professional gold standard. The above excerpt stipulates that 

priority should be given to dance artists who could instruct and disseminate their traditions and 

performances beyond their local companies and neighborhoods. While ABT was among a cluster 

of high profile conservatory dance programs in the nation that had organizational models that 

attached training and education centers to professional senior dance companies as a way to 

sustain an elite profile, the NEA’s early support of training models was also strategically 

economic, in character. The Arts Endowment was not first institution to recognize this fiscal 

strategy. A string of significant private philanthropic investments and interventions had 

commenced in the mid1950s to seed a civic ballet regionalization movement that federal 

resources nurtured. To further contextualize these philanthropic practices and pathways. I want 

to turn, briefly, to the Ford Foundation’s Regional Ballet Initiatives, which were engineered by 

W. McNeil Lowry.89 

An otherwise arid area of profit bearing, live dance productions on US concert stages had 

proved difficult to sustain economically as a “fine art” tradition throughout the first half of the 

20th century. This point was made in a seminal research study published in 1966 by economists 

Williams Baumol and Bowden, whose text The Performing Arts: An Economic Dilemma 

theorized the problematic “cost disease” that live performance traditions like concert dance 

present to economic development.90 In a nutshell, Baumol and Bowden suggested that the 

economic challenge that live artists’ face in maintaining market solvency was due to high labor 

and low reproducibility of dance and performing art.91 In comparison to theatre groups who 

could depend on the presence of a historical text or script to facilitate regional distribution, or 

classical orchestras who thrived through the reproduction of written scores, dance practice and 
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production were coming up short. The practice of selling dance classes seemed to offer a lone 

answer to the costly dessert of nurturing dance practice and performance.92 Across the 

performing arts, earned income arguments had proved useful to quell legislative skepticism that 

artists would grow too dependent on federal subsidies. As a result, dance companies across the 

US promoted participatory dance education for the masses at all stages of the (a)vocational 

continuum  as an active civilizing process that can, importantly, be scaled up to generate surplus 

income.  

For the decade leading up to the NEA’s inauguration, Ford had already been resourcing 

training-to-performance models in US cities as viable area of dance monetization. Just two years 

before the NEA was established, Ford had instituted a series of programs aimed at spreading 

professional ballet across the nation. Under McLowry’s leadership, the foundation had already 

earmarked an unprecedented $29.8 million in ballet grants to be distributed between 1963-1973 

in support of training and scholarship programs in local ballet schools, conservatories, and 

universities. By the time that the NEA was inaugurated, this concept of selling dance classes and 

ballet repertoire to the masses was reaching a zenith in cities outside of the urban epicenters 

where the “major” companies resided. Pre-professional training schools targeted middle and 

upper income Americans through competitive incentives that challenged students to continually 

rise through the ranks student to apprentice to company dancer. This competitive ladder insured 

a constant influx of desiring dancers passing through the organization and it provide a range of 

opportunities to perform “master” works by leading ballet ensembles.  

The real estate aspects of Ford’s ballet regionalization movement were also quite critical 

to this philanthropic exercise. Since the mid 1950s, Ford had been dedicating funds toward the 

construction of civic performing arts centers in US cities that would become homes for regional 
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professional theatre, dance, opera, and symphonic troupes. While these landmark institutions 

housed “classical” artists, they simultaneously created a of opportunity for short-run touring by 

out of town groups or companies that worked in less conventional art forms; US modern dance 

companies would grow increasingly to depend on these circulatory systems through NEA 

subsidies for regional tours, which I discuss in the next section. Dedicated venues also enabled 

dance masters from costal cities like New York or San Francisco to travel, teach and train others 

to perform ballet’s cherished repertoires. This exchange provided both symbolic and economic 

capital for ballet companies and kept dance artists employed on a year round basis.  

While conflict of interest prevented “Mac” Lowry from serving on NEA advisory boards 

during the “Boom,” he was cast as an invited attendee for the first round of NCA deliberations.93 

His reinforced the NEA’s enduring practice of partnering with private arts funders to avoid direct 

answerability between artists and the State. Lowry’s own writing about this period heralds the 

Ford Foundation’s status as a leading institutional instigator of the art and culture “Boom” that 

lent structure to the NEA’s early programmatic developments.94  Together, the dedicated 

presence of ballet institutionalizers like De Mille, Smith, and Lowry as “experts” at the policy 

“table” strongly influenced the direction and structure of awards and beneficiaries. Their 

collective decisions instituted dominant dance production models and shaped standards of dance 

“excellence” among philanthropists and the broader public.  

In addition to resourcing training-to-performance repertory models of professional dance 

production, the NCA also gave early awards to members of the US modern dance vanguard. 

Artists like Martha Graham were awarded multiple funds in this early period including support to 

mount concert tours to dozens of US cities.95 Modern dance historians have effectively 

demonstrated how, despite rejecting certain  artistic conventions within ballet, modernist 
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choreographers nonetheless sought the proscenium stage as a consecrating venue.96 Where the 

hierarchical structure and technical standards of classical ballet’s conservatory model appealed to 

entrepreneurial funders, like McLowry, who sought mass dissemination of dance among a 

growing leisure class, the work of dance modernists appealed to US rugged individualism as an 

entrepreneurial figure on different grounds. Promoters of US modern dance like New York 

Times critic John Martin and others  labored in print to establish “independent” choreographers 

as unique innovators whose merit as creators held them apart from market vulgarities.97 This 

modernist position carried institutional appeal for the State during the Cold War Period among 

federal arts advocates who had previously lobbied for and effectively mobilized federal funds to 

support concert dance touring abroad.  

Graham’s participation in State sponsored export tours after WWII made her an 

emblematic candidate for federal subsidy. Considered by many to be the proverbial mother of the 

US modern dance vanguard and one of its chief production architects, her successful stint as a 

cultural ambassador on international tours introduced Graham’s choreography to international 

patrons and presenters. State funds supported the distribution of Grahams repertoire on an 

unprecedented international scale from 1950-1965. A factor contributing to her acclaim and 

visibility was, no doubt, Graham’s development of a codified dance technique that demanded 

high-level skilling through regular training and classes. At the time of the NEA’s 

institutionalization, the Graham Company had been touring internationally for fifteen straight 

seasons, with zero performances on U.S. domestic turf.  

The NCA saw this deserted domestic terrain as a vital area of philanthropic investment by 

leveraging the occasion of the first round of subsidies to mount a high profile domestic tour for 

Graham’s company, a homecoming-of-sorts. In 1966, the NCA awarded Graham $124,250 to 
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support a tour to thirty-two US cities. In light of the aforementioned linkages between ABT and 

McLowry and ballet grants, it is perhaps no coincidence that several of the NCA advisors who 

made this award decision had also served on the American National Theater Association review 

panels who funded Graham’s international tours.  By rewarding many artists who had already 

participated in state sponsored tours, and by forklifting those models onto newly-fashioned 

domestic networks and concert stages, NEA policymakers expanded citizen access to concert 

dance as a “fine art.”98  

As I said on page one, NEA policies do not emerge “from scratch.” Through following 

early grant advisor enactments, we can see how federal resource patterns followed historic 

pathways and reflected the political motivations of the key players charged with recognizing 

dance at the level of the State. Drawing from the ballet expansionist project set forth in the 

private sector and from US State Department export of American modern dance performances 

abroad during the Cold War, early dance policy makers fashioned a tripartite network of 

privileged grant beneficiaries. I am calling this cluster of funders, presenters, and nonprofit dance 

companies the infrastructural triad. 

Institutionalizing the Infrastructural Triad 

Through a cluster of grant programs in dance, NEA dance advisors hailed this triumvirate 

of grantees through funds for coordinated efforts that would drive professional dance production 

throughout this period. Specifically the NEA provided resourcing through three instruments: 

Coordinated Residency Touring Program, the Dance Touring Program for Large Companies, 

and the Commissioning and Production Challenge Grants offered multiple roads to resourcing. 

The possibility of seeking and securing support from multiple NEA programs nonprofit dance 

presenters and companies to cobble together significant sums to support dance creation, 
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restaging, and touring residencies. I will briefly rehearse how this dominant network was 

engineered and upheld. 

The NEA’s Coordinated Residency Touring Program (1969-1983) specifically targeted 

non-federal funders--State Arts Agencies (SAAs)—by offering federal matching subsidies to be 

matched by state tax levies to support state-by-state investments in dance concert residencies and 

touring. To secure eligibility, the NEA required State Arts Agents to identify and secure 

residency commitments from a minimum of two dance companies for a fiscal year prior to 

applying for NEA funds; rather than leave artistic decision making up to the agencies, the NEA 

provided SAAs with official artist rosters and names of dance-friendly presenters interested in 

collaboratively sharing touring costs; these institutionally sanctioned lists were compiled in 

advance by the NEA’s dance advisory panels.99 Listed companies, in turn, agreed to tour and 

reside in local venues for a half-week or longer, giving classes, lectures, workshops, and 

performances as part of the engagement. While this curatorial control remained seated with the 

NEA, SAA’s signed on to handle the administrative burdens of coordinating these travel heavy, 

service heavy projects. To assist with implementation, NEA funded state funders were required 

by NEA guidelines to enlist an intermediary Tour Coordinator to handle spill over tasks 

throughout the project timeline. 

 Financially the Coordinated Residency Touring Program endowed State Arts Agencies 

with up to 1/3 total cost support for production residencies. Essentially a redistributive program, 

it left the bulk of programmatic jurisdiction to SAAs, presenters, and companies. The expressed 

goal of the program was to foster touring companies through shared labor and networking that 

would expand concert dance across the greatest geographical expanse. The Coordinated 

Residency Touring Program thrived for almost twenty years (1966-1983), until a number of 
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conditions forced its restructuring starting in 1981.100 I will address its major restructurings in 

more detail in Chapter Two. In contrast to this funder-driven fund, the Dance Touring Program 

for Large Companies invited dance presenters to knit together projects centered around the 

commissioning, production, and circulation of new repertory dance works by critically acclaimed 

and subsidized large ensembles. 

The NEA Dance Touring Program for Large Companies was a programmatic 

advancement that sought to orchestrate touring engagements featuring one or more professional 

concert dance companies residing in at presenting venues in US cities for a week or more. 

Championing commissioning and touring by the “best major American dance companies,” by 

1971, presenters who participated in this program introduced ballet companies like New York 

City’s Joffery Ballet and ABT to new audiences across the country.101 The “large” stipulation in 

the program title referred to scale of operations, capacity to attract large audiences, and 

proximity to urban epicenters like San Francisco or New York. Ultimately, to quell charges of 

urbanism, the NEA expanded the program in 1975 to include funding provisions for presenters to 

invite smaller scale companies –including local ones—into the fold on the basis of demonstrated 

merit. Dance Touring Program funds provided $50,000 maximum matching grants to offset 

expenses such as administrative coordination, financial services, marketing personnel, 

collaborative projects and travel. Given the extreme amount of human labor required to plan and 

implement long-term dance engagements and productions, it is unique that the NEA’s earmarked 

efforts here took significant aim at relieving organizations of the internal costs of touring versus 

the external “product.”102 This important avowal acknowledged and earmarked resourcing for the 

often-unrecognized labor involved in residency design and implementation. In addition to these 
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abovementioned grants to funders and presenters, companies could directly apply to the NEA to 

fuel the creation and distribution of concert works. 

The NEA Dance Program’s Commissioning and Production Challenge Grants provided 

nonprofit dance companies with direct (matching) funds to bring in professional choreographers 

from outside of their company—artists who held no permanent association with these 

companies—into their home communities to create and/or restage a concert dance work. In 

contrast to grants for Large Dance Companies, Commissioning and Production Challenge 

Grants permitted participation from groups operating at variety of scales and at various points in 

their organizational lifespans. In the 1970s, the NEA Dance Program’s grant allocations in this 

category were vast, spanning from $10,000-$150,000; federal funds awarded required a 

minimum 1-to-1 match.103 NEA Commissioning and Production Challenge Grants, thus 

“challenged” companies to locate provisions from nonfederal sources to secure time and space to 

build performance repertoires. NEA funds in this category also supported residency travel and 

the production of new works by individual choreographers, some of whom operated with 

incorporated companies of their own. This program provided performance opportunities for 

regional dancers, presenter inroads for new audience development and yearlong residency 

opportunities for commissioned artists who won company commissions.  

Throughout the NEA Dance Program’s first fifteen years of philanthropic co-operation, 

the number of available grants in these categories grew, as did opportunities for participation by 

funders, presenters, and companies who plugged into institutionally engineered concert touring 

and residency circuits. What resulted was a growth model of concert dance creation, education, 

and performance achieved by funding what economists refer to as the supply side of dance 

production---direct funds to people whose labor produces the artistic product. This expansion 
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ethos assumed an ever-expanding demand for concert dance works. Through these specific 

infrastructural supports, the so-called dance “Boom” emerges as a culturally contingent growth 

period, an institutionally sanctioned golden age of concert dance production bolstered by a strong 

US economy and the committed enactments of these interdependent supporters. To further 

contextualize the practical infrastructure of the tour, I want to now turn to ethnographic 

testimony from some of its chief NEA architects. 

The Architecture of the Tour  
 

“Touring is about keeping work alive. A dance company cannot be kept alive on the local 
identity “Our Town” model. Touring and being seen offers more acclaim. Artists receive more 
acclaim away from home than from dancing in their home space. Touring is an important 
contributing factor.” 

Rena Shagan, NEA panelist, longtime arts manager and booking agent104 
 

In my interview with longstanding NEA dance grant advisor and concert dance booking 

agent Rena Shagan, excerpted above, she worried that 21st century models of local art 

interventions were threatening the livelihood of the once-robust infrastructural triad that the NEA 

Dance Program had a hand in designing and maintaining. A former dance student at ABT with 

degrees in government and political science, Shagan worked in politics for a New York City 

councilman before turning to a number of advisory roles in the concert dance field. Shagan was a 

longstanding consultant to NEA Dance Director and Touring Grant engineer Charles 

Reinhardt;105 she brought a deep knowledge of New York based concert dance ensembles and 

the inner architecture of concert dance booking, touring, and residency influenced the NEA’s 

formal supports for concert dance makers throughout this period. With NEA support, Shagan 

established the Association of American Dance Companies (AADC) in 1966, a dance service 

organization dedicated to fostering economic growth for concert dance companies.106 She ran 

AADC throughout the “Boom” (1966-1980), disbanding the organization in 1980 due to several 
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factors, including charges that its national scope was too narrowly fixated on New York based 

dance makers. After folding the AADC, Shagan was tapped by the NEA to chair a long range 

planning committee for dance; this task force ultimately resulted in the formation of DanceUSA, 

an entity that remains, today, the national service organization for the nonprofit dance field.107 

Her efforts inspired a NEA commissioned report in 1977, entitled The Blueprint for Booking and 

Tour Management. Considered by many to be the proverbial “bible” of concert touring 

protocols, the text distilled touring and residency protocols into a series of practical and 

adaptable steps.108These steps are worth examining in closer detail. 

This treatise embraces a discernably wide definition of touring activities to give 

companies, presenters, and funders a sense of what might happen when a dance company leaves 

its home base. In general, the report describes the tour as an ambulatory process wherein a dance 

“company” or group travels nationally, regionally, or closer to home to stage a live performance 

and participate in ancillary activities such as master classes, lecture demonstrations, workshops, 

and other engagements.109 Geographically, a tour requires a company to leave the 50-mile radius 

of its home base. Once this itinerary is plotted, the Blueprint outlines various residency lengths 

that would grow to become standard parlance in the concert production lexicon.  

On the short end of the touring continuum, a Run-Out refers to a single performance in a 

nearby town or city that does not entail an overnight stay. A run-out always involves a 

performance, and might integrate non-performance activities (for example, a master class). In 

contrast, a Tour involves multiple performances and/or other activities performed by a company 

in multiple concert venues strung together without returning to the company’s home city. The 

key with a Tour is the inclusion of multiple performances. A Tour can either consist of one-night 

stands at multiple venues strung together, or multiple engagements at a single venue. Touring 
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residencies, by these logics, can range in length from a few days to several weeks or even 

months. On the shortest end of the temporal spectrum, a One-Night Stand or One-Off occurs 

when a presenter enlists a company to produce a single performance at a lone venue.  

Whereas the above listed tour formats focus on the distribution of existing dance works, 

residencies focus on longer-term engagement dedicated to education and creation of work and 

community engagement. According to the Blueprint, a Residency was best thought of as a 

longer-term stay in a single community by a company contracted to produce services beyond 

public performances (classes, lecture-demonstrations, public appearances, talk backs). The 

longer the residency timeline, the logic goes, the greater the capacity for community engagement 

and cooperation with local sponsors. Long-term residencies usually involve a considerable 

amount of non-performance activity.110 While epic tours like Graham’s 1966 homecoming tour 

to thirty-two US cities in one season remained anomalous during the NEA’s early years, multi-

month residencies were common during the “Boom” and were sought after by dance grantees.  

Throughout its ninety-eight pages, the Blueprint reinforces the integral role of the 

infrastructural triad by framing a successful tour as one that achieves three layers of consensus: 

1) funders who commit to subsidizing venue organizers and companies, 2) presenters with access 

to performance venues with matching resources (funds, space) and administrative capacity, and 

3) incorporated dance companies who can contract dancers to travel and occupy impermanent 

spaces beyond their home “turf.”111 The manual pragmatically outlined sample contracts that 

outlined economic, practical, and social answerabilities. Presenters generally assumed the major 

costs of production, while they retained box office receipts. Dance companies received a flat fee 

from presenters in return for services rendered.112  
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To uphold these protocols, the report lists a series of perceived symbolic, economic, and 

even civic benefits to those participating in touring and residency networks. First, residency and 

touring was deemed central to the preservation and survival of the unique aesthetic “voice” of 

US choreographers. Remembering the challenge of reproducing dance, the logic holds that 

regional touring allowed dance performances to linger longer in the popular imaginary. On 

economic grounds, regular booking and touring provided a degree of contract security for 

dancers.  This benefit was especially significant for choreographers whose artistic vision 

required highly skilled interpretation of codified movement vocabularies; touring contracts 

secured a higher level of aesthetic and interpretive consistency. With less dancer attrition, less 

time needed to be spent recasting and re-teaching concert repertory to new dancers. Another key 

benefit to out of town engagements was the capacity to bolster company visibility, which, in turn, 

frequently expanded legibility among additional dance funders and presenters. According to 

Shagan and artists interviewed for this project, companies that NEA touring funds provided 

name recognition and notoriety that catalyzed additional recognition by private and corporate 

sponsors and the media. For artists seeking connections to communities and audiences who were 

otherwise unfamiliar with their work, touring was also heralded for expanding access points and 

partnerships between artists and institutions, towns, and neighborhoods. On an aesthetic level, 

touring support was championed as a means of advancing the overall cohesiveness of dance 

works. Touring, by these logics, was promoted as a process of ripening and maturing a single 

piece of choreography; tours offered built-in opportunities to refine and shape the dance product. 

Finally, touring was thought to expose dance artists to increased attention from critics. 113 During 

the “boom” companies who won positive journalistic accolades from major or minor presses 

effectively leveraged this critical feedback to secure new engagements.114 The NEA’s touring 
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grant mechanics and blueprints together signal a shared concern among chief engineers like 

Shagan with protecting dominant philanthropic pathways to the concert stage. A final fund 

mechanism that was among the most coveted support structure among my artist interlocutors that 

was introduced in dance in 1965, was the Individual Artist Fellowships in Dance. Not only did 

the mechanics of these grants provide the only source of support for unincorporated 

choreographic development at the agency, but the surrounding site visits and panel deliberations 

catalyzed significant field building in dance across a national expanse.   

Individual Artist Fellowships in Dance 
 

In their 1965 inaugural list of recommendations to Congress, the NCA outlined an urgent 

need for federal arts philanthropists to counterbalance the agency’s support of established arts 

organizations with philanthropic alliances with individual artists. As unique purveyors of the 

creative pulse of the United States, individual artist merited federal recognition, in the NCA’s 

words, for their: “profound contribution of the creative artist to American Life, and to the future 

goals of our society.”115 In dance, the Individual Artist Fellowships were inaugurated in 1967 to 

programmatically answer this call; for three decades Individual Fellowships in Dance provided 

hundreds of incorporated and unincorporated choreographers with relatively unencumbered 

funds to develop original dance works.  

Initially conceived as a mechanism to honor artists who engaged in forms of production 

predicated on individual isolation (i.e. literature, painting, or jazz), NEA Fellowships to 

Individual Artists were unique philanthropic mechanisms in three respects. First, they named 

individuals—not third party entities—as direct recipients of federal subsidy. Second, they 

provided relatively unrestricted funds that were not product driven, but were earmarked to 

support research and development of new ideas and working processes. And third, they did not 
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require philanthropic matching of nonfederal resources as a criterion of eligibility. These awards, 

at this historical moment, constituted among the most flexible development funds from the US 

government to artists in the history of the Arts Endowment.  

When the Individual Artist Fellowships first took shape under Rodger Stevens, 

administrators structures federal grants to be of particular benefit to individuals (versus 

institutions) on a number of grounds. First, the financial gift of a fellowship bought an artist less 

encumbered time. The logic held, more time spent on creative activity and development resulted 

in richer artistic experimentation, and less time spent in administration or development or 

supplementing arts wages with non-artistic wage labor, to meet daily expenses. Many artists I 

interviewed for this project described the comfort they felt knowing that they could pay rent and 

utilities for a year on a NEA fellowship. Another benefit touted by NEA advisors was that 

fellowship funds could be earmarked for space provisions. Dance artists, in particular, owned 

very littler real estate and struggled to locate safe, ample, and affordable space to rehearse and 

house their choreographic explorations. A third benefit of these annual fellowships, for the NEA 

was the prospect of building a network of fellows who, over time, would collaborate and fuel 

further innovations. Fellowships, in other words, created a sense of belonging among artists to a 

national field at an important moment when artists were otherwise estranged by geography or 

cultural tradition. Finally, fuelling of untethered funds for innovation was thought to guarantee, 

over time, an onslaught of new productions and traveling exhibitions, a purpose that bolstered 

the NEA’s broader mission to improve access to contemporary and historic works by a wider US 

audience.116 Light on administrative burdens and structurally open ended, it is easy to see how 

Individual Artist Fellowships held tremendous appeal as a source of valorization and relatively 

untethered financial support for dance artists. 
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In terms of aesthetic tradition, the NEA’s first roster of Grants to Individual Artists 

reinforced advisors’ shared commitment to modern dance progress and professionalization as a 

cultural priority. In 1966, the NEA granted $103,000 to eight individuals: Alvin Ailey, Merce 

Cunningham, Graham, Jose Limón, Alwin Nikolais, Anna Sokolow, Paul Taylor, and Antony 

Tudor.117 Significantly, each had won critical acclaim as a vanguard choreographer by the press, 

many were alumni of US State sponsored tours, and all but Sokolow and Nikolais had instituted 

training-to-performance models of dance production at the time of these awards. As the 

fellowships evolved, hundreds of artists from disparate cultural traditions and at all stages of the 

career continuum would flock to these funds for ease of access and minimal constraints. This 

application process is worth detailing to contextualize the level of answerabilities that it 

established between the agency and grantees. 

Practically speaking, the NEA Individual Artist Fellowship in dance was structured in 

simple, two page application, with very minimal pre and post-fellowship reporting in comparison 

to matching grants for nonprofit organizations. Funds came directly in the mail to grantees. Final 

reporting was minimal; fellows wrote a single page statement describing the creative 

development activities and results in narrative prose. Relieved from the otherwise heavy 

administrative coordination of NEA commissioning, residency and touring projects, grantees 

regularly reported engaging in open-ended creative experimentation less materially 

unencumbered. Grantees also sung the praises of the Fellowships as a source of symbolic 

leverage that lent national visibility to lesser-known artists. Another byproduct of receiving a 

Choreography Fellowship during this early period was the possibility of receiving invitations 

from NEA Dance Program Directors to serve on grant panels or as a site visitor in subsequent 

application periods. I want to now turn to the committed enactments of NEA Dance program 
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staff, site visitors, and citizen reviewers to show how the daily routinized task of fielding 

applications, traversing the country to study dance artists’ local practices in situ, and debating the 

merit of Fellowship grantees constituted a hidden but nonetheless vital dimension of this 

infrastructural “Boom” and its many political aftershocks.  

Dance Program Governance: Administration, Site Visits, and Panel Review 
 

Since the inception of the NEA Dance Program, Directors have held tremendous political 

influence.  Directors wield power through their capacity to hire staff and paid consultants and to 

invite peer panelists and site visitors to advise on grant distribution and policy. Dance Program 

leadership shifted five times during the so-called dance “boom,” from the 1967 directorship of 

June Arey  (1967-72) to Don Anderson (1972-1974), Joseph Krakora (1975 ), Suzanne Weil  

(1976-77), Rhoda Grauer  (1978-1981), and Nigel Redden  (1981-86). Those who were invited to 

serve the NEA in advisory capacities viewed invitations as a form of professional recognition, 

and a vital opportunity to learn about the state of dance in the United States. Because the NEA 

grant governance process has undergone constant adjustment throughout the agency’s history, a 

brief rehearsal of its scope in the early years underscores the challenge of panel rotation and 

upholding consistent institutional “standards” as a historically vexed NEA project. 

In the early years, Dance Directors invited citizen panelists to fly, on the agency’s dime, to 

NEA headquarters to deliberate among hundreds of worthy artist applicants over a 4-5 day 

period.  Invitations to serve on a grant panel stipulated single or consecutive-year appointments, 

at the Director’s discretion. New panelists entered the process at rotating intervals and repeat 

appointments were upheld as a necessity by NEA insiders, on several grounds. First, leadership 

felt that returning “experts” would preserve a degree of institutional memory that would help 

new members to achieve consensus during the arduous process of peer review. Second, Directors 
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felt strongly that the mixing of veteran and new panelists would expedite review activities by 

upholding past behaviors and protocols. By repeating previously modeled behavior, it was 

theorized, staffers could focus their energies on the logistically heavy panel facilitation process. 

Despite ongoing charges of nepotism linked to the regular enlistment of NEA dance panelists, 

NEA Dance Directors largely defended repeat advisory appointments as a means of sustaining 

relative consensus around the agency-wide grant criteria: “artistic merit.” As resourcing across 

the agency grew, panelists grew less and less familiar with the growing pools of applicants. To 

encourage more robust discourse and to elucidate regional production nuances, Dance Program 

Directors instituted the NEA site visits. These live encounters are worth detailing as an 

infrastructural field-building exercise in their own right. 

Site Visits and Reporting  
 

Site visits were an institutional effort to raise panelist awareness about artists working in a 

wider range of cultural traditions and geographical locations. Again here, Dance Program 

Directors held significant power to assign outside site visitors to travel to local applicant 

communities to observe and document local dance productions. While any potential fellowship 

grantee could indicate interest in housing a site a visit in these early years, priority was given to 

those working outside of major urban cultural epicenters and/or in under-represented dance 

traditions. NEA staff and site visitors would conduct the multi day visit and produce a resultant 

report that would be included along the applicant’s own materials within the assembled binders 

mailed to panel reviewers in advance of grant deliberation. Site visitors were not allowed to 

serve on panels for the artists that they visited; their reports provided reviewers with 

documentation effectively stood in for lesser-known artists during grant review.118 For staffers 

and advisors that I spoke with, these local trips built a tremendous amount of cross-cultural 
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appreciation and regional understanding on the part of artists, community members, site visitors 

and staff. 

While the overarching goal of site visits and reporting was to elucidate local processes and 

challenges of lesser known grant applicants in writing, my interviews with NEA staff and site 

visitors revealed meaningful interdependencies built through the practice of site visitation. In this 

pre-internet era, the site visit occasioned real time encounters and interactions and national field 

building. In my discussion with site visitor/panelist/grantee Wendy Rogers, she credited NEA 

site visits for inspiring her outspoken advocacy for under recognized dance artists live, and in 

print. Traveling to view the work of lesser-known artists inspired visitors to further advocate for 

and investigate regional dance history. In her words: 

“They flew us everywhere, we got to see works, visit with makers, and report back. It was 
incredible.” 

-Wendy Rodgers, NEA site visitor, panelist, grantee119 
 
Here and during our conversations, Rodgers characterized NEA site visits as both an 

educational exchange and form of mutual advocacy. Her “flying everywhere” with NEA support 

honed her awareness of the complex dynamics of the US dance field. She was not the only 

advisor to sing the praises of these practices as a kind of ethnographic exercise grounded in real 

time engagement with local choreographers and people organize on their behalf. Cast as NEA 

consultants, site visitors like longstanding dance presenter/advocate David R. White developed 

personal aesthetic and social affinities for lesser known artists. For White, the experience 

attending performances in cities outside of the cultural hub of New York featuring often counter-

hegemonic movement artists was a gift of this process. In his words: 

“Through participating in these processes, I discovered artists that nobody was paying attention 
to. The Independent Artist Fellowships were generally focused on dance. Over time, [panelists] 
distributed fellowships to circus performers, jugglers, and theater artists during my time there. 
We [panel reviewers] had opportunities where we were sitting face to face across from new 
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people. We learned how dance operates in cities far flung. Today, we don’t have that 
information, or mechanisms to get that information, or exchange opportunities to get work out 
there…the NEA (Dance Program) provided a table, and we debated. From the inside it didn’t 
seem like lobbying, it was a more democratic forum.” 

David R. White, NEA site visitor/panelist120 
 

Inspired by the broader glimpse of the US dance landscape that the NEA site visits and panel 

deliberations provided, White, like Rodgers, went on to become a formidable dance advocate 

beyond federal philanthropic circles. Rodgers and White’s vital encounters signal, for me, the 

intangible meanings produced by witnessing the local challenges and achievements of dance 

artists from all corners of the country.  They are each crediting time spent by NEA employees, 

artists, and citizen advisors as consecrated time spent filling much needed gaps and blind spots 

stalling movement within and beyond the dance field.  

What interests me most about NEA site visits was their capacity to break through the abstract 

character of a printed grant narrative through face-to-face interactions. The act of coming 

together in real time enabled critical cooperation between grant applicants and advisors. While 

they resist standardization, these hundreds of encounters lent critical cultural and corporeal 

specificity to NEA grant deliberations. Archival documentation of these interactions provided a 

proverbial keyhole for peer panel reviewers to achieve enhanced understanding about 

circumstances that were missing from grantee applications and video work samples. While they 

de-isolated factions of the national dance field, NEA site visits and reports humanized and 

situated artists’ production challenges. These events fostered new understandings between NEA 

directors, advisors, and would-be grantees. NEA staff, arguably the most invisibilized dance 

“makers” that I will discuss by way of this project, provided the infrastructural backbone and 

listening chorus for policy cooperation. Their responsibilities during grant deliberation 

demonstrate the function as critical institutional intermediaries.  
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Anyone familiar with pre-internet challenges of institutional administration is likely 

familiar with the myriad phone calls, filing, typewritten and snail mailed referrals that undergird 

bureaucratic governance. In the NEA’s early decades, the first point of contact between an 

unknown artist applicant and the Arts Endowment was through NEA dance staff. Employees 

working at NEA Dance routinely fielded pre-submission questions from would be applicants and 

were the first to thumb through applications that came to the department in the mail. As NEA 

resources and the number of demanding artists and entities grew, mediation became an 

increasingly laborious process of collating, coding, and assembling application materials into 

huge binders to be shipped to panelists weeks before live panels would convene in Washington 

D.C. In addition to compiling binders and checking applicant eligibility, staffers also coordinated 

panelist travel, made hotel accommodations, and engaged in ongoing phone communications 

with grantees and reviewers. Calls grew in number as the week of review approached. It pays to 

recognize the social connections forged through staffers’ steadfast bureaucratic handling of 

grantee and advisor relations. This critical and enduring cooperation evaporates when we judge 

NEA Dance impacts strictly by final grantee rosters. 

As the eyes and ears of the Dance Program, early NEA dance did not hold term limits. 

This meant that agents often worked for years at the agency cultivating relationships with dance 

applicants, funders and organizers for many years without interruption in service. In the words of 

one dance program specialist, NEA staff members held “explicitly administrative and implicitly 

advisory” positions during panel debates. While it was not an official procedure, dance staffers  

were frequently called upon to offer institutional or historical insights that informed the direction 

of grant decisions. This institutional memory served an ideological purpose that spanned beyond 
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the daily mundaneness of “pushing papers.” As with site visitors, NEA staff built cross-cultural 

awareness through dynamic daily encounters with the idiosyncrasies of the concert dance field.  

During my interviews with former NEA ICF Specialists, I learned of the tacit roles that NEA 

dance administrators played during panel debates.121 Discouraged from chiming in during the 

formal review process, staffers were frequently summoned to jump in and make clarifications 

when interpretation of a given policy was needed by citizen reviewers. As adept hurdlers of 

federal bureaucratic mandates, it was not uncommon for a dance staffer to jump in and make 

clarifications when reviewers got stuck. As we will see, dance grant panelists got stuck quite 

often. Before I conclude this section and turn to the critical translations of NEA dance grantees 

themselves, I want to consider the lived unfolding of the panel review process I these early years 

as an antagonistic and educational process that, like site visits, yielded visible and intangible 

affordances for all who took part.  

Panel Di-ssensus and Debate 

To quote NEA cultural historian and sociologist Paul DiMaggio, NEA peer panels 

function as the social engine that lends policy deliberation its institutional “flesh.”122 Selected for 

their extensive professional, educational, and experiential breadth of knowledge in the dance 

field, citizen teams are invited to review applications and convene in Washington to 

collaboratively assess, rank and designate awards for the agency’s growing number of dance 

grantees. Panel review was not an original NEA invention. At the time of the NEA’s 

inauguration, panel review was an accepted practice woven into fund deliberation at the National 

Science Foundation to stabilize professional standards in scientific research, a policy area that 

Congress members felt under-qualified to assess. Peer review was also a dominant practice at 

Governor Nelson Rockefeller’s New York State Council for the Arts, a program that Hanks 
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knew inside and out. NEA peer review followed protocols that governed NYSCA and NSF 

models, wherein up to fifteen reviewers would deliberate over three to five days to debate and 

rank works of “substantial artistic and cultural significance.” NEA dance reviewers were 

reminded of the NEA”s mandate to uphold American creativity and cultural diversity while 

simultaneously rewarding professional excellence.”123 Over several days, review convenings 

would often switch from cordial discussions to intense disagreements that spilled beyond the 

NEA’s institutional walls. Despite this evident di-ssensus, a list of final grantees would 

eventually emerge and be submitted by staffers for secondary and tertiary approval by the 

National Council on the Arts and the NEA Chair.124   

During the so-called “Boom,” NEA grant panels grew to over 500 per year, following a 

weeklong, cyclical process that included initial deliberation and viewing of work samples, a 

round of scoring, aggregation and more debate, and a final layer of re-scoring. Review transpired 

over the course of three to five days, depending on the number of applicants. The product of 

hundreds of staff, specialist, and reviewer hours, the panel process was an authorizing process 

through which those present felt endowed to serve dance’s greater national purpose.  

Program specialist Bonnie Brooks, who oversaw the Individual Fellowship Awards in 

Dance during this period, championed the dedication that the process demanded of participants. 

She described the level of endurance required by the process as a test of the commitment of these 

diverse constituencies. In her words:  

“It [panel deliberation] was all done with enormous sense of deep passion for the field, watching 
working professionals coming in, and sitting down for days to struggle…It’s so easy to be 
critical of the outcomes (of panel decisions), but, the truth of the matter was, the integrity of the 
panel process reflects some of the NEA’s finest work.”  

-Bonnie Brooks, Program Specialist, Dance125 
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 Those, like Brooks, who participated in the weeklong panel process described it to me as 

both a practical and emotional marathon. Brooks characterized the flow of panel review, above, 

as an affective tidal wave. Over time, she saw panelists move from a collective state of mutual 

admiration and advocacy (Day One) to tearful mutual exasperation (Day Four or Five). 

Interestingly, Brooks’ testimony suggests that such an emotional trajectory was structurally 

embedded in the panel review process. At the onset, discussions commenced with time allotted 

per applicant, and all reviewers spent energy taking the veritable “temperature” of the pool of 

would-be grantees. Conversations that initially centered on group recognition and celebration of 

all applicants would shift toward increasingly tense debates during the scoring process, as 

reviewers were asked to quantitatively assess the relative merit of applications. The process was 

iterative—debating, scoring, debating, and rescoring—transpired to establish preliminary and 

final rosters. This process insured that reviewers had the relative freedom to change their minds. 

Additional steps in the process are worth noting as time-stamped moments when those present 

were called upon to defend or advocate for certain artists over others. During day one and two, 

discussions abided rather circuitous trajectories, as reviewers would review and then revisit site 

reports or to return to a particular case to reconsider its merit for inclusion. The most heated 

debates would typically ensue during scoring, where a majority vote required eight out of fifteen 

panelists to favor of a particular grantee. The biggest booming debates transpired when the 

preliminary scoring left artists smack dab in the middle of the pack.  

  Throughout these heated deliberations, NEA Dance staffers kept conversations from 

falling into stalemates by serving as timers and infrequent devil’s advocates, as panelists lost 

steam and the room fell silent. Staffers confided to me that, while scoring always found its way 

to completion by the end of a daily session, it was a rare occurrence for debates to be fully settled 
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within the panel’s 9 to 5 timeframe. During the final days, discussions would spill out of the 

formal meetings and into lunch breaks, dinners, or off-hours cocktail chats, long after sessions 

had officially wrapped for the day. While reviewers carried their conversations into the evenings, 

staffers hustled to tally the scores and to type up rosters of accepted and rejected applicants for 

the next day’s deliberation. The following morning, when reviewers came back together, they 

would be handed the roster including the highest-scoring and lowest-scoring applicants. As they 

deliberated about the more contentious middle candidates, conversations grew heated and 

emotional, dually driven by close ties between advisors and grantees and also by the democratic 

charge to expand the maximum number of awards to the maximum number of deserving artists. 

Scoring was tight. It was not uncommon for a single vote to determine who stayed on the list of 

funded artists, and who got dropped.126 Reviewers like Wendy Rodgers, who herself had been on 

the receiving end of Individual Artist Fellowships, understood the material and symbolic value of 

these fellowships as a stroke that could singlehandedly make or break an artist’s career. She 

described to me the way that such ethical obligations weighted the process of panel participation. 

In her recollection:  

“People cried at the fellowship panels. They all cried. Not at the same time. But we all cried. We 
cried at having to cross off and not fund so many great proposals from artists around the 
country.” 

 Wendy Rodgers, NEA Fellow and Dance Panelist127 
 

 To say that dance panel reviewers took quite seriously their charge as a personal and 

professional responsibility would be an understatement. Rodgers and her fellow panelists 

understood their situated commitments as federal government adjudicators to foster a diverse and 

prosperous national dance field by way of NEA grants. For longtime panelist David R. White, 

the collective struggle to achieve relative consensus about worthy artists was, itself, the most 

political and important purpose of grant panel review. Panelists left these multi-day convenings 
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with heightened consciousness about the dynamism and vitality of the US dance landscape. 

Consensus, for White, was beside the point. What stood out was the kind of collective osmosis 

and mutual respect the process built between artists and organizers who approached their work 

from disparate ends of the geographic and cultural continuum. He underlined the value of the 

live encounters to me this way:  

“Nothing replaces sitting down at a table over time, to listen to the views and stories that 
everyone has, and telling your own…you begin to absorb why people make decisions, what the 
outcomes of those decisions have been from year to year, what models emerge and which ones 
were wheels that didn’t have to be invented again.” 

-David R. White, NEA Dance Panelist128  
 Part debate club, part endurance sport, White underscored the function of panel review as 

a vital field building practice requiring design, implementation, evaluation, and constant 

adjustment. Policy, in his view, was at its most democratic when this hegemonic struggle 

transpired with disagreement and mutual respect. That the NEA dedicated significant time and 

resources for these weeklong advocacy efforts allowed reviewers like White vital forums to 

rehearse their power of persuasive speech on dance’s behalf. Such rhetorical benefits enabled 

White to lobby in more effective ways, for emerging dance underdogs, an act that he continues to 

perform to the present moment. He described for me his underlying respect for this practice of 

argument and advocacy as follows: 

“No matter how many artists showed up on a given roster, they each deserved an argument on 
their behalf. It shouldn’t have been a penalty to pass on their work simply because other 
applicants were already well known.” 129   
 . Cast as champions for artists at all stages of the career continuum, panelists like 

Rodgers and White leveraged their respective investment in smaller scale or counterhegemonic 

production to nuance a budding national critical discourse in dance that, in their view, would 

otherwise been stifled by geographic and cultural distance and disconnect. They left their duties 

exhausted, and exhilarated at what they learned by sweating out these circumstances in 
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Washington D.C.. Exhausted from the pushback, the end of the week saw peer reviewers 

ultimately produced a final list of Fellowship grantees. 

  When one reviews the archival fodder of NEA site visit reports, score sheets, and panel 

transcripts, it remains a challenge to ascertain all that transpired between panelists, directors, and 

staff in the space of these real time encounters.  I am belaboring site visits, administration, and 

peer review here at length to point to their political function as power-filled and passionate 

exercises, institutional practices that built cultural sensitivities and that revealed previously 

hidden factions of the US dance landscape. For those privileged to sit at NEA grant making 

“tables” in these formative years, the social and affective labor involved in panel advocacy 

offered a veritable “trade school” in dance advocacy. Final records are but mere fragments of 

these collective commitments and disagreements.  

 In following closely the practice of peer review, I have labored to expose how any 

symbolic vision of consensus (be it a dance, or a final grantee roster) masks the plural and 

differentiated stakes in policy making that animate policy as a social exercise. Grantee rosters 

commemorated the review process and obscured the months of paper pushing that staffers 

performed to prepare applications for review. Site reports nod to and obscure the ongoing 

coordination required to set up and implement visitor and artist encounters. Quantitative 

appropriations eviscerate the qualitative exchanges and sweat equity spent by panelists engaged 

in debate, on and off the clock. Big black binders stacked with applications still cloud the myriad 

interactions that these committed dance “makers” experienced while occupying temporary 

residence in local communities or behind closed doors in Washington D.C. No text can fully 

commemorate the mutual sharing, listening, interrupting, sighing, questioning, and tightfisted 

advocacy maneuvers that this dedicated deliberation engendered. 
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 Throughout the so-called “Boom”, live convenings (site visits and panel 

deliberations) evidenced the unstable politics of fashioning and upholding NEA policy priorities. 

When we embrace the compendium of artistic and non-artistic actions that undergird dance 

policy as a cooperative practice, we quickly realize how many committed “makers” it takes to 

bring a dance to the concert stage. As a consecrating institution capable of endowing cultural 

agents with various kinds of authority over dance work, the NEA grew tremendous momentum 

as a political institution during this growth spurt. Endowed with the power to bring together a 

critical mass on a national scale, the agency fostered many wanted and unwanted democratic, 

cacophonous debates, frequently behind closed doors.  

Funder-driven assumptions and motivations aside, not all artists were eligible for or 

aware of NEA subsidies in these early years. Remembering Roger Hilsman’s suggestion in the 

opening epigraph, policy proceeds as its power filled exercise: 

“By making it easier for certain people to have access over others, by providing for the 
accumulation of one kind of information and not another, or by following procedures that let 
some problems rise to the top of the government’s agenda before others.” 

—in all these ways, certain organizational arrangements facilitate certain kinds of policy 

and other organizational arrangements facilitate other kinds of policy  

I close this chapter by considering how artists who chose to organize their production 

arrangements to gain eligibility for NEA funds dealt with the practice of nonprofit incorporation, 

in the field, in practice. Heralded in these days as a standard operating procedure for concert 

dance professionals, incorporation provided certain affordances and barriers based on the artistic 

goals and social politics of the artist in question. The situated efforts of Stuart Pimsler, Ferne 

Caulker, Gema Sandoval, and Wendy Rodgers throw the social stickiness of this institutional 

norm into some much-needed relief. 

Part Four: Artists and Incorporative Acts 
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As a hegemonic practice, dance artists seeking subsidies were encouraged by NEA grant 

programs to professionalize operations through the constitution of a nonprofit 501c3 entity. As a 

legal designation, incorporation lends political legibility to a particular group’s shared 

commitment to make dance work. With the exception of the NEA’s Individual Artist Fellowship 

Program (1965-1996), all NEA grants require US dance makers to establish an incorporated 

nonprofit arts entity in order to qualify for federal funding. Given the ever-escalating numbers of 

dance artists that chose this organizational route during the “boom,” its practical steps are worth 

examining. I will do by way of four artist examples that verify its benefits and burdens as an 

institutional norm.  

It bears recognizing at the onset, that nonprofit incorporation is not a historically stable 

process. Its procedures and codes undergo constant adjustment by State tax institutions each 

fiscal year. So, while a historical account of subtle changes to the legal process is beyond the 

purview of my analysis, I want to highlight some of the steps and impositions involved with 

organizing one’s dance making operations through the legal framework of the 501c 3 nonprofit 

charter. As a legal designation that establishes a contract between artists, organizers, and the US 

treasure, incorporation does a lot more corporeal and performative work. The situated examples 

of four local NEA funded artists help illuminate the complex social, symbolic, economic, and 

institutional obligations that this hegemonic practice sets forth. 

For artists who incorporated during the so-called “boom,” the decision of whether or not to 

incorporate required personal reflection on how one’s artistic goals and existing patterns of 

aesthetic and administrative governance were already operating, in practice. Imposing the logics 

of nonprofit incorporation onto the practice of making dances forced choreographers to commit 

to a certain regularity of practice, fund development, administration, and production. It also 
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required ongoing commitments from the many personnel upon whom these productions would 

depend. Incorporation requires instincts about fund development, partnership, and collaboration, 

and it installs paternalistic relations that, in some ways, negate the possibility of partnership an 

even or benevolent exercise. My interviews with lifelong nonprofit dance artists revealed aspects 

of what material and symbolic gains and losses surround this institutional imposition. The local 

experiences of Stuart Pimsler, himself a lawyer-turned choreographer, expose how this burden 

gets puzzled together in practice. 

Incorporative Motivations and Disparate Translations  

“…the initial attraction was monetary—but there was also something about a legitimacy, if you 
will, associated with having a company that was the mind-wash at the time. I decided to take a 
bath in that wash.”  

-Stuart Pimsler130 

 
 

Figure 2.1 Stuart Pimsler. Photo credit: Paul Virtucio 
 
Prior to establishing Stuart Pimsler Dance & Theater (SPDT), Pimsler had been staging 

modern dance works in and around New York throughout the 1970s. His decision to form a 

501c-3 nonprofit entity was on his mind during this decade, and he managed to gather the 

requisite paperwork and proof to set this structure in motion in 1978.131 Pimsler’s suggestion, 

above, signals a sentiment expressed by many artists that I spoke with for this project: that 
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nonprofit incorporation was motivated by the promise of peer and institutional recognition and 

the possibility of increased material gains. Leveraging his own legal expertise and with some pro 

bono legal advice, Pimsler incorporated SPDT to improve his troupe’s professional earnings, 

institutional recognition, and concert bookings across the country. Incorporating offered access 

to networks that allowed him to build momentum that ultimately led him to relocate his 

operations twice, from New York to Columbus Ohio and once more to the company’s present 

home in Minneapolis, Minnesota. His capacity to sustain production operations across these 

geographical registers indicates the value of this legal designation as a professional imprimatur. 

Through his example, we can see how formalizing one’s business operations through a 

designated 501c3 enables dance artists to demonstrate proof of production, fund development, 

and institutional acclaim. 

For Pimsler, the act of incorporating a dance company performed two main functions. 

First, its legal framework symbolically legitimized the shared sense of intention, direction and 

commitment his dancing group, forcing all parties involved to take their interactions quite 

seriously as part of a discrete entity. This provision and recognition, which Pimsler “bathed in” 

as a kind of psychic relief, signals an underlying motivation of many artists working in dance to 

formally declare a third party entity to push back against dominant perceptions of dance as 

frivolous. While much formal discourse on incorporation emphasizes its function as a legal or 

business classification, Pimsler’s testimony reminds us of the degree of political legibility that a 

legal declaration provided artist working in dance, a cultural practice that has historically 

struggled to gain formal recognition as a legitimate art or, in the case of Pimsler’s motivations, as 

a politically empowering and healing practice in its own right. Pimsler expressed to me his firm 

belief that, had SPDT not elected to incorporate in 1978, his access to opportunities across the 
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production domains of concert dance,132 community art,133 and health hospice settings134 would 

be nil to none. His experience demonstrates how this legal designation can attract forms of 

institutional support. He also reminds us that incorporation sets up an important two-way 

obligation that requires the State (by way of federal and state treasuries) to take dance seriously 

as a cultural practice and product.  Incorporation, by these logics, hails dance artists and 

organizers as cultural subjects worthy of public subsidy and institutional valorization. I want to 

back away from Pimsler’s example and toward a brief discussion of how this mutual obligation 

ramifies in the eyes of the State. Since mine is but a general overview of the steps to 

incorporation, I will briefly detail basic incorporative steps in the present tense. 

Incorporative Steps 

What is nonprofit incorporation? In the eyes of the US Treasury, incorporation 

establishes a legal and financial contract between an organized group and the State through the 

designation of a third party entity. Dance makers seeking incorporation must file a series of 

forms that establish a group’s shared intent to organize operations in line with protocols defined 

through Section 501c(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. In addition to filing the 1023 Tax Form 

(to declare the name of the entity) separate forms are also required to secure 501(c)(3) eligibility 

with the US Treasury. While each State has established specific criteria to secure nonprofit 

organization, artists are commonly asked to account for a minimum length of prior production 

history,135 to evidence paid engagements and personnel, and to outline a range of concrete arts 

products or services rendered. These requirements demand that artists keep clear and detailed 

administrative records of their dance projects. Through nonprofit incorporation, the Treasury 

assumes that a group holds regular institutional contracts for concert engagements, receipts from 

class intakes, and keeps track of paid and volunteer labor. Once incorporated, dance ensembles 
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agree to continue such granular documentation throughout the lifespan of the entity.136 Once 

eligibility has been confirmed and approved at the state and federal level, dance companies file 

an executed nonprofit certificate with the Secretary of State. 

In addition to formalizing an entity’s obligation to the State, the structural prerequisites 

for nonprofit incorporation also establish certain contractual obligations between the assembled 

“makers.” Incorporated groups consent to assemble and work toward a charitable mission or 

purpose not rooted in monetary or personal gain. This purpose must be expressly stated in the 

company’s official bylaws.137 Collectively, nonprofit dance makers must commence the 

following processes to set up an organization:  

1. Selecting a corporate name, clearing & reserving it with secretary of state’s office,  
2. Preparing a certificate of incorporation, which includes articles of incorporation that clearly 
state the charitable, public, or cultural purpose of the entity, 
3. Establishing an organizational mission and bylaws,  
4. Conducting and recording a first organizational meeting, 
5. Obtaining an assigned Employee Identification Number, 
6. Signing an array of consent forms wherein paid and volunteer parties agree to collectively 
abide state and federal regulations on nonprofit corporations, including the annual filing of tax 
and related compliance paperwork,138  
7. Establishing a volunteer board of trustees who consent to share responsibility for 
organizational governance, fund development and operations for an explicitly named term of 
service; organizations have the option of stipulating in their organizational bylaws precise limits 
on financial or material support by board members, 
8. On an annual basis, filing annual tax form 990 or 990EZ, based on organizational structure 
and annual operational income. 

 
Reading through this general list of shared enactments, one might start to sense the 

immense difference that exists between gathering people together to dance, and gathering people 

together to form a nonprofit dance entity. Weighing the above steps in relationship to their less 

formal commitments and contracts, artists who sought NEA funds had to take seriously how the 

structural requirements of seeking and securing a 501c3 designation would shape the social 

practices and contracts. Artistically and administratively, incorporation imposes an external 
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structure upon an already assembled we. Required by law to select a name, declare a shared 

purpose and bylaws, convene regular meetings with volunteer governors, and report shared 

expenditures to the state, this compendium of nonprofit mandates lends legal weight and labor to 

the fleshy reality of dance’s social work.  

Incorporation As a Social Obligation 

Dance companies are already assembled groups of people with shared investments in the 

advancement of dance productions, services and experiences. But a nonprofit dance “company,” 

formalizes the cooperative labor of a particularly assembled we by committing their labor toward 

a specific religious, charitable, scientific, literary, educational, or otherwise public purpose.139 

And, while such ideological consensus frequently operates below the surface within a dancing 

group, the process of forming a 501c3 nonprofit dance organization renders these values explicit 

and, in so doing, recalibrates social and practical responsibilities. These answerabilities are worth 

considering with an eye for cultural context.  

Of the incorporated dance makers that I spoke with for this project, many came to this 

organizational decision after seeking counsel from like-minded artists who sought professional 

recognition for dance labor beyond recreational or avocational terms. In the case of Milwaukee-

based, Sierra Leonean-American choreographer Ferne Yangyeitie Caulker, the decision to 

incorporate did not come through connections to lawyers offering pro-bono artist advice in New 

York, as it did Pimsler. Caulker found her way to incorporation through her early ethnographic 

fieldwork with professional dance ensembles in Africa and through informal conversations with 

peers in her African American Dance networks during the late 1960s and early 1970s. 
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Figure 2.2: Ferne Yangyeitie Caulker, photos courtesy: Ko-Thi Dance Company (Milwaukee WI)140 
 

For Caulker, the impulse to formalize her dance making operations through the formation 

of Ko-Thi Dance Company in 1969 grew out of a period of study in Ghana, at the University of 

Legon (Accra). Witnessing the daily production operations of this national dance company 

affirmed Caulker’s belief that she could, as an African-American artist, take responsibility for 

transmitting and sharing African dance, drumming, and cultural expression of a broader public. 

Returning to her home city (Milwaukee, Wisconsin), Caulker continued to pursue cultural bonds 

to African Diasporic dance artists across the United States who had professionalized operations 

and who shared Caulker’s cultural investment in African and African-American dance, 

drumming, and cultural expression.  

In 1969, Caulker formally declared her professional intentions under the company name 

“Ko-Thi,” which translates in the Shebro language as the daily practice of “revisiting 

Blackness.” By declaring the group’s intention to  “Go” (Ko-) “Black” (Thi), Caulker reinforced 

the daily exercise of deepening Black cultural consciousness and expression as the company’s 

dual purpose. She expressed to me the value of legal incorporation as an activist declaration for 

Black dance artists in the historical context of the Civil Rights movement, where professional 

commitments to the process of “seeking African roots” was far accepted as a “public good.”  In 
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Milwaukee a city among the most historically segregated on the basis of race and class, such a 

declaration carried a weightiness that held both Caulker and the city accountable to this mutually 

beneficial and politically charged process. That Ko-Thi is turning the corner today on fifty years 

of African-American dance and drumming in the city testifies to the formidable commitments of 

these key players, who continue to uphold this worldview against many odds. 

In the late 1960s when Caulker sought a more formal relationship to her many 

collaborators. Nonprofit organization, in her view, provided external structure and motivation 

that lifted the level of dance and musical exploration of the group to new heights. At the same 

time, but it also redistributed the heavy and frequently invisible labor of running a dance and 

drumming ensemble that had begun to weigh down her creative drive. In her words:  

“The sense to start a company came about when I realized, between 1969-72, I was married, I 
had just had my daughter, I was teaching part time at the University of Wisconsin Milwaukee as 
an ad hoc faculty member, one class, new baby, new marriage, rehearsing, crazy, just trying to 
deal with it all … and I realized:  I was totally buried.  I was making all the costumes. And I 
realized, that, if I’m working this hard, this has got to turn into some kind of business…this is not 
no club. [laughter] It didn’t feel like a club, it felt like something much more tangible, much 
deeper than that. I’m looking at the man-hours that it takes to do things, and I’m suddenly 
realizing that one person can’t do it.”  

-Ferne Yangyeitie Caulker141 
 

The legal mechanism of a 501c3 charter, thus, provided organizational coherence to the 

sometimes-blurry social obligations at play in Ko-Thi’s dance and music making. Fatigued from 

assuming total responsibility for the group’s offstage administrative and production labor, 

Caulker appreciated the self-protection that the structure enabled as a means of both naming 

these less-glamorous duties and redistributing them through mandatory decentralization. After 

years of taking on the group’s artistic, technical, and administrative roles largely on her own, 

Caulker was admittedly wary of the recreational, “club-like” atmosphere that certain members 

sought. She was tired of fleeting commitments that the less-formal organization had indirectly 
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permissioned. Formalizing Ko-Thi, thus, challenged her collaborators to commit to a larger 

artistic and sociopolitical purpose by re-casting her friends as professional conspirators newly 

entrusted with the governance and care of the dance’s broader public purpose Her testimony, 

above, clues us in to how internalized hierarchies of labor become enmeshed in less formal live 

dance production. Her labor shows how aesthetic interactions constitute but a small fraction of 

what it takes to make dance works. As a mechanism that stratifies labor and decentralizes 

decision making, then, nonprofit organization lends a framework to informal contracts and 

endows ethical responsibilities between all involved. Of course, the answerabilities are not 

strictly social; they are rooted in financial remuneration, fund development, and material 

obligations. It is important also to weigh these gains against the financial and administrative 

burdens of the nonprofit framework as it unfolds, in practice. Let’s pause for such a 

consideration. 

Incorporation’s Material Costs 

Beyond the initial fees required by the US Treasury to establish a nonprofit dance 

organization, nonprofit dance companies must pay fees to maintain 501c3 status on an annual 

basis. These costs are compounded by fees to sustain the company’s certificate of tax exemption 

and employee related expenses involved in the routine distribution of fees for services (contracts 

and employee salaries). The employer-employee relation that incorporation installs requires 

nonprofit dance “makers” to pay unemployment insurance for all individuals held under contract, 

both full and part time. Nonprofits are also required by law to pay annual premiums to Federal 

and State Departments of Labor based on the organization’s history of prior claims and layoffs; 

such premiums are based on a percentage of the organization’s total employee salaries. Nonprofit 

financial administrators send these payments to the State and Federal Treasury, accompanied by 
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documented evidence of paid insurance premiums that have been paid to contracted employees. 

A similar process of payment and documentation underpins State-by-state mandates that require 

nonprofits to provide workers compensation and disability insurance to protect employees who 

find themselves unable to perform work duties due to job-related injuries. While the amount of 

these premiums varies, a “straw-man” nonprofit dance company could arrive at the total 

percentage by calculating yearly payroll, the number of people that they employed, and type of 

work that their members performed. While the organization’s tax-exempt status essentially 

waives companies from charging sales tax on services (a cost savings to the company), this tax 

savings does not shake down to reduced tax administration at the end of each fiscal year. 

Nonprofits must account for all employment taxes, document withholding income and social 

security taxes, and aggregate exemptions declared as they create and distribute tax 

documentation to all who have been paid through the course of the season.142 I have belabored 

the financial and administrative minutiae here not in any attempt to standardize these “steps,” but 

to highlight the expenses that accompany nonprofit protections. From here, we can start to notice 

how the historical proliferation of dance companies that emerged during the “Boom” conditioned 

a parallel “boom” in the number of administrative supporters required to sustain local production 

operations. And, while artists like Caulker assumed these administrative and financial 

managerial roles at the onset, she ultimately joined many other artists in enlisting arts 

administrators.143 Such administrative labor remains, to this date, an under-recognized layer of 

infrastructure involving the committed trust and support of many non-artist intermediaries. One 

particular layer of social support mobilized by the 501c3 charter but routinely elided in 

discussions of dance production is the Board of Trustees, to which I now turn. 

Entrusting Nonprofit Governance 
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As mentioned above, one of the steps in securing legal designation is the contractual 

designation of a Board of Trustees. Boards of Directors are volunteer individuals who agree 

cosign an organization’s bylaws and consent to serve as a decentralized governing body guiding 

fiscal expenditures and operations. As volunteer advisors, nonprofit dance trustees commit to 

organizational communications, meetings, and vote to establish and amend organizational 

policies and bylaws. As an authorizing schema, the presence of the board splinters governance 

across a broad expanse.  

The how of this governance is subject to widespread translation, in practice. The 

stereotypical image of corporate trustees sitting around conference tables madly debating the 

state dance business does little to explicate the roles that trustees assume in local dance 

production contexts. Of the artists that I interviewed for this project, zero consensus exists about 

how to properly constitute a nonprofit Board of Directors. Trustees—those entrusted with 

organizational governance and who trust the mission of the organization as a belief system 

supporting their duties—provide both tangible and intangible benefits to the artists we see on the 

concert stage. Los Angeles based Folkloric choreographer Gema Sandoval’s insights offer a 

situated glimpse into the complexities of this institutionally imposed process. 
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Figure 2.3 Gema Sandoval, Artistic Director of Danza Floricanto USA  
(est. 1965, incorporated 1975)144 Photo credit: Richard Rivera 

 
As the oldest professional Mexican folk dance group in Southern California, Danza 

Floricanto USA has dedicated four decades to the purpose of recreating music, dance, and 

costumes. Their concert repertoire includes dances from 17 different regions of Mexico, many of 

which constitute original works reflecting on the Chicana/o experience. As a nonprofit dance 

company whose mission and purpose targets a historically less affluent constituency without a 

longstanding history of philanthropic voluntarism, Floricanto’s founder and Artistic Director 

Sandoval abides a series of strategies to inspire voluntarism among fellow Angelinos who share 

her investment in multi-generational preservation and innovation in Chicano dance and culture. 

During our interview at Sandoval’s newly inaugurated performing arts center in the City Terrace 

enclave of East Los Angeles, the building itself framed our discussion and her insights about all 

that Board membership entails in this coveted and longstanding dance organization. 

 
Figure 2.4 Floricanto Center of the Performing Arts, East Los Angeles. Photo: Sarah Wilbur 

 
During our interview and tour of the space, Sandoval stressed to me the enduring 

relationships that have supported Danza Floricanto, interestingly, by pointing to material objects 

throughout the space. While this new performing arts center was established in November 2013 
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Sandoval has been building board trustee relations since incorporating Floricanto in 1975. As we 

talked and walked through the large studio/theater, offices, lobby, and storage facilities, she 

explained that the kitchen stove and refrigerator were donated by a current board member, the 

lighting equipment was acquired through a steep discount linked to the company’s longstanding 

creative collaborations with lighting designer Eileen Cooley, the storage implements in the large 

costume area came by way of a volunteer, and the conference tables, and desks filling the office 

and lobby space were handed down by fellow nonprofit organizers at various points of the space 

acquisition and build out. Again and again, objects stood in for people within Sandoval’s trusted 

network. The most micro-material donations stood in as mnemonic devices that Sandoval 

highlighted to emphasize the armies of social supporters that make Floricanto’s mission possible.  

 
Figure 2.5. Floricanto storage facility (renovated airplane hangar) Photo: Sarah Wilbur 

 
When I asked Sandoval how she has designed and maintained Floricanto’s formal 

contracts with Trustees over time, she described the kinds of multidimensional Board “contracts” 

that her company has developed over the years.  Above all, she seeks advisors who are deeply 

interested in Chicana/o culture; she is well aware that such a cultural commitment rarely equates 

with skills fund development or surplus material wealth of their own. She is careful not to skirt 
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these material issues when entering into contracts with Trustees. When Danza Floricanto’s Board 

Members accept terms of service, Sandoval asks them explicitly about their capacity to 

contribute either service or material goods to help keep the entity’s operations running smoothly. 

She frames her implicit criteria for Board involvement in these words: 

“When I ask people in (to the board) I don’t have a policy that you have to give monetarily, but I 
do ask, I would like to know what you can do. Then they rack their brains and they come up with 
their thing and I’m fine with that because, frankly, we need so much!  I have a board member 
who is all about mailing lists—and so I give it all to her… I do have a lot of past principals, past 
accountants as part of the board, and they are really, really great. They understand the need for 
the arts, and they understand what it means to not have support.” 

-Gema Sandoval, Danza Floricanto/USA  
(est. 1965, incorporated 1975-present)145 

 
In Sandoval’s last sentence, above, she expresses gratitude for both the material and 

immaterial support provided by her Trustees. The desire to lend support is, in her view, shared 

the fundamental prerequisite for service to Floricanto, across the board. Sustaining such desire 

and obligation has proven a struggle in her work with younger generations of Latina/o 

collaborators, for whom philanthropic seeking and production maneuvering seem like austere 

and/or culturally irrelevant practices. Over time, she has found it useful to reframe charitability 

as community preservation and service as a more culturally appropriate means of inviting 

belonging to what Floricanto is and does. I point to her translational efforts and successes to both 

evidence the differential costs—specifically the class underpinnings—of this NEA-imposed 

infrastructure and also to credit Sandoval’s code-switching as a type of production dexterity that 

escapes observation when we view incorporation as a technocratic legal structure. Incorporation, 

in other words, always enacts opportunities while costing  

Incorporative Puzzles 

While this institutional framework held clear appeal to artists who incorporated during 

the NEA’s early years, nonprofit incorporation was not without other costs.  In addition to the 
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sociocultural disjunctures that Sandoval’s work makes clear, it is important to understand some 

of the other contradictions that are embedded in this infrastructure. Many puzzles stem from the 

material reality that non-profit designation does not remove dance artists and organizers from 

circulating within a US cultural economy historically rooted in capitalist ideals. Expectations of 

exponential growth, financial independence and “sustainability” are routinely upheld by grant 

making institutions; the very act of seeking nonprofit subsidies disincentivizes collaboration 

through the competition that it imposes between similarly motivated arts groups; reporting 

requirements demand evidence of nonprofit financial solvency quite despite rhetorical avowals 

of the cost-heavy character of making live art; and the incessant pressure to foster “new” works 

or otherwise “grow” one’s audiences and one’s bottom line proves a challenge to artists whose 

artistic and political motivations cannot easily be taken “to scale.” I close by considering the 

experiences of choreographer and frequent NEA advisor and site visitor Wendy Rodgers to 

tether these tensions to the Arts Endowment, and help us see how deficit-based assumptions and 

creative ambitions can frequently stand at odds. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.6 Wendy Rodgers and Dancers.146  Photo: Wendy Rodgers 
 

Reflecting on the offstage challenges of running the Wendy Rodgers Dance Company 

(first in New York, then Berkeley, now in Riverside, California) modern dance maker Wendy 
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Rodgers was not alone in questioning the sustainability of the nonprofit model of dance 

organization as the “Boom” was reaching its apex. As a modern dance artist engaged in 

producing experimental dance works in small black box venues and alternative spaces where 

audiences numbered in the hundreds, Rodgers’ scale of production did not sit comfortably with 

the administrative “marathon” imposed by the 501c3. Rodgers had received a pair of NEA 

Individual Choreography Fellowships in the 70s that seeded later opportunities to participate as a 

peer reviewer on NEA fellowship panels. Bolstered by the formative influence of these grants 

and policy collaborations, she formed the Wendy Rodgers Dance Company, which was later 

renamed Choreographics. In our conversations, Rodgers described to me the kind of 

environmental shift towards nonprofit incorporation that she had experienced living as an 

experimental choreographer in New York City during the “Boom”: 

“The atmosphere was that –this is how things are going to go now—there are going to be 
resources. We (experimental modern dance makers) need to do what the symphonies have done. 
There were no thoughts about—whoa—what if every choreographer forms a 501c3? There was 
just an idea that more support was coming towards the arts, that we could do it. We were 
establishing an infrastructure.”  

-Wendy Rodgers147 
 

Rodgers’s retrospective comments, offered more than thirty years after she incorporated a 

dance entity, point to some interesting opportunities and challenges. First, she avows the historic 

onslaught of newly available funds for modern and ballet artists in the first fifteen years of NEA 

operations as a motivator inspiring many New York modern dance artists to flock toward 

nonprofit incorporation as kind of dance-based coalition building.148 Also, her avowal that “we 

were establishing an infrastructure” reinforces the value of social networks established among 

the New York based modern dance artists who received a significant amount of NEA resourcing 

during this period. While she spoke of the 1970s as a watershed moment in the 

professionalization of modern dance in New York, she lamented the shared naiveté among 
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choreographers working outside of mainstream dance circles about the pace of production that 

nonprofit growth models—essentially capitalist growth models—were imposing on artists at this 

time. Her notion that “more support was coming” in dance, at this time, was materially true, due 

to surplus resources that began to flood into the nonprofit sector through parallel tax reforms in 

1969. Still, such reforms did not trickle down proportionally in dance, despite nonprofit  

organizational expansionism.149 Her retrospective “Whoa!” glimpses some of the blind spots at 

play within a market-driven structure that disproportionately protects funders and renders artists 

and organizers highly susceptible to economic instabilities and unforeseen costs. These hidden 

instabilities are worth unpacking, briefly, by way of conclusion. 

Describing the process of competing for grants with other choreographers, Rodgers 

expressed the process of securing funds as one infused with fears of “biting the hand that feeds 

you.” Her concern of the paternalistic character of nonprofit charitable giving is emotional and 

structurally embedded in the NEA’s very structure as a charitable institution.  When artists like 

Rodgers apply for NEA funds, they admit an economic lack. The class asymmetries embedded in 

this exchange are somewhat masked by the charitable mission of institutions like the NEA, as are 

the steering dimensions of funder imposed guidelines that I discussed earlier in this chapter. 

From the perspective of asking artists, nonprofit incorporation promises certain benefits 

(valorization, legibility, seed funds) while the same time installing new vulnerabilities on artists 

making the ask. Artists like Rodgers who were not short on creative ambition but who lacked the 

proximity to patrons or hereditary wealth were forced into an interminable pursuit of grants to 

make up for this lack. Incorporation, as a growth model during the “boom” disproportionately 

favored mainstream arts groups that could attract larger audiences and could manage growth 

mandates with greater dexterity and manpower. 
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In contrast, artists operating outside of the cultural mainstream or in smaller scales of 

production struggled with institutional standards that imposed an interminable race against other 

dance companies. NEA mandates doubly forced competition by delineating a finite number of 

grantees and by demanding that grantees compete to secure funds to match federal contributions. 

During our interview, Rodgers compared funder-imposed leveraging mandates to a proverbial 

“hamster wheel” to signal the kind of shared dizziness she and her peers were experiencing while 

navigating the numbers-driven formulas that surrounded “non-profit” arts grants. These 

economic barometers, ultimately, drove Rodgers to a physical boiling point. She described her 

sense of estrangement to me in colorful, corporeal terms: 

“During this period, I was also working on my California Arts Council application for the 
Wendy Rogers Dance Company. And suddenly, I saw its pages sliding down the wall where I 
realized I had thrown it. I asked “What!?” and then answered myself, “I can’t do this anymore.” 
I couldn’t talk [to arts funders] about the Wendy Rogers Dance Company! I couldn’t tell the 
Council all about the people that made up ten years of my life! I couldn’t claim 10,000 people 
had seen my work! I had to represent myself so falsely.” 

-Wendy Rodgers150 

Backed up against a proverbial wall by institutionally imposed values and expectations, 

Rodgers’s testimony illuminates the constraints that institutional organizational frameworks and 

economic guideposts imposed on the practice of making a dance. Her concern over the 

California Arts Council’s preoccupation with quantitative measurement exposes unwanted 

dependencies that unfold when artists (sometimes blindly) accept institutional standards. I close 

with Rodgers’s experience as a contingent protest; since this experience she has continued to 

sustain her nonprofit charter and to participate in NEA decision making on a number of 

occasions. I want to appreciate how her situated experiences and antagonisms sat uncomfortably 

alongside the competing investments of Shagan, or White, at the NEA policy “table” during this 

period. This cluster of artist-evidenced examples bolsters my broader effort to show the shaky 
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grounds upon which the NEA instituted policies and convened parties, during this period of 

institutional expansion-by-partition. The contingent efforts of Pimsler, Caulker, Sandoval, and 

Rodgers together evidence my conclusion here that not all institutional attachments and 

obligations are comfortable, or desirable.  

To conclude my rather unorthodox effort to tether institutional and artistic 

interdependencies on practical and political grounds, I want to zoom back in to the NEA as a 

discrete political institution to locate one final “BOOM” that transpired at the same time as these 

artists were struggling to sustain careers in the dance field. Whereas policy historians and the 

mass media tend to portray the so-called “Art Wars” period of the late 1980s and 1990s as the 

NEA’s most hotly contested moment of Congressional adversity, I want to signal an earlier 

conflict—a full blown Congressional Investigation of the NEA in 1979—as a historical 

flashpoint that called its decision making authority and operating procedures to question.  

The 1979 Congressional Investigation of the NEA 

 Of all of the NEA’s externally-motivated calls for cultural equity and transparency, a 

most corrosive public critique of the agency erupted in 1978 when Senator Sidney Yates, 

Chairman of the House Appropriations Subcommittee on Interior and Related Agencies, called 

for a full-scale investigation of the NEA’s inner workings. 151 The eight-month review that 

followed involved comprehensive probing by external investigators into both routine and 

sensitive documents. Congressional investigators attended and observed panel proceedings, and 

conducted extensive interviews with staff and agency leadership. The final report, issued in 

March 1979, offered a rather scathing account of agency cooperation, one that raised serious 

suspicions about the NEA’s process of grant making and panel composition. In it, investigators 

recommended that the Subcommittee issue a moratorium on any further increases in NEA 
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appropriations until structural adjustments could be made that would guarantee more equitable 

representation and operational accountability. In perhaps their strongest public indictment, the 

reviewers claimed that NEA policy makers were overwhelmingly  “failing to meet [their] 

legislative mandate to promote a national policy for the arts.”152 Lack of archival documentation 

about working procedures signified, for these critics, a lack of ethical transparency. Simply put, 

the NEA was failing to conduct itself as a proper federal institution by failing to meet the 

administrative and evaluative standards by which all independent federal agencies are bound. 

These challengers took specific aim at the panel review process as a problematic dimension of 

federal arts policymaking in need of regulation and reform. 

 Where peer panel review was concerned, a principal charges leveled by investigators 

against the NEA was that senior leadership and program directors were failing abide the tenets of 

panel review as a method of distributing subsidies. According to the agency’s enabling 

legislation (P.L. 89-209), the proper role of peer panel review was to advise senior leadership 

and insulate the NEA from political interference by enlisting “expert” professionals to debate the 

merit of grant applicants. The NEA’s original legislative architects promoted peer evaluation as a 

policy tool that, in their view, inscribed a crucial distance between artists and elected officials. 

Peer review also, importantly, guaranteed that field norms in the arts drove evaluation and would 

not be usurped by field norms of US federal governance as evaluative standards. In practice, 

investigators claimed that the NEA’s practical implementation of peer review bordered on 

outright cronyism.  

 To bolster this claim, investigators cited the overrepresentation of members of “fine art” 

cultural circles on policy and review panels as a problem. They also chronicled the high 

percentage of repeat invitations to certain panelists by NEA program directors as antithetical to 
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the NEA’s democratic purpose. Few minority constituencies were granted spots on NEA review 

panels during the boom; investigators saw such thin representations as a policy of tokenistic 

diversity, at best.. Despite prior regulations requiring program directors to retire one-third of 

panel memberships per fiscal year, investigators concluded that many of the conflict-of-interest 

procedures were quite lax, in practice.153 They observed, for example, that despite abstinence 

policies that kept members from voting for artists and organizations with whom they held 

working or non-working contracts, these insiders would continue to exert influence on fellow 

panelists at other stages of the panel process. The Yates investigators concluded that: 

“The problem in peer review faced by the Endowment is the selection of a panel of experts in a 
field who can offer quality judgments acceptable to the field because of recognized competence, 
and yet seek an ever-broadening geographical and social representation of the various art 
disciplines that have traditionally been compartmentalized, specialized and representative of 
white western European culture.”154  
  
 Here, we see the NEA’s democratic mandate collide with representational and material 

limitations at full force. The same networks that NEA Dance panelists like David R. White had 

coveted as a vital “field building” were now the object of anti-democratic scrutiny from elected 

officials. Congressional adversaries saw panel procedures, not as democratic advocacy efforts, 

but as nepotistic insider clubs rife with conflict of interest. To avoid any further public displays 

of dissent and stalled agency momentum, NEA Leadership was advised to take major steps to 

implement some of the report’s recommendations. While policymakers followed suit, the did not 

hesitate to push back against certain findings of the report before doing so. 

 Granted an opportunity to issue a rebuttal, then-NEA Chairman Livingston Biddle and 

his administration responded over two days of testimony at a special hearing, wherein Biddle 

defended the NEA’s mission and suggested that investigators had fundamentally misread the 

NEA’s institutional mandate. This misreading, he argued, was anchored in diametrically opposed 
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ideas of institutional support. As an advisor who had penned the enabling legislation while 

working under NEA-advocate and Senator Claiborne Pell, Biddle counter-argued that both the 

Arts and Humanities Endowments were authorized by Congress to “seed” versus “sustain” art 

and artists by developing “a broadly conceived national policy of support for the arts.” His 

recourse to “support” reinforced the arms-length relationship to art and artists inscribed in the 

NEA’s early policy bylaws, which Biddle himself had a hand in composing.155 In other words, 

Biddle found the anti-democratic accusations a rhetorically weak rationale for reform, since the 

enabling legislation stipulates that the agency will always only offer contingent resourcing to art 

and artists. The political contours of the NEA’s contingent rhetorics, programs, and procedures 

would continue to embroil legislators into the coming decades. Biddle’s rhetorical twists were 

ultimately unconvincing as policy solutions to the Yates report. His team ultimately agreed to 

follow the Congressional call from the Interior Appropriations Subcommittee to tighten the 

NEA’s administrative and practical oversight of peer panels from the top down. After the 

hearing, agency wide policies were put in place that further restricted panel composition to avoid 

further charges of cronyism.  

 When we study NEA policy and dance “making” as institutional practices, then 

translation emerges as a vital political battleground. In practice, then, it is important to note that 

NEA Dance Program Directors abided these tightening measures without significantly altering 

dance panel rosters. By reshuffling rosters and re-enlisting longstanding panel players under new 

auspices, future panels would continue to route funds to established members of the 

infrastructural triad. Into the next two decades, ongoing demands for equity would continue to 

destabilize panels and force agents to protect hegemonic practices using alternate routes.  

Conclusion: Boom for Whom? [1965-1980] 
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Studying the so-called “boom” across various positions and practical registers reveals the 

period from the mid 1960s to 1980 as one of contingent expansion and significant contestation. 

Amidst pressures from elected officials and concerned citizen constituencies, senior leadership 

fashioned programmatic adjustments that shaped the artistic and administrative contours of 

professional concert dance in the United States. An infrastructural triad emerged as privileged 

beneficiaries of federal supports; their efforts strategically leveraged touring and production 

networks that had been engineered years earlier. NEA policy, thus, followed and adapted 

historical strategies put in place by previous investors who held access to funds and symbolic 

valorization. Weighted down from these competing vantage points, it begs the question: For 

whom was the dance “boom” a welcome expansion? Throughout subsequent chapters, I will 

continue to pressure my foundational question: “Who makes a dance?” by tracking how debates 

unfold and translations perform at cross-purposes within the NEA as a political institution. It is 

my hope that this method of approaching dance “making” with an eye to practical and political 

instability might produce future models of participation that condition the possibility of 

institutional change. 

NEA policies, like dances, critically depend on the commitments of many people who 

design, use, and maintain their codes and conventions. If we stand with US elected officials, we 

notice how political agendas and hegemonies bear down on agency answerabilities. We can see 

how Congress and the US Senate make dances work by controlling NEA fiscal appropriations, 

programmatic guidelines and governance procedures. If we stand with NEA senior leadership 

decisions we things through a different lens. From the strategic appointment of NEA Chairs and 

members of the National Council on the Arts, to the hiring of Program Directors who hold the 

power to appoint site visitors and grant panel reviewers, to the happy hour conversations of 
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citizen grant reviewers, these front liners protect particular cultural ideologies through their 

handling of the project of distributing federal arts recognition and resourcing. If we move further 

inside the NEA dance program, we witness the listening chorus of, program specialists, 

administrators, and interns whose deft handing of bureaucratic operations simultaneously shapes 

the agency’s vision of the national dance landscape. If we zoom way out from Washington D.C. 

and land smack dab into dancing communities across the US, we see how NEA grantees weather 

these impositions and opportunities. Incorporated artists each model culturally contingent 

approaches that remind us that NEA-imposed mechanisms invite certain ways of working and 

foreclose others. Here, at the field level of artistic production and administration, is where we 

also notice armies of administrators and entrusted supporters who commit to leveraging tangible 

and intangible support for dance works. Running conversations between administrators, 

managers, and boards of trustees scaffold artistic visions and charitable purposes. Policies and 

dances emerge when people commit to show up, debate, design, use, and maintain a specific 

vision of America, dancing. So, while those charged with fulfilling these obligations might 

rightly declare: We are the infrastructure, the competing purposes of dance institutions and 

passions of dance institutionalizations reinforce the instability of the US dance infrastructure as 

necessarily contested territory. In the next chapter, I look at the dynamics of NEA development 

during a most intense period of resource decimation, including a damaging reduction in force.  
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Chapter Two 
Confronting the Model:  

Restructuring Dance at the US National Endowment for the Arts [1980-1997] 
 

 
 

Figure 3.1. President Ronald Reagan with actor/Chairman Charlton Heston at a meeting with the 
Presidential Task Force on the Arts and Humanities in the cabinet room. June 5, 1981.  

Photo: Ronald Reagan Library 
 

Introduction 

In this chapter, I hope to expand understanding about the infrastructural actions of NEA 

policymakers during a decade when the agency’s lifeline was imminently threatened. In late 

December 1995, after a prolonged period of very public contestation between the agency, 

legislative opponents, and an array of citizen constituencies, the 104th Congress voted to reduce 

the NEA’s budget by 40% and handed down a series of external regulations that dramatically 

altered the shape and direction of US federal arts philanthropy. Then-NEA Chairman Jane 

Alexander, alongside staff and citizen advisors, struggled to implement Congressionally imposed 

mandates that radically restructured the agency’s grant programs, eligibility requirements, and 

operating procedures. Art and policy scholars have addressed this period, notoriously known as 

the “Art” or “Culture Wars” (I will refer to it as the “Art Wars”) by emphasizing the highly 
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mediatized censorship battles and public affronts that the agency withstood from citizen 

lobbyists, members of Congress, and artists themselves. Such conflicts thrust NEA agents 

repeatedly into the negative limelight over controversial grants connecting the institution, in 

various ways, to counter hegemonic artists and art works.156 The NEA’s complex institutional 

confrontations, regulations, and reconfigurations of this era are the stuff of this chapter.  

But rather than stick to the dominant script that portrays the “Art Wars” period as a 

messy stain on the agency’s reputation, I want to put these mediatized controversies into context 

by framing the 1996 restructurings within a longer period of contestation and political 

mobilization taking place in and around the Arts Endowment during this fifteen year period.  

While the standard “Art Wars” narrative tends to emphasize the 1996 defunding and 

programmatic overhauls as sudden, causal shifts that radically altered the agency’s purpose, I 

want to show, instead, earlier policies of redistribution and artist estrangement that were 

instituted long before the regulatory acts of the 104th Congress. Beginning with the policy 

agendas of the Reagan administration and moving through the “Art Wars” debacles and 

defunding, I highlight a string of critical convenings and regulatory adjustments through which 

NEA agents sought agency survival and preservation of hegemonic routes to prior grant 

beneficiaries. The NEA’s power to convene national debates emerges here as a significant 

bureaucratic weapon capable of fashioning or annihilating cross-cultural understanding.  

 Part One examines macro-policy convenings that conditioned regulatory maneuvers that 

laid the infrastructural groundwork for the agency’s massive programmatic overhauls, economic 

defunding, and workforce in 1996. I first consider efforts to recalibrate NEA governance that 

commenced with the 1980 election of Ronald Reagan that leveraged live assemblies to justify 

subsequent regulations.157 I demonstrate how, at the federal level, macro-policy strategies of 
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redistribution and artist estrangement were expedited, in part, by multiple economic recessions 

and polarized partisan politicking in Congress.  I look specifically at how Ronald Reagan’s 1981 

formation of the Presidential Task Force on the Arts and Humanities and the resultant formation 

of the President’s Committee on the Arts encouraged greater private investments and distanced 

the federal government’s role and jurisdiction in NEA activity. I then rehearse the 1990 

Independent Commission (IC) investigating the Arts Endowment in the wake of controversial 

grant allocations. Through the convening mechanism of a “Blue Ribbon” advisory council, 

legislators charged the NEA with panel nepotism and accountability gaps and issued 

restructuring recommendations that laid the institutional blueprint for massive NEA overhauls of 

1996. From these assemblies and aftershocks, I then turn to the mediatized attacks by 

conservative legislators against the NEA on the floor of Congress and resultant legislative 

regulations to link decency clauses and panel term restrictions to growing sentiments of artist 

estrangement. I close by considering court cases against the NEA as efforts to further call NEA 

institutional norms, this time, from the mouths of artists, themselves.  

In Part Two, I then turn to a detailed discussion of the 1996 restructuring to show how 

NEA senior leadership adapted agency activity in response to these external pressures and 

mobilizations.  I detail the rhetorical, programmatic, and procedural changes set in place to show 

how NEA Chair Jane Alexander adapted operations to account for massive de-staffing and 

defunding. Taking advantage of an already restructured and increasingly redistributive system of 

philanthropic resourcing, agents streamlined the number of grant applications, instituted 

programmatic shifts replacing discipline-specific divisions with thematic areas, and dissolved the 

coveted Individual Artist Fellowships in all areas except Literature and Jazz. These overhauls 

forced significant revisions to the Arts Endowment’s grant and panel structure, by default. Panel 
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deliberation—an already contested evaluative process—was also heavily reconstituted through 

Congressional mandates that required the addition of “lay” panel reviewers and elected officials 

on the NCA to increase transparency and accountability. I demonstrate how panel restructuring 

further redistributed agency power by dismantling previous program hegemonies and by shifting 

fiscal management to the NCA and NEA Chair. These redistributive changes and major material 

and human capital losses conditioned significant confusion on the part of remaining Dance 

Program administrators and grantees, who hustled to translate these mandates, in practice.  

Part Three attends to the situated impacts of redistribution and estrangement on NEA 

Dance Program staff, advisors, and grantees. I open by rehearsing infrastructural adjustments to 

the NEA Dance touring grants throughout this fifteen-year period to highlight various 

programmatic restructurings that anticipated this redistributive turn. I track the evolution of the 

NEA Coordinated Dance Touring Program (DTP) and the Dance On Tour program (DOT) to 

show a slow and steady devolution of federal funds for dance companies and a shift toward third 

party subsidies. As the material and administrative costs of concert dance touring escalated, NEA 

Dance was steadily shifting the burden of programmatic implementation to regional and state 

arts agencies. This devolution of federal responsibility for concert subsidies was consolidated 

with the 1997 formation of the National Dance Project at the New England Foundation for the 

Arts (NEFA), a pivotal transfer of NEA funds and programmatic infrastructures that sought to 

salvage the infrastructural triad. Rather than assume that the 1990s constituted all narrow cuts 

and losses in Dance, I turn in the last half of part two to programmatic advancements and events 

that sought to address issues of cultural non-representation and equity in dance. Drawing on 

transcripts from year-end overview panels, transcripts from internal meetings, and interviews 

with Dance Directors Sali Ann Kreigsman (1986-1997), Douglas Sonntag (1997-present) and 
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staff, I show how NEA dance policy makers leveraged the NEA’s flexible categories (special 

projects and service to the field grants) to engage more diverse factions of the dance field. 

Despite the agency’s stalled fiscal appropriations throughout this rocky period, the NEA’s power 

to convene united previously estranged factions of dance “makers,” whose diverse investments 

and testimony upheld cultural inclusion as a political project that the NEA was uniquely 

positioned to address. Among the toughest losses in dance brought forth by the 1996 defunding 

and destaffing was the loss of these critical debates. 

In a period characterized by redistributing federal funds to third party artist proxies, one 

might wonder where dance artists stood in relationship to these dramatic and ongoing changes. 

To close out my discussion, Part Four details the political impacts of these restructurings from 

the purview of NEA funded dance artists who had gained significant career traction through 

NEA support. I have chosen to highlight a single discussion because its contents reveal more 

than a struggle for legibility and recognition, though that struggle is certainly important. In 

summer of 1995, as Congress members debated the NEA’s institutional purpose on the floors of 

the Senate and House, roughly sixty dance artists and advocates assembled at NYU’s Tisch 

School of the Arts for a two day artist retreat entitled “Confronting the Model,” hosted by Dance 

Theater Workshop and supported indirectly through NEA field service funds. A conversation by 

artists for artists about waning dance infrastructures, choreographers assembled alongside dance-

friendly presenters, managers, service organizers, and funders. I highlight artist testimony that 

reveals the shaping influence of economic forces (growth models, leveraging mandates), 

symbolic and social forces (competitive programs, incorporative pressures) as foreclosing 

dimensions of dominant and “grassroots” infrastructures and also lean on sociocultural 

exclusions—specifically tokenization artists of color as an internal “policy” within the 
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experimental New York dance scene being upheld by artists and institutions, alike. While 

“Confronting the Model” initially assumed a fixed infrastructure, artists’ competing views of this 

question demonstrate how institutional impositions collide with tacit hierarchies of production 

enacted by artists, themselves. 

Through a cunning awareness of how to work strategically within the existing system, the 

dance “makers” that I feature across this chapter forged ahead with programs and partnerships 

that pushed dance into new directions. Defunding and destaffing certainly destabilized dance, but 

the value of these live assemblies also heightened political awarenesses among those previously 

excluded within the existing “order.” Live confrontations also reinforced the function of non-

participation and non-recognition as strong policies of exclusion at the micro-practical level. 

While discourses of “partnership” and “integration” would take on new meanings in the 

forthcoming century of Neoliberal policy production, these efforts to host democratic discourse 

in dance remain a crowning NEA achievement of the “Arts Wars” period.158  

Part One: Legislators and Senior Leadership: Agency Wide Shifts [1980-1997] 
  
 In her memoir detailing her three-year tenure as NEA Chair, Jane Alexander describes 

the early 1990s as a fateful period of ongoing attacks, as efforts to defame and defund the agency 

had left administrators universally on edge. A minimal amount of direct Congressional action 

had been taken against the NEA during its first fifteen years of policy production; during the 

“Boom” discussed in the previous chapter, the agency’s annual increase fiscal allocations and 

multi-year authorizations could be read as a sign of Congressional confidence.  Alexander took 

the helm three years into a period of deepening legislative suspicion, signaled by ongoing budget 

cuts and one-year reauthorizations.159 A series of legislative hearings pushed agency operations 

into a broader public spotlight, forcing senior leadership to confront the ongoing possibility that, 
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at any time, a majority vote against authorization could terminate the agency, putting a swift end 

to U.S. domestic federal arts philanthropy. Preparing for the ongoing prospect of certain death, 

Alexander described, in her memoir, how these imminent threats began to wear on NEA 

leadership and staff: 

 “The momentum to eliminate the NEA was overpowering. The danger of severe cuts to 
legions of other important government programs was so great that it was hard to get the 
attention of our friends in Congress. But the arts service groups and the lobbyists were in high 
gear: they had organized a massive letter-writing campaign across the country that was 
attempting to equal the religious right’s negative mail. The Christian Action Network was 
demanding a “death certificate” for the NEA, calling me its “mother” and Lyndon B. Johnson 
its “father” They were going to drag a coffin up the Hill filled with petitions for our 
elimination.”160  

Jane Alexander 
NEA Chair [1993-1997] 

Alexander describes the culmination of the so-called “Arts Wars” controversies as a 

period of intense political mobilization. Her invocation of funeral metaphors, above, underscore 

the force with which the 104th Congress and well-organized political lobbyists had negatively 

shifted public perception of NEA decision making prior to issuing massive agency-wide 

regulations in December of 1995. These forces were compounded by the concerted efforts of 

political action groups like the Christian Action Network (CAN), a religious lobby that had 

engineered various mediatized conflicts that further tainted the agency’s public image. This kind 

of attention to NEA activity by the mainstream media was unwanted and historically 

unprecedented.  

To give a sense of the heightened scrutiny, it helps to know that, before 1980, the number 

of news articles in the popular press dedicated to the NEA was thirty-seven (1965-1980). In 1981 

alone, that number blew up to one hundred, signaling escalating concerns about agency activity 

and the growing political pull of a well-organized conservative lobbying network.161 I mention 

1980 as a benchmark year to link these very public efforts to defame the NEA in the mid1990s as 
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part of a longer regulatory effort that commenced with the Reagan administration and the 103rd 

Congress. By rewinding back to executive and legislative interventions that preceded the so-

called “Art Wars” controversies (1989-1997), I hope to reframe the 1996 restructuring as a by-

product of a steadily growing dis-ease among elected officials about federal funding for domestic 

arts programs. A crisis in cooperation had befallen the NEA during the 1980s, compounded by 

top-down decisions by federal legislators across the executive, legislative, and judiciary 

branches, decisions that forced senior leadership to shift arts philanthropic answerabilities 

increasingly toward non-federal and private parties. The resultant regulations marked an 

infrastructural strategy of fund redistribution that, in turn, conditioned widespread estrangement 

of artists and organizations. I will now detail executive, legislative, and judiciary convenings and 

regulatory enactments interventions that contributed to these shifts. 

Executive Maneuvers: The 1981 Presidential Task Force on the Arts and Humanities 

Back in the 1970s, NEA Chair Nancy Hanks achieved inarguable success lobbying 

Congress budgetary increases from $2.5 million to almost $75 million. This ballooning budget 

became an institutional target during Republican President Ronald Reagan’s two-term 

administration (1981-1989), a period marked by enduring efforts to streamline and reduce 

government spending writ large. Under Reagan, the NEA’s “bloated” budgetary expenditures 

came to a head in 1981, when his administration began a strategic policy advance that moved to 

cut the Carter-Era arts budget in half. Internal fears of agency de-authorization or privatization 

percolated among NEA staff and were routinely averted, but not before the NEA took several 

hits in the form of major fiscal retractions. During the FY1982 appropriations hearing, the 

NEA’s budget fell from $158.8 million to $143.5 million. While total agency defunding was 

never accomplished under Reagan, his administration engineered a series of political maneuvers 
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that restructured the national arts policy agenda by maintaining symbolic control over arts 

recognition while shifting material and administrative burdens to private and non-federal 

investors.  

A key infrastructural maneuver of the Executive Branch took hold on May 6, 1981, when 

Reagan’s White House Press Secretary issued an Executive Order that established a Presidential 

Task Force on the Arts and Humanities (hereafter referred to as the “Task Force”). The statement 

underscores Reagan’s investment in re-writing the US government’s plan for redistributing 

federal support for the arts and humanities: 

“I am naming this Task Force because of my deep concern for the arts and humanities in 
America. Our cultural institutions are an essential national resource; they must be kept strong. 
While I believe firmly that the federal government must reduce its spending, I am nevertheless 
sympathetic to the very real needs of our cultural organizations and hope the Task Force will 
deliver to my desk by Labor Day a plan to make better use of existing federal resources and to 
increase the support for the arts and humanities by the private sector.”162  

President Ronald Reagan  
May 6, 1981 

Looking back at the widespread government rollbacks and the overarching push to 

defund government agencies that characterized Reagan’s reign as U.S. Commander in Chief, we 

can understand the introduction of the Task Force as an institutional effort to minimize the public 

contours of public-private partnerships such that underlie US nonprofit arts philanthropy. As 

cultural critic George Yúdice (1999) has argued, Reagan’s approach to NEA privatization was 

not a zero-sum game that sought to pull the plug on State funding outright. On the contrary, the 

policy mechanism of the Task Force needs to be understood as decentralization tactic by which 

legislators could advance Neoliberal governmental strategies that sought to defund many of the 

Great Society initiatives of the 1960s. Redistribution through increased private sector buy-in to 

formerly federally funded programs was one way to allow the Federal Government to sustain the 

semblance of control while shifting the financial burden of these programs to local governments 
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and the private sector.163 The actions and recommendations of the Task Force illuminate the role 

of elected officials and powerful private citizens in instrumentalizing the public-private mandate 

of nonprofit incorporation to advance Libertarian ideologies of lean government and private 

sector stimulus.   

A group of influential private citizens, Reagan’s Task Force members were charged with 

recommending specific measures to increase NEA accountability and bolstering private sector 

investment to match federal investments in the arts. Starting in June 1981, the 35-member citizen 

group was given 117 days to investigate particular areas of NEA oversight through regular 

gatherings. These convenings led to the preparation of a report on the operations and activities of 

both Endowments that would make particular recommendations to NEA senior leadership.164 

Members included movie and TV actor and Task Force chair Charleton Heston (pictured with 

Reagan above), who was joined by former NEA Chairs (Roger Stevens and Nancy Hanks), high-

level art personalities and arts philanthropists, and a small cluster of NEA staffers and program 

experts.165 Over a two month period, the group came together repeatedly to review information 

and make claims on specific structural changes that Reagan might set forth using various 

Executive powers. 

One of the first actions of the Task Force was to issue an agency-wide request for more 

detailed information from NEA Leadership and Program Directors, a directive that sent the entire 

agency immediately into action-mode. Exactly one week following Reagan’s Executive Order, 

NEA Program Coordination Director Ana Steele issued a memo outlining program-specific 

material that the Task Force required from each of the agency’s divisions. I have excerpted part 

of Steele’s memo below to note both her bureaucratic slickness and the accommodating tone that 

she assumes in this effort to coordinate massive amounts of information from agnostic staffers 
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within a very short timespan. Her words also underscore the bureaucratic timestamps 

characteristic of federal mandates of this sort: 

“We [senior deputies and leadership] are keenly aware of the existing pressures on all of 
you! And stand ready to help in any way. Your council book program reviews; your long-range 
plans; your OMB [Office of Management and Budget] and Congressional material; your 
testimony; all should be helpful and useable.  …don’t be constrained. We can work together on 
length and style. If you want to do four pages in one section and a half-page in another, fine. We 
need to hear your voices clearly—and that comes first. The first two deadlines, sad but true, are 
not flexible. We really do need to prepare these materials as quickly as possible, and the May 21 
and May 27 dates [due dates] are serious...We’ll work with you on this. But we basically want to 
provide clear information on the what and why of what we do now.”166 

-Ana Steele, NEA Deputy Director, Program Coordination (1981) 

   This call for Task Force data conditioned a rapid response that required program 

directors to hustle to assemble documentation on a large number of fronts. Directors in each of 

the NEA’s seventeen programmatic areas were asked to document their history and overarching 

philosophy, administrative and governance procedures, notable achievements to date, 

relationship to private sector donors, historic cooperation with State/Regional/ and Local 

Programs of the NEA, problem areas, and areas for growth and development.167 While I will 

address Dance Program specific issues more in Part Three of this chapter, it is important to note 

that, as an example, concert dance touring constituted about half of the NEA Program’s budget 

allocations and was earmarked by Dance Program staffers as a primary targets for task force 

intervention and downsizing.168 Remembering that Task Force members had been charged to 

highlight areas of private and nonfederal investment, these data informed the list of subsequent 

recommendations issued to the President and NEA senior leadership at the end of summer, 1981. 

Remembering that Reagan wanted a new plan for domestic arts and humanities policy, 

Task Force recommendations leaned on the existing mechanism of nonprofit public-private fund 

leveraging as their principal instrument for resource redistribution. By recommending 

adjustments to the NEA’s existing matching criteria—moving the present mandate from a 1-to-1 
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to a 3-to-1 match, for example—advisors reasoned that federal policy makers might catalyze 

additional “booms” in private and nonfederal arts philanthropic investment. To answer to 

Reagan’s additional request for agency accountability, the Task Force also suggested that NEA 

leadership expand production of statistically arts reliable research, reporting, and data collection. 

A more granular and well-organized data infrastructure was essential, in their view, to insure a 

swifter agency response to Congressional and Presidential requests for information.169 As 

another political measure, the Report also outlined a strategy by which NEA leadership might 

lobby the US Treasury to further amplify private philanthropic giving by demanding tax 

incentives that would  lure private foundations, corporations, and individuals to join the NEA’s 

cause in various ways. One final area of Task Force intervention that destabilized the political 

influence of the NEA was the recommendation to form a full-fledged Presidential Committee on 

the Arts and Humanities that would be charged with further developing private sector 

philanthropic participation in arts and humanities projects. Such an external Committee’s 

proposed areas of policy jurisdiction would include: taking up tax-revenue questions, stewarding 

NEA relations to high-earning individuals and philanthropic foundations, and courting public-

private partnerships with national corporations. While NEA senior leadership generally adopted 

all of the above listed recommendations to preserve political equilibrium, the addition of a 

Presidential Committee on the Arts and Humanities ancillary to the NEA’s infrastructure was 

significant in that it swiftly transformed this short-term task think tank into a permanent advisory 

committee in the direct service of the US Commander In Chief. The sum of these 1982 

recommendations effectively rewired a macro-management structure that positioned the NEA 

more directly within Presidential oversight.170 On June 15, 1982, Reagan exercised his regulatory 

power by issuing Executive Order 12367, which transformed the temporary Task Force into a 
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permanent Presidential Committee on the Arts and Humanities (hereafter “The Committee”), 

which made significant advancements throughout the subsequent decade. 

Throughout the 1980s, the Committee expedited Reagan’s project of private sector 

development through various forms of public-private partnership. An early advancement 

included the mobilization of State “pairing and sharing” initiatives—arts programs that matched 

federal and state funds to support dual artist residencies.171 The Committee also effectively 

convinced agents at the US Department of the Treasury to conduct analyses of tax forms of 

foundations, corporations, and individual citizens so that the NEA might make a better case for 

private charitability to nonprofit arts organizations and initiatives. One additional effort to 

expand the symbolic recognition of artists and private patrons of the arts was the Committee’s 

inauguration of the National Medal of Arts in 1984.172  To date, the National Medal of Arts 

recognizes lifelong commitments to the arts on strictly symbolic grounds; it carries no economic 

honoraria. What is unique and emblematic of the redistributive turn is that this award honors 

both artists and arts patrons for their contributions to the US cultural economy. As a policy 

artifact, the National Medal of Arts commemorates, in many ways, Reagan’s preoccupation with 

amplifying the role of private corporations and individuals as a policy priority. Throughout 

Reagan’s two-term presidency, private sector partners would increasingly be called upon to share 

financial burdens with the State as many federal agencies like NEA stumbled and lost economic 

ground. I now turn to significant legislative maneuvers that formed infrastructural blueprints 

lending political force to Reagan’s plan to reduce federal spending and oversight. 

Legislative Enactments: The “Art Wars” Controversies 

1989 was a particularly volatile year for NEA policy, practice, and politics. The 

circumstances surrounding the so-called “Arts Wars” have been written about by many arts and 
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policy historians as a period of intense public controversy and Congressional scrutiny. The 

political storm was catalyzed, the standard narrative proceeds, by visual arts controversies that 

occurred in the late 1980s around a pair of Endowment-issued grants to contemporary art 

institutions. An abridged historical account of the debacle reads like this: in the late 1980s and 

early 1990s, the NEA became a political target for conservative lobbyists and members of 

Congress members who publicly challenged the agency’s credibility. As a federal institution 

charged with protecting the public interest, the NEA was criticized for allocating taxpayer funds 

(in this case, indirectly) that supported the presentation of a pair of controversial art works by 

visual artists Andres Serrano173 and the late Robert Mapplethorpe.174 Embroiled in media 

attention, much of it unwelcome, the Arts Endowment became a political target of the expanding 

conservative constituency and growing Republican majority in Congress. Conservative 

legislators seized the occasion to make a series of structurally unfounded associations between 

the counter-hegemonic art works of Serrano and Mapplethorpe and the US federal government. 

By leveraging the political heft of visual art works that challenged religious and sexual norms, 

these adversaries issued a series of public calls for increased Congressional oversight into NEA 

decision-making. Congressional critics leading this charge went as far as to suggest the outright 

elimination of the NEA on the premise that the Arts Endowment’s decision to fund 

“pornography” contradicted its public purpose. Other elected officials took an economic route to 

call for NEA obliteration by claiming that public arts funding was a classic example of US 

government “waste” that was steering taxpayer resources away from more urgent concerns such 

as education, health, and defense. This discursive weaving together of moral and fiscal concerns 

effectively persuaded a substantial faction of NEA opponents to demand transparency in NEA 
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grant making and review. Differentially motivated, a series of legislative assemblies produced 

material and regulatory shifts. 

A series of floor debates in the House and Senate over the Arts Endowment’s 

involvement in controversial art works yielded a successful Congressional vote, in July 1989, to 

cut the agency’s fiscal allocation by $45,000, the exact amount that had been granted to the 

institutions that presented the Mapplethorpe and Serrano works. Economically minimal but 

symbolically central, these cuts were followed by a 1990 Appropriations Bill that included 

legislative language barring the NEA from funding works that might be considered indecent or 

morally questionable. Such content restrictions swiftly shifted the ideological contours of the 

NEA’s already controversial panel review process from weighing State-funded cultural 

expression on aesthetic “merit” to weighing its moral and ethical content.175  At the Executive 

level, it is interesting that then-President George H.W. Bush did not share in these 

Congressionally fueled accusations or concerns. When Bush issued his 1990 Reauthorization 

Bill, it suggested a five-year reauthorization of the NEA with no new restrictions, and left the 

NEA’s budget largely intact. Discontent to see these efforts thwarted, the aforementioned critics 

and their allies in Congress continued to take to the Senate floor to issue very public threats of 

defunding and other political theatrics.176  

The Congressional antagonist whose efforts won a tremendous amount of media attention 

during the “Arts Wars” controversies, Senator Jesse Helms (R-NC), authored a barrage of 

amendments imposing ideological sanctions on the Arts Endowment throughout this year.177 Rife 

with anti-obscenity language, the Helms Amendments were adopted by Congress in October 

1989, retracted in November 1990, and subsequently replaced by a new clause that required 

NEA grantees to sign agreements stating that their work met general “standards of decency.” 
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Helms’s language was routinely criticized by artists and arts advocates as a form of federal 

government censorship that, in their view, instituted both overt censorship and tacit self-

censorship on the part of grant seekers. In addition to Helms’s regulatory strokes, Philip Crane’s 

ongoing amendments to exterminate the NEA altogether fired up further destabilized the 

agency’s consecrating power in the eyes of legislators and the public. Together, the Helms and 

Crane Amendments thrust NEA leadership into a state of survival and policy triage.178  Fearing 

legislative sanction, then-NEA chair John Frohnmayer and his administrative team were 

continually forced to yield to the Conservative Right by adopting policies that seriously 

estranged many artists. Certain artists  inflamed artists to the point of political action, including  

a series of artist initiated lawsuits over content regulations that I will address in brief detail, 

below. In 1990, with zero consensus and an election year on the horizon, Congressional 

adversaries grew wary of treading farther into issues of State funded domestic cultural policy. To 

keep a watchdog eye on the agency, legislative officials mobilized a particular policy 

mechanism—a  Blue Ribbon 1990 Independent Commission on the National Endowment for the 

Arts (hereafter the IC)—to investigate operations and to issue recommendations that would help 

the agency to secure reauthorization and fiscal appropriation on bipartisan grounds.179 While the 

political implications of the “Arts wars” controversies are numerous and worth more 

consideration than I can give them here, the interactions and recommendations of the IC sought 

to depoliticize the NEA and improve the agency’s co-operation with Congress. The changes that 

the IC put in place laid the infrastructural groundwork, in many ways, for the agency-wide 

defunding and overhaul of 1996.  

Historically, Independent Commissions have served political purposes as a 

decentralization tactic on the part of elected issues. Then-NEA Chairman John Frohnmayer, 
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charged with handling the 1990 IC on the agency side, discussed the function of Blue Ribbon 

Commissions in his memoir as a policy instrument that sought to bolster or refute hotly debated 

topics by strategically distancing legislators from direct involvement on issues that caused 

widespread popular dissent. In his words: 

  “Congress has long used independent commissions, which are charged with 
investigating/reporting as a means of diffusing/avoiding controversy. If a report is acceptable to 
a Congress member, the member can use the credibility of the commission to bolster an opinion, 
or if the view of the commission is contradictory, then the member can denounce the commission 
and its procedures.”180  

 
Frohnmayer’s account reminds us that Commission recommendations are not regulatory 

or legally binding. Rather, they function as data points and leveraging tools to be taken or left 

aside by legislators to gain political advantage. In principle, the mobilization of third party 

commissions seeks to break up legislative stalemates through the collection of data that might 

better inform Congress about the complexities of a politically charged issue. Not unlike the 1979 

Yates investigators and the 1981 Presidential Task Force members, IC members were charged 

with researching, formulating and presenting actionable policy alternatives for Congress to 

consider and write into law. The IC also offered political cover for lawmakers who sought to 

restore the appearance of peace to the legislative process to the general public during an election 

year when Republican gains in the House and Senate seemed imminent.181 Given the political 

lockdown that had transpired over NEA grant making, the IC functioned as a policy community 

proxy-of-sorts, authorized to investigate the NEA’s failure to adequately account for its decisions 

and grant making procedures in the eyes of Congress and concerned citizens.  

In terms of casting, the IC was populated by a bipartisan mix of arts policy specialists, 

selected through a highly decentralized chain of command. Of the twelve citizens serving on the 

Commission, four were appointed by the President, four by the Speaker of the House, and four 
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by the President pro tempore of the Senate. The IC’s review of the NEA’s grant making 

procedures and subsequent report sought to determine whether the NEA’s process of decision-

making and fund distribution was more characteristic of a private foundation than a 

democratically accountable government agency. Commissioners hit the pavement, conducting 

site visits to observe the agency-in-action during daily operations and panel convenings. 

Commissioners also held six full-day public hearings between June and August 1990 wherein 

they entertained oral and written testimony from staff and citizen representatives. Central to IC’s 

investigation was the  evaluative standards and procedures at play in NEA grant review panels, a 

governance mechanism that has been routinely called to question across the agency’s lifespan. 

In this instance, critics challenged the agency’s specific use of merit-based rationales for 

federal arts subsidy as a weak argument for federal intervention. Legislators who leveled these 

claims objected strongly to the NEA’s subsidy of works deemed artistically “Excellent” on both 

civic and political grounds. These adversaries felt that the exclusion of certain cultural works as 

meritorious over others was paternalistic and discernably anti-democratic (an impingement on 

First Amendment rights); they also frequently chided merit-good arguments as politically weak 

rationales in comparison to instrumental justifications for federal spending at play inn non-arts 

policy areas (i.e. education, justice, health, and defense).182 Commissioners collected data and 

archival documentation from these encounters and issued a final report to Congress that 

suggested changes to the panel review process and administration that shifted political 

answerabilities by re-engineering the NEA’s chain of command. 

IC report recommendations took aim at three perceived weaknesses in NEA oversight: 1-

the aesthetic and cultural biases that were embedded in the merit-based panel review system, 2-

the lack of rotation and nepotism of panel composition, and 3-gaps in administrative 
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accountability between the agency and federal arts grantees. They suggested three major changes 

to panel review that addressed these pitfalls. First, to quell the twin critiques that NEA panels 

installed a revolving door among contemporary artists and weighed grantee rosters too heavily 

on experimental (vs. traditional and folk artists) arts constituencies, the IC advised the Arts 

Endowment to add one knowledgeable “lay person”—a person who did not earn their career 

living as an artist or working at an arts organization—to each  panel. Second, NEA Program 

Directors were encouraged to tighten panel member term limits to no more than three 

consecutive years to keep charges of cronyism at bay. Finally, the IC encouraged enhanced 

internal panel policing of conflict of interest issues during the panel process by Program 

Directors, Specialists, and staff.183 Such policing might include greater pre-screening of 

applications in order to reassign panelists who harbor direct connections to a particular applicant, 

better educating panel members on the conflict of interest policies of the NEA it insure greater 

self-regulation during panel review, and asking members with conflicts of interest to leave the 

room and to abstain from voting during discussions and scoring for applicants with whom the 

panelist harbors professional connections.  

In addition to these micro-practical panel recommendations, the IC also handed down a 

series of procedural recommendations governing grant-making criteria. To address concerns over 

the abstract criterion of “Artistic Excellence” as a barometer for federal fund eligibility, the IC 

suggested that NEA policymakers compose and publish guidelines that outlined the purposes of 

US federal arts subsidies on more concrete terms. They recommended that the agency require 

applicants to provide more nuanced project descriptions that included tangible project outcomes 

that could be empirically tested for adherence to federal funding contracts and obligations. 

Through these kinds of documentary measures, the Commission suggested, the NEA could better 
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protect its operational integrity by providing legislators with tangible evidence that the terms of 

NEA contracts remained firmly in place. The recommended bureaucratic paper trail took the 

form of longer narratives, more exhaustive reporting, and administrative check-ins through 

which the agency could improve its performance as a federal institution in the eyes of the elected 

officials who control its appropriations.184  

Charged with establishing a more healthy rapport between the agency and Congress, this 

Blue Ribbon Commission approached its task with a sense of “balance, independence, and a 

striving for consensus.”185  The response of elected officials to the IC report was generally 

favorable. Congressional advocates and adversaries perceived the Commissioners’ suggestions 

as feasible and lauded their careful avoidance of hot-button issues. In the wake of such an 

explosive year of controversy, it is significant to note that Frohnmayer adopted many of the 

changes immediately, and other changes were written into the 1990 Reauthorization Act.186  By 

instituting internal changes without Congressional amendment, Frohnmayer opened a historical 

precedent for ongoing regulatory intervention by external legislators. Frohnmayer and NEA 

senior leadership seemed principally invested in producing a semblance of unanimity to quell 

suspicions raised by legislative adversaries.187 Chair Frohnmayer’s swift adoption of the 

Commission’s suggestions would only temporarily deaden the flames of controversy.  

I have lingered on the 1981 Task Force and 1990 IC convenings together because the 

regulatory recommendations of both groups established structural and governmental precedents 

for major shifts that would come down in the mid1990s by Congressional mandate. Throughout 

NEA history, the mobilization of third party investigators during election years signals a strategic 

effort to distance legislators and NEA agents. The IC functioned as a police force to buy time for 
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political smoke to clear while providing legislators with evidence to fuel future regulations or 

reinforcements of the policy status quo.  

Given the encroaching force of conservatives in Congress, this appearance of consensus 

around NEA grant making would be harder to actualize, in practice. The Republican Revolution 

was on the rise. 188 In 1994, many Arts Endowment advocates in Congress retired or lost 

legislative seats as a conservative majority took hold of the US Legislative Branch. With a 

Republican majority now in Congress, prior attempts to annihilate the agency gained a 

tremendous amount of political force. The GOP’s broader termination agenda in the Senate 

sought abolition of more than 100 federal programs, including the total defunding of independent 

agencies including NEA and NEH. Things were not much different in the House, where more 

than 280 publicly funded social programs faced execution.189 This mounting dissent in both 

houses left NEA agents squeezed from all sides of government, and from an encroaching faction 

of disgruntled artists and arts organizers. Through judiciary intervention, formerly supportive 

arts constituencies took up arms against the NEA around policies that threatened their freedom of 

cultural expression. A series of artist-led trials further estranged the agency from cultural 

workers who had grown increasingly dependent upon federal subsidies to make and sustain their 

work.   

During the height of the “Art Wars”, the Judiciary Branch got in on the battle over NEA 

procedures and appropriations through artist-instigated lawsuits that challenged the 

constitutionality of NEA content restrictions and the denial of federal funds on moral grounds. 

These conflicts aired most publicly through the litigation brought forth by the “NEA Four” case, 

a trial against the NEA wherein independent artists, Holly Fleck, John Hughes, Tim Miller, and 

Karen Finley collectively sought a repeal of legislative regulations after being denied funding as 
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Individual Artist Fellows. By ruling on these controversies, federal judges were forced to weigh 

in on the purpose and moral appropriateness of federal funding for artistic production as a policy 

priority. The procedural dimensions of trial as a political assembly are worth rehearsing, briefly. 

Central to the “NEA Four” case was the question of whether the NEA’s grant review 

processes and guidelines violated artists’ First Amendment rights.190 The trial pressured the 

judiciary to decide how art functioned as a form of speech. Justice Department lawyers that 

defended the NEA defended the agency’s deployment of content restrictions by invoking the 

Rust v. Sullivan ruling, which, they argued, protected federally funded art as an extension of 

government speech.  Rust prosecutors sought a ruling to disallow abortion counseling in 

government health clinics on the grounds that government funded agencies speak de facto for the 

U.S. Federal government. Ultimately, the courts ruled that artistic expression funded by the NEA 

was not government speech, but equated more directly with university speech as a fundamental 

aspect of democratic cultural life. This rationale was previously leveled in Rosenberger v. 

University of Virginia, which protected knowledge produced by state subsidized universities 

from federal oversight. By these logics, the NEA’s decency clauses would appear 

unconstitutional, as the court basically agreed that groups who received government funds 

through university or federal independent agencies were speech-protected by the First 

Amendment.191 In the end, however the NEA decency clauses were actually upheld on a 

technicality. While the court’s interpretation of NEA-funded art as free speech would seem to 

benefit the plaintiffs, the Supreme Court ultimately upheld the structural imposition of decency 

clauses because they were structured as advisory suggestions, not criteria for eligibility.   

Rulings aside, the damage done by the trial was done in that the “NEA Four” scandal 

publicly displayed artist dis-satisfaction with NEA decision-making. Policy historians who 
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attend more closely to this period have suggested that this alienation of artist constituencies 

irreparably wounded the Endowment’s capacity to mobilize an effective lobby during subsequent 

execution-hearings during the mid1990s.192  As these clusters of Executive, Legislative, and 

Judiciary interventions each confronted NEA governance models, these contestations remind us 

that, as an independent agency of the Executive Branch of the US Federal government, the NEA 

remains answerable to various partnerships” with citizen taxpayers and to all three Branches of 

government. From 1980 to the pivotal cuts of 1996, NEA leadership and senior staff would 

continually tweak operating procedures and grant eligibility requirements to dissolve political 

attention and controversy. The institution was operating in defense mode. NEA senior leadership 

gathered repeatedly throughout this time to strategize about how to prepare the agency for any 

number of restructuring possibilities, including total elimination. Bracing for the worst, Chair 

Jane Alexander took the helm as NEA Chair in 1994 and engineered nothing short of a total 

systemic overhaul after the massive budget and staff cuts of 1995,  to which I now turn.  

Part Two: NEA Senior Leadership Restructuring Nuts and Bolts [1980-1997] 

NEA Chair Jane Alexander’s memoir underlines the crisis state that characterized NEA 

policy operations during the summer and fall of 1995, as the execution of the agency seemed 

imminent. A fateful hearing was slated to deliver the agency’s fate from the Congressional Sub-

Committee on the Interior, Environment, and Related Agencies in December 1995.  Alexander 

and her fellow administrators sat waiting, bracing themselves to witness the total demise of a 

U.S. federal agency that had been sustaining the nonprofit arts infrastructure over three decades. 

At the time, the NEA budget sat at $162.5 million to support domestic arts subsidy. Alexander 

describes the chaotic state of governmental voting that surrounded the NEA’s appropriation 

hearing as a circus of sorts:  
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“The House subcommittee under Ralph Regula had given us a 40 percent reduction in 
appropriations. The hearing itself was comical. The 104th Congress was trying to pass so much 
legislation in such a short amount of time that everyone was running in and out of the hearing 
room, including Chairman Regula, because they had other meetings to attend simultaneously. 
When Gingrich had first become speaker he stated that congressmen would get more time to 
spend with their families. Hah! Instead everyone was flying by the seat of his pants. What a way 
to run the government.”193  

 
Members of Congress were not the only federal employees burning the midnight in this 

historical moment. In anticipation of massive defunding and Congressional mandates, Alexander 

had mobilized a series of strategic planning sessions wherein NEA staff plotted out multiple 

options for restructuring the agency.194 Basing their plans on prior regulations and core issues 

raised at previous reauthorization hearings, senior leadership rehearsed “worst case scenarios” 

and rehearsed dozens of restructuring scenarios that would account for lost funds, lost personnel, 

and/or lost programs. With institutional survival as Job #1, they were well aware that their 

dedicated energies might prove futile. Alexander describes these planning sessions in her 

memoir as critical collaborative meetings where agents entertained various models of 

governance. She suggested that the act of planning, itself, seemed to offer agents a degree of 

psychic support in a time of great uncertainty. Alexander knew that, if the NEA ultimately won 

reauthorization (which it did, plus a stay of execution of 2 years), a “plan” would already be 

known to those charged with keeping arts policymaking in motion.  

Despite the dis-combobulation of the Appropriations Hearing that Alexander describes, 

above, the votes ultimately came in, and the cuts came down hard. The NEA endured a 40% 

reduction in its fiscal appropriation for 1996, and a series of Congressional sanctions resulting in 

major changes to the internal operations of the agency. The cuts brought the budget down from  

$162.4 million to $99.5 million, the most severe economic loss in agency history. While the stay 

in execution was crucial, the defunding dealt a fundamental blow to the Endowment’s grant 
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making power. Congressional regulations mandated the elimination of the individual artist grants 

in all categories except for literature and jazz, and included an amendment restricting the NEA 

from providing subsides for operating support for nonprofit arts organizations. From here on out, 

NEA grants would be project-specific, in character. The fall of the axe cost the NEA people, 

space, money, and policy authority that had been hard fought and hard won during a healthier 

political and economic climate.   

Forced into triage mode, Alexander’s team began its consolidation “plan” to handle the 

NEA’s literal and figurative loss of real estate. Among other things, the NEA was forced to yield 

entire floors of the Nancy Hanks Center (formerly the Old Post Office Building) that agents had 

occupied for years. Alexander described the social and spatial suffocation that permeated the 

agency’s remaining staff: “The halls were piled high for months with furniture, books, and 

papers with nowhere to go, adding to the demoralization of the staff.”195 

 

Figure 3.2. The Nancy Hanks Center at the Old Post Office Building, National Endowment for 
the Arts headquarters from 1970-2013. Photo: Sarah Wilbur 

 
This mountain of regulations did irreparable damage to the NEA workforce. Prior to the 

restructuring, staffers had already withstood a hiring freeze and two rounds of early retirement 
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buyouts that had reduced the Endowment’s workforce from 273 employees to 240 in early 1995. 

Fearing layoffs, certain agents willingly flew the coop earlier that year. Both new and seasoned 

administrators chose leave the agency prior to the December 1995 vote in anticipation of total 

defunding. Facing a massive budget shortfall, Alexander was forced to whittle the NEA’s 

workforce down to a radically streamlined administrative team. The NEA staff shrunk from a 

team of 240 to 150 agents, literally overnight. Faced with unpopular task of firing eighty-nine 

federal employees, senior leadership was forced to move certain employees from professional to 

clerical positions, frequently against their wishes. Whether an agent was let go, forced to retire, 

or reassigned to a new area of jurisdiction, the fracturing of the NEA staff infrastructure 

impacted relations and morale. Administrators who remained employed at the Arts Endowment 

assumed the daunting task of piecing together the operational and procedural integrity of the 

agency, with double the workload in some cases.196 Confronting the challenge of totally 

overhauling the dominant “Model” of US federal domestic arts philanthropy, NEA leadership 

mobilized a series of adjustments to institutional rhetorics, programs, and panel procedures. 

Many of the 1996 changes expanded upon prior recommendations, including those of the 1990 

Independent Commission. 

Restructuring Rhetorics: Changes to the NEA Mission Statement 

Rhetorically, the NEA’s mission prior to 1996 had been criticized by the 1990 

Independent Commission as vague and difficult to measure. Alexander’s 1995 planning retreats 

had honed a clearer articulation of the Endowment’s core functions in response to Congressional 

demand for more transparent objectives and protocols. The revised mission statement upheld the 

Endowment’s historic emphasis on supporting artistic “excellence” and artistic “access” while 

concretizing policy priorities by bulleting them in clear prose, as follows:  
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1. Grantmaking. Funding art by granting and leveraging matching funds through state, local, 
private, and commercial enterprises.  
2. Convening. Facilitating granting panels and field overview panels charged with articulating 
agency and field priorities. 
3. Leadership. Establishing benchmark priorities surrounding artistic excellence, merit, access, 
and education and fashioning structural methodologies to oversee the resourcing of such 
priorities in the public and private sector. 
4. Partnership. Forging connections with state and local governments, philanthropic 
organizations, corporations, and individuals invested in arts programming and support.197  
 

The above listed areas of emphasis reinforce earlier strategies of redistribution set in 

motion over a dozen years earlier with less Congressional intervention and fanfare. The 

Endowment’s emphasis on grantmaking (item #1) as a leveraging practice, an indirect and 

partial process emphasizes the involvement of nonfederal partners and reinforces the 

redistributive turn complicit with Reagan’s Task Force recommendations during the early1980s. 

While the agency’s commitment to hosting policy and grant convenings (item #2) promotes live 

assembly as a priority to sustain the agency’s  national and democratic scope (we will see this 

instrument in action in the last half of Part Three of this chapter), agents express their 

acquiescence to leadership “benchmarks” (item #3) in clear compliance with increased 

bureaucratization of U.S. Federal governance, writ large. From 1996 onward, we will see an 

enhanced effort to establish, use, and maintain “clear standards and methodologies” to prove to 

legislators precisely where taxpayer dollars were being spent. The rhetorical reframing of 

“partnership” as a policy priority (item #4) also significantly corroborated Clinton-era coalition 

politics (discussed in Chapter 3) and carried over self-sufficiency interventions set in motion 

with the Reagan and Bush (I) administrations. While none of the newly streamlined political 

functions seemed directly at odds with NEA grantmaking, this newfangled mission remained 

notably absent of any reference to art or artists.  

Re-structuring Programs: From Disciplines to Themes 
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Programmatic overhauls exacerbated this estrangement and recalibrated political 

answerabilities at the NEA in significant ways. Prior to 1996, the NEA’s infrastructure divided 

the agency into seventeen separate Programs, many of which were discipline-specific. Each 

Program was allocated its own budget, grant application guidelines, and process for enacting 

peer panel review. In dance, for example, pre-1996 programs enabled artists and nonprofit 

organizations to apply across four categories: 

1. Dance Company Grants 
2. Grants to support Services to the Field 
3. Special Projects  
4. Choreographic Fellowships 

 
Newly forced to manage applications with a radically reduced workforce, NEA leadership 

folded all NEA grants into a single, universal application structure guided by four two-pronged 

themes deemed “universally applicable” across artistic disciplines. Thematic streamlining not 

only de-disciplined NEA grantmaking, but it also restricted would-be grantees to a single 

application. The single-application stipulation instantly reduced the number of NEA applications 

(at that time over 18,000) by eighty-per-cent and killed off the possibility of acquiring multiple 

grants from the US federal government.198  For grant seekers, this programmatic streamlining 

and thematization was a 180-degree turn away from the old “plan” that abolished discipline 

specificity and specialization as criteria for support. Whereas the NEA’s pre-1996 grant 

infrastructure subdivided incoming grants and panels by discipline, the newly refashioned grant 

categories folded all applications into four thematic categories:  

1. Creation & Presentation 
2. Education & Access 
3. Heritage & Preservation 
4. Planning & Stabilization 
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 The dissolution of discipline specific grants, in turn, mandated an interdisciplinary 

approach to NEA application and panel review. In practice, administrators, grantees, and panel 

reviewers were ill prepared to adjust to the new literacies that this altered system demanded. 

Longstanding administrators struggled to translate the meanings of these “universal” categories 

to aspiring grantees. Grantees struggled with translating their work into this newly overhauled 

thematic model, when their programmatic infrastructures were modeled on previous 

philanthropic categories and curricula. Artists and arts organizations used to applying for funds 

in a discipline-partitioned infrastructure were thrust into sudden competition with groups 

working in radically different cultural traditions. The evaluative merit by which grants would be 

awarded appeared decidedly nebulous, in the immediate aftermath. Bound by their charge to 

evaluate meritorious arts projects,  peer reviewers who had been enlisted to serve as policy 

advisors on the grounds of discipline-based expertise, now saw that criteria fly out the proverbial 

window. By asking panelists to weigh in expertly on multi-disciplinary rosters of artists, the 

thematic and programmatic overhaul demanded a re-skilling of staff, grantees, and reviewers, 

and imposed entirely new criteria upon which federal arts funding would rest. Thematization was 

just one of several adjustments that altered the procedural dimensions of the panel process. 

Re-Structuring Evaluation: Adjustments to the Panel Process 

 Remembering the intense scrutiny given to NEA panel review throughout NEA history, 

the 1996 changes took further steps to redistribute power between citizen panelists, the NCA, 

and the NEA Chairman. In addition to the loss of program and discipline-specificity, the 

restructuring absolved panelists from direct economic oversight. New in 1996, NEA panels 

would weigh in on the relative merit of applicants but were no longer allowed to delineate exact 

allocations for recommended grantees. Instead, panelists were asked to recommend a “high” and 
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a “low” financial recommendation to the NCA, who would deliberate on the amounts and 

ultimately decide on a final amount to recommend to the Chair. The Chair, in turn, was permitted 

to augment grant allocations again during final approval. This removal of fiscal oversight from 

panel members reduced panel debate to an abstract ranking system and shifted fiscal allocations 

into the hands of the agency’s Presidential appointees. Through these micro-managerial 

adjustments to grant oversight, Alexander’s team sought to reassure concerned legislators that no 

single agent controlled the funding to artists and arts organizations.  

 At a historical moment when execution seemed imminent, NEA leadership and staff re-

worked the agency’s “model” through adjustments to its mission, staffing, and programmatic 

infrastructure. Agency survival superseded agency answerability to individual artists and 

organizers who had grown dependent on prior programs. Despite the rhetorical emphasis on 

“partnership” and coalition building, these infrastructural regulations left the institution 

estranged from many former allies. This alienation was compounded by a newly shrunken 

workforce and newly fashioned criteria that required heavy translation on the part of all 

involved. By leveraging structural loopholes set forth a decade earlier, senior leadership set the 

NEA on an alternative philanthropic course by instituting new languages, programs, and 

procedures, and holding out hope that staffers and arts constituencies would fall into lockstep 

with a completely reorganized “model.” I now want to weigh the practical, programmatic, and 

political  implications of these restructurings within the NEA Dance Program. 

Part Three: NEA Dance Program Adjustments [1980-1997] 
 “There was a time when choosing a career in dance was not a completely ridiculous choice 

–it’s always been kind of a crazy choice—but it wasn’t completely ridiculous. There was a way 
that an artist could see to make work and choose that, as a life. In terms of dance—now, this 
didn’t happen overnight—but, after several decades, the NEA dance program was able to look at 
various parts of the field that needed funding and it created an infrastructure where there was a 
real track of how the creation of dance might happen. There was actually an infrastructure out 
there of touring networks, of support for young choreographers, and support for the 
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administrative structure of the company and touring through dance company grants. There was 
a path.” 

Douglas Sonntag199   
        Endowment staff (1986-present), Director of Dance Division (1997-present)  

  
Prior to taking the helm as the NEA’s current Dance Director, Douglas Sonntag worked 

as a program administrator from 1986 under former Dance Director Sali Ann Kreigsman (1986-

1995), who handled most of the dance restructurings during the “Art Wars” period. During our 

multiple interviews, Sonntag discussed with me the Dance Program’s relationship to concert 

dance artists and organizations pre1996 as one of great integrity and field building. His above 

reflection reinforces the dedicated effort by dance administrators to fashion a visible 

infrastructural model for artists who sought opportunities for exposure on the concert stage. One 

of the few NEA dance employees who remained with the agency through the restructuring, 

Sonntag’s reflections on the evisceration of the coveted Individual Choreography Fellowships 

describes a loss that reciprocally affected artists and NEA agents.  In his words:  

“There’s a huge amount of funding that has disappeared from public sector giving since 
the NEA’s budget cuts and re-organization of 1996, and the restriction of funding to individuals, 
in particular. I would argue that the elimination of the individual artist grants cut a huge hole in 
that net. I think we’ve [The Dance Program] probably lost [contact with] two to three 
generations of U.S. dance makers, in the meantime. There are a few people who have made it 
through for a variety of reasons, but there are many, many more whose work—if they are still 
even working in dance—the work is small, and it doesn’t get out of the small spaces in which it’s 
created. It doesn’t have a chance to really be refined, and it doesn’t have a chance to build an 
audience. I think that there are some real problems for making dance in the United States.”200  

 
According to NEA Dance’s present Director, the loss of ICF support shoved leagues of 

U.S. choreographers off of the national dance radar. While Sonntag doesn’t explicitly mention 

NEA touring funds here, his suggestion that artists lacked space to refine work, build audiences 

and engage a national critical mass points to benefits previously upheld through the NEA’s first 

three decades of dance grantmaking. His sentiments also express the sense of mutual alienation 

between artists and NEA dance administrators that was conditioned by the agency’s broader 
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redistributive turn. I want to zoom back now to the early 1980s to show how the infrastructural 

supports for dance touring changed through a series of programmatic adjustments. 

Remembering Reagan Era regulations and budgetary stalemates as external pressures 

facing the agency as a whole, NEA Dance staffers commenced programmatic restructuring to 

shift the increasingly costly burden of supporting dance touring to nonfederal agents and 

agencies. I want to briefly track the programmatic lifespans of the NEA’s Coordinated Dance 

Touring Program (DTP), the Dance On Tour Program (DOT), and the National Dance Project 

(NDP), which help us to more clearly see how the regionalization of concert touring and the 

resultant estrangement of concert dance makers in 1996 was actually years in the making.201   

The Programmatic (de)Evolution of NEA Dance Touring  

For almost twenty years (1966-1983), the NEA Dance Touring Program (DTP) provided 

Dance Program funding for Individual Choreographers, Dance Companies, and Presenters, 

constituencies who, until 1996, were eligible to apply for multiple sources of production support. 

From 1980 onward, the agency’s slowed budget growth collided with a broader economic 

recession and ever-rising costs for mounting productions; forced to point out areas of 

philanthropic pressure, Dance Program Directors Nigel Redden and Rhoda Grauer each went on 

record at various points in their tenure, saying that concert touring was proving costly as a NEA 

policy priority. Reagan era mandates for increased “partnership” and private sector buy-in 

catalyzed thinking by Dance agents about how to streamline operations without losing 

momentum for touring initiatives that clearly held tremendous value for concert dance artists.  

Way before the draconian cuts of the 1980s to mid1990s, the Dance Program’s 1981 

year-end overview report (the report issued by Program Directors to the National Council for the 

Arts) signaled that the state of US domestic dance touring had reached crisis proportions. The 
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1983 dissolution of the DTP under Redden was a loss that spurred a high level of concern on the 

part of dance companies accustomed to seeking direct grants to support concert dance creation 

and distribution. The folding of this program rerouted touring funds in two ways. First, the 

direction of NEA touring funds shifted from grants to dance companies to grants to intermediary 

institutions, in this case presenters and state arts agencies. Second, grants for dance touring 

moved outside of the strict jurisdiction of NEA dance and were co-administered by Dance and 

non-Dance Programmatic Divisions. When one considers the loss of the DTP alongside Reagan 

era budget stalemates, and the results were pretty staggering. From 1981-1983, yearly allocations 

to dance companies dipped from $5 million to $2.3 million as the NEA’s bottom line was 

reduced from $158,795,000 to $143,456,000. In lieu of these financial losses, Redden and his 

staff were forced to find unique ways to protect dance touring channels, which they did by 

shifting resource streams to touring venues and regional and state agencies. Needless to say, 

dance companies responded to these restructurings less than enthusiastically. 

Redden’s 1983 year end report signaled that a degree of unrest had developed among 

artists over changes made to touring subsidies. He references an open meeting at the Arts 

Endowment that was attended by fifty choreographers, company managers, presenters, and 

former panelists. Given a forum to express reactions and weigh the implications of these shifts, 

Redden and his staffers listened and responded with agency clarifications in an attempt to quell 

the overarching sense of estrangement expressed by current and past grantees. The prevailing 

sentiment among artists and organizers was that concert dance touring was being de-prioritized 

as a NEA Dance Program priority. Redden documented his efforts and the efforts of dance 

staffers at this assembly to encourage dance organizations that the NEA would continue to award 

funds to companies, albeit under new-and-separate categories. In response, artists and organizers 
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expressed concerns that none of these separate programs explicitly mentioned touring.202 

Programmatically, this convening served largely as a steam valve; the NEA’s redistributive plan 

for touring support remained intact. From 1983 onward, NEA grants for touring would be 

awarded to presenters and state agencies, rather than artists and dance companies that supplied 

dance performances.  

Redden’s report rhetorically justified the DTP changes through a discursive emphasis on 

flexibility. His remarks favorably acknowledge the resilience with which dance artists had 

managed these shifts in the short term, in practice. By forging alternative touring itineraries and 

partnering with new or less conventional “presenters,” Redden suggested that dance companies 

and choreographers were among the most dexterous cultural workers in the United States. As 

hyper-adaptable artists, choreographers were, in his view, capable of adjusting operations on a 

dime by fashioning alternative routes. His remarks also reinforced the Dance Program’s goal to 

resource flexible structures for dance touring, including support to smaller scale presenter 

networks. Dance funds were earmarked for the stated purpose:   

“…to allow maximum flexibility to dance companies and choreographers to pursue 
independent solutions to their own specific problems. While touring is a generally acknowledged 
problem, the solutions [to the loss of the DTP] are taking a variety of forms—from second homes 
to regional homes to longer home performances to additional work with schools and 
colleges…The Dance Program plans to continue to fund dance companies for a full range of 
activities and Presenters will continue to receive NEA support for dance company fees.”203  

-Nigel Reddin, NEA Dance Program Director (1981-1982) 
 
Reddin’s acknowledgement of the hyper adaptability of dance artists and organizers does 

not mask the impacts of an essentially defunded and relocated program. From 1982 until the 

agency wide 1996 restructuring, dance touring grants were co-located within a newly created and 

hyphenated grant program: The Dance/Inter-Arts/State Programs Presenting and Touring 
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Initiative (DIS). This hyphenated structure fashioned new political answerabilities between 

funders, presenters, and companies as a result. 

To demonstrate the Dance Program’s capacity to locate areas of programmatic 

intersection with other NEA Program Divisions, Redden introduced in November 1982 the 

Dance Inter-Arts State Programs Presenting/Touring Initiative (DIS). Many dance managers, 

booking agents and policy makers that I spoke with for this project credited the DIS with 

streamlining the coordination of national tours through the institutionalization of “block 

booking,” a process wherein presenters applied for NEA funding incentives to work alongside 

regional and state agencies on scheduling multiple tours by a given company. What is most 

different about the shift from DTP to DIS is how the infrastructure newly burdened regional and 

state agents and presenters with the task of orchestrating complex touring itineraries, devising 

proposals, and leveraging massive amounts of nonfederal support to absorb dance’s ever-

inflating production costs.  While it is important to note that several other non-dance programs 

also offered dance companies touring supports during this period,204 the DIS infrastructure 

upheld with only minor adjustments from 1983-1990.  

From 1991-1995, the DIS re-distributed touring subsidies once more through the 

development of Dance On Tour (DOT), a project that further empowered State and Regional arts 

agents to propose projects of their own design that sought to strengthen the presentation of out–

of-state dance companies in specific regions across the country.205 This quintessentially 

redistributive program, seated curatorial control over the who, what, and where of concert 

touring with State and Regional Arts intermediaries and the local presenters to whom they were 

answerable. This strategic devolution of direct intervention by the NEA worked wonders for 

eliminating administrative costs while maximizing the creation and distribution of new work. 
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Between 1992-1993, for example, the DOT supported 230 presenters across the US, making 

possible over 400 domestic concert engagements. In that same year, the DOT also twenty-five 

new work development projects through to fruition in eighteen states and put twenty dance 

companies to work in areas beyond their home state.206 By shifting the burdensome coordination 

of booking touring elsewhere, NEA dance policymakers could attend to macro-policy struggles 

and the imminent threat of Congressional regulations and budget cuts. 

Dance programmatic restructurings during the Reagan administration inscribed a 

considerable distance between NEA Dance staff and artists. The institutionalization of the 

DIS/DOT reveals both the programmatic elasticity of the NEA’s grantmaking structure and the 

administrative dexterity with which dance agents managed to reroute economic and 

administrative burden of dance touring.  In a historical period rife with economic shortfalls and 

demands for bureaucratic streamlining and transparency, Dance Policy makers fought to preserve 

the sanctity of the Funder-Presenter-Company triad while also hosting field forums to weigh the 

implications of these changes on dance companies and artists.  These earlier adjustments set 

forth a redistributive network that largely upheld in structure when the 1996 cuts came down. At 

the NEA Dance Program in particular, Sonntag and staffers worked a programmatic loophole 

that dedicated a rather extraordinary surge of funds toward the establishment of the National 

Dance Project (NDP) in partnership with Regional Arts Agency the New England Foundation for 

the Arts (NEFA). 

Somewhat ironically, the NDP was born out of a momentary abundance of NEA funds 

the same year that the agency withstood its heaviest cuts from Congress.207 At the close of 

FY1996, as agents and staff were still struggling to make sense of agency-wide losses, Sonntag 

and his colleagues realized that the NEA was sitting on surplus funds in its National Leadership 
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Initiatives category. An organizational scramble commenced, wherein agents worked feverishly 

to leverage private sector matching funds that would allow the NEA to institute an initiative to 

build touring infrastructure by Regional Arts Agents.208 The resultant eleventh-hour proposal 

inaugurated the National Dance Project (1997-present), a multi-million dollar effort to triage 

support for domestic concert dance touring by mid to large concert dance ensembles.  

This dedicated team of engineers leading this restructuring included Sonntag, Susie Farr 

(then-Executive Director of the Association of Performing Arts Presenters), Bonnie Brooks 

(then-Executive Director of DanceUSA), and Samuel A. Miller (then- Director of NEFA), who 

together leveraged a $1,000,000 NEA grant with matching funds from Andrew W. Mellon 

Foundation, Doris Duke Charitable Foundation, Philip Morris and the John S./James L. Knight 

Foundations. To date, the NEA grant to inaugurate the NDP remains one of the NEA largest 

awards ever given in dance. Despite ongoing fiscal tightening throughout the latter half of the 

1990s, it is also notable that the Arts Endowment continued to fund the NDP with subsequent 

grants of $500,000 (FY98 and FY99).  The program survives, to this day to support its 

programmatic mission: 

“The overall goal of the National Dance Touring Project is to provide sustained support for the 
living, growing, and uniquely American discipline of contemporary dance. Recognizing that 
touring is central to the continuing health of the dance field, the program seeks to develop a core 
of dance development and distribution around which presenters and regions can build strategies 
for dance preservation that serve and build their audiences more effectively.”209 

 
The NDP’s dedicated aesthetic emphasis on the “uniquely American discipline of 

contemporary dance” clearly reinforces the NEA’s historic promotion of concert dance and 

modern dance as funding priorities. One might rightly have questioned whether this leadership 

initiative would have been more accurately named the National Concert Dance Project in light of 

such exclusions. Dance policy makers were not forced to confront such questions. The NDP 
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infrastructure was constructed as a makeshift miniature of prior NEA supports for creation 

(supply) and distribution (demand), albeit with fewer allocations to spend on fewer companies.. 

Many of the artists and organizers that I spoke with about the NDP lamented the shrunken funds 

and opportunities as damaging by-products of the NEA’s relocation effort. Their expressed 

ambivalence around the regional consolidation of the “triad” is one affective by product of 

NEA’s broader choreographic strategy of fund redistribution and artist estrangement throughout 

this period. 

Whereas policy critics and arts scholars frequently portray the 1996 defunding as a 

“Bust” that signaled the end to previous “Booms,” I have labored here to show how a slow and 

steady effort to restructure domestic dance touring over fifteen year period was already well in 

the making. From 1980 third party intermediaries were increasingly called upon by NEA agents 

to assume control over one of the agency’s most costly areas of subsidy. Sonntag’s noble effort 

to protect the infrastructural triad from total decimation by seeding the NDP marks a critical 

maneuver where dance program agents practically leveraged the NEA’s unsteady conditions and 

steered funds toward the benefit of previously funded dance makers. This hustle to preserve and 

protect dance “makers,” not exclusively focused to concert dance.  I want to turn now to less 

visible programmatic developments and critical encounters at NEA Dance during this period to 

show how dance agents forged strategic partnerships and staged critical debates about dominant 

production models, largely behind closed doors. 

Dance Program Advancements: Programs, Publications, and Partnerships  

 During my NEA interviews, both Sonntag and his predecessor Director Sali Ann 

Kreisgman (1986-1995) championed the capacity of NEA staffers to gracefully and continually 

respond to pressures throughout this tense period. Kreigsman, in particular, championed the 
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collective capacity of dance specialists and administrators to keep calm and carry out 

programmatic expansion quite despite the NEA’s ongoing losses. She credited administrators’ 

deep understanding of how to work within the NEA’s increasingly bureaucratized system as a 

factor that led dance artists to mostly escape controversy during the “Art Wars” debacles. In her 

words:  

“I think some of the dance program escaped…because we found ways to protect people. 
We really did. And don’t forget: the thing about dance that is both its albatross and the thing 
that saves it is that, it doesn’t last. Visual art lasts. Writing lasts. People can go see what the 
controversy is for themselves—what the Mapplethorpe is all about—instead of criticizing it 
without even seeing it…but most dance disappears. If there’s a controversy about it, it is not 
going to be visible for very long.”210 

 
When Kreigsman intimates that dance’s political value lies in dance’s incontrovertibly 

time-stamped character, an art from lost to who did not witness its effects live, she rehearses 

discursive claims that she made throughout her tenure as Director of NEA Dance to promote 

dance preservation as a policy priority. Granted access to aspects of Kreigsman’s archive during 

my research, I saw evidence of a quietly visionary agenda to expand dance participation and 

representation that was transpiring during this intense period of macro-agency conflict. While 

resources were significantly limited,211 dance agents worked with agents outside of dance and 

stretched programmatic mechanisms to new ends.  

While Congress members were confronting the NEA’s model of federal arts subsidy on 

the floor of the House, a bustling coalition of dance advocates spent time at the NEA in closed 

quarters debating the exclusionary dimensions of federal dance philanthropy. Conversations bred 

new programmatic partnerships that sought to highlight the cultural expressions of previously 

alienated factions of the U.S. dance field. By leveraging intra-agency partnerships the NEA’s 

convening power as a national institution, NEA Dance staffers sustained an increasingly 

democratic policy agenda during a period of massive conflict and constraint.  
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Kreigsman’s capacity to foster internal partnerships at the NEA in response to the 

unattended needs of diverse dance constituencies stemmed, in part, from her professional 

background as a federal arts leader prior to joining the agency. Having run the performance 

division at the Smithsonian Institute for several years leading up to her NEA appointment, she 

was keenly aware of the value of face to face convenings between allies and adversaries. Live 

encounters, in her view, were central to building political and programmatic partnerships in 

government arts work. At the Smithsonian, Kreigsman’s curated live performance programming 

in various museum spaces under the mission to raise awareness about lost cultural traditions 

within and beyond dance. The practice of curating dance at the Smithsonian introduced 

Kreigsman to circus performers, vernacular dancers and folk dancers whose traditions had 

scarcely been featured on US concert stages up to that point. I now want to rehearse NEA Dance 

program advances made during this period in partnership with allies from NEA Folk Arts, Media 

Arts, Design, and Expansion Arts Programs, which expanded and diversified the flow of dance 

funding. 

One way that Kreigsman’s team managed to build NEA recognition for the creative 

contributions of a wide range of dance artists was by broadening dance representation in both the 

Individual Choreographer and National Heritage Fellowships, neither of which stipulated 

specific cultural traditions in their eligibility criteria. Established in 1977 by Folk Arts Director 

Bess Lomax Hawes, the Heritage Fellowships offered one-time awards ($25,000) aimed at 

preserving the pluralistic cultural expressions of the US citizenry. Kreigsman’s close advocacy 

work with Hawes and NEA Heritage and Preservation panel reviewers broadened dance 

representation in Heritage Fellowships resulted in recognition for clusters of dance makers 

working in ethnic specific traditions. Tap choreographers like Brenda Buffalino consistently won 
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ICFs during this time, and legends like Honi Coles took away Heritage Fellowships for his 

decades-long contribution as a performer, teacher and oral historian.212   

Kreigsman also mobilized the control that she held over panel composition to invite folk 

and vernacular dance experts to evaluate NEA dance grants. She argued that panel diversification 

was crucial since NEA applicant pool continued to diversify into the 1990s, and ossified 

concepts of “tradition” and  “innovation” were called increasingly to question as criteria that 

varied widely between potential grantees. By returning time and again to preservation rationales 

to Dance Program’s Kreigsman’s team had located a useful strategy for gaining programmatic 

traction during this period of fiscal adjustment. 

Another integral way in which NEA dance policymakers advanced this dance 

preservation platform during funding stalemates was through NEA commissioned research and 

publication. In 1991, NEA Dance co-commissioned a study with the Andrew Mellon 

Foundation, entitled, “Images of American Dance: Preserving a Cultural Heritage” to address the 

lack of recorded history of dance as a factor significantly stalling dance participation for future 

generations of US citizens.213  In the report’s introduction, Kreigsman reinforces the cooperative 

effort made by Program Directors and staff to mobilize a cultural cross-section of dance forms 

under the guise of Preservation: 

“Preservation and documentation are a neutral binder, actively tied to the doing of the 
dance, the teaching of the dance and traditions, and the public understanding of these traditions. 
Creation, perpetuation, invention within traditions, cross-cultural influences, teaching, 
appreciation, participation, all are enfoldable within the scope of preservation and 
documentation.”214 

  
The report’s principal findings revealed major material and cultural gaps in dance 

archival documentation. Researchers framed such limitations as nothing short of a crisis in 

documentation. In their words: 
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“Great historical, geographic, cultural and artistic gaps exist in the current record of 
dance in the U.S. ballet and modern dance have been favored over other forms; European-based 
traditions are more present in records than non-European; finished work tends to be 
documented more than the creative process; and most of the stories of people who have 
contributed to the making of dance history are missing altogether.”215  

Kreigsman presented the report’s findings to NEA program directors and staff across 

various divisions and challenged NEA administrators to join her in addressing cultural 

hierarchies that were embedded in the professional dance field. The disproportionate degree of 

resourcing handed down to European based concert dance artists was, according to researchers, 

stalling representation, preservation, and participation of non-European dance makers in agency 

programs. Kreigsman urged that the Arts Endowment was uniquely positioned to confront these 

inequities by subsidizing production and documentation of less-well-represented dance 

traditions. Careful not to blame the agency outright, Kreigsman cast a wide web of 

institutionalizers in her lament against Eurocentric aesthetic and production hierarchies. She 

described the scenario as one of significant artist estrangement: 

“On the one hand, we have the so-called professional dance field; the theatrical dancers, 
and on the other hand we have the folk and traditional and social dance fields, and there is very 
little intercourse between them. Both, I think, feel endangered and are concerned about the 
survival of their traditions into the next century. This [dance preservation study] is fruitful 
ground to bring the two and more worlds of dance together in a new, and I think very productive 
way.”216 [author’s emphasis]    

 
Kreisgman’s invocation of the term endangered, above, signals that this tacit “policy” of 

estrangement between EuroAmerican and nonEuroAmerican dance makers was at least partly 

institutionally allocated. Not only did NEA grant infrastructures foreclose participation by non- 

concert dance makers, but agents had upheld tacit policies of non-action, non-invitation, and 

non-recognition where Vernacular, Folk, and NonEuroAmerican dance traditions were 

concerned. In short, by choosing to practice, stage, and resource dance in isolation, concert dance 

makers were endangering an already estranged but vibrantly productive dance field through tacit 
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policies of non-recognition. To begin to de-isolate US dance “makers,” policy agents instituted a 

cluster of interdepartmental collaborations that leveraged, in various ways the nebulous funding 

categories of “Special Projects” and “Service to the Field.” All of these advancements sought to 

spotlight leagues of U.S. dance makers that were escaping the historical record. 

Vital in their vagueness,  “Special Projects” and “Service to the Field” grants provided an 

instrumental cloak and cover for a range of projects targeting the advancement of institutional 

resourcing in dance beyond the concert realm. In 1993, a small pocket of dedicated Special 

Projects funds in Dance instituted the Vernacular Dance Preservation Initiative, a program that 

solicited applications for projects aimed at preserving and documenting American social dance. 

The Initiative significantly drew new dance “experts” together to consider procedural and 

programmatic exclusions for dance makers invested in US social dance forms.  The Dance 

Program’s announcement of the Initiative revealed an instant demand on the part of artists. 

Sonntag, who was then working as an administrator under Kreigsman, reported the formidable 

response the Dance Program received to this call in his documentation of the project. In his 

words: 

“We knew there was interest in this initiative. We thought we would receive twenty to 
thirty letters of interest, and we received about 140 that covered a full range of projects. We had 
to ask a number of readers to help us cull down that larger number and help us set some 
priorities. From that number we ended up with about twenty applications…[the panel] had a 
very rough time; it recommended six projects even though we told them they could recommend 
only three. We tried valiantly to get funding for six but we were able to fund only three.”217 

 
Ill prepared to meet the demands of this burgeoning but less-visible faction of the US 

dance workforce, Sonntag cultural disconnect that administrators and panel reviewers 

experienced attending to the breadth of applicants that flooded the Program. Working with 

extremely limited capital, administrators nonetheless had struck a goldmine area of interest that 

warranted further consideration and advocacy. Delivering this report in November 1994 to an 
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assembled board of vernacular dance and cultural advisors,218 those assembled spoke frankly 

with the NEA Dance Staff about the cultural limitations embedded in the NEA’s existing system 

of panel review. Advisor Shalom Staub, Director of the Pennsylvania Heritage Affairs Coalition, 

spoke up about the assumptions of “under-documented” dance traditions as part of the problem. 

He re-framed the issue as one of translation, provoking staff and his fellow advisors by asking: 

“What kinds of language do vernacular traditions employ? For one dancer to learn from 
a fellow dancer or master dancer from within that tradition, I think one of our assumptions is 
that because we, as outsiders don’t know that there’s an internal method of speaking about and 
understanding that dance, that we think that it’s under-documented. And yet I think we would 
need to challenge ourselves, ask ourselves what is the language used within the dance tradition, 
whatever it may be, and use that language to speak about it.”219  

 
By pinpointing issues of language and translation within vernacular dance forms, Staub 

reframed the “how” of documentation as a culturally contingent phenomenon that demanded 

specificity as an area of NEA resourcing. Importantly, Staub implicates himself among this 

assembled group of “experts;” his translational challenge invokes the first person plural to coax 

mutual reflection from fellow front liners about their respective participation in a system that, at 

this historical moment, was rhetorically and programmatically rooted in protecting dance as a 

quote-unquote “fine art.”  

While Staub’s important call for translational acumen remained sequestered behind the 

closed quarters of the Vernacular Dance advisory board, his testimony passionately articulated 

tacit policies of misrecognition that were woven into NEA rhetorics, programs, and procedures. 

Sadly, the Vernacular Dance Preservation Initiative lasted just one year due to budget shortfalls, 

ultimately resourcing just three projects.220 Taken alone, these small initiatives signal to the 

outside eye a lack of investment in this scope of philanthropic investment. But what the 

transcript from this advisory assembly reveals, for me, is an extraordinary amount of 

demonstrable artist interest and expert demands for cross-cultural literacies on the part of 
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institutional front liners. Here, again, a glance at final funding rosters cannot commemorate the 

kinds of connections and conversations that the Vernacular Dance Preservation Initiative 

conditioned. These critical conversations and confrontations expanded understanding and 

fostered meaningful debate between previously alienated dance constituencies.  

Another area of NEA cooperation and democratic expansion that got off the ground 

under Kreigsman that yielded larger heft in terms of number and influence was the Media 

Commissioning Pilot, a co-located grant program with NEA Dance and Media Arts aimed at 

“advance(ing) the marriage between dance and television by commissioning original dance for 

TV programming.” To create the program, NEA administrators pooled Special Project funds 

from both programs to award $100,000 to support a made-for-TV dance series aimed at 

broadening popular awareness of the cultural range and richness of the US dance field.  As the 

largest NEA grant ever awarded for a dance broadcast to date, the Pilot built upon the media 

savvy efforts of former NEA Dance Directors Rhoda Grauer and Nigel Redden, whose co-

production of the NEA’s “Alive from Off-Center” program (1985) dedicated TV network time to 

the dissemination of a range of concert dance performances.221 To build a technical infrastructure 

to support a broadcast of cross-cultural traditions in dance, Kreigsman enlisted dance librarians, 

historians, and Media Arts advisors to school NEA dance agents on issues pertaining to video 

documentation, research and technological development so that they could better assist 

applicants. Programmatically, the Commissioning Pilot took the shape of existing Media Arts 

commissioning projects; NEA dance administrators translated the project’s scope and ambitions 

to would-be grantees. Their translational labor yielded the resulting pilot, entitled “Dancing”, an 

eight-part public television series that explored an array of world dance traditions (1993).222 The 

resultant series, entitled Dancing, was shot in eighteen countries on five continents, and offered a 
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companion book that remains in use today within international university dance, cultural studies, 

history, and anthropology departments.223  

Building from demonstrated interest and enthusiasm from the above listed dance 

preservation and documentation programs, Kreisgman made a significant move in 1994 by 

aggressively lobbying NEA leadership for the institutionalization of a dedicated Dance Heritage 

Category within the NEA Dance Program. While budgetary cuts forced her to abort this agenda, 

NEA Dance staff managed in that same year to channel “Service to the Field” funds toward three 

additional dance preservation developments: 1-an effort to research technological advances by 

the Dance Notation Bureau), 2-a survey of the state of US vernacular dance documentation by 

the National Council for Traditional Arts, and 3-a documentary production on the life of 

Katherine Dunham by the Council for Positive Images.224 Although efforts to house a dedicated 

grant program for dance preservation at the NEA never materialized, the Dance Program 

indirectly advanced such a program by partnering with Pew Charitable Trusts to support a 

preservation pilot that gave rise to the Dance Heritage Coalition, a nonprofit arts organization 

dedicated to consolidating dance archives at major libraries and dance institutions to improve 

access and appreciation of dance, broadly defined.225 By, thus approaching preservation from 

multiple partnerships and fronts, Dance staffers instituted programs that significantly shifted 

perception of whose dancing mattered as a matter of US federal arts subsidy.  Beyond cultural 

representation, developments by dance Expansion Arts also addressed issues of operational 

stability through strategic programmatic developments. 

Another “Special Projects” development that conditioned important exchanges between 

under-represented artists and NEA Dance program agents and transpired in 1987, when 

Kreigsman joined forces with AB Spellman, the director of NEA Expansion Arts. The 
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Organizational Development Pilot (ODP) was a programmatic arm that emerged out of 

conversations between NEA Dance and Expansion Arts agents and arts organizers who were 

working in low income communities and cultural communities of color, in particular. This joint 

initiative dedicated Special Project subsidies from both programs to support administrative and 

management expenses for budding dance companies that were struggling to meet the 

administrative and fiscal demands of nonprofit incorporation.  

While ODP material resources were short-term, conversations and real-time 

collaborations were ongoing. Grant recipients worked closely with NEA staffers, exchanging 

operational advice and strategies to operationalize limited resources to help organizers to 

preserve their respective missions within a faltering U.S. cultural economy.226 As listening 

advocates, NEA Dance staffers walked away from these conversations with suggestions of ways 

to make the NEA dance grant process more user friendly and efficient for dance companies 

operating outside of EuroAmerican production contexts.  

The programmatic example of the ODP evidences how a specific policy mechanism—in 

this case a NEA grant—functions as both a material and social institutional instrument capable of 

fostering understanding between asymmetrically positioned members of the dance field. For 

grantees operating at a socio-economic disadvantage, participation in the ODP imparted new 

skills and operational strategies while it humanized aspects of the philanthropic process that had 

estranged grantees in the past. For NEA administrators, the program conditioned new 

collaborations and highlighted exclusionary dimensions of agency procedures and eligibility 

criteria. The program fostered new debates bout how to best streamline the exercise of grant 

seeking to make the process more approachable to organizations with limited funds and 

workforce. Like the Vernacular Dance Preservation Project and the NEA’s promotion of 
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grassroots touring through the National Presenters Network to which I now turn, the ODP 

initiative underscores the relative flexibility of NEA “Special Projects” funds as vital instruments 

for fashioning institutional change.  

Into the mid1980s, as touring costs were escalating and funder budgets were being scaled 

down, the NEA dedicated Dance Service To the Field funds to support the inauguration of the 

National Presenters Network (NPN). This 1985 network for national presenters sought to 

specifically address political asymmetries between mainstream and large scale touring networks. 

It also materialized a national forum for emerging or counter-hegemonic dance makers who were 

at risk of being crowded out of a US arts policy discourse that was swinging increasingly toward 

the mainstream. Whereas NEA Presenting and Touring grants were increasingly fostering 

participation by well-established concert repertory companies that could fill large venues, dance 

policy advisors with ties to experimental dance artists leveled an effective lobby to Kreigsman 

that NEA Service to the Field funds could be steered toward networking production 

opportunities for smaller scale performances that lacked a national scope. Another redistributive 

program of sorts, the NPN was the brainchild of DTW Director and longstanding NEA advisor 

David R. White, who designed the presenting network to directly benefit dance artists who had 

received Individual Choreography Fellowships in dance (ICFs), but whose creative drive and/or 

scale of production warranted smaller venues and more niche networks for distribution. Across 

its first ten years, the NPN was a NEA dance insider network. With the dissolution of the ICF 

awards in 1995, its programmatic scope opened to a broader roster of invited members. 

Described by Kreigsman as a “lightening rod of change,” the NPN provided production 

and community engagement opportunities for emerging dance and performance artists working 

in “non-traditional” forms.227 This hallmark program built professional opportunities and 
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networked inroads between artists and artist-run spaces that attracted audiences for experimental 

dance works. Year End Overview Final Reports throughout its first decade encourage the NCA 

to continue to dedicate Service to the Field funds to non-traditional concert choreography and 

under-represented voices.228 In addition to networking artists and organizations on the margins 

through new programs, NEA Dance policymakers supported Conferences and Symposia that 

took up issues of access, training, and inclusion within and beyond the dance mainstream in 

historically unprecedented ways. 

In response to a widespread concern heard in NEA panels over the lack of representation 

by African American dance artists in the concert dance field, NEA dance administrators 

convened a 1988 advisory committee to discuss how to enhance access to professional training 

and opportunities for African American artists working in ballet and modern dance. A series of 

annual symposia and conferences followed, each supported, in part, by NEA “Services to the 

Field” grants. Organized by members of the rapidly growing Black Dance movement, such 

events included 1989 Conference of Black Dance Companies (CBDC).229 The NEA also 

supported targeted field conversations and gatherings among ethnic-specific dance festivals, 

including the San Francisco Ethnic Dance Festival, BAM’s DanceAfrica, Colorado Dance 

Festival’s Jazz Tap Festival, and the American Dance Festival’s Hawaiian Hula Project.230 While 

these festivals attracted global dance talents through opportunities for performance, they also 

doubled as vital networking sites for nonEuroAmerican artists to share concerns about 

institutional programs and protocols that were systematically excluding non-European groups. 

Importantly, many of these conferences grew into annual events and larger symposia out 

of robust interest and because the NEA Service to the Field funds were not restricted to one-time 

supports.231 Like NEA “Special Projects” grants, the loose structure of  “Service to the Field” 
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funds enabled dedicated and diverse dance institutionalizers to generate debate on infrastructural 

inclusion and exclusion in dominant dance networks and institutions. Funds in this category 

recognized time and again, that the act of convening was a vital cultural practice in dance, a 

notoriously resilient cultural field. During a period of shortfalls, dance organizers, artists and 

policy “makers” proved their collective ability to do more with a whole lot less. This field 

resiliency would serve as the topic of a key workforce survey and (1993) research publication 

that emerged under Kreigsman: NEA Dancemakers. 

 “The Choreographer is what we call someone who makes dances, a dance maker. Just 
as a composer is what we call someone who makes music—“makes” in the sense of creates or 
calls into being.” 

NEA Dancemakers Research Report #28, p. 8 

Building from an earlier research study co-commissioned by NEA Dance and Design 

Programs that raised significant awareness about space-based concerns facing dance artists,232 

the NEA Dance Program seeded another research study that explicitly sought to justify 

expanding philanthropic resources to support the working challenges and dynamics of U.S. 

choreographers. NEA Research Report #28/Dancemakers,233 which I briefly addressed in my 

introduction to this dissertation, was intended to jump-start debate on what researchers hoped 

would build into a running discourse on career sustainability specific to dance.234 Its objectives 

as a field survey and policy platform were stated in the introduction, as follows:  

“The objective was twofold: first, by improving the knowledge base, to enable the 
Endowment and other funding agencies to design policies and programs responsive to 
choreographers’ current needs and concerns—that is, to guide grant making priorities; second, 
to encourage new initiatives and services in support of choreographers.” 

NEA Dancemakers Research Report #28, p. 26  
 
To produce the report, NEA dance staffers worked with the Office of Research and 

Analysis and agents from NEA Expansion Arts to fashion an artist survey targeting self-

identified choreographers and conducted in four U.S. metropolitan cities: New York, 
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Washington D.C., Chicago, and San Francisco. The Dance Program enlisted NEA researchers 

Alyce Dissette, Richard Orend, and Ellen Parker as Project Directors and arts economist Dick 

Netzer as the data interpreter. Questions for the survey were developed by citizen advisors, many 

of whom had served on NEA Dance panels, and included dance makers who lived in worked in 

each of the four benchmark cities. Data was collected in 1989, aggregated, and published by the 

Office of Research and Analysis (ORA) in 1993. A dance “maker” was narrowly defined by the 

report as an individual choreographer who “has presented a dance work of his/her own creation 

before a solicited audience of 50 people or more during the previous three years.”235 Its bleak 

economic results are worth rehearsing, briefly to contextualize its findings about dance 

production circumstances. 

 Over 800 artists who responded to survey requests, by mail and over the phone, signaled 

a range of needs concerning lack of time, money, space, and support to hire dancers and artistic 

collaborators. They also corroborated the lack of basic material entitlements (wages, health 

insurance, etc.,) as a significant threat to their vocational sustainability. Despite higher levels of 

education, reported total income was substantially lower than that of the general population.236  

Blanket statements like: “By and large, professional choreographers do not earn their living 

from choreography,” were accompanied by tables demonstrating that most artists surveyed 

earned less than 30% of their living through choreographic commissions and fees. The data also 

tracked a strong negative relationship between the amount of time a choreographer devotes to 

non-choreography employment and earnings collected for that work; researchers interpreted this 

finding to mean that more artists needed to moonlight or cross over into non-dance employment, 

which took time away from dance making.  
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Principally an economic survey, Dancemakers repeatedly concluded that the 

unpredictability of dance production funding and artist wages significantly precaritized dance 

artists. Lack of money, they suggested, correlated with lack of resources to rent space, to 

document work, and to pay dancers and artistic collaborators enough to secure their loyalty to 

train and rehearse sufficiently to meet repertory demands. Without reliable sources of steady 

operating funds, many artists surveyed struggled to uphold the “company” model and requisite 

administrative support to produce dance performances year-round. A second, non-economic 

factor signaled by those surveyed was a concern over shrinking media coverage in dance and 

journalistic criticism as an additional problem inhibiting demand for dance by presenters. 

Dancemakers also importantly historicizes the NEA’s role in supporting dance artists on 

through individual fellowship programs. The report’s co-authors champion the institution’s 

longstanding effort to allocate direct grants to artists as an “irreplaceable” benefit that was 

bolstered by the introduction of multi-year fellowships at NEA Dance in 1991.237 They argued 

that, because NEA individual artist fellowship awards were limited and increasingly competitive, 

funders and policymakers should take seriously the field’s historic under-recognition and 

resourcing. By conducting further regional studies, and feeding new funds into the existing 

system, US Dancemakers could get a much needed “leg-up” as a vital cultural workforce. 

 Given its publication at a historical moment when the NEA’s relationship to individual 

artists was significantly under siege, the Dance Program’s prescription to raise allocations to 

individual choreographers fell largely on deaf ears. Crippled by lack of a steady wage, minimal 

prospects of health insurance, fleeting opportunities to present work, few places to access 

centralized information, limited administrative skills, and gaps in critical and material 
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recognition, researchers intimated that choreographers would continue to see little traction in 

future NEA workforce research.  

Despite this inertia, this report illuminated many responsibilities that choreographers 

assumed in the field. A dance “maker,” in their summations, was simultaneously: 

“A dance maker, director, dancer, teacher, business manager, press agent, grant writer, 
fund raiser, psychiatrist, secretary and a…quick study in anything else that has to get done!” 

NEA Dancemakers Research Report #28, p. 77. 

To date, Dancemakers remains the only dance-focused career survey published in NEA 

history. Published at the height of the “Art Wars” controversies and focused, as it was, on 

individual artists, questions raised were left largely unattended at the level of federal policy and 

philanthropy. My third chapter will discuss in more detail the expanding role of research as an 

agency policy strategy post 1996. Despite this lack of immediate leverage, its process of 

production stimulated important thinking about the infrastructural dimensions of the dance field. 

While certain dance service organizations would build infrastructural studies on dance during 

and beyond the early 1990s,238 this seminal report provided important archival documentation on 

dance vocational challenges that would continue to haunt dance artists well into the present 

moment.239 As with any symbolic text (a dance, dissertation, or a benchmark survey), 

Dancemakers commemorated a dynamic and enduring social exercise, one that I hope to extend 

through this dissertation project by hailing newfound interest in cross-cultural and practical 

particulars of the US dance infrastructure. 

To conclude this section, I want to briefly address an instance where Dance Director 

Kreigsman performed a hailing act of her own by challenging NEA senior leadership to seize 

their power as institutional “front liners” to diversify the who and how of dance support. On 

January 4-5, 1993, NEA Expansion Arts Director AB Spellman asked NEA Program Directors to 
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speak before an external committee assembled to make recommendations to NEA senior 

leadership about how to achieve broader philanthropic representation and participation among 

minority artists, and artists working in low income or remote rural areas. Kreigsman’s 

presentation at the 1993 NEA Cultural Diversity Task Force reinforces the value of live 

convening as a means of garnering cross-cultural literacies. Her testimony and prescriptive 

suggestions signal an effort to identify cultural contingencies within the NEA Dance 

infrastructure and to submit these anti-democratic policies to the NEA’s official historical record. 

The NEA’s 1993 Diversity Task Force hailed the program directors to testify in detail 

about their internal policy procedures, keeping the issue of institutional inequities foregrounded. 

Kreigsman’s testimony outlined programmatic advancements (the ODP program, Heritage/Folk 

collaborations, symposia, and TV broadcasts) as efforts to pave cross-cultural inroads to dance 

constituencies whose prior participation was limited. Importantly, she urges the task force and 

fellow staff to consider the practice of convening programmatic advisory groups—endemic to 

grant program development—as a vital but hidden dimension of building cultural sensitivity. In 

her words: 

“So I think the role of artists, teachers, critics, historians, writers, and presenters needs to be 
even larger in developing critical discourse on these and many other difficult and sensitive 
issues. And this has never been more important than now. We need to really be talking more, and 
listening more, and observing more in every community and across cultures.”240  

 

As an institutional leader speaking to other institutional leaders, Kreigsman leveraged the 

Diversity Task Force hearing as a bully pulpit-of-sorts to encourage increased face-to-face 

deliberation between a cross-cultural array of “experts” as a means of bridging cultural gaps. Her 

explicit mention of historians, in particular, signals a missed opportunity that Kreigsman saw for 

the NEA to partner with its sister Endowment (the NEH) toward the project of mapping a more 
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comprehensive view of arts participation, tradition and production.  In addition to promoting live 

exchanges, she encouraged policymakers to consider what the doing of diversity and inclusion 

might look like in their respective programs. Importantly, she did not shy away from 

acknowledging the NEA’s embroilment in censorship battles during her testimony. Rather, she 

acknowledged the proverbial elephant in the room as an opportunity to expose enduring cultural 

exclusions that artists working in non-European American aesthetic traditions had experienced 

and expressed to her during her time as a federal arts agent. She explains the paradox this way:   

“We haven’t mentioned the word “censorship” here. But I think that many communities have felt 
censored in this country –many forms of expression have felt censored out, or censored in—and 
that, I think, because we’re in such a time of profound change, there’s a lot of fear associated 
with it that manifests in different ways.”241 

I point to this excerpt because Kreigsman corroborates artist alienation as a longstanding 

byproduct of NEA policy production. NEA Dance Staff had, through the programmatic 

advancements previously mentioned, been engaged in strategies to attend to the foreclosing 

dimensions of the existing “model,” frequently through partnerships with NEA Divisions like 

Spellman’s Expansion Arts. On a practical level, Kreigsman signaled concerns by minority 

artists that the bureaucratization of the NEA and the arduous accountability measures 

legislatively mandated after the 1979, 1981, and 1990 investigations were actually functioning to 

censor participation by non-English speaking artists and organizers.  In other words, the NEA’s 

increasingly heavy administrative mandates forced marginalized groups with smaller resources 

to struggle disproportionately to keep pace with funder driven demands. She detailed the NEA’s 

extensive reporting requirements as one prime example of the culturally-contingent character of 

these bureaucratic hoops. She explained:  

“There are all the forbidding forms to fill out…They are difficult for me and I speak English. But 
I can’t imagine what it’s like for someone for whom English is not a first language, to have to sift 
through the process of reading our guidelines and try to understand what it is exactly that we are 
looking for, here.”242  
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Having spent her decades-long career as a federal administrator navigating the mountains 

of red tape involved in US federal government cultural production and philanthropy, Kreigsman 

asked the Diversity Task Force to recommend more flexible structures, looser criteria, bilingual 

applications, and plural points of access to invite more input from off the radar dance and arts 

groups.  By drilling down to concrete procedural issues, she challenged fellow NEA front liners 

to consider how daily procedures upheld antidemocratic policies under the politically antiseptic 

rationale of “cutting costs.” These cuts, in her view, were extremely costly to artists working 

outside of the NEA’s hegemonic “models” of grant making and distribution.  

I elected to close with this close reading of Kreigsman’s call for diversity to point to 

some of the exclusions that her insights lay bare. I do so, also because her advocacy efforts, and 

those of Spellman and the assembled Task Force provides yet another example of the 

fundamental value of live convening as a political weapon capable of altering the flow of federal 

arts research, recognition, and resourcing. Kreigsman herself would make this argument for 

increased convenings in the final year-end Dance Overview Panel report that she issued during 

her time as NEA Dance Program Director; ironically, Overview Panels (live convenings) and 

subsequent reporting were eliminated with the 1995 cuts. In this last report, she pleaded to the 

NCA to consider ways to preserve the NEA’s power to mobilize democratic policy debates as a 

factor central to the agency’s future survival. In her words: 

“The power to convene is one of the Endowment’s most useful instruments, especially in 
areas in which we are not able to devote our grant dollars. The ability to draw the best and most 
knowledgeable individuals together to help identify key issues in arts disciplines, establish goals, 
determine means and policies, and measure impact is intrinsic to the Endowment’s historical 
role in the arts.”  

Sali Ann Kreigsman, NEA Director of Dance 1986-1995243 
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For many administrators and citizen advisors, the definitive political function of the 

NEA—far beyond the so-called “Arts Wars” controversies”—was the institution’s power to 

convene a national debate on cross-cultural and institutional inequity. At a historical moment 

when adversaries like Senator Jesse Helms used the House floor to publicly defame the Arts 

Endowment, policy administrators in dance and other NEA divisions leveraged private 

conference rooms at the Nancy Hanks Center to invite discussion on issues that had caused high 

levels of discomfort and dissent. As a centralized clearinghouse, the NEA provided a much-

needed space for coalition-minded dance and art “makers” to gather and witness the respective 

struggles of their distant neighbors, live and in the flesh. The loss of this hegemonic exercise—

centered on the critical topic of dance equity and inclusion—was, in my view, one of the most 

serious effects of the 1996 cuts.  

The above mentioned efforts of Kreigsman’s administration reveal how a strict emphasis 

on fiscal dividends or single NEA Dance Programs mask the sweat equity of dedicated artists, 

scholars, organizers, and administrators who had committed to joining forces to advance the 

project of cultural democracy from the 1980s to mid1990s. Kreigsman’s late 1995 departure as 

Director of Dance further destabilized dance networks that her influence had created.244 From 

1996 onward, NEA dance policymakers were forced to proceed with incrementally smaller (and 

intrinsically less diverse) review panels. Many dance-specific initiatives were collapsed in the 

widespread thematization of NEA grants.245 In light of the redistributive turn within the NEA’s 

macro policy infrastructure, it pays at this point to ask: how did NEA funded dance artists 

experience this shift away from prior resource pathways? I want to close this chapter by 

addressing the question of how dance artists responded locally to this redistributive turn by 
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turning to another critical convening, indirectly resourced by the NEA, where artists confronted 

institutionally imposed models and considered their enabling and foreclosing effects. 

Part Four: Confronting the Model: Artists Respond [1995] 

“Made things do incur large responsibilities to their makers. Bodies are, in the end, our only 
companions in moments of making.” 

-Elaine Scarry246 
One body’s support conditions another’s dispossession. If we abide, as Scarry suggests here, 

the centrality of the collective body as dance’s integral and ethical companion in acts of dance 

“making,” then we could do well to close by considering the differential ways that NEA funded 

choreographers were experiencing these historical estrangements. Despite NEA Dance 

administrators’ best efforts, the redistributive turn left those had invested in nonprofit 

incorporation and touring concert works significantly in limbo. To weigh the complexities of the 

struggle of previously awarded NEA dance artists in this precarious historical moment, I want to 

look at one particular mobilization effort transpired in 1995, supported indirectly by the NEA  

“vulnerability” in dance into significant relief.  

On June 17 and 18, 1995, a group of roughly 60 artists, administrators, funders, presenters, 

policymakers and organizers came together at NYU’s Tisch School of the arts for a two-day 

retreat entitled “Confronting the Model: a retreat for mid-career artists.”247 Over the course of 

these days, those invited assembled to address the dance touring infrastructure that many present 

had either engineered, inherited or upheld, in practice. Testimonials signaled diverse challenges 

and adaptations that, in many ways, reinforced the Dancemakers report findings: US 

choreographers are highly adept at adjusting to known and unforeseen pressures. But beyond 

those “known” literacies, what emerged out of the archive of this retreat was a group of 

recognized artists critically reflecting on what one choreographer termed a “post-us” moment, a 

moment when the privilege of concert dance makers was being undone through various 
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regulatory acts.  I have chosen to isolate this convening, which I experienced through repeated 

viewings of the reel-to-reel archival video documentation held in special collections in dance at 

the New York Public Library’s Jerome Robbins Dance Division, because it exposes competing 

stakes and exclusions imposed by institutions occupying the relative “outside” of production like 

the NEA, and also from artists working within the relative “inside” of the infrastructural triad. 

This small but mighty group of assembled dance “makers” helps to illuminate how certain 

instabilities were institutionally allocated and others were socio-culturally instituted through tacit 

policies of non-action and non-recognition among artists, themselves. 

Let’s first briefly parse logistics. Long time dance networker David R. White organized this 

two-day event out of his recognition that artists who were reaching “mid-career” lacked a forum 

to gather and assess the damage done in a period of economic recessions and decimated public 

support for the arts. White and DTW staffers committed time and energy to plan this two day 

gathering to “de-isolate artists” who, in hiss view, were being routinely crowded-out of dance 

policy and production discourse. White’s well respected status as a longstanding advisor, 

presenter, and institutionalizer of dance-friendly organizations (DTW and NPN), is evident in the 

large number of artists in attendance. Invited explicitly on the basis of their “mid-career” status: 

defined loosely by organizers through professional success sustained, more or less, for ten to 

twenty years.248 The tacit demographics point to a largely white, educated, middle class faction 

of choreographers who occupied geographic and cultural proximity to the New York downtown 

dance scene. Many of those White assembled were relatively well-resourced dance organizers 

who had previously received NEA Fellowships and Dance Company grants; many had also 

participated in the 1989 Dancemakers survey. Also in attendance were chosen clusters of concert 

dance presenters, federal dance specialists, and service organizers working in large and small 
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concert networks. In advance of the meeting, attendees were asked to reflect the sustainability of 

existing infrastructures for dance and to testify personally about the viability of the dance 

“company” model of production organization, on touring challenges, or other administrative, 

fiscal, or social pressures that seemed to be driving their work in the field. While no two 

attendees shared identical responses to these questions, each had reached a point in their 

respective career where time had come to take stock of tacit and explicit policies that shaped 

their participation in the New York downtown dance status quo.  

Assembled in the dance studios at NYU Tisch, participants were strewn around the space in 

folding chairs in several rows in a semicircle. The event organizers each took turns speaking to 

inform participants about how this two-day event would proceed. White introduced the event by 

suggesting that the national dance infrastructure was in significant crisis. Increased 

administrative and legislative pressures facing dance philanthropic institutions had, over the past 

decade, created a scenario for dance creation and touring wherein artists were less and less able 

to have “coherent conversations on their own terms.”249 In his view, the professional dance field 

had grown increasingly congested with debates led by dance proxies, third party mediators who 

were less in touch with the local circumstances that artists dealt with, on the ground. While artist-

friendly institutions (like White’s own DTW and NPN) were committed to stepping in to help 

artists weather these storms, White worried that the voices of artists were being silenced at the 

policy “table.” Dance philanthropic conditions were extremely unclear, and he pressed attendees 

to consider how existing dance “feeder systems” had grown overstuffed with hungry newcomers, 

and how competition for limited opportunities was pushing burn out levels among artists to an all 

time high.  
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Comments were also made by DTW operations manager Tia Tibbits Levinson and members 

of the DTW artist board (Susan Marshall, Bebe Miller, and Pam Quinn) who shared concerns for 

artists’ overall well being. The underscored the need to keep the event artist-led and artist-

focused without hermetically sealing the discourse; among those assembled, the organizers were 

careful to include institutional liaisons with deep investments in hearing artists’ perspectives. 

Liaisons who out-ed themselves during the introductions included NEA interim Dance Director 

Cynthia Mayeda and dance program specialist Suzanne Callahan, DanceUSA’s then-president 

Bonnie Brooks, longtime dance service providers like Pentacle’s Ivan Sygoda, and dance 

friendly presenters from artist-run spaces P.S. 122 (Mark Russell) and DanceSpace (Laurie 

Uprichard). While the presence of these dance intermediaries undoubtedly produced certain 

instabilities among choreographers on the basis of their proximity to dominant networks, those 

assembled committed to confronting dominant models in earnest. The organizers framed the 

purpose of the retreat with a single, driving question: What about the “Model” of dance 

production, touring, and professionalization doesn’t fit anymore?250 

Because it would be impossible to include all of these vital testimonials here, I have chosen 

to perforate my summary with short quotes from retreat attendees.251 I highlight a multi-vocal 

chorus of diverse views to elucidate how specific institutional provisions and regulations and 

imposed hierarchies practice that worked for certain artists and not others. The first half of my 

discussion focuses on institutionally allocated instabilities—issues of funder or presenter 

imposed economic, creative, organizational, or structural challenges. The second half turns to 

artist-imposed hierarchies and biases that emerged in quieter moments among those assembled. 

Together, these internal and external hegemonies underscore the very notion of  “support” in 

dance as a culturally contingent conundrum.  
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Confronting Institutionally-Imposed Hierarchies  

White, the self-described circus ringleader for the event, attempted early on to catalyze 

discussion by naming what he felt were aspects of the hegemonic “Model” that seemed to be 

outwearing their welcome based on his experiences with local artists. Specifically addressing the 

touring infrastructure, White lauded concert dance intermediaries for their committed efforts to 

stitch together coordinated large and smaller-scale networks throughout the 1980s and early 

1990s. This coordination, in White’s view, remained central to career sustainability and growth 

because it “allowed choreographers to build upon what had already been done.” The problem at 

hand was the relative un-doing of economic engines and social networks that had sustained these 

relations. Economic inflation was forcing many presenters to mainstream or streamline artist 

rosters in ways that threatened to stunt field experimentation and risk.252 Presenter 

conservativism at larger venues left those managing smaller, venues and presenters  (like 

White’s, Russell’s and Uprichard’s) feeling the pressure to produce more with less. Even the 

most faithful advocates of experimental dance who espoused “grassroots” values of artistic-

inclusivity were feeling squeezed by an under-resourced market. Among the first issues to be 

raised at this assembly was the problem of market oversaturation and institutional nepotism. For 

assembled artists, neither “mainstream” nor “grassroots” dance presentation was intrinsically 

democratic, in practice.  

White explained his basic understanding of the dominant “model” to those assembled as a 

relatively transparent system of growth and professionalization that had emerged over the course 

of three decades; his words echoed, in many ways Sonntag’s image of a discernable “path” of 

achievement for dance artists, which opened Part Two of this chapter. But, whereas Sonntag 

touted the NEA’s commitment to supporting an infrastructural triad through larger presenting 
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programs like the NDP, White championed the 1985 development of his National Presenters 

Network as an infrastructural act that sought to address an urgent need among those who had 

received NEA Choreography Fellowships network productions in smaller-scale venues across 

the US. Espousing the artist-underdog ethos for which he is well known, White promoted NPN 

as a “grassroots” presenter network that would, in theory, provide a breeding ground for 

emerging artists to mature. White and presenters who belonged to the network proceeded under 

the assumption that smaller networks were a preliminary necessity for all artists. NPN’s mission 

and members espoused the belief that, with enough time and space to grow, those who entered 

the network would ultimately exit to pursue larger venues and opportunities. Thus, the “ladder” 

instituted by both the NEA block booking in mechanisms, and by NPN’s promotion of smaller 

scale touring itineraries, assumed expanding ambition on the part of artists and organizers. Such 

robust ambition and scale of production was exciting to many artists, in theory, but was failing to 

abide, in practice. Asked respond to this provocation, Artists did so frankly, and from a range of 

positions. Their experiences suggest that US concert touring networks are hardly politically 

neutral. 

 While choreographers present clearly appreciated the contributions of service 

organizations like NPN, where many had received vital information and support, many took 

issue with oversaturation of dance companies and pressures to grow audiences as significant 

challenges in the current climate. The problem that some choreographers saw with existing 

networks pertained to the kind of bottlenecking that would occur once artists entered into the 

network. Once one’s work was accepted into a presenter network, the external pressure to grow 

bigger in terms of scale and audience remained an untenable task.  

“Dance is not a growth model.” 
-Susan Marshall253  
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Choreographers whose artistic motivation was conducive to fewer productions, smaller scale 

productions, or whose work hailed counter-hegemonic audiences,254 were struggling to keep 

pace with production demands on material and political grounds. Susan Marshall, quoted above, 

and others suggested that existing presenting networks had begun to clog up with dance 

“suppliers” partly because the scope of their creative ambition simply was not “scalable.” Once 

artists entered into the NPN, for example, their scale of production never grew, and they never 

left. Growing one’s dance production practice, in other words, was not universally synonymous 

with “Getting Bigger” in the eyes of artists assembled. Many respondents sought increased 

resourcing for flexible production models and timelines as an antidote to the kinds of expansion 

logics that underpinned funder and presenter-instituted guidelines.  

While many expressed appreciation for NPN’s grassroots mediation and advocacy, several 

pointed out that NPN’s ten year evolution had conditioned an overpopulated and increasingly 

competitive network, subject to “insider” hierarchies of membership. While apparently 

democratic and “artist-focused,” institutional initiatives like NPN were rife with nepotism and 

enforced competition, even among those privileged to sit on the proverbial “inside.” 

“Grassroots” networks are no less susceptible to economic pressures and symbolic ones—NPN 

had left many feeling forced to keep pace with the treadmill “innovation;” such a pace was 

enforced by presenters investing in work of a smaller scale. Coveted NYC venues like Russell’s 

P.S. 122, White’s DTW, Uprichard’s DanceSpace, the Joyce Theater, The Kitchen, and BAM’s 

Next Wave Festival were cited as stepping stone venues that had grown into de-facto “homes” 

for certain dance companies, and not others. Such repetitive and unequal resource provisions for 

certain artists metaphorically collapses White’s “ladder” of career ascension into an overcrowded 

highway, where artists are forced to wait in traffic or to chase scarce philanthropic resources. 
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This avowal of the finite and unequal opportunities enmeshed in even the most democratically 

leaning networks reinforces a core problem with the dominant system: competition isolates. 

“The ladder of advancement disappeared into nowhere. Not just for me, but for everyone.” 
-Donald Byrd255 

 
If, as White and Sonntag suggested, the dominant “Model” was predicated on a growth 

“ladder,” then the ladder’s rungs had disintegrated for many artists assembled. Artists like 

Marshall and Donald Byrd, above, who had fashioned successful modern dance companies, in 

part, through NEA recognition, expressed ambivalences about the promise of upward mobility in 

dance in the present economic climate. While the 1993 Dancemakers report forecasted these 

issues by linking production limitations to finite opportunities for recognition and resourcing, 

Byrd’s comment acknowledges the high level of isolationism that philanthropic models impose 

on dance artists as a particular institutional norm imposing widespread alienation among those 

assembled. The pressure to aggregate an ever-expanding repertoire of dance works was blinding 

them to the circumstances of their production, was distancing them from the struggles of their 

peers, and was polarizing those privileged to win insider positions within “national” dance 

networks. For dance artists, artists whose work depends on human materials, such adversarial 

relations significantly deflate the prospect of mobilizing political opposition beyond the inner 

sanctity of one’s own company. What grew clear through this discussion was that a high level of 

shortsightedness, loneliness, and an overwhelming sense of loss had set in among those 

assembled. Artists were unable to see anywhere beyond the next “gig.” Unable to recognize each 

others’ struggles, artists were too busy treadmill chasing opportunities and Frankenstein-ing 

piecemeal funds to notice one dangerous byproduct of this leveraging system: coalitions were 

under attack. 
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 Whereas certain artists took issue with nonprofit leveraging mandates as an economic 

factor exacerbating the interminable “hustling” that characterized the present “model,” others 

mentioned symbolic pressures—specifically the pressure to attach one’s work to certain 

consecrating institutions or dance critics. This competition for institutional valorization was 

equally immobilizing for many choreographers. 

“I feel like these are private concerns…but a lot of mandates are out there that I really 
abhor—that are so reductive—the pressure to get a good review, for example—these [pressures] 
get said in the corridors but never screamed.” 

-Tere O’Connor256 
  

Tere O’Connor’s expressed abhorrence around the pressure to woo dance critics, mentioned 

above, hints at the affective dissonance conditioned by unwanted obligations that dominant 

institutional networks impose. His discomfort borders on shame when he suggests that such 

frustrations get whispered “in the corridors but never screamed.” Again, what is important to 

note here is how competition for critical acclaim imposes unwanted obligations and evaluative 

barometers that frequently stand at odds with creative motivations. In different ways, Marshall, 

Byrd, and O’Connor each testify to how incessant struggles for material and symbolic 

positioning in dance both isolates and obligates at once. Through these artists’ experiences, 

competition emerges as an un-desirable social relation, imposed by institutions, around 

production scale, creative output, and leveraged supports. Competition is a social relation 

narrowly predicated on the promise of individual gain.  

Throughout the two-day “Confronting the Model” retreat, those present were repeatedly 

exposed to institutionally imposed blinders. Over the course of the conversation, such myopia 

seemed to give way to a shared understanding of felt ambivalences. Dance instabilities, it turned 

out, were similar, but not the same. As the conversation progressed, early vagaries grew into 
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more concrete critiques of institutional impositions. Participants spoke less in metaphor, 

expressing relief at witnessing others’ concerns as variations of their own.  

Beyond unwanted answerabilities, it is important to note how certain dimensions of the 

dominant “model” were actually sustaining artists in the face of these individualizing pressures. 

Time and again, the insular space of the nonprofit company “model” emerged as a nourishing 

antidote to the kind of isolationism imposed by funders and presenters, outlined above. The 

company offered choreographers a built in peer infrastructure and social sounding board that 

protected their creative ambitions and quelled anxieties about administrative, economic, and 

institutional responsibilities that occupied so much of their non-dance time. Asked by the 

organizers to describe how artists were managing to maintain a stable and sustainable work 

environment, many described the space of rehearsal and performance as a social and psychic 

support structure. The company and the studio were viewed by some as a veritable safe zone that 

affirmed cultural identities and provided an escape from the daily labor promoting their work to 

relative outsiders.  

Choreographers like Risa Jarsolow spoke with great affection for their dancers and artistic 

collaborators and framed the rehearsal environment as a space animated by a sense of mutual 

responsibility. 

“I long for time with my dancers, in the studio. For me, that’s where the joy occurs.” 
-Risa Jarsolow257 

  
For certain dance “makers,” companies functioned as alternative kinship structures and 

studios alternative homes that conditioned intangible benefits including creative inspiration, 

mutual admiration, and, for some, love. Jarsolow’s image of joyous dancing, above, configures 

the space of the studio as a protective membrane against the hamster-wheel cycles of fund 

seeking, leveraging, and matching imposed by the dominant system. Her “longing” for studio 
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time nods to the psychic capital that many artists attached to making work with a regularly 

assembled and dedicated group of followers. Incorporation, as we saw in Chapter One, lends 

these social bonds legal and material weight.  

Of course, the social bonds engendered by the “company” model do not supplant economic 

factors that can constrain dancer-choreographer relations. This point as made clear by Eddie 

Taketa, one of the few dancers present at the retreat. 

 As a dancer, I feel like each project is simultaneously a beginning and an ending. And as a 
dancer working for choreographers, I’m beginning and ending my life, at the same time.  

-Eddie Taketa  
(Dancer, Doug Varone Dance Company) 

  
 Taketa’s metaphors, above, recognized the time-stamped character of “pick up” projects 

as hidden but extremely vulnerable aspect of the wobbly production “models” that were 

sustaining many choreographers in this economically unstable climate. He reminded the 

choreographers present that, as subcontractors of artist-employees, they held particular power 

over dancers’ livelihoods in ways that were frequently left unaddressed in field forums such as 

these.258 Dancer attrition emerged out of Taketa’s comments as a growing concern linked to 

shorter periods of employment, downsized casting, and competition for strong dancers in an 

over-saturated market. Interestingly, several choreographers who agreed with Taketa’s 

comments were those who had strongly resisted the formation of a dedicated entity to secure a 

built in community of collaborators. Not all artists present upheld the company “model” as an 

escape from the pressures of the dominant system, but had managed to sustain production by 

plugging in to alternative institutions to support their work. 

“The company model never appealed to me, the prospect of carrying everyone, because the 
responsibility exceeded my creative drive.” 

-Victoria Marks259 
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Having recently returned to the States from the U.K. where she had been hired to start an 

academic choreography program, Victoria Marks’s rejection of the company “model,” above, 

underlined the social and ethical responsibilities of legal incorporation as negative constraints on 

her creative process. Artists like Marks, who did not abide single-author movement lexicons as 

choreographic anchors largely rejected the “company” model and its requisite burden to 

guarantee production contracts and minimum weeks of employment. Choreographers like Marks 

and Ann Carlson , below, had fashioned careers by working with variable institutions and 

populations. Carlson described her choice to organize her choreographic practice outside of the 

company “model” and concert touring networks as a reaction against their temporal and social 

logics. She suggested that dependency on the infrastructural triad discouraged the kinds of 

“unusual” institutional alliances and partnerships that she actively sought in order to produce her 

work. 

What about unusual structures? I don’t know, I’m fantasizing about three, four, five-year 
residencies that allow time to be on and off the road and to work with institutions, historical 
societies, universities, for longer than six weeks. Maybe there’s a way to show up and stay 
awhile.” 

-Ann Carlson260 
 
Lets we falsely assume that alternative arrangements upheld by Marks and Carlson signal 

mythical “independence” from dominant institutional norms, it is essential to remember Marks’s 

ongoing affiliation with university dance programs and Carlson’s work with historical societies 

connote alternative translations enacted in response to norms of production. Marks and 

choreographers like Bebe Miller were among a nascent cohort of formerly-New-York-based 

choreographers present at the retreat who had sought creative and material security by relocating 

their creative projects and practices to university dance programs in other cities. Miller 

acknowledged the constraining dimensions of academic interdependence and expressed her 
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ambivalence at the prospect of leaving New York at a time when it was unclear whether such a 

move would result in material or symbolic attrition, or both.  

Dance Making is already isolating. I now have an institution (The Ohio State University), 
where I have to belong to a different community, and the project of defining community leaves 
me feeling stuck. There’s a kind of in built in isolation. What did I expect? 

-Bebe Miller261 
With this comment, Miller simultaneously acknowledged the shaping influence of two 

hegemonic production “models”—the U.S. academy and the New York downtown experimental 

dance “scene,” as forces pulling her work in divergent directions. She harbored a degree of 

ambivalence and anxiety at the thought of unplugging from a geographically centralized system 

of aesthetically minded peers, presenters, managers, and having to answer to new policies and 

publics in the Midwest. Clustering these diverse reactions, we can start to see how a single policy 

brings stability to particular artists and drives others to seek alternative attachments to other 

people and institutions. 

Where the company “model” provided some present at the retreat with much-needed social 

insulation, it instituted economic precarity for others; where the NEA-funded infrastructural triad 

assumed proscenium ambitions and time stamped contracts,  these same assumptions forced 

choreographers to seek alternative institutional attachments and residential arrangements.  If we 

consider policies as something cooperatively designed, upheld, and maintained through 

embodied practice, then the counter-conduct of Marks, Carlson, and Miller must be considered 

as a factor that contributed to the instability of the NEA’s infrastructural triad in this historical 

moment. The relative belonging and dis-belonging of these artists to some dominant production 

practices reveals policy’s vulnerability as an always-unstable social exercise. Viewed as a 

practice, policy stability is upheld through collective corporeal commitments to design, use, and 

return to dominant tools and technologies. I want to close this chapter by turning from these 
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funder and presenter-imposed production models to internal policies of non-recognition that 

were called to question, and left unanswered over the course of the retreat. 

Confronting Artist-imposed Hierarchies  

 Viewing this twelve-hour retreat on video, I was struck by the overarching ethos of 

support that these dance “makers” engendered over the long days of deliberation. Artists 

frequently expressed their relief at having a forum to weigh their situated struggles. Only in 

several short instances did an artist’s effort to confront a foreclosing aspect of the “model” 

produce uncomfortable silence. I want to linger on two such instances that underscore how race-

based exclusions—named and left unacknowledged—stalled the possibility of a more culturally-

sensitive debate on dance’s  infrastructural instabilities. Despite all of the major gains made 

parsing economic and organizational issues and adaptive translations, ethnic-specific exclusions 

gained only minimal traction over this two-day period. Artists like Jawole Willa Jo Zollar and 

Merián Soto, cited below, adopted a hopeful tone as they demanded more transparency around 

the presence and participation of artists of color within this largely white assembled group.  

 In her introductory comments, Zollar spoke with gratitude and challenged attendees to 

get particular about politics of belonging to the New York experimental “the dance community.” 

As an African American choreographer particularly outspoken about her lifelong answerability 

to the Black community, she framed her participation in the “Confronting the Model” retreat as a 

vexed positionality, latently in need of critical redress with regard to race. 

I want to, first, state my gratitude at hearing so many people speak from the heart; having grown 
up in the Black church where we testify and witness as an accepted part of the culture, I value 
this. It gives me comfort. That said, my experience in this community is that I am a part of it, but 
not of it. 

-Jawole Willa Jo Zollar262 
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 Well versed in practices of congregation, testimony and witness, Zollar’s situated 

perspective on race was met with relative silence. As an artist who has been institutionally 

recognized as one of modern dance’s most innovative and outspoken progenitors, Zollar’s effort 

to simultaneously signal “comfort” and estrangement produced nothing but nods from her fellow 

attendees. Conversation continued, and members continued to speak about challenges with zero 

recourse to ethnic-specific constraints. This allergic reaction, embodied through non-action, can 

be considered a tacit policy of “non-action” that carries political weight in light of concert 

dance’s EuroAmerican historical legacy. Taking a more intersectional approach, Soto aired 

similar concerns that she sat outnumbered at convenings like these.  

“As an artist and founder of a Latino service organization (Bronx based) Pepatián,263 I find it 
difficult to sit in these kinds of meanings as a member of a different cultural group. I’m always 
the only one --and I do not even identify as a choreographer-- when I say that, time and again, 
we have needs that are never being addressed. 

-Merián Soto264 
  
 Soto preceded her comments, above, by first identifying herself as a mother of a three 

and a half-year-old, a move that identified her struggles with those of parents in the group who, 

like Soto, “hadn’t slept in three and a half years.” With good humor and laughter all around, 

Soto’s urging for Latina/o recognition and representation was also met with silence. Both 

unanswered protests reinforce, for me, tacit “norms” of practice reinforced through non-action 

and non-response of white dance “makers.” Despite White’s overarching theme of 

“confrontation” these tacit policies of non-participation (by whites in race-based discourse) and 

non-recognition (of political exclusions faced by non-white artists participating in New York 

dance networks) remained in place. Here, in these slippages, we see the difference between a 

performative declaration of exclusionary norm (Zollar and Soto’s confrontations) and its 

reproduction (through the non-action of the group). Invited to confront dominant models, both 
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Zollar and Soto experienced roadblocks in the form of averted glances. Policies of race-based 

tokenism would continue to wear on artists of color, whose experiences of field norms remained 

incommensurable through an unwillingness to budge on the part of the dominant class.265 Here, 

we see another way that people “make” policies through collective (non)action. 

 Ultimately, this two-day deliberation failed to produce a fixed definition of “The Model.” 

Artists meaningfully commiserated. They conspired. They shared competing views and 

experiences that fashioned, over time, a slow and steady consensus that institutionally imposed 

norms of production never fully “fit” in the first place. In addition to de-naturalizing aspects of 

funder and presenter imposed policies that were bearing down negatively on broader coalition 

building among this assembled group, the “Confronting the Model” retreat exposed hierarchies 

of practice being policed by many artists, themselves. The heteroglossic266 testimony that I have 

distilled here signals the importance of encouraging democratic debates in dance on both 

institutionally-allocated and socio-culturally distinct terms. My third and final chapter will 

further press these contingencies to show how and why current U.S. dance “makers” can no 

longer afford to lean on past privilege for future success.  

Conclusion 
  
 A period rife with critical confrontations and ongoing re-structurings, the so-called “Arts 

Wars” controversies consolidated redistributive changes to the NEA’s programs and procedures 

that were set motion during the early 1980s. Ongoing adjustments were made to categories, 

programs and governance procedures in response to citizens and legislators concerned with 

government and cultural “waste.” Squeezed from all sides, senior leadership re-engineered the 

direction and flow of resourcing in ways that kept artists at a discernable distance from agency 

activity. Within the NEA Dance Program, dominant touring networks and fellowships to 
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individual dance artists fell casualty to the 1996 restructuring. The weight of these material 

losses was doubly debilitating, in that it squelched a series of influential behind-the-scenes 

efforts by administrators to forge culturally inclusive alliances as funding went south. Elsewhere, 

squeezed into a corner at NYU, choreographers who had gained career momentum from NEA 

funds reflected on how mainstream and grassroots “models” of production never really fit in the 

first place. These more and less visible infrastructural threats included longstanding cultural 

blind spots internal to New York downtown dance networks that were forcing dance artists of 

color to move differently and elsewhere. What these clustered efforts to “confront” the 

proverbial “model” of support seeded by the NEA together reveal the regulatory force with 

which people make policies through live assembly and democratic debate.  

 Part of my intention in belaboring these conflicts has been to highlight the NEA’s function 

as an institutional locus for antagonistic deliberation. Throughout its first three decades of co-

operation, legislators, agents and citizens wrestled with cultural disagreements within and 

beyond institutional walls. And, while the mediatized controversies of the 1990s and 

Congressional defunding inarguably forced high levels of material instability, these booming 

debates reveal policy’s integral paradox as a mechanism that excludes at the same time that it 

protects. 

 Considering policy as I do here, as a practical struggle, the hegemonic exercises of this 

fifteen-year period do not constitute a total loss. Within institutions charged with upholding 

political democracy, confrontation is neither unwanted nor unwarranted. On democratic grounds, 

then, the so-called “Arts Wars” period marked a historical moment when NEA policy and dance 

“makers” stood at the veritable precipice of radical democracy, defined by the Post Marxists as 

an antagonistic struggle rife with disagreement. I hold out the possibility that this period of 
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restructuring and estrangement marked a relative “success,” in the democratic sense that  the 

institution engaged in ongoing and necessary debates about art and cultural expression as policy 

problems in their own right. Future administrations would rapidly evaporate any trace of such 

productive di-ssensus to preserve the institution’s livelihood, which they did by framing art as an 

instrument to quell society’s ills.  
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Chapter Three 
The Hyper-Instrumental Turn: 

Researching Dance at the National Endowment for the Arts [1997-present] 
 

 
Figure 4.1. President Barack Obama signs copies of the FY 2015 Budget as Sylvia Mathews Burwell, 

Director, Office of Management and Budget (OMB), Oval Office, March 4, 2014. Photo: Pete Souza. 
 

Introduction 

In 2014, for the first time in the fifty-year history of the Arts Endowment, the Office of 

Management and Budget (OMB) drew upon NEA research to bolster its rationale for federal 

spending. Specifically, President Barack Obama’s 2015 Budget narrative invoked data on civic 

engagement obtained from the NEA’s 2012 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts (SPPA) to 

draw policymaker attention toward participatory declines in voting and voluntarism by the US 

populous.267  The OMB’s invocation of NEA research data signals an exceptional moment of 

federal recognition in that it coincided with the Arts Endowment’s (2012) announcement of a 

Five Year Strategic Plan (2014-2018) aimed at growing the agency’s profile as a national arts 

research institution. Sunil Iyengar, the NEA’s Director of the Office of Research & Analysis has 

cited this important recognition in various public appearances to demonstrate the value of arts 

participation as a tool for non-arts policy issues (in this instance, voter attrition and civic 
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engagement). Well into the second decade of the 21st century, it is safe to say that NEA policy 

makers have grown experts in comporting themselves as an institution of federal investment. 

Through instrumental rationales that situate art and artists as useful citizens, processes and 

products NEA today has traveled a long way from its early preoccupations with charitable giving 

to Great Art and Artists during the Cold War.  

 In previous chapters, I examined policy and dance participation from the perspective of 

legislative officials, senior leadership, Dance Program administrators, citizen advisors, funded 

artists and organizers across the first three decades of NEA history. Chapter One chronicled the 

NEA’s first fifteen years of policy production (1965-1980) as an institutional growth spurt 

fuelled by ongoing increases in Congressional appropriations and relatively nominal push back 

by elected officials at the macro-policy level. Through an authorizing strategy that I termed 

expansion by partition, NEA dance senior leadership, staff, and advisors created differential 

criteria and grant categories that justified the separation of Euro-American “fine art” traditions 

on the grounds of their “intrinsic” merit and relegated low-income and/or non-Euro-American 

cultural workers through mechanisms that assumed a cultural or economic lack. Chapter Two 

considered the so-called “Art Wars” period (1980-1996) as one of massive pressure and 

regulation wherein policy makers constantly restructured grant and award mechanisms through a 

governmental ethos of redistribution and artist estrangement. Pressured from many directions, 

the NEA withstood a massive defunding and staffing in 1996, which consolidated a discernable 

shift from a formerly supply-centered philanthropic ethos (enacted through direct grants to artists 

and organizations) and toward a demand-centered approach (enacted through awards to 

meditative, third party arts organizations). Chapter Three isolates policy from the millennial turn 

to the present (1997-2016) to detail the relatively swift consolidation of instrumental logics that 
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currently govern policy production. In an interminable quest for institutional preservation and 

survival, NEA agents have swiftly adopted what I am calling a hyper-instrumental rationale for 

federal arts investment, a portfolio approach to grant making wherein art and artists positioned as 

tools for non-art policy issues and attached to rationalist agendas in non-arts policy areas. 

Always under pressure to justify federal spending, NEA agents have grown increasingly adept at 

comporting themselves as responsible federal investors. In turn, artists who receive NEA funds 

are recast as responsible and engaged citizens utilizing their creative skills and tools to quell 

issues of more urgent concern to federal legislators and the populous. As a discursive strategy 

engineered with relative speed and “efficiency,” this hyper-instrumental turn has radically 

overhauled the definition of art and artists in the 21st century. Before I outline the scope of this 

last chapter, I want to briefly contextualize my invocation of the prefix hyper and also its 

hyphenation in light of 21st century neoliberal instrumental rationality as a US governance 

strategy writ large.268   

The NEA’s hyper-instrumental turn  

  In this last chapter, I seek to demonstrate how NEA practices, procedures and grant 

mechanisms require artists to assume an array of instrumental responsibilities. To understand 

how this utilitarian institutional discourse operates requires situating NEA policy production 

within the broader neoliberal turn in US federal governmentality, a turn that hinges on the 

dissemination of market values to all realms of institutional and social life.269 For me, the 

Foucauldian concept of governmentality offers a flexible theoretical infrastructure that helps me 

to elucidate how democratically structured schema can be instituted and differentially translated 

to produce less than democratic political impacts.  In comparison to earlier regimes dependent on 

partitioning (Chapter One) or estranging (Chapter Two) art and artists, the hyper-instrumental 
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turn uniquely casts artists as servants of capital expansion and citizens responsible for issues of 

concern to the US federal government. So, how does this swift, hyphenated, and overarching turn 

toward instrumentalism shape NEA institutional belonging, and how does it remake and unmake 

support for dance art and artists? I have affixed the prefix hyper and a hyphen to the term 

instrumental to emphasize four overlapping dimensions of this discursive infrastructural shift.  

 First, the hyper prefix connotes the speed with which NEA policymakers have fashioned 

integrative programs and partnerships with non-arts agencies and private investors, particularly 

since the election of current President Barack Obama. Due to a number of external incentives 

that I will discuss, the NEA’s has swiftly restructured arts subsidy mechanisms to address non-

arts policy issues in policy areas such as economic development, urban planning, education, and 

health. This sort of benevolent framing of the intrinsically ameliorative purpose of art and artists 

threatens to mask the potential for economic development programs that use culture as a tool to 

bulldoze historic inequities in their attempt to generate capital under the guise of the “public 

good.” Here, I honor Grant Kester’s (2011) invitation to critical arts researchers to take seriously 

the imbrication of artists and institutions as a vexed exercise in instrumentalism, rife with 

opportunities for exploitation and meaningful participation, at once.270 Part of my purpose in 

hyphenating the hyper is to insert a discursive speed bump to stall and ask readers to ponder with 

me the utilitarian tendency to situate art as an intrinsically ameliorative tool to repair 

infrastructures that have been decimated by once-federally subsidized social, civic, and 

economic infrastructures. The need for such reflection is urgent, given that this chapter’s scope 

ends with the NEA, in its present (April 2016) state of motion.  

 A second dimension of the instrumental turn that my hyphenated hyper- emphasizes is 

the ethos of attachment that characterizes the agency’s approach to federal subsidy. Here the 
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hyphen signifies the institutional attachment of artists to market and non-market objectives, 

objectives that render them newly responsible for the wellbeing of the broader citizenry. In 

significant ways, the hyphen un-works but does not altogether collapse the NEA’s meritocratic 

rationales for federal spending, which came under scrutiny during the “Art Wars.” Rhetorical 

invocations of Excellence still abound at the NEA, today, but are intertwined with utilitarian 

outcomes of greater interest to elected officials such as economic consumption, citizen 

productivity, or positive education and health outcomes. This discursive braiding together of 

civic, artistic, and economic responsibilities evidences the broader neoliberal instrumental turn in 

US federal governance, a turn rooted in newfangled “partnerships” between policy experts from 

the domains of education, health, housing/urban development, justice, and defense. The NEA’s 

slow and steady devolution of social and economic policy burdens to artists and organizers aligns 

with what political theorist Wendy Brown as the neoliberal technology of responsibilization, a 

governmental process by which public institutions slowly shift economic policy burdens to lesser 

agents and agencies through seemingly democratic rhetorics and decentralized structures, while 

at the same time emptying material support for services formerly provided by the State.271 Thus, 

the hyper- and hyphen together commemorate the agency-wide emphasis on pooling creative 

energy and “connectivity” between artists and non-arts partners, third party mediators who are 

being increasingly called to the NEA decision-making table to decide how funds for art are 

awarded, valued, measured, and understood.  

 A third aspect of my attachment to hyper-instrumentalization as a framework for 

understanding post-Millennial NEA policy production pertains to the agency’s increased 

emphasis on deploying economic instruments to evaluate the relative success of federal arts 

investments. Today, we see an outpouring of NEA-commissioned arts policy reports that attempt 
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multiply the positive “deliverables” that art produces using big data to garner bipartisan support 

and increased resourcing. Where immediate empirical data does not indicate profitability, the 

NEA measures artistic worth via programmatic scalability, essentially testing the applicability of 

arts programs as “best practices” that can be piloted and reproduced across a vast national 

expanse. By studying artistic production through economic instruments, NEA researchers 

reiterate the value of artists as servants of the market, aligning them what Brown (pace Foucault) 

describes as neoliberal instruments of “soft power.”272 According to Brown (pace Foucault), 21st 

century Neoliberal instrumental rational governance constitutes a political rationality that is 

creeping into every corner of every day life. Thereby, its instruments of control frequently take 

on “soft” or benevolent guises. Within 21st century NEA institutional culture, we see soft power 

operate via the structural dissolution of vertical hierarchies, and a lateralization of power spilling 

out horizontally across social groups. This highly decentralized and redistributive schema is 

reinforced by politically neutral discourses of “partnership” and “multi-stakeholder” 

collaboration. It is likewise upheld through empirical data and evaluation that rarely addresses 

the absence of funds available to sustain artists’ involvement in these projects over the long haul. 

 A fourth and final dimension of hyper-instrumentalism combines discursive speed with a 

“hover-craft” dimension to describe how the empiricist leanings of the NEA’s integrative 

narratives and mechanisms rapidly gloss over cultural and historical particulars in quest for 

utility and citizen productivity. This is a discourse that depends on blanket terms that collapse the 

who, where, and what of cultural participation. By swapping out culturally contingent contexts of 

“art” and “artists” for egalitarian notions of “creativity,” by substituting passive notions of 

audience “attendance” for cooperative “participation” by US citizens, and by supplanting 

references to conventional arts “venues” with the fuzzier and farther reaching concept of “place,” 
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the NEA promotes a strategically fuzzy notion of how creativity counts. While no one at the 

NEA today is claiming that the arts can cure cancer, save a faltering US economy, or win a war, 

the hyper-instrumental turn has supplanted “Art Wars” debates about art as a problem with 

discursive promotion of art as a widespread solution to society’s ails. As the NEA turns the 

corner on its fiftieth year as a political institution, the shifts that I outline in what follows signal a 

massive reformation of federal arts funding. Reading the sweeping influence of instrumental 

rationalism through the NEA’s hyper-instrumental turn, I see a vital opportunity to notice how 

US dance artists who have received funding through NEA programs are negotiating this 

difference.  

 In keeping with previous chapters, I organize my discussion of this fifteen-year period by 

viewing policy production from the differential standpoints of elected officials, senior leadership, 

Dance program administrators, and artists. I want to issue one organizational caveat, specific to 

this final chapter: since artists presence at the NEA policy making “table” today has largely been 

supplanted by non-arts intermediaries, I have elected to forgo a standalone fourth section 

dedicated to artists’ participation. Instead, I discursively force two NEA funded dance artists into 

my discussion of NEA Dance Program advancements in order to allow the practical translations 

of dance grantees to stand alongside and at odds with institutional assumptions. Wary of 

collapsing the palpable distance that many artists feel from the NEA today, I highlight 

ethnographic particulars of production and let them stand alongside grant criteria to expose all 

that gets lost when we take institutional mechanisms as standard operating procedures in the 

dance field. My point in this forced interruption is to signal an urgent area of disconnect, namely: 

that without artists at the NEA table, we begin to lose sight of the culturally-specific stakes in 
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dance “making.” This evacuation of artist interlocutors at the Arts Endowment conditions the 

following Three Part analysis.   

 Part One opens by examining legislative decisions and presidential agendas to 

contextualize external pressures that impact the NEA’s instrumental turn. I position hyper-

instrumentalism, in part, as an institutional response to broader government efficiency and 

streamlining regulations set in motion by Presidents William Jefferson “Bill” Clinton (1993-

2001), George W. Bush (2001-2009), and Barack Obama (2009-present). First, I rehearse 

Clinton’s approach to welfare reform and promotion of efficiency mandates via the Government 

Performance Results Act (1997) as discursive forces altering agency conduct and programs. 

While Clinton’s direct intervention in NEA activity was minimal in comparison to his Executive 

predecessors, I show how his effort to restructure social service and welfare policies conditioned 

a turn toward social engagement rationales influenced the shape of federal nonprofit arts funding. 

I also consider how Clinton’s “Results Act” influenced the practice of policy production by 

mandating increased evaluation and reporting demands; these demands, in turn, trickled down to 

federal arts grantees to redistribute these costs. Such efficiency measures and evaluative metrics 

endured under the two-term tenure of George W. Bush, whose preoccupation with foreign and 

domestic conflict shifted NEA oversight to First Lady Laura Bush. I look here at how First Lady 

Bush’s support of an $18 million appropriations increase for the NEA built out the White House 

Millennium Council’s “Save America’s Treasures” Program commemorated a historic trend, 

under previous administrations, to expand resourcing for domestic arts production during times 

of US military conflict abroad. I close Part One by framing the regulatory strategies of current 

President Barack Obama as an integrative turn that consolidates the instrumental approach to 

federal investment installed by previous Commanders-in-Chief. Specifically, I look at how 
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Obama’ Open Government Mandates have overhauled data collection and web communications 

by Executive agencies and how his incentivization of inter-agency partnerships gave rise to NEA 

efforts to re-tool artistic methods to quell more economically salient social policy concerns of 

interest to legislators and the US citizenry. 

In Part Two, my discussion turns to the political cooperation of NEA senior leadership in 

order to detail how various NEA Chairs negotiated these legislative pressures and opportunities. 

I first consider outgoing Chair Jane Alexander’s promotion of Millennium-oriented convenings 

and publications set delivery targets for artists on a new course toward social engagement. Next, 

I address Chairman Bill Ivey’s (1997-2001) rhetorical promotion of the NEA “Bill of Rights” as 

a strategy to reinscribe an Artist-as-Citizen ethos to newly responsibilize cultural workers. I also 

detail Ivey’s Challenge America Grants as the first of many access-oriented mechanisms that 

would deliver NEA “success” stories to legislators and the public using economic and empirical 

results. I then discuss the policy platform of Chairman/poet Dana Gioia (2003-2009), who 

engineered an agency-wide image overhaul by expanding the size and number of NEA 

publications and through a portfolio-approach to narratives, national pilot programs, and 

numbers-driven research. I specifically discuss how Gioia’s National Pilot initiatives leveraged 

the NEA’s longstanding rhetorical promotion of “Excellent” art works with delivery strategies 

that were replicable, scalable, and relatively cost efficient. I next move to the leadership 

strategies of Chair and Broadway producer Rocco Landesman (2009-2013), whose real estate 

ethos laid significant programmatic ground through enhanced inter-agency collaborations. I 

target Landesman’s networked approach to designing “Creative Placemaking” as one of his 

signature philanthropic developments, wherein artists team up with federal, municipal, and 

private arts investors to fashion programs that enhance “livability” in local places. Landesman’s 
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deliberate embrace of capital development as a NEA policy priority is also evident in the 

agency’s Research developments of this period, which seek to prove the plural impacts of art as a 

tool for repairing social and economic issues. I close Part Two by addressing the leadership 

efforts of nascent NEA Chair Jane Chu (2014-present), who has taken advantage of the agency’s 

fiftieth anniversary to introduce an integrative leadership program entitled Creativity Connects, a 

tripartite program that secures the interdependence of artists and non-arts investors as the social 

scaffold securing the next fifty years of NEA policy co-operation.  

 In Part Three, I shift the scope of my inquiry to the collective response of NEA Dance 

Policymakers and grantees to these macro-policy investments. I open by briefly discussing how 

one particular “efficiency” mandate—the digitalization of the panel review process—has 

significantly thwarted democratic deliberation and field building in dance. I then contend with 

dance-specific programmatic responses to Gioia’s Millennium initiatives to show how both the 

National College Choreography Initiative and American Masterpieces: Dance sought to preserve 

the NEA’s alliance to the infrastructural triad in spite of its broader populist and participatory 

turn. To further reinforce the conservative scope of this program, I interrupt my inquiry by 

showing how ethnographically derived production particulars of one NEA American 

Masterpieces Grantee—Seattle’s Pat Graney—challenge modernist definitions of “mastery” that 

are limited to aesthetic practices. I specifically study Graney’s offstage experience reconstructing 

her Faith Triptych project—a concert work funded by the NEA—alongside her simultaneous 

work making dance in women’s correctional facilities to expose how institutional cultural norms 

hold types of dance making hostage through narrow standards of eligibility, mastery, and 

success. I credit Graney’s cross-sector literacies and dexterities to expose the narrowing of 

artist’s expertise to aesthetic labor as a form of institutional censorship that, in Graney’s 
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example, fails to credit her complex practical negotiation of institutional partnerships as creative 

labor in its own right. In my final turn, I study the relative non-recognition of dance in the NEA’s 

promotion of Creative Placemaking through the work of one of the agency’s lone dance 

grantees, Carla Perlo. As of late 2015, only two of the agency’s 252 Our Town funded programs 

explicitly named dance as a domain of investment. Rather than focus on the artistic work that the 

NEA recognized through “place-based” funds, I study instead Perlo’s savvy negotiation of 

Washington D.C.-area real estate and her effort sustain an intricate staff and volunteer social 

network as masterful methods of securing a sense of “belonging” to Dance Place. The social 

work of Dance Place exposes both the economistic and dualistic underpinnings of “place-based” 

philanthropy and reinforces the “place” of the body—this time collective—as a painfully under-

resourced domain of federal arts investment. As with Graney, Perlo’s ethnographic and 

infrastructural know-is escaping the NEA’s radar, which remains fixed on cultural objects, not 

subjects. Through her work we see how dance’s dependence on human materials and lack of 

physical real estate in local communities creates insurmountable costs in this era of “place-

based” arts support. 

 As a dance researcher holding out hope for democratic representation, participation, and 

resourcing in dance at this lone federal institution, what I hope to have revealed across these 

pages are the risks in positioning dance and dance artists as tools, versus resources for future 

research into how art works. The complex mediation of artists who are engaged—as both Graney 

and Perlo are—in cross-sector dance making gets too often clouded through narrow standards of 

participation or by criteria that blankets “dance” as an instantly ameliorative tool to make the 

world better. In upholding contradictions and contests at play in NEA dance and policy 

production, I hope to have invited scholars and those invested in institutional change in the arts 
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to consider the human possibility that infrastructure or support is something that we’ve already 

“made” and that we continue to “re-make” through our daily actions and interactions. I have 

leaned on disjunctures between institutional mechanisms and ethnographic experiences to point 

up policy’s burden to standardize, count and deliver results as challenging dimensions of this 

instrumental turn. By re-searching infrastructure as a thing done, we might recognize that the 

tools needed to culturally contextualize dance “making” are already in our own hands. 

Part One: Legislative Maneuvers [1997-present] 
 

The first third of this chapter addresses Presidential agendas and mandates that have 

informed the NEA’s turn toward rational and instrumental arts policy investment. Into the 21st 

century, this discourse of “investment” has largely overtaken “charitable philanthropy” as the 

NEA’s rationale for federal spending. NEA codes of conduct increasingly align with federal 

institutional norms, norms increasingly fixed on steering resources toward economic 

“efficiency,” “cost efficacy,” and state service to various forms of capital expansion.  As 

Yúdice273 and Brown274 have argued, this radical shift in governmental conduct unfolds through 

complex processes that strategically invoke moral and ethical claims, that utilize seemingly 

democratic organizational structures, and that simultaneously diminish material support and 

abdicate responsibility on the part of federal agents. We can see the affects of this neoliberal 

emerge differently turn across the broader policy agendas of US Presidents, starting with Bill 

Clinton (1993-2001). Clinton’s political agenda entwined political conservativism and Left-

leaning progressivism on new common ground while pulling the proverbial ground out from 

under many Great Society social service programs. 

Clintonian Efficiency and Evaluation 
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In 1965, at the historical moment of the NEA’s institutional inauguration, Lyndon B. 

Johnson’s Great Society social service programs were dedicating an unprecedented federal 

subsidies toward federal programs aimed at quelling social inequities and unrest. Three decades 

later, these same federal mechanisms were significantly under siege during the two-term 

presidency of Bill Clinton (1993-2001) and a Republican-dominated Congress. Clinton’s “Third 

Way” centrism swept through federal government, fuelling the elimination of a large swath of 

social entitlements for citizens at the economic and sociocultural margins of US culture. This 

infrastructural destabilization exerted an indirect influence on arts policies and the 

responsibilities that NEA grantees would assume in future years.275 While Clinton appeared to be 

a “hands-off” President, perhaps wary of treading too closely to NEA policymaking in the 

aftermath of the “Art Wars,” his broader reforms laid institutional groundwork for the NEA’s 

increasingly instrumental push to frame artists as responsible citizens, to promote public-private 

arts partnerships, and to justify federal spending in the arts as instruments of social engagement 

or economic growth. 

“No More Something for Nothing.” 
-President Bill Clinton  

 
The above quote, drawn from Clinton’s 1992 election campaign, underscores his intention to 

follow Reagan-era policies aimed at decreasing citizen dependency on federally subsidized 

programs. Clinton’s approach to welfare reform, in particular, has been harshly critiqued by 

social service advocates for undermining the Democratic Party’s historic efforts to engineer a 

welfare infrastructure that readdressed income gaps through economic redistribution among 

America’s working and non-working poor. By introducing compulsory work requirements (a 

conservative mechanism aimed at market growth) and introducing job training programs (a 

liberal mechanism aimed at resourcing citizens), Clinton’s welfare restructuring was a classic 
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example of bi-partisan political structuring aimed at the neoliberal project of turning welfare-

dependent citizens into responsible citizens and productive workers.276 His administration’s 

Personal Responsibility and Work Opportunity Reconciliation Act of 1996 (PRWORA) invoked 

moral arguments that championed welfare as a federal obligation while simultaneously draining 

fiscal entitlements and shifting eligibility requirements to reward work as a virtuous end in itself. 

This kind of strategic restructuring was, importantly, not an effort at total defunding. Through a 

series of micropolicy adjustments—like setting time limits on entitlements and shifting 

administration of public support to State and local governments—Clinton effectively 

reengineered a system that awarded working families far more than non-working ones with 

fewer costs to the US federal government.277 This “no-freeloader” approach gutted historical 

provisions and began to shift the burden of quelling social dis-empowerment significantly to 

nonfederal agents and agencies, including the nonprofit sector.278   

This political process of devolving decision-making and resourcing away from political 

institutions and toward smaller and weaker units has been described by political theorist Wendy 

Brown as “responsibilization,” a neoliberal technology enacted by those in power through 

various institutional techniques that pressure those at the end of the institutional pipeline to step 

up and provide for the public good as while public infrastructures erode.279 Clinton’s reworking 

of welfare eligibility criteria is an example of this trend, in that it exerted moral and economic 

pressures on smaller government and nonprofit agencies by deploying incentives to reward 

agencies that worked to minimize citizen dependency on the federal system. This devolutionary 

process, in turn, dis-incentivized political cooperation between these smaller, weaker units by 

forcing agencies to compete for federal funds. These institutional interdependences are central to 

understand as politically asymmetrical contracts that unilaterally favor the federal government. 
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During the Clintonian promotion of “Personal Responsibility” nonprofit organizers would invent 

programs designed to make up for the poor market participation and performance of certain U.S. 

citizens without acknowledging the defunding of prior infrastructures as a factor conditioning 

this performance. It is perhaps not surprising, then, that we start to see cultural initiatives like the 

NEA’s American Canvas report (which I address in the next section) championing the use of art 

as method to quell broader social issues in this same historical moment.280  

The post-entitlement attitude of the Clinton administration and the 104th Congress also 

yielded a series of pro-efficiency mandates that carried over Reagan Era efforts to clean up 

wasteful government spending through strategies of redistribution. A master-redistributor, 

Clinton promoted a “results-oriented” approach to spending by forcing agencies to aggregate 

expanded amounts of empirical data to show citizens how tax dollars were being spent and to 

what result. This emphasis on Results fostered nothing short of an evaluation “boom” within 

federal agencies as the Millennium approached, enacted through legislative bills that structured 

federal governance standards using corporate formulas for “efficiency” and “cost savings” and 

aimed all federal subsidies at the task of producing specific economic results.281 This results-

oriented brand of US governance, legislatively consolidated under Clinton, was particularly 

evident in his 1997 Government Performance Results Act (also known as The Results Act, or 

GPRA). The GPRA was a mandate that sought to streamline federal administrative budgets by 

cutting funding to seemingly wasteful federal programs. Results-orientedness was championed 

by the Clinton administration on the grounds that, despite the billions of dollars that the US 

federal government was spending on services for US citizens, most publicly funded programs 

were demonstrating little statistical improvement toward policy goals.282 Wary of losing 

appropriations or falling under the Congressional ax, federal agents at the NEA and elsewhere 
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would be pressured to increase quantitative research and to adjust institutional criteria toward 

Improving Desired Results.283 Critics of results-driven federal capital investments argue that this 

emphasis on quantitative impacts disproportionately favors large institutions working in 

mainstream cultural production, whose services can be more easily “piloted” and “scaled up” to 

yield a more productive US citizenry.284 Like Clinton, George W. Bush held the NEA at arm’s 

length as a policy priority throughout his two-term tenure. 

George W. and Laura Bush: the NEA Inches Forward 
 
As the Commander-in-Chief who weathered historically unprecedented domestic terrorist 

attacks on US soil on 9/11/01 and who launched subsequent international military campaigns in 

Afghanistan (2001) and Iraq (2003), Bush II also came under sharp criticism for his poor 

handling of US education policies (No Child Left Behind Act, 2002), reproductive health 

policies (Partial-Birth Abortion Ban Act, 2003), and natural disasters (like Hurricane Katrina, 

2005). Whereas dance scholar Clare Croft’s important study of US foreign diplomacy and dance 

touring attends to Bush’s dedication of federal funds for foreign dance tours during this period, 

his embrace of domestic arts policy was minimal, to say the least.285 As then NEA Chair Bill 

Ivey suggests in his memoir, domestic arts funding gets frequently sidelined by legislators as too 

“soft” a policy issue to deal with during moments of global political conflict. In the case of Bush 

junior, NEA advocacy fell to the purview of First Lady Laura Bush, who took up the advocacy 

charge and lobbied for first substantial increase in domestic arts appropriations since the “Art 

Wars” controversies.286 This additional resourcing fuelled, among other things, an important 

“intangible treasures” clause within the Save America’s Treasures Program, which I discuss in 

detail in Part Two of this chapter.287 Bush-era interventions, as with Clinton, were highly 

integrative in terms of administration and labor; they evidence the extent to which programmatic 
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oversight of federal funding gets strategically splintered across agencies under neoliberal 

governmental technologies. These kinds of interagency initiatives and expanded data collection 

would reach new heights with the 2008 election of current president Barack Obama, whose Open 

Government mandates and Interagency Partnership Incentives have radically expanded 

collaboration between NEA agents and non-arts offices and officers.  

Barack Obama’s Open Government and Interagency Incentivization 
 
 On January 21, 2009, his first full day in office, President Obama issued two memoranda: 

one on Transparency and Open Government and one on the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA). 

Both orders significantly shifted how the U.S. federal government makes available federal 

information to legislators and the broader public.288  Together, these platforms aspired to 

improve public trust of federal government in the face of relative obscurity around military 

interventions during the Bush (II) administration by “opening up” the federal bureaucracy to 

more direct public monitoring, engagement, and collaboration with U.S. citizens. Handled by 

Obama’s Office of Management and Budget (OMB),289 these directives required federal 

departments and agencies to take concrete steps to circumvent the “culture of secrecy” and 

strategies of non-disclosure that conservative administrations has chosen in in the past. Plans 

were in place, under Obama, to design and implement a “culture of openness” in US federal 

governance through expanded publication and information dissemination, improved 

opportunities for public feedback and input in agency processes, and reformed agency practices 

fostering cooperation on a variety of fronts. Obama’s Open Government Memo laid out the 

scope of his objective in its first sentence, concretely: 

“My Administration is committed to creating an unprecedented level of openness in Government. 
We will work together to ensure the public trust and establish a system of transparency, public 
participation and collaboration. Openness will strengthen our democracy and promote 
efficiency and effectiveness in Government.”290 (Author emphasis) 
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-President Barack Obama  
January 29, 2009 

 
 Three words that I’ve bolded above would remain central to Obama’s Open Government 

Mandates and would impact NEA programmatic advancements through to the present moment. 

By transparency, Obama’s Open Government required agencies to increase access to publicly 

available information about initiatives, procedures, and decisions, particularly through digital 

technological means.291 By participation, Open Government also demanded that agencies 

increase available opportunities for direct citizen engagement, either online or through other 

mechanisms that solicit expertise, opinion, or feedback.292 By collaboration, Obama’s Open 

Government charged agencies with expanding citizen engagement in policy debates, with this 

notion of “engagement” defined quite broadly. A President who achieved a great deal of success 

running a 2008 election campaign on social media outlets, Obama’s presidential website 

modeled a version of how this change might occur (see: www.change.gov).293 Part of the 

swiftness with which Obama and the OMB could implement Open Government strategies across 

the Executive Branch stemmed from the fact that the concept, in the context of U.S. federal 

governance was nothing new.294 Its means of implementation, however, required significant 

attention to cost streamlining tools to demonstrate a sensitivity to cost-savings as policy job #1 

for the US federal government. Obama answered this call, through recourse to the digital. This 

recourse requires a brief interlude. 

 While it is beyond the scope of this project to contend in great detail with how digital 

mediation shapes social capital, I dwell here specifically on the shaping influence of Internet 

mediated interactions under Obama as a technology influencing social exchanges at the NEA 

today. 295 If we side with Brown’s assertion that a central tenet driving the expansion of 

instrumental reason in 21st century governance is the promotion of cost-efficacy and maximum 
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efficiency, then the Obama Administration’s promotion of digital communication might be 

understood as a policy tool that remains democratic in structure, not politics.296 Whereas the 

digital realm attempts cost savings through a medium that theoretically simplifies access to the 

federal register, it does so without considering the ideological and material costs of 

disassembling social deliberations in Washington D.C. In the context of government information 

exchange, digitalization individualizes information exchange by casting citizens as web “users” 

participating in government processes from their computers or electronic devices.297 Such trade 

offs often appear harmless, but, as Brown reminds us, function politically as “soft” strategies that 

gently erode the practice of democracy. Digital mediation secures social interactions with less of 

the productively uncomfortable back-and-forth antagonisms involved in live conversation and 

exchange. Later in Part Three of this Chapter, I deal with how the integration of digitally 

mediated cooperation has altered how federal policy makers relate to citizens and 

constituencies.298 For now, I want to pay attention to how the Obama administration effectively 

“opened” up access to certain aspects of federal policy through digital (and always political) 

mediation. 

 Since its inception, Obama’s push to “open” federal policy practices to citizen and 

nonfederal scrutiny has expanded information access by leveraging new digital tools and 

technologies. At the same time, Open Government mandates have instituted new 

interdependencies between citizens and the federal government. Wary of conservative attacks 

correlating Open Government mandates with bureaucratic red tape and wasteful government 

spending, Obama’s Office of Management and Budget (OMB) rhetorically defended the use of 

digital technologies as democratic instruments to maximize changes at minimal cost. The above 

listed goals were implemented through Obama’s Open Government Directive in December 2009, 
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a mandate that required all Executive Departments and agencies take immediate steps toward 

achieving transparency by (1) making available three high value data sets via open format 

publications,299 (2) setting up Open Government web pages as public portals to improve public 

awareness of agency operations and activities, and (3) publishing online Open Government Plans 

outlining concrete steps to improve the quality of information disclosed to the public. At the 

level of federal agencies like the NEA, the swiftness of these transparency steps increased human 

and material capital and altered daily operations in significant ways that I will address in Parts 

Two and Three of this Chapter. 

 Obama’s second Memorandum on the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) also took 

significant steps to move federal government communications beyond the relative obscurity 

epitomized the Bush (II)) administration’s handling of global and domestic issues.300  Notable 

elements of the FOIA directive delivered the following mandates to independent agencies: 1) 

publication of an Open Government Plan (within 120 days of the order) specifying how high-

quality data could be broadly accessed and explaining the integration of new technologies to 

increase citizen participation;301 2) creation of Open Government websites to publish plans and 

key information and to track governmental progress on stated initiatives; 3) release of at least 

three “high value” datasets (within 45 days of the order), and at least one new “flagship” 

initiative to address Open Government goals; and 4)internal review of OMB and agency 

revisions that were case specific.302  

 As a legislative antidote to “cultures of secrecy,” Obama’s Open Government policies 

and technologies altered the mass conduct of US federal governance by instituting online forums 

for public dialogue and commentary on policy issues. The digitization of information and 

exchange expanded also agency-wide investments in webinar publication and web convenings. 
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When first introduced to OMB mandates, many federal employees remained skeptical about the 

high level of skilling required for digital mediation; others wondered whether digital access 

would automatically produce stronger public engagement and outcomes. Other agnostics saw 

push to “open” Executive Branch operations to public access as one that put new strains on daily 

operations. I mention these policies at length because today, the NEA and other federal offices 

look and behave in a more unified fashion due, in part, to the OMB mandated creation of shared 

data “tags” and a streamlined digital data architecture across all federal agencies.  

 A final dimension of the Obama’ political platform that has influenced the NEA’s hyper-

instrumental regime is the incentivization of inter-agency partnerships across the Executive 

Branch. These incentives are managed by Obama’s OMB; they are discretionary funds targeting 

the President’s broader political agenda. Since 2008, OMB funds have been earmarked for 

projects that labor, in various ways, to de-isolate previously siloed areas of federal governance. 

To maximize connectivity and to cut costs, the OMB currently awards increased appropriations 

points to federal departments and agencies that can effectively demonstrate a capacity to share 

service delivery. This kind of sharing in the arts is not new,303 but the increased level of 

incentivization constitutes a significant increase in federal partnerships since 2008. An important 

feature of OMB appropriations incentives and prize policies304 is the expanded investment in 

data-driven results required to prove the value of interagency cooperation. Agencies like the 

NEA have gained significant political traction since 2008 by expanding their research agenda 

programmatic partnerships to include non-arts federal agencies and departments. Interestingly 

but perhaps not surprisingly, NEA research partnerships now utilize evaluative mechanisms 

already at play within the US Departments of Health and Human Services, Education, Housing 
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& Urban Development, and Defense. I will discuss the shaping influence of such metrics in my 

last section of this chapter.  

 Across this fifteen-year period, Executive Branch programs and incentives have 

significantly altered the practices, procedures, and purposes of federal governance. Changes have 

frequently matriculated under the assumption of “efficiency” and have been implemented 

through democratic rhetorics and technologies that significantly alter exchanges between 

administrators, grantees, and the public. As the institutional “front liners” responsible for 

implementing these executive orders, NEA Chairs and senior leadership translated these 

mandates by enacting programs and communication strategies that would secure the agency’s 

survival and growth as a policy priority. 

Part Two: NEA Senior Leadership Agendas [1997-present] 
 
In the aftermath of the “Art Wars” controversies, the project of resuscitating legislative and 

popular support for NEA activity and decision-making was job one for NEA senior leadership.  

While Chair Jane Alexander’s team operated largely in triage mode, a pair of notable political 

projects during her tenure sought to set agency on an alternative course. With the millennium 

approaching, Alexander dedicated Chair’s discretionary funds to sponsor an event entitled “Art-

21: Art Reaches into the Twenty-first Century.” This national forum was dedicated to reframing 

artists’ role in society for promoting lifelong learning and technological advances in the arts, and 

for building new avenues for arts resourcing.305 The event’s keynote speaker was not a 

prominent arts expert, and spoke to the social purposes to which art and artists could be put.  

To kick off the event, Alexander chose President Clinton’s Secretary of Housing and Urban 

Development (HUD) Henry Cisneros, whose message to more than 1,000 conferees promoted 

the belief that arts participation was central to the HUD project of combating socioeconomic 
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distress in US communities. By knitting art and culture into community service and economic 

development, Cisneros hoped that NEA could take the lead in repairing neighborhood unrest and 

contributing to the public “good.” This kind of rhetorical shift sought to distract from current 

agency debacles. Future chairs would continue to justify NEA activity in ways that distanced the 

agency from controversial art and artists. One other advancement under Alexander promoted 

art’s utilitarian purposes. 

 In the mid 1990s, Alexander and key advisors embarked on a whistle-stop tour to six US 

cities during the heart of the Helms controversies that sought to bring Cisneros’s message of art 

and community development to the masses. Alexander’s American Canvas tour yielded a “state-

of-the-arts” field report that seeded what subsequent leaders would sow as a populist and 

participatory attitude toward NEA discourse. Visiting Miami, Florida, Columbus, Ohio, Los 

Angeles, California, Salt Lake City, Utah, Rock Hill, South Carolina, Charlotte, North Carolina, 

and San Antonio, Texas, Alexander’s gathered citizen testimony—qualitative  evidence—of  

citizen arts engagement from a multitude of cultural constituencies. The report’s author, Gary O. 

Larson points to this qualitative turn as a reaction against existing flaws in economic data sets, 

when he writes: 

“How do we measure the health of the arts? Economic data are available, but as with all 
economic indicators, are subject to dispute. Leading cultural indicators simply do not exist, and 
the hodgepodge of measurables that are available—sales figures for books and recordings, 
Nielsen and Arbitron ratings, box-office receipts for theater admissions and the like—raise as 
many questions as they purport to answer.” 

-Gary O. Larson, American Canvas, p. 5 
 

American Canvas was a 190-page document that sought to illuminate the breadth of cultural 

expression lurking in local corners and communities. Culturally pluralistic in tone, Larson’s 

narrative makes few direct references to “fine arts” that the NEA spent the first three decades of 

its policy collaboration defending. Staged dialogues were documented in the report narrative 
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from economic developers and businessmen, educators, social servants, and arts administrators, 

whose investment in artistic activity diffused the political pull of certain controversial individual 

artists. As might be expected, the American Canvas report makes zero mention of “Arts Wars” 

controversies, trading politically loaded questions of what art is and means for questions about 

what art does or could be made to do. Through a series of universalizing claims, the narrative 

shows how “the arts” and the creative contributions of everyday citizens promote an array of 

instrumental impacts such as: civic participation, community viability and social infrastructure, 

student success and family stability, economic development, and city design and 

beautification.306 In addition to framing art’s value on utilitarian terms, this enhanced emphasis 

on citizen-consumers reinforces the institutional shift toward the “demand side” of arts 

production and avows a wide range of cultural expressions to reflect the NEA’s sensitivity to the 

rapidly advancing, demographically changing U.S. global cultural economy.307 Absent the 

material resourcing to see these future purposes through in this historical moment, Alexander’s 

populist convenings and reports reinforce a new image of consensus that would, nonetheless, set 

a policy precedent for the branding strategies of future NEA Chairs. 

 Strategically simplified, class-less, ethnically ambiguous, and politically neutered, the 

“grassroots” character of the American Canvas report fell under attack from cultural critics, 

many of whom saw the document as a mechanism for institutional preservation, and not much 

else. Published as a historical moment when artists were ostracized by the mainstream media, the 

report rhetorics enacted a performative reversal of the NEA’s policy purpose that issued new 

burdens and answerabilities that artists were ill equipped to address. Certain critics charged 

forward, suggesting that arts training institutions were not actively educating artists in navigating 

non-arts policy demands,308 others questioned the universal assumption that arts participation 
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always yields positive social benefits, others disagreed with its communitarianism as a gross 

reduction of the plural motivations by which artists co-operate in US cultural life; others rejected 

the “friendly” partnerships that the report described as too tidy a representation of the 

collaborative dimensions of community art making, in practice.309 While the opposition was 

fierce, they sounded late in Alexander’s tenure and were largely squelched by survival strategies 

on the part of NEA agents. What “Art 21” and American Canvas made clear was that a populist 

and pragmatic turn was on the horizon. Using the discourse of “community” as a smokescreen to 

protect this political institution from total Congressional annihilation, future Chairs would keep 

close eyes on broader federal policy agendas and restructure narratives, programs, and protocols 

to rebuild institutional capital amidst zero increases in the NEA bottom line. 

William Ivey’s Bill of Cultural Rights 
 

Occupying the position of NEA Chair in the aftermath of the 1996 re-structuring, William 

“Bill” Ivey (1998-2001) took seriously Clinton-Era demands that government agencies work 

harder to demonstrate their capacities to serve and engage the U.S. citizenry. Rhetorics of 

citizenship and rights would prove central to his policy platform. Ivey’s background as a 

folklorist, ethnomusicologist and lead administrator of the Country Music Hall of Fame 

reinforced and extended the decidedly populist swing that Alexander had initiated with the 

release of American Canvas through internal procedures as well as rhetorical and programmatic 

changes. Ivey’s “access” initiatives and democratic rhetorics effectively demonstrated to 

Congress the NEA’s capacity to comport itself like a proper federal policy institution, 

increasingly charged to deliver numbers-drive “results” to legislators and the broader electorate. 

His rhetorical and programmatic strategies are worth rehearsing as factors that expanded the 

NEA’s geographic reach and agents’ capacity to do more with less.  
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As the Chair who inherited Clinton’s Results Act, Ivey’s  “plan” significantly streamlined 

agency administrative oversight and required grantees to get in on the act of articulating 

measurable goals in proposals and aggregating numbers-driven outcomes in final reports to help 

the agency deliver Results to Congress. In addition to expanding collection of numbers-based 

outcomes, Ivey also implemented a string of procedures in response to 1998 Congressional 

amendments that forced major changes to the agency’s governance structure. Per Congressional 

mandate, the NEA’s advisory infrastructure was now to include six Congress members as ex-

officio appointees on the National Council on the Arts, the first time that elected officials would 

“partner” with federal employees and advise federal arts investors through official (but non-

voting) capacities. In addition to casting elected officials as direct participants in NEA decision-

making, Congress also shifted the process of peer panel review by requiring that one 

“knowledgeable lay person” sit on all NEA grant panels. Changes also sought to further 

redistribute the flow of federal funds through an 15% allocation cap on the total amount of NEA 

grant funds awarded to one State; importantly, the NEA was free to award exceptional funds to 

states for projects deemed to have “national significance” and/or “multi-state impacts.” Ivey and 

his successors would effectively leverage this national exception by instituting various pilot 

programs to spread NEA influence to new constituencies.310  

Without any budgetary wiggle room to institute new programs, Ivey, nonetheless, attempted 

to advance an agency wide cultural heritage agenda built on the premise that human creativity 

was central to the promotion of the public good. His justifications rhetorically anticipated the 

hyper-instrumental regime by casting all citizens as artists, and all professional artists as engaged 

citizens invested in protecting creativity and arts participation as a birthright of all Americans. 
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Ivey’s writing and public speeches reverted NEA elitism by heralding vernacular and folk art 

forms as vital dimensions of US history. Seeking ways to engage (not estrange) the broadest 

corners of the population, Ivey’s rhetorics are credited by many within the agency for stabilizing 

NEA grant making over four of the rockiest years in the institution’s history.311 The twin notions 

of artists as responsible citizens and of citizen expression as a front-burner as a NEA priority 

were first inferred through Ivey’s Chairman’s Message in the NEA’s 2000 Annual Report, which 

proposed a Cultural Bill of Rights. His proclamation identified six areas of NEA intervention 

that connected cultural participation and preservation to legal rights discourse in the following 

ways: 

The NEA Cultural Bill of Rights (2000) 
 

Heritage. The right to fully explore America’s artistic traditions that define us as families, 
communities, ethnicities, and regions. 
 
A Creative Life. The right to learn the processes and traditions of art, and the right to create 
art. 
 
Artists and Their Work. The right to engage the work and knowledge of a healthy community 
of creative artists. 
 
Performances, Exhibitions, and Programs. The right to be able to choose among a broad 
range of experiences and services provided by a well-supported community of cultural 
organizations. 
 
Art and Diplomacy. The right to have the rich diversity of our nation’s creative life made 
available to those outside of the United States. 
 
Understanding Quality. The right to engage and share in art that embodies overarching 
values and ideas that have lasted through the centuries.312 
 
 While Ivey’s Bill of Rights was a strictly symbolic maneuver (vs. a legislative act), its 

significance to the neoliberal turn lies in its emphasis on diverse choices and liberal freedoms as 

tenets of US citizenship.313 His declaration was a historically unprecedented effort to reframe the 

NEA as a government institution charged with protecting cultural democracy. In his memoir of 
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this period, Ivey suggested that the symbolic Bill pushed back against critiques of urbanism, 

elitism, and EuroAmericanisms through a call to embrace diverse forms of culture as sites of 

citizen interest. Without resources to bolster their practical implementation Ivey upheld a largely 

narrative protest against the notion that the arts were useless or irrelevant to US citizens. 

Despite negotiating slim to zero material gains during his tenure, Ivey developed two 

programmatic mechanisms that sought to quell the political influence of “fine art” by leveraging 

the growing US arts education policy lobby. The first, entitled ArtsREACH, was an education 

and production fund that supported community-based arts projects in historically under-

represented geographical regions. The program lent fiscal support to State Agencies who fielded 

proposals from small or medium-sized nonprofit organizations to expand the reach of arts 

activities to populations whose opportunities to experience the arts were limited by geography, 

ethnicity, economics, or disability. Bolstered by Congressional mandates to distribute 40% of the 

NEA’s total appropriations to State intermediaries, ArtREACH strategically formed programs 

with State Arts Agencies (SAAs) to expand national arts participation and attendance. Within 

just one year, NEA funds dedicated to State Agencies saw increased arts  distribution in twenty 

states that had been previously under-recognized by NEA grant panels. This 350% increase in 

the first year of ArtREACH translated the benefits of US domestic arts policy into economic 

growth terms that were easier for Congress members to understand. 314 A clear signal that the 

NEA transcended formerly adversarial relations with Congress members came in 2001, when 

ArtsREACH received an additional dedication of $7 million in funds from Congress and was 

folded into the Congressionally-endorsed Challenge America Initiative, a program that endures 

to the present moment.315  
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Ivey’s second programmatic advancement, Challenge America, was designed to help small to 

mid sized nonprofits build their capacity to adhere to funder-designated economic standards of 

evaluation. The structural open-endedness permissioned a wide range of projects, from 

indigenous arts projects in rural communities, to outreach initiatives by mainstream “fine arts” 

organizations venturing into new areas with their works and services. By principally focusing on 

increased arts participation and organizational capacity as grant “deliverables,” Challenge 

America formalized a programmatic arm to support the communitarian logics introduced by 

Alexander’s American Canvas.  As Ivey departed the NEA, George W. Bush appointed a new 

NEA Chairman who was both a published poet and Stanford MBA and brought these creative 

corporate strengths to the institutional fore. Under Dana Gioia, the NEA sharpened its word 

weapons and representational strategies through a portfolio approach that steered culturally 

conservative arts products and methods across the nation. Many of the scalable pilot programs 

that he introduced endure in some form today.  

Dana Gioia’s Poetic License: Publications, Pilots, Proof in Numbers  
 
NEA Chair Dana Gioia (2003-2009) served seven years at the helm of the NEA, during 

which time the agency undertook a notable rebranding strategy articulated through an increase in 

publications and the development of national programs that recalibrated the content, methods, 

and distribution of NEA subsidies with an eye for scalability and streamlining. Through a new 

slogan: “A Great Nation Deserves Great Art,” Gioia promoted a series of initiatives envisioning 

national consensus and artistic exceptionalism. Wary to settle on elitist notions of “excellence” in 

art as the privileged domain of cultural elites, Gioia’s rhetorical and programmatic strategies 

deliberately intertwined merit-based rationales with a grassroots dissemination strategy; the 

purpose of his National Pilot Programs was to steadily increase arts “access” through programs 
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designed to be geographically reproducible and, thereby, taken to “scale.” While NEA 

publications and programs under Gioia promoted a democratic vista of artistic traditions, their 

emphasis on mass distribution foreclosed artists who were working against the cultural status 

quo.  

Gioia’s consensus-driven ethos departed from Ivey’s “rights” discourse and was driven 

by images and narratives espousing diverse communities speaking favorably about the 

instrumental value of the arts. Gioia’s publication narratives were always multi-vocal and he was 

outspoken in naming the NEA’s controversy as a thing of the past, under his watch. In one such 

example:  

“When I went off to the NEA, my [artist] friends said go and fight the fight. Fighting was the 
wrong metaphor. The metaphor was reconciliation. This country was fighting over something 
that it didn't really need to fight about -- the arts, [in] an unnecessary and terribly destructive 
antagonism. I saw as my role to take people who thought they opposed this and convince them 
that [arts support] was the right thing to do. We created a bicameral, bipartisan national 
consensus to support the NEA, not simply the budget but also the authority of the agency.”   

-NEA Chairman Dana Gioia (2003-2009)316  
 
Gioia’s plan to reverse the “destructive antagonism” that was tarnishing the NEA’s 

reputation took a threefold approach. First, he implemented an agency wide marketing push that 

circulated new and expanded publications that humanized and particularized NEA funded 

projects. Next, he streamlined the NEA grant infrastructure by introducing a series of national 

pilot projects (administered by regional and nonfederal agencies) that consolidated spending and 

that leveraged the growing US art education lobby by integrating and education strategies within 

these projects that required minimal specialized art skilling on the part of targeted populations. 

Granted new fiscal appropriations early on, Gioia’s NEA millennium initiatives took a portfolio 

approach to federal arts investment by first introducing projects regionally and honing their 

expansion through ongoing empirical data collection to demonstrate reproducibility and improve 
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their reach, over time. In addition to this “piloting,” Gioia’s third strategy to further promote the 

utility of arts engagement for education purposes was through commissioned research studies 

that expanded on grantee-reported data to further highlight how cultural production and 

participation increased personal productivity.317 By combining narratives, national pilot projects, 

and numbers-driven research, Gioia significantly steered NEA conduct toward instrumental 

purposes, albeit through a decidedly humanist bent.  

One of Gioia’s first moves as NEA Chair was to start telling a different “story” about the 

NEA to the American public. He did so by expanding NEA publications in number and length. 

Within his first three years at the Arts Endowment, the size of the NEA’s annual report grew 

threefold through the addition of personal profiles of NEA literary fellows and state-by-state 

narrative accounts of NEA-funded programs.318 This addition of local stories effectively 

humanized aspects of NEA activity through first person testimony from citizen beneficiaries. In 

addition to the annual report, Gioia’s team inaugurated a seasonal newsletter entitled NEA ARTS, 

a project that required staffers to report out on agency-sponsored activities and grantees.319  

Structured like a magazine, this sixteen-page publication offered a more colloquial account of 

NEA operations that was constructed around the agency’s discipline-specific divisions, which 

Gioia restored in 2005.320   

 
Figure 4.2. NEA Arts magazine inaugurated under Gioia, remains in circulation today. Photo: NEA 
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In addition to print storytelling, Gioia’s Millennium grant programs streamlined and spread 

arts activity even further across the United States through slow and incremental investments in 

initiatives that proved replicable through ongoing evaluation. 321 His Millennium Initiatives grew 

into National Pilot Projects that were subsequently expanded and that built legislative 

confidence. Under Gioia’s watch, NEA agents loosened prior strategies of institutional 

preservation through defense and legislative deference. The institution began to prove—through 

the conduct of its employees, advisors, and grantees—that it knew how to “pilot” and steer 

federal funds. 

NEA Millennium Initiatives and National Pilot Projects 
 

Forklifting the term “pilot” from corporate management discourse, Gioia’s National Pilot 

Programs sought high volume arts participation and measurable impacts with minimized costs. 

In short order, programs like Shakespeare in American Communities, American Masterpieces: 

Three Centuries of Artistic Genius, and Operation Homecoming abided a market growth model 

by starting as short-term experiments, regionally administered, that were subsequently adapted 

and expanded once agents could demonstrate their applicability of across a broad geo-cultural 

expanse. Structurally engineered as a national “delivery system”322 for arts activity across the 

nation, Pilot Projects each required grant recipients to gather attendance figures, attendee zip 

codes, and demographic data to prove an increase in numbers served. National Pilot programs 

followed the redistributive models set forth during the late 1990s by enlisting State and Regional 

Arts Agencies, to partner on administration and fund leveraging. These nonfederal agencies 

undertook the labor-intensive processes of grant review, implementation and matching fund 

development. I will briefly outline this portfolio of Pilot programs to contextualize how Gioia’s 

team achieved scale-ability and results-oriented gains.  
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 One of Gioia’s first and most successful efforts to demonstrate results-oriented arts 

programming on a national scale was Shakespeare in American Communities, a project that 

expanded professional theatrical touring of Shakespearean plays to schools, communities, and 

US military bases across the country. This program was fashioned in response to two particular 

issues: 1-faltering attendance at US theatrical performances and 2- an increased demand in the 

K-12 education sector to replenish decimated arts programs in local schools, this program’s 

inaugural year of funds supported seven professional theater companies (2003) and was swiftly 

expanded to support Shakespearean productions and educational activities in all fifty states.  

Content wise, it is interesting to note that Shakespeare was not an American artist. I point to 

this detail to simply underscore the extent to which Gioia’s national initiatives dedicated NEA 

funds to more mainstream and conventionally fool proof arts endeavors at the expense of 

economically and politically riskier theatrical works. Program’s rooted in disseminating artistic 

works that were widely acclaimed carried greater promise to prove the program’s purposes: to 

expand “next generation” theater consumption, to improve literacy through arts engagement, and 

to quell the greying and shrinking of audiences for live theatrical performance in the US. This 

interweaving of arts and non-arts policy goals is an emblematic feature of many of Gioia’s 

National Pilot initiatives, each of which required grantees to engage in extensive education 

delivery in addition to the production of live performances.323 To confront these multifaceted 

problems and show tangible results, Shakespearean plays proved to be the right tools to do the 

trick. Shakespeare’s cultural and economic infrastructures were readily scalable and instantly 

successful in showing results. After just one year, the NEA expanded support for Shakespeare in 

American Communities to 21 companies, each of whom received $25,000 in NEA matching 

funds. The program endures, to this day and funds roughly 40 organizations per year; it 
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continues to expand its reach, most recently through non-arts partnerships, with Department of 

Justice through Office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention (2009).  

Gioia’s effort to deliver arts consumption and education opportunities to the masses informed 

the programmatic development of a second National Pilot Program, American Masterpieces: 

Three Centuries of Creative Genius, also inaugurated regionally and then scaled to all fifty states 

under the administrative oversight of Regional Arts Agency Arts Midwest.324 American 

Masterpieces grew out of a pilot phase in 2005 starting with eleven grants for museum 

exhibitions. Bolstered by First Lady Laura Bush’s Congressional advocacy, which produced an 

additional $18 million for programmatic development, the project expanded to include choral 

music, dance, musical theater, and a literature component, entitled The Big Read.325 

Remembering Gioia’s background as a poet, it is perhaps not surprising that many of his 

initiatives would tout literacy as a valuable by-product of arts engagement.326 The NEA received 

an additional appropriations boost again in 2008, and began awarding funds to presenters and 

chamber music ensembles under the American Masterpieces program. 

In terms of artistic content American Masterpieces embraced a culturally broad definition of 

“genius” while at the same time prioritizing established works that could prove strong demand 

for preservation. As with the Shakespeare programs, this project combined education and 

performance services and mandated grantee collection of access figures to prove the project’s 

purpose (preservation) and geographic reach (access). While this project folded in 2011, the 

agency continued to draw first hand accounts of its impact to include in NEA publications. This 

harvesting of citizen narratives furthered Gioia’s effort to promote the appearance of national 

consensus around the value of the NEA as a political institution. This ethos of collective 
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storytelling as a route to citizen arts engagement informed the creation of one last Pilot Program: 

Operation Homecoming: Writing the Wartime Experience. 

In a historical moment rife with citizen polarization about George Bush Jr.’s advancement of 

military interventions in the Middle East, Gioia’s administration took on the project of expanding 

cultural participation on the part of US military service members.327 Operation Homecoming 

used creative writing as a tool to rehabilitate wounded US military veterans and to quell anti-

government sentiments around the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan through public exhibitions that 

humanized the wartime experience.  In terms of its structure, this program uniquely cast military 

service members and their families as lead artists by enlisting professional creative writers to 

travel to military bases and facilitate writing workshops that yielded first hand accounts of 

deployment and military life. Collected experiences were then curated by facilitators in 

partnership with sponsoring institutions and put on display for public exhibition. Operation 

Homecoming exhibitions featured first person accounts of military culture written by service 

members and their families importantly co-sponsored, by the US Departments of Defense and 

Veterans’ Affairs. The program thrived, in no small part, due to a sizeable investment from The 

Boeing Company, the world’s largest aerospace company and manufacturer of commercial 

jetliners and defense, space, and security systems;328 Its implementation and evaluation was 

handled by nonprofit project partners The Writer’s Center.  

Importantly, Operation Homecoming was met with a high level of demand on the part of 

service members. The agency received over 10,000 pages of submissions in response to its first 

call for participation. All testimonials were accepted and selected texts were promptly 

anthologized through the publication of a book, dedicated by the NEA to troops and their 

families.329 Edited by Andrew Carroll, the Operation Homecoming publication also inspired the 
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production and release of a 2007 documentary film directed by Richard E. Robbins, which was 

nominated for an Academy Award for Best Documentary Feature in 2008. Such widespread 

exposure catapulted the program into its second year, when the NEA shipped creative writers to 

twenty-five military bases to conduct overseas workshops and mount exhibitions.330 Since 

Gioia’s 2009 departure, this important inter-agency collaboration between the NEA and the US 

Departments of Defense and Veterans affairs was folded into the NEA’s broader programmatic 

and research Military Arts and Healing Partnership.331  A few final points about its hyper-

instrumental design are worth pressing. 

Remembering Gioia’s “portfolio” approach to National Piloting, it is important to note that 

Operation Homecoming dedicated federal funds toward participatory (versus “professional”) art 

making, in a strategic reversal of the “genius” narrative. And, while it might be tempting to 

categorize this maneuver as a strictly populist effort to endorse the creative aptitude of everyday 

American people, the “who” and “how” of this project were designed with Gioia’s branding 

strategies in mind. By targeting avocational artists who were symbolically united in their duty as 

protectors of National freedom, Operation Homecoming used creative writing as a tool to 

empower US military service members—one of the nation’s most vulnerable and growing 

populations--and to foster public empathy for military personnel in this post 9/11 moment of 

popular ambivalence and dissent. The instrumental intertwining of symbolic images of national 

consensus, deployment of economic arts methods that required less advanced skilling, and the 

use of art as a tool to promote psychosocial healing among a particularly vulnerable group were 

all instrumental impacts that US legislators could get behind.  

Through the above listed publication and program strategies, the NEA under Gioia signaled 

to legislators that this small agency could do a lot with a little. For a poet, Gioia’s staunch 
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business acumen yielded “efficient” programmatic designs and institutional marketing tactics 

that proved to legislators that the NEA could expand an image of art as a good federal 

investment while structurally keeping its own costs in check. These investments paid off. Gioia’s 

publication and pilot portfolio approach conditioned a $20.1 million appropriations increase in 

FY2007, the NEA’s largest gain in 29 years.332 One last area of policy development that 

contributed to these gestures of economic faith were commissioned research studies through 

which Gioia bolstered the NEA’s narrative promotion of Great Art with numbers and 

instrumental proof.  

Re-searching Arts Impacts: Bolstering Narratives with Numbers 

The NEA’s institutional promotion of literature and the arts, under Gioia, was not strictly 

rhetorical; it was bolstered by statistical research. In 2004, the NEA commissioned a key literacy 

study, entitled Reading At Risk to draw public attention to connections between reading 

literature, education, and citizen productivity. A study that essentially promoted reading as tool 

for student achievement and empowerment, Reading at Risk invoked dire data sets gleaned from 

the US Census Bureau’s Survey of Public Participation in the Arts (SPPA), in part, to prove the 

value of NEA literary programs in achieving federal “results.” 333 

In addition to the abovementioned pilot study, two subsequent studies built on its findings to 

evidence shifting literacy trends. The second, entitled To Read or Not To Read demonstrated 

clear gains made through literacy interventions in areas of academic attainment, economic 

stability, and job holdings. In the report’s preface, Gioia spoke uncharacteristically about the 

power of empirical data as a means of swaying the populous to embrace NEA programs. 

Admittedly skeptical of swallowing data-driven research whole, he consented that federal 

institutions—even those charged with resourcing art and culture—would continue to withstand 
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pressure to prove the value of investments using scientific statistical data. Gioia acquiesces to the 

report’s numbers as “cold” proof of the value of reading as a tool for transforming lives:  

“At the risk of being criticized by social scientists, I suggest that since all of the data 
demonstrate consistent and mostly linear relationships between reading and these positive 
results and between poor reading and negative results, reading has played a decisive factor…All 
of the data suggest how powerfully reading transforms the lives of individuals—whatever their 
social circumstances…The cold statistics confirm something that most readers know but have 
mostly been reluctant to declare as fact—books change lives for the better.”334 

-NEA Chair Dana Gioia 
 

 In 2008, as Gioia was preparing to step down as NEA Chair after almost two full and 

very successful terms, more decisive numbers came in by way of a third research publication, 

entitled, Reading on the Rise. Using results from the 2008 Survey of Public Participation in the 

Arts (SPPA), researchers were able to tell a new “story” about increased US adult reading rates 

in print or online materials for non-work-related purposes.335 These tripartite reports set a 

precedent for future programmatic attachments to research studies to further promote the value 

of art as a tool for non-arts policy goals in health, education, and labor.  

 By carefully braiding together narratives and numbers, Gioia’s rebranding strategy 

channeled large slices of the NEA’s shrunken Congressional allocations into National-profile 

projects that deployed cultural works that demonstrated consensus and clear citizen demand. 

These projects were scalable, and their relative efficacy was defended through research and 

empirical metrics. Such integrative strategies would grow increasingly sophisticated under the 

development strategies of subsequent NEA Chairs Rocco Landesman (2009-2013) and Jane Chu 

(2014-present), who would expand the agency’s reach through strategic partnerships with policy 

makers in housing and urban development, and with the President, himself. 

Landesman’s Art Works: indicators and impacts 
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 Upon receiving his Senate confirmation in August 2009 as NEA Chair, Broadway 

Producer and businessman Rocco Landesman336 stated in a New York Times interview that he 

already had a new slogan, one that would put the instrumental impacts of the arts squarely at the 

core of NEA operations. Rather than justify federal arts spending through elitist criteria like 

“Greatness”—as Gioia had done before him—Landesman took a more muscular approach that 

touted art as an engine for economic development. An interlocutor less prone to the lengthy 

poetics of his predecessor, he promoted a two-word, three-pronged justification for agency 

operations, grant making, and research. Rather than defining what art is, Landesman wanted the 

nation to know how “Art Works.” These two words held three meanings: 

Art Works refers to the works of art themselves—the performances, objects and texts that 
artists create. 

 
Art Works also refers to how art works on audiences—the processes by which arts 

participation and production can transform individual and/or community aspirations by providing 
experiences that confront, challenge, or inspire US citizens. 

 
Art Works also refers to arts jobs as “real jobs” that contribute to the US economy—arts 

workers make economic contributions by paying taxes, and art contributes to economic growth, 
neighborhood revitalization, and the livability of American towns and cities.337 

 
Landesman’s two-word motto makes a political economic purchase on art as an object of 

investment, as a method of producing returns on citizen demands, and as labor market, at once. 

Artists are cast as workers and responsible citizens contributing to the economy and to US 

innovation, writ large. Landesman was very fond of defending artists as a workforce, a social 

engine and an economic driver using labor statistics; this rhetorical recourse to economic impacts 

sought to deaden perceptions of art as a frivolous expenditure or of artists as lazy, unproductive 

citizens. By demonstrating how art works, Landesman’s administration advanced the NEA’s role 

as savvy federal institution invested in the deployment of art works, workers, and ways of 

working toward the project of maximizing policy results. He did so by streamlining procedures, 
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by forming inter-agency partnerships, and by designing NEA grant finance mechanisms that 

delivered results in non-arts policy areas. 

 In 2009, Landesman entered into NEA service as the project of implementing Open 

Government and Interagency mandates was in full swing. Leveraging funds dedicated under 

Obama, the agency had conducted initial assessment of its web platform, and had embarked on a 

complete web redesign aimed at making NEA information more navigable and appealing to 

online users. The NEA’s new and current website (http://www.arts.gov) was built from the open 

digital content management system Drupal to align operations with those of the White House and 

other federal agencies. This shared digital infrastructure enabled a swifter and more streamlined 

roll out of the Art Works campaign and data easier to load and read on mobile devices.338 The 

new NEA website included various “transparency” instruments including an updated grants 

search engine (see: http://apps.nea.gov/GrantSearch/) that slimmed down the often-onerous 

process of handling FOIA requests on the part of NEA staff. Landesman’s administration also 

utilized OMB resources to make visible live-streamed agency convenings, including how-to 

webinars, grant workshops, broadcasts of the quarterly NCA meetings, and certain grant panel 

deliberations.339 This upgraded digital infrastructure not only enhanced administrative 

“efficiency” and citizen “transparency” but it also opened the door to increased inter-agency 

communications that have instigated nothing short of a total structural overhaul in the way that 

the NEA does its business as a federal institution.340 OMB interagency incentives combined with 

Landesman’s interest in real estate development to seed new partnerships with the Department of 

Housing and Urban Development that produced major infrastructural overhauls to the NEA’s 

grant mechanisms. “Place-based” philanthropy and Creative Placemaking (the terms are used 
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interchangeably) and Landesman’s Our Town grant program brilliantly exemplify how these 

political attachments operate.  

Programmatic Advancements: NEA Our Town and Creative Placemaking 

Considered by policy experts to be Landesman’s signature programmatic advancement, the 

NEA Our Town grant program and its promotion of “Creative Placemaking” catalyzed 

widespread interest in “place” as a domain of philanthropic investment. A playful nod to 

Landesman’s roots as a real estate developer and theatre/Samuel Beckett fan, NEA Our Town 

grants federal funds for projects whereby: 

“… partners from public, private, non-profit, and community sectors strategically shape the 
physical and social character of a neighborhood, town, city, or region around arts and cultural 
activities. Creative Placemaking animates public and private spaces, rejuvenates structures and 
streetscapes, improves local business viability and public safety, and brings diverse people 
together to celebrate, inspire, and be inspired.”341 

 
This list-laden definition promotes “place” as a strategically murky domain of NEA 

investment.342 The “place” in Creative Placemaking remains a highly contested topic. Whereas 

some NEA funded projects define “place” in terms of geographic boundaries (city, 

neighborhood, town, five-block area), others take “place” to mean a built infrastructure 

(building, venue, or environmental space). Still others identify a “place” as a sociocultural locus 

through projects that utilize arts participation to encourage social bonding and bridging between 

previously estranged communities. It is worth noting that much of the public discourse on 

“place-based” philanthropy is absent artistic particulars; discipline specific criteria are not 

involved or mentioned anywhere in the grant description or criteria. Whereas decades earlier, 

NEA arts grants touted cultural literacy and access as policy endgames, current programs like 

“Creative Placemaking,” approach problems relevant to civic managers using blanket terms like 

creativity as cultural palliatives to stall mass migration of U.S. residents from US cities, towns, 
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and rural areas, Categorical distinctions around art and artists are submerged through this 

increased emphasis on education, health, and labor policy goals.343 

In comparison to this discursive fuzziness, the “people” who engineered the place-based turn 

are somewhat easier to identify. Their presence of city administrators, urban policy makers, 

housing developers, environmental planners, cultural tourism administrators, health, and human 

service professionals on planning committees sheds significant light on its integrative grant 

structure. Creative Placemaking draws significant influence from the broader policy discourse of 

comprehensive community cultural development, a movement that has historical roots across the 

fields of urban planning, sociology, and community based art.344  Part of the instant success of 

Our Town has been linked by policy critics to the way in which this program collapses what 

policy scholars refer to as “creative continuum” approach to community development (an 

approach honoring the indigenous cultural expression of all communities) and the “creative 

industries/cities” approach to economic development (one that tends to conflate economic 

deficits with cultural ones and favors outsourcing artists to enter in to fill in perceived cultural 

gaps).345 This ideological crisscrossing is also strategic, and stems from the differential partners 

that Landesman’s administration engaged during their preliminary efforts to launch this project.  

Prior to the 2010 launch of Our Town, Landesman developed its purposes alongside then-

NEA Deputy Chair Joan Shigekawa through a networking strategy involving convenings with 

would-be federal, corporate, and private philanthropic investors, wherein they promoted 

increased cross-sector funding of comprehensive cultural development by invoking research 

insights gained from a 2007 Rockefeller Foundation study on Creativity and Neighborhood 

Development. 346 They gained significant traction also through newly networked connections to 

the NEA’s longstanding sponsorship of The Mayors’ Institute for City Design (MICD); the 
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MICD was an initiative launched by the NEA in 1986 to foster cooperation between federal arts 

agents and city administrators brainstorming how build attractive destinations for would-be 

visitors, to grow real estate values, and to promote commerce. That NEA Our Town, grant 

deliverables include these precise “outcomes” today suggests that these impacts remain growing 

topics of concern to Mayors into the new millennium.347 A final way that NEA senior leadership 

built diverse buy in at the federal level was by partnering with existing development projects 

underway at the US Department of Housing and Urban Development. Many Our Town projects 

today receive support from OMB incentives and collaborations with HUD Strong Cities, Strong 

Communities (SC2) and Promise Zones Programs. This interagency networking on the part of 

senior leadership underpins the multi-disciplinary and multi-vocal chorus of people invested in 

“place-based” investment. The attendance of Landesman and Shigekawa at non-arts policy 

discussions has since paved the way for increased NEA infiltration of outside federal 

committees. NEA staffers today occupy seats on the White House Rural Council and the 

Department of Agriculture’s Citizens’ Institute on Rural Design, where they continue to advance 

new partnerships and new “place-based” investments.348 A glance at the size and structural 

design of Our Town grants helps us see how the NEA has taken a significant turn away from past 

models of funding. 

Our Town grants are the largest and most wide-ranging capital investments that the NEA 

presently makes. Since the MICD-coordinated release of the Creative Placemaking monograph 

that launched the program, the NEA has funded 246 Our Town projects in all fifty states. Grants 

have ranged from $75,000-$200,000 per project with an average grant size of $75,000, matched 

one-to-one by non-federal funders. Projects average fifteen partners, and include participation 

from across arts disciplines (filmmaking, theater, folk arts, dance, literature, arts education, 
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museums, symphonies, and opera). Given the strategic emphasis on partnership and non-arts 

outcomes, it is not uncommon to see grantee rosters include collaborations between artists and 

aging service organizations, botanical gardens, religious institutions, science institutions, local 

retailers, banks, farms, educational institutions, even land trusts.349 Such programmatic 

advancements take the agency’s hyper-instrumental ethos to new depths and heights. 

Whereas the NEA spent its early decades steering federal funds directly to artists and 

organizers (the “Boom” described in Chapter One) and proceeded to re-routed resourcing 

increasingly to third party arts mediators (the redistributive turn, in Chapter Two), NEA grant 

structures today have been re-engineered to support collaborative projects by cultural 

organizations (any of the above parties) and non-arts investors. So, while support for artists does 

not go away in the “place-based” turn, artists’ participation is contingent on their demonstrated 

capacity to cooperate with developers in non-arts fields. Artistic content is no longer a baseline 

criteria for participation; Infrastructural partnerships and deliverable outcomes have supplanted 

the “what” of art making as NEA policy priorities. All Our Town grantees are required to 

indicate a priori commitments from one civic municipal entity to get their projects off the 

ground. All grantees are asked to state non-arts “deliverables” in their project proposals. In 

addition to arts production or participation (again, broadly defined), the NEA promotes 

economic, social, physical, civic, or environmental benefits as desirable returns on Our Town 

investments.350 Artists who opt in to participation in this complex discourse are asked to answer 

to objectives that span far beyond artistic skills, tools, and relations. 

 Creative Placemaking and Our Town offer classic examples of the way in which 

Neoliberal instrumental reason operates down to the very formation of human subjects by casting 

artists as responsible citizens charged with improving the economic health and “livability” of US 
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communities.351  This discourse of “health” and “livability” cloaks Creative Placemaking in both 

ethical and economic rationales, another indicator of the NEA’s effort to align its grant 

procedures with neoliberal rationales for federal spending.352 While many important social gains 

have been made from these newly fashioned friendships and cultural interventions, political 

entanglements and asymmetries get swiftly collapsed through Our Town’s confusing cross-sector 

infrastructure. It remains unclear whether and how these hyper-instrumental mechanisms protect 

artists or local project participants. Through strategically fuzzy criteria and ethical and economic 

ethics, “place-based” discourse clouds our view of the what of art making and masks the unequal 

power relations between artists, mayors, economic developers, urban planners, social service 

and/or health professionals at play in Our Town projects. The scarce number of dance specific 

investments in this budding philanthropic paradigm suggests that dance artists remain 

particularly ill-equipped to execute these funder-designated “plans.” I will attend to conditions 

surrounding these dance-based gaps in my final section of this chapter.  

What is key to take away from Landesman’s integrative, cross-sector advancement of 

Creative Placemaking how one particular NEA policy mechanism—in this case, an Our Town 

grant—can be adapted to leverage economic and political relations in highly complex ways. By 

redirecting federal funds to nonfederal cultural development programs, Creative Placemaking 

grants function as anchor investments to protect broader federal policy initiatives and the NEA’s 

own livelihood. Current NEA Chair Jane Chu has recognized the value of NEA grants as federal 

finance instruments in her promotion of the program recently, in print: 

“The NEA created Our Town as a catalytic investment tool. It has served as the Obama 
Administration’s signature place-based arts program…As part of President Obama’s “Ladders 
of Opportunity” agenda, and in strategic partnership with sister federal agencies, the NEA 
makes Our Town grants as anchor investments.” 

- Chair Jane Chu, December 2014353 
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Before I turn to Chu’s early tenure to conclude Part Two of this Chapter, I want to briefly 

mention one last policy maneuver, under Landesman, that further consolidates the trend to 

deploy economic methods and metrics as a means of making art make sense as a federal 

investment. In significant ways, the NEA’s 2012 introduction of a Five-year Strategic Plan and 

adjacent commissioning program, entitled: Research: Art Works emblematize the “tooling” 

approach that defines institutional belonging at the NEA today.354 

Re-Searching How Art Works 

The NEA has long produced research publications in defense of the value and impact of 

federal arts investments. When the NEA inaugurated its Research Division in 1975 under the 

directorship advisor Hal Horowitz, research conducted was restricted to program-specific 

evaluations and inductive interpretations of existing federal datasets. Early research projects 

frequently took the form of trend analyses, invoking statistical data from census takings to 

surmise patterns of arts-related employment, cultural consumption, and participation. 355 This 

inductive stipulation meant that very few original studies came out of NEA Research in the early 

years. Charged with interpreting existing data to make a case for the value and impact of federal 

arts resourcing NEA researchers managed to issue notable inductive studies that detailed the 

greying of US arts audiences,356 the moonlighting patterns of artists,357 and the cultural 

omnivorous-ness of US consumers358 achieved attention from cultural policymakers. In response 

to the “Art Wars” controversies of the mid 1990s, private and academic cultural policy 

researchers began designing deductive, theory-driven studies to better contextualize the state of 

public arts funding across the United States.359 The NEA Office of Research and Analysis 

(ORA) followed suit starting in 2006, when Dana Gioia hired health researcher Sunil Iyengar to 

lead the ORA and grow this dimension of NEA policy production. Since Iyengar has been at the 
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research helm, the NEA has produced over 25 research publications, hosted research webinars 

live-streamed and archived on the NEA website, and built out an expanded national survey on 

arts participation to address the categorization of arts traditions on more nuanced terms.  

Energized by new OMB resources to expand federal data collection and sharing, Iyengar’s 

team produced three major infrastructural shifts during Landesman’s tenure, including: 1) a new 

instrument to measure the economic impacts of cultural production, 2) a Strategic Plan to guide 

long-term publication and data collection, and 3) a dedicated funding program that inviting third 

party researchers to propose studies that advance NEA policy agendas. All of these research 

mechanisms promote the plural instrumental uses to which art and artists can be put. 

Mandated by the OMB to denote one new area of federal research and reporting, the NEA 

recently inaugurated its own unique tools for collecting data on the economic impact of arts and 

culture. The Arts and Cultural Production Satellite Account (ACPSA) was created in partnership 

with the US Department of Commerce to track cultural contributions to the US Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP). Importantly, the ACPSA does not limit the scope of data aggregation to NEA-

subsidized projects; rather, it follows the economic impacts of nonprofit and commercial cultural 

enterprises and includes both indirect and direct contributions to the US economy as formative 

dimensions of the arts and culture sector. By enabling a far greater range of arts services and 

commodities into its purview, the ACPSA enables the NEA to make a broader case for the 

interpenetrating force of art, creativity, design, and cultural expression as economic engines in 

the United States.360 This instrument is significant also in that it institutes the research project of 

regular federal level assessment of economic contributions of art and creative labor.  

 Concurrently with the design of this new economic “tool” in 2012,  the ORA released the 

NEA’s Five Year Strategic Plan for Research through a research report containing a newly 
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designed “Systems Map and Measurement Model,” to guide future studies at ORA and in an 

adjacent grant program appropriately entitled, Research: Art Works. 361 Whereas the ACPSA 

reduces arts data aggregation to economic gains, this  complex “Systems” invites research that 

theorizes the arts as a dynamic arts ecosystem. Democratic and all encompassing in structure, the 

systems map mimics the portfolio structure of Gioia-era programmatic design in its attempt to hit 

multiple cultural forms, venues, and non-cultural outcomes. 

 
 
Figure 4.3 NEA Strategic Plan for Research and Systems Map and Model (2012-2017). Photo: NEA. 

 
What is significant about the ORA’s newly designed “map” is its plural and hypermobile 

theory of arts productivity. For decades, NEA leadership invoked rationales for federal spending 

that waffled between merit-based justifications and utilitarian claims for art as a tool for 
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economic, social, educational, or health development. In the “Systems” model, we see the 

discursive braiding logics of neoliberal rationalist instrumentalism once more in the way that the 

NEA collects all of these possible benefits together and abstracts cultural and historical 

particulars. In the introduction to the Strategic Plan, lead researcher and American University 

arts management professor E. Andrew Taylor lays out the corporate logics that undergird this 

“Systems” approach to arts policy development. In his words: 

It is characteristic of complex systems that they afford many points of entry and many 
different vantages, according to the user. Such systems also have many moving parts, which 
often interact in mysterious ways….A well-established technique for managing this complexity, 
for the purpose of analysis, is to create a system map. The tool has been used widely in 
commerce to understand markets, value chains, the birth of new sectors, and how information 
flows within the walls of a business…At a time when robust data collection and reporting drives 
the ability of most US sectors to define themselves and demonstrate their worth, such a (systems) 
map can be all the more valuable. It allows people from diverse backgrounds and viewpoints to 
arrive at a shared understanding of how the system works, what are its key elements and 
relationships, and which external factors can alter the system’s efficacy.” 

-E. Andrew Taylor, for the NEA Office of Research & Analysis 
By embracing many variables, vantages, and potential users, the NEA’s holistic rhetorics and 

structurally democratic map, nonetheless, steer data accumulation overwhelmingly towards the 

development of economic or human capital. While the inputs and outcomes that the map 

inscribes are indeed multiple, they are not politically neutral.  

The accompanying research commissioning program Research: Art Works reinforces these 

goals by hailing researchers to develop studies that utilize the arts to promote: 1) Health and 

Well-Being, 2) Cognitive Capacity, Learning, and Creativity, 3) Community Livability, and 4) 

Economic Prosperity. This “delivery-focused” approach to federal spending, these categories 

make zero purchase on the who, where, or how of art making as a topic or research problem in its 

own right.362 A glance at projects funded in this grant category reveals an overarching tendency 

to study economically positive (versus negative, culturally contingent, or negligible) aspects of 

artistic production. Studies that “fail”, either by revealing negative impacts or promoting non-
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reproducible frameworks for future studies are unlikely to be circulated or reach publication.363 

Again, given my specific investment in dance, the scarce number of dance-focused research 

studies included in this push for big data creates imminent concerns that I will address in my 

conclusion.  

What is important to conclude, here, is that the ORA’s Research Strategic Plan and 

commissioning program appear democratically structured, but research methods remain narrowly 

driven toward economic engines and the development of productive citizens by responsible 

citizen-artists as the NEA’s policy modus operandi. As Landesman left his post in 2013 and 

current Chair Jane Chu took the helm, early initiatives appear to further consolidate these hyper-

instrumental logics. 

Jane Chu: Connecting Creativity, Connecting the Dots 
 

 
Figure 4.4. Current NEA Chair Jane Chu touring dance education programs. Photo: NEA. 

 
"We have an opportunity to start a new dialogue on the ways in which the arts—and the ways the 
NEA supports the arts—are an essential component of our everyday lives… Although many may 
not realize it, the arts actively intersect with areas such as the economy, human development, 
and community vitality. The arts and artists who are funded and supported by the NEA are an 
integral part of the solution to the challenges we face in all parts of our society."364  

-Current NEA Chair Jane Chu (2014-present)  
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 Accomplished pianist and former executive fund developer for the Kaufman Performing 

Arts Center in Missouri, Jane Chu assumed the NEA helm in August 2014, bringing an 

integrative ethos to the exciting project of celebrating the agency’s fiftieth anniversary year. A 

first-generation Chinese American born in Oklahoma and raised in Arkansas—Chu’s self-

proclaimed “Bok Choy and Corn Dog” upbringing embraces cultural pluralism with an 

entrepreneurial eye toward art and industry. Her embrace of intersectional relations between 

business and the arts is reinforced in her speeches (above) and through Chu’s seven academic 

degrees, in music, piano pedagogy, and business administration, and philanthropic studies. It 

may be a bit soon to predict her long-term contributions at the Arts Endowment, the above 

excerpt from a recent NEA-at-Fifty publication highlights the early steps taken by Chu’s 

administration to catalyze cross sector “connectivity” as a policy priority.   

NEA 50th Anniversary Leadership Initiative: Creativity Connects™ 

 On September 29, 2015, the fiftieth anniversary of the NEA inauguration, Chu 

announced a three-pronged leadership initiative and grant program to further investigate and 

promote the role of creativity as a universal connector linking people and industries.365 Creativity 

Connects™ (title used with permission from Crayola, LLC) expands upon networking trends 

across arts and non-arts domains instituted under Landesman and Shigekawa and ups the ante on 

positioning art as an instrument of the market by situating “creativity” as a sought after form of 

human capital development. As a governance strategy, Creativity Connects activates all three 

areas of NEA oversight (fund administration, research, and arts service provisions) and, at the 

same time activates citizens and grantees to answer in diverse ways to the overarching question: 

how does art produce value to non-arts industries? 366 
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 To disseminate the instrumental to prove the intersectional values of art and creativity to 

human productivity and industry, Chu’s team has developed three mechanisms:  shares this 

instrumental burden to of proof . This program spans the NEA’s three domains of policy action: 

1) it includes a major research investment in the form of a commissioned workforce report on the 

21st century US arts infrastructure,367 2) it fosters citizen engagement in arts infrastructural 

debates through the production of a digital mapping tool that will help others visualize the value 

of the arts to industries that want and use creativity,368 and it provides grants to support arts 

interventions that can demonstrate the value of artistic methods to non-arts areas of industry.369 

 Chu’s investment in creative labor as a baseline discourse for arts research and resourcing 

contributes meaningfully to jeopardizing forces facing the US labor force. In an economic 

climate still recovering from a pair of serious recessions in 2001 and 2008, this programmatic 

focus on arts infrastructure restructures policy toward combatting dispossessive forces by 

promoting creativity as a means of rethinking solutions to an array of labor oriented instabilities, 

from corporate downsizing, to fiscal cuts, to worker attrition, or vocational nomadism. As more 

and more citizen-workers are forced to adapt to job instabilities, more and more citizen workers 

require enhanced creative problem solving skills to make and sustain careers in any field. As a 

historical workforce accustomed to radically fluctuating material resources and dispossession, 

artists are newly hailed to share their skills across sectors, to take on the project of enhancing 

citizen productivity, competitiveness, and resilience in the face of late capitalist constraints. 

Chu’s project significantly extends the NEA’s Millennial promotion of “creativity” into the 

realm of entrepreneurial action and, in so doing, reconstitutes the human subject as an economic 

actor with implications beyond labor, which I will detail further after briefly rehearsing the grant 

guidelines.370  
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 A preliminary glance at the grant deliverables listed on the NEA website reveal the ways 

in which  “creativity” gets reconfigured as an engine of workforce and market development and 

citizens are newly hailed as entrepreneurial “creative,” somewhat by default. 371 Beyond the 

Floridian (1999) idea that artists and highly educated “creative” benefit economic expansion 

through their perceptions and methods 372 and beyond the program’s apparent celebration of 

cultural expression as endemic to US cultural democracy,373 Creativity Connects™ makes an 

important purchase on citizen creativity that empties political interdependence in exchange for 

individual market competitiveness as a project worth striving for on the part of all US citizens. 

The NEA’s criteria for project support gives important clues as to how this happens. According 

to the grant guidelines, Creativity Connects™ program “deliverables” can include:  

•  The creation of art works through collaborations between arts and non-arts 
partners. 

•  Projects that utilize the arts to support the creative needs of non-arts sectors.  
  Projects that explore the intersection of artistic creativity and creativity in non-arts   

sectors.  
•  Projects that develop support systems for the arts to work with non-arts sectors.  
  Projects that use the arts and the creative process to address complex issues of 

broad concern. 
•  Human capital development utilizing the arts such as workforce training that 

cultivates collaboration, problem solving, and creative thinking.374 
 

In the first of the above criteria, we see the NEA effort to soften the political, social, and 

economic contours of artistic interdependence manifest in several regards. We see the neutral 

invocation of cross-sector work as “collaboration,” we see an effort to humanize industry by 

tending to its “creative needs,” we also see evaporation of economic resourcing through the 

blurrier notion of beneficial “support systems.” The guidelines go further to responsibilize 

grantees in the third criteria, which burdens artists with the task of applying artistic tools and 

services to “complex issues,” that remain nebulous and undefined. This rhetorical framework 
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significantly un-works the “deliverables” logics embedded in the ORA research plan by 

disseminating the project of securing cross-sector belonging across a fuzzier and vaster expanse. 

While the overarching structure seems egalitarian in this regard, it is not until the fourth and final 

criterion that we see this grant’s political purposes in plainer view. It is here where the NEA 

makes an explicit purchase on projects that promote the development “human capital” through 

creative cooperation between artists and non-arts partners. It is this intimation of citizens as 

individual entrepreneurs that presents the biggest risks of evaporating the myriad social by-

products of cultural participation. The kind of “connectivity” that the NEA promotes here 

remains tethered to individual skilling, a kind of self-development rooted in capital 

enhancement.375  By, thus, positioning artists as leaders in training leagues of entrepreneurial 

citizens, this notion of “creativity” remains restricted to value-added contributions to the social, 

civic, and business world. No where in the grant guidelines is artistic cooperation acknowledged 

as a method of sustaining culture, or knowing, making, and remaking the world. No longer can 

cultural participation produce productive antagonisms that are central to political democracy by 

allowing divers citizens to assert their unique cultural identity as political actors. Creativity 

Connects™ lends creative cooperation an entrepreneurial tenor that leaves art sequestered as a 

political tool to refashion citizens as human capitals—self invested subjects engrossed in 

enhancing their market competitiveness. 376  Democratic in structure and narrow in purpose, this 

nascent program seems strategically aligned with a governmental exercise that casts citizens as 

entrepreneurial individuals striving to grow and protect their isolated competitiveness and 

appreciation.377 Artists seeking support from this program are welcome to propose interventions 

from disparate cultural traditions and formulations, but all must contend critically with whether 

and how such goals align with their cultural skilling, motivations, and means.  
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As with any NEA policy, Creativity Connects invites and excludes a great many art 

“makers.” Similarly to the ORA strategic plan, the utilitarian discursive promotion of 

“creativity” and “connectivity” obfuscates artistic particulars and politics. The discourse masks 

political attachments and economic asymmetries that frequently accompany cross-sector arts 

partnerships, particularly those involving commercial investors.378 Grant criteria promote the 

deployment of art as method workforce development and self-investment on the part of US 

citizens; this narrow framing negates the active involvement of many artists in various political 

movements that stand against capitalist expansion or flagrantly oppose the economic status quo. 

While it is unclear yet who will show up to participate in this project (the first round of grant 

applications commenced March 2016), Creativity Connects™ embraces art’s promiscuity across 

economic sectors but tightens the agency’s grip on artists as servants of a state funded capital 

enhancement through a programmatic infrastructure built off of a painfully narrow understanding 

of art’s political potential as team work. 

 
Figure 4.6. NEA’s present partnership “map” presented by Chair Jane Chu, 2015. Photo: NEA. 
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 As the NEA turns the corner on its fiftieth year, the agency boasts an ever-expanding 

level of partnership with other federal institutions. The above map lays bare the increased 

imbricatedness of NEA policymakers and policymakers across a vast expanse of the US federal 

government while flattening the massive material power that some of these institutions hold, at 

once. Among the strategic partnerships currently promoted under Chu are the Interagency Task 

Force on Arts and Human Development, a hyper-integrative example of the agency’s 21st 

century efforts to tether NEA activity to existing federal programs. A joint task force chaired by 

Iyengar, the Task Force includes representatives from the NEA, NEH, NSF, DOE, DHHS, and 

the Institute of Library and Museum Sciences all gathered together to promote art as a tool to 

produce positive health and education gains.379 While such integrative programmatic 

developments inarguably provide vital resources for local artists and participants, there are risks 

in predicating federal institutional support on non-arts premises like individual health, 

productivity, or market competitiveness. In the next section, I zoom in on dance to notice some 

of the struggles that dance artists and organizers have faced translating these agency-wide 

mandates to “partner,”  and “connect.” Given that Chu has appointed longstanding NEA Dance 

Program Director Douglas Sonntag as the director of Creativity Connects, ™ dance appears 

poised to re-gain some lost traction in these running debates around infrastructure and support.  

Part Three: Dance Program Administrators and Grantees 
  
 Part of my goal in studying institutional practices, programs, and rhetorics as constitutive 

dimensions of arts policy and production is to take seriously the administrative realities that NEA 

Dance policymakers face in their struggle to steer and channel institutional recognition and 

resources. My interviews with current NEA staffers, advisors, and grantees revealed that the 

NEA’s millennial streamlining and increased emphasis on numbers-driven evaluation installed 
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an imminent panic among program administrators. This ongoing restructuring and emphasis on 

plural and interconnected instrumental logics put new pressures on the agency’s historic 

promotion of discipline-specificity. Dance, and specifically concert dance as a longstanding area 

of NEA resourcing, was at risk of losing its place within these discursive shifts.380 Before I track 

how NEA Dance Program agents translated various mandates during the hyper-instrumental turn, 

I want to discuss one practical casualty of this shift: the disembodiment and disbursed political 

influence of dance grant panels, through digital mediation. As an instrument of cost-savings, this 

recalibration of social belonging to NEA decision making holds particularly deleterious 

consequences for the hyper-decentralized dance field.  

 As my previous chapters sought to show, citizen grant reviewers held significant power 

during the NEA’s first three decades of operation to steer resourcing to dance artists and 

organizers. After 1996, the agency’s newly multidisciplinary grant categories derailed dance-

specific coalitions that had formed when panels numbered upward of a dozen members and were 

flown to Washington for three to five full days of cooperation, contestation, and ultimately, 

consensus. In addition to radically shrinking the size of panels down to between 5-7 members, in 

2013, the NEA underwent another set of changes with the digitization of NEA communications, 

as an effect of Open Government mandates. The turn to virtual panels has significantly altered 

the corporeal and social dimensions of citizen involvement in NEA decision making. 

 When I flew to Washington D.C. to conduct fieldwork in summer of 2014, NEA Dance 

staffers had just completed the pilot implementation of the NEA’s all-virtual review process, one 

not without its speed bumps for those who have since taken part.381 For Sonntag and 

longstanding Dance Program Specialists Janelle Ott Long and Juliana Mascelli, the digitization 

of grant panels requires comparable work despite its cost advantages. When asked to reflect on 
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the gains and losses of this new form of social and institutional mediation, Sonntag exclaimed, 

“It’s just sooo much cheaper!” Mascelli and Long connected the speed bumps in virtual panel 

translation to two factors: 1) the arduous background checks required by the OMB, and 2) 

panelist and administrator technological (il)literacies.382 

 Panel members that I spoke with who have participated in the virtual deliberation process 

described to me a loss of camaraderie and group motivation as significant trade offs 

accompanying the NEA’s digital turn. Virtual mediation, for these advisors, shifts the qualitative 

contours of social interactions and truncated the antagonistic arguments that surrounded live 

panel debates in earlier years. Anyone who has participated in the social effects of video 

conferencing understands the intermediary hiccups, interruptions, and miscommunications 

aligned with this process. During NEA web panels, dance staffers are frequently required to stop 

deliberations to fix lost audio, muddy visuals, and frozen screens, or to respond to the dreaded 

question, “Can you hear me now?” In addition to technical issues, the NEA’s new online system 

requires speakers to take turns orienting others to their respective positions, one at a time. Self-

censorship and deference to the primary speaker is common to enable clear understanding among 

the group. This social process docilizes participants, who are newly required to raise their hands 

in order to interject. While raising hands and taking turns may seem small sacrifices to the cost-

savings at play in this governance process, panelists tend to concur that NEAGO--the agency’s 

online system for application submission, application review, and web conferencing—seems to 

be putting a STOP to the kinds of cross-cultural literacies and coalition building at play in the 

liver process.383 At worst, virtual review reduces NEA alliances to a sea of talking heads.  
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Figure 4.6. Sample Image of Virtual Grant Panel (NEA’s Partnership Agreements Program) 1/13/15. 

 
 With the political influence of dance panelists decapitated and geographically diffused, 

NEA Dance agents have nonetheless managed to protect historic beneficiaries through various 

programmatic inroads. Let’s rewind back to Ivey and Gioia-era mandates to preserve culture and 

advance arts education across the nation, a time when agency destaffing had forced former NEA 

dance staffers to leave Washington. Many former NEA staffers assumed high-level positions in 

dance service organizations,384 as nonprofit arts consultants,385 and within university dance 

programs. These partners would prove instrumental to the efforts of Sonntag and staff to steer 

resources toward the concert dance “feeder system” through Millennium program initiatives. 

 Two specific Millennium Programs—the National College Choreography Initiative 

(NCCI) and American Masterpieces: Dance—demonstrate the capacity of NEA front liners to 

preserve prior resource streams even as infrastructural routes change. In the late 1990s, in 

response to White House Millennium funding and the education and access-oriented agenda of 

NEA Chair Bill Ivey, the Dance Program instituted the National College Choreography 

Initiative (NCCI), a grant program designed to bringing classic American concert dances of the 
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20th century and newly commissioned concert works to students and audiences through college, 

university, and conservatory dance training programs.386 To oversee its evaluation, Sonntag 

tapped former NEA Dance Specialist turned nonprofit dance consultant Suzanne Callahan to 

administer the program alongside Andrea Snyder, also a former Dance staffer-turned-Executive 

Director of DanceUSA. Callahan penned three reports covering the three iterations of the 

program, each of which highlighted the “transformative” impacts through increasing student and 

community exposure to concert dance works. As a NEA “access” initiative, the NCCI grant 

structure focused on geographic and not aesthetic diversity. A glance at the roster of NCCI 

awardees signals a high number of previously resourced Independent Choreography Fellows and 

Dance Companies were grantees under this program.387 Remembering that ArtREACH programs 

sought to address urgent gaps in public exposure to the arts, then it seems important to look at 

the partners and venues that took part in concert dance preservation and under what auspices.  

 In program publications, Snyder defended the NCCI’s rather narrow purview (university 

dance programs) by reminding readers that, historically, US colleges, universities, and dance 

conservatory training centers were instrumental in the transmission of concert dance traditions 

since the NEA’s 1965 inception. A “boom” in dance in higher education occurred during the 

1960s and 1970s had begun to level off by the 1990s, resulting in a palpable loss of interest in 

academic dance degrees. This loss of interest in concert dance was compounded by decreased 

public funds for concert touring; both proverbial “busts” posed an imminent threat to the NEA”s 

longstanding promotion and preservation of master concert works. The NCCI, thus, targeted next 

generation dancers who were enrolled in college dance programs to experience “master” concert 

dance makers live, and in the flesh.388 By retreading historically supportive pathways through 
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this new program, NEA Dance sought to replaced this perceived loss. Academic dance programs 

provided a ready made “place” to expand the REACH of concert dance across the US.  

 Over all three rounds of this grant program, 78 dance artists and re-constructionists were 

awarded NCCI funds to produce work for the proscenium stage. While 37 of these were New 

York based artists with longstanding ties to NEA subsidies, the roster did include regional, lesser 

known counterparts and a small handful of grantees who augmented the large number of 

modern/postmodern dance works by staging jazz (Danny Buraczeski, Bill Hastings 

reconstructing Bob Fosse), and Cuban social dance forms (Pedro Aguilar).389 Economically, 

participating campuses earned $10,000 NEA awards to offset cost of travel and honorarium for a 

master artist to travel and generate various waves of activity. Since NCCI grants were small, 

campuses contributed significant space and were charged with soliciting participants, whose 

degree requirements formed the basis of access. NCCI grants structured to grant funds under two 

categories:  Masterworks of the 20th Century, which supported restaging dance works considered 

classics from the past century and Dances by Contemporary Artists, which supported new 

commissions by acclaimed concert choreographers in the present moment. Artists funded in 

either category were required to perform various ancillary activities during their residency, 

including panel discussions, lectures, open rehearsals, school performances, and video screenings 

to engage a larger cross section of the local population. Whenever possible, grantees were also 

encouraged by NEA grant guidelines to stage conversations with scholars, critics, community-

based organizations, and nonprofits to ensure the largest awareness and programmatic reach.  

 While the program’s reduction of “master” dance to the realm of concert dance remained 

culturally exclusive in comparison to other ArtsREACH programs, one notable benefit to 

participating students was the NCCI’s sponsorship of live convenings at participating campuses 
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that invited dance artists at all stages of the career continuum to discuss transitioning into dance 

careers “from the campus to the real world.” A publication penned by Callahan under the same 

name emerged to archive participants’ insights. In it, project participants testify to their 

appreciation for a critical discourse about how dance makers negotiate career stability.390 This 

report commemorates another way the NEA subsidies for convening benefitted the dance field. 

 Part commissioning program, part re-construction initiative, part audience-engagement 

program, part professional training for future generations of dance artists, part field forum for 

infrastructural debate, the NCCI integrated concert dance performance on an number of fronts 

albeit through a narrow aesthetic scope and institutional framework. In many ways, the class-

dynamics underpinning the NCCI reproduced the NEA’s earlier expansion by partition ethos. It 

framed “access” through hegemonic production routes at the expense of dance’s myriad other 

forms and formulations and, in so doing, left many dance makers and audiences behind in its 

effort to expand art’s reach. In a historical moment when arts education in K-12 institutions were 

thoroughly under siege through President George W. Bush’s “No Child Left Behind” Act, the 

Dance Program’s decision to increase exposure to “fine art” dance works by college students 

reinforced elite hierarchies of practice and production that Ivey’s ARTREACH initiatives were 

aspiring to break.  

 In my interviews with Sonntag, he suggested that the NCCI was, structurally, not a “new” 

program; it merely formalized an already symbiotic relationship between academe and the 

concert dance world.391 In his view, the enduring support of university dance presenters and the 

growing number of mid-career or seasoned choreographers who occupied faculty or presenter 

positions within the US academy at the turn of the Millennium made this programmatic 

translation and its success as an “access” initiative relatively painless for NEA Dance. The 
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Dance Program would repeat this programmatic conservatism again when responding to Gioia’s 

National Pilot Program mandates, by once more defining  “mastery” through a concert dance 

framework. While the NCCI was officially phased out in its third round (2005-2006), Dance 

Program staffers gave its educational component a second life through Gioia’s American 

Masterpieces initiative, to which I turn next.  

NEA American Masterpieces: Dance 
 
 In 2004, when First Lady Laura Bush announced the NEA’s $18 million increase in 

support for Gioia’s National Pilot Program American Masterpieces: Three centuries of Artistic 

Genius, Dance Program staffers engineered a programmatic response that extended “the nation’s 

greatest artistic works in dance, music, theater, and visual arts” to communities of all sizes across 

the United States.”392 Once more, program specialists zoomed in on the problem of dwindling 

audiences for concert dance as a rationale to resource existing and emerging repertories on US 

concert stages. Like NCCI, American Masterpieces: Dance provided dance presenters with 

touring subsidies to promote greater concert attendance by US citizens. Swapping out the 

isolation of college theaters in the previous program, American Masterpieces targeted lesser-

known regional theaters where such works had not previously been presented to deliver widened 

concert dance “access.” Dance “masters” were nominated by presenter applicants starting in 

2007, and the agency awarded $1.5 million in the first two years (2009 and 2010); in 2011, the 

NEA dedicated $2.33 million in awards. The program was administered by the New England 

Foundation for the Arts (NEFA), an already well networked regional arts agency that had, at that 
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point, administered concert touring via the National Dance Project (NDP) for close to a decade. 

In response to Gioia’s mandatory education component, Sonntag’s team forklifted the 

educational infrastructure for NCCI onto this new program, once again providing undergraduate 

and graduate academic dance programs with exposure to master dance works through subsidized 

college residencies.393 Of the many NEA’s programmatic partnerships, American Masterpieces: 

Dance did not survive the hyper-instrumental turn. I want to consider its limited shelf-life as a 

by-product of the relatively conservative institutional understanding of “mastery” that it 

fashioned and upheld through the example of one of its grantees, Seattle’s Pat Graney. 

 As Gioia’s portfolio of National Pilot Programs laid out a wide range of cultural forms 

and traditions to engage the population, NEA Dance agents dedicated their energies to fielding 

proposals aimed at preserving of modern dance works by “genius” choreographers like Alvin 

Ailey, Antony Tudor, Katherine Dunham, Twyla Tharp, Merce Cunningham, Anna Halprin, 

Hanya Holm, Mark Morris, and Trisha Brown.394 Wary of dismissing the NEA dance program’s 

longstanding support of concert dance as an anti-instrumental or apolitical project, I want to 

reinforce here that a dominant instrumental feature of the Dance Program’s translation of 

American Masterpiece remains its exclusionary impact on non-concert dance makers. Here is 

where we see how culturally contingent notions of “mastery” can institute a level of blindness to 

the myriad practices and values that dance circulates and engenders in non-concert contexts. 395  

Merit-based rationales may be paternalistic and weak arguments in a policy infrastructure 

predicated on economic gains (like that of the US federal government), but they are hardly anti-

instrumental. Rather they institute particular cultural orders at the expense of others. Here is 
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where an ethnographic view of the infrastructural strategies of one American Masterpieces 

grantees—Seattle’s Pat Graney—exposes practical dexterities that strictly aesthetic definitions of 

“mastery” tend to mask.  

 
 

Figure 4.7. Pat Graney. Photo: Pat Graney 
 
 Graney’s creative investment centers on making dances that contend with various forms 

of women’s subjugation in US culture. Touring to concert dance venues has been an integral part 

of her production oeuvre, much of which has been NEA supported.396 Prior to receiving 

Masterpieces support in 2010, Graney received a trio of NEA Independent Choreography 

Fellowships (1989, 1993, 1995), a NEA Grant to Dance Companies (1997), and several grants 

from the National Dance Project ($25,000), all for her concert choreography. American 

Masterpieces: Dance funds came to Graney through her longstanding association with presenters 

involved in the National Presenter’s Network, and its longstanding director David R. White, who 

had proposed a cluster of tours that included Graney’s Faith Triptych as one of the works 

distributed to mid-sized concert venues. NPN had applied for $150,000 and had received 

$75,000 from the NEA to support a “Re-Creation” effort, which earmarked resources for 

remounting and restaging masterworks on small to mid-sized dance stages.397 Graney worked 

with three NPN partner organizations that co-sponsored re-commissions, including Seattle’s On 
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the Boards, the Myrna Loy Center in Helena, Montana, and the Flynn Center for the Performing 

Arts in Burlington, Vermont. These presenters each matched NPN’s fund with a co-

commissioning fee and residency support. Rather than invite her current (2010-2012) group of 

dancers, Graney invited five of the seven alumni who had danced in the original works in the 

1990s to tour with the project.398 This strategic translation of institutional support for touring to 

mount a reunion-of-sorts is one of many ways that Graney has built enduring bonds with women 

by leveraging dance (in this case, dance funding) as a vital midpoint in human connection.399 

 When I spoke with Graney, she lauded her early career support from the NEA and had 

appreciated the opportunity to join prior company members together in rehearsal and 

performance. At the same time, she lamented certain restrictions at play with the delivery models 

of touring sort the preservation programs like Masterpieces provided. In her view, the project of 

presenting “masterful” works was less risky and costly to sell to presenters and audiences at the 

same time as it forfeited the vital research and development ethos that Graney depended on in 

her choreographic practice. During our conversations, Graney lamented the loss of dance’s 

experimental pipeline and the unrestricted structure of the Individual Artists Fellowships as a 

major casualty of the redistributive turn of the 1990s. In her words: 

“Money has disappeared over time such that there is really no destination. Since the fall out of 
independent artists’ fellowships, there doesn’t seem to be an arrival point, NPN picked up after 
the fall out of touring program and I think people thought that this would incite alternative 
touring models, but there were no other structures that appeared… There’s no place to arrive to, 
anymore.”400 

-Pat Graney (Seattle, WA) 
While Graney carefully acknowledged the integral role that intermediary organizations 

like NPN played in re-routing production itineraries in the aftermath of the NEA defunding,  her 

cryptic suggestion that, “there’s no place to arrive to, anymore” warns today’s choreographers 

to quit looking to the past privilege of concert artists as a map for future success. Her comments 
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reinforce the way in which institutional pressures to “sell” art to a broad market stand at odds 

with the “process-driven” work ethic of many experimental choreographers. Thankfully, Graney 

has always been dancing differently and elsewhere. Staging her concert work alongside her 

longstanding work in women’s corrections exposes alternative forms of “mastery” that this 

particular instance of institutional recognition occludes. 

 Graney’s lifelong commitment to studying and representing political forces shaping 

women’s behavior through dance has afforded her concurrent opportunities to create dance 

performances in concert and corrections venues since 1995.401  She views both production 

contexts as reciprocal domains of creative research. Dance, in concert and corrections, continues 

to inspire her to rethink what it means to physically model and re-remodel behavior.402 Behind 

the scenes, Graney is choreographer well rehearsed in navigating the institutional pressures at 

play when artists work alongside large bureaucratic systems. At the time of the American 

Masterpieces award, Graney was already fifteen years’ deep into her Keeping The Faith (KTF) 

dance in prison project, a project that, interestingly, grew out of her concert practice.  

 In 1992 while touring the Florida Dance Festival, Graney had a conversation with 

Festival Producer Rebecca Terrell, who suggested that the content of her work and her ambition 

might be well suited for the growing number of participatory dance initiatives being staged in 

women’s corrections. For the past twenty five years, Graney has continued to partner with social 

justice service foundations and a string of less-likely collaborators including wardens, guards, 

social workers, psychologists, and psychiatrists on dance and creative arts interventions, which 

are principally housed at Washington State Corrections Center for Women in Gig Harbor, 

Washington. A typical KTF residency lasts approximately three months and includes two dozen 

rehearsals taking place twice per week in the evenings. Culminating performance events 
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integrate dance with visual art, and writing that represents the women’s’ shared and unique 

experiences to audiences that include inmates, institutional employees, and family members. The 

logistical hurdles at play in the routine of implementation of these residencies throws the steady, 

time-stamped, reliable context of concert residencies into significant relief. In contrast to the 

relative fidelity of her concert practice, Dance, in the prison context, is rarely reproducible in any 

sense. But like her work on Faith Triptych, Graney’s prison collaborations have spanned two 

decades and produced enduring bonds with participants that have exceeded the limits of the final 

production or “product.”403 Between Faith Triptych, and Keeping the Faith, her approach 

reveals, for me, levels of dance “mastery” that exceed ideological and architecturally imposed 

restrictions on women in social space. Her practice lays bare the adaptability with which dance 

artists respond to institutional impositions and foreclosures in their efforts to make dance works.  

 One particular un-recognized struggle that Graney surmounts in the field of dance in 

corrections concerns processes of dance authorization. Whereas concert artists and presenter-

partners are well-versed in the process of contracting space, time, and resources, prison dance 

production requires navigating an array of internal permissions and sudden foreclosures that 

significantly challenge the modernist notion of the choreographer as lone Creator of dance work. 

She gave me an example of this instability when she explained: 

“The institutional accommodations for this work are huge and taxing on prisons, many don’t 
have space for the multiple activities we do (visual art, writing, dance) and we take up a lot of 
space that some of them don’t have. Often the institution has demoted their community 
programs, but the women make room and it is still remarkable.”404 
 
 This highly sophisticated kind of choreography has taken Graney’s good-natured 

“learning by doing” ethos to new, sometimes frustrating extremes. Despite the suboptimal 

character of available spaces and the relative ambivalence to dance held by some of Graney’s 

institutional partners, the commitment of participants inspires her to continue to show up, against 
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significant odds. This doubly oppressive context of corrections heightens her understanding of 

how dancing and creating movement expression can push against the ways in which women are 

“hardwired” by oppressive social norms to feel less capable. The committed returns of Graney’s 

many dance “makers” evidence the ways in which any policy—enabling or oppressive—gains 

momentum and force through patterns of participation and use. 

 As the choreographer, Graney does not control participation in her project, at least not 

directly. Throughout the past twenty-plus years producing KTF, her work has repeatedly fallen 

under the regulatory arm of warden-presenters. These sometimes sudden foreclosures forced on-

the-fly adjustments reveal instances where power was certainly not “shared” in the neoliberal 

rationalist sense of democratic disbursal.  She spoke with frankness about the decidedly 

asymmetrical power relations and contradictory values that underpin art in corrections when she 

explained:  

“Another instance here involves a new superintendent who is quite stringent and has 
administered a no touch policy, which severely limits our work and my proposed work there this 
year. I had (originally) envisioned a work that revolved entirely around a moving bridge that 
involves people physically connecting and relocating themselves throughout the process. And so 
then, this one decision annihilates this goal, and I have to think on my feet about that. Anyway, I 
wrote to the administrators for an answer and they didn’t respond. Eventually, the community 
program person replied and said, “This is the policy.” Again, they offered no effort to meet us 
halfway, even given our sustained track record with the project. I just don’t have a point of 
contact for things, like this, that they control. Zero touch. Zero discussion.”405   

 
Graney’s simultaneous negotiation of dance productions in concert and correctional 

venues reveals competing circumstantial “norms” that drive dance projects across disparate 

institutional contexts. This expanded glimpse into her offstage “mastery” lays bare an 

infrastructural ethos that is increasingly demanded by funders but elided as an area of NEA 

research. Graney’s example suggests that an individual artist’s own production “policies” require 

high levels of ethnographic sensitivity, flexibility, and faith in the dance making process. 
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Moreover, her crossover productions illuminate a multitude of “makers” whose investments in 

dance disappear when professional resources remain sequestered within concert dance contexts.  

When I asked Graney to explain to me how, over time, she “keeps the faith” or sustains 

her belief in the enduring power of dance across these contexts, she suggested that the idea of 

“optimal space” is, itself, an institutionally allocated phenomenon. Her investment in dance has 

less to do with “place” and more to do with dancing. She explained that she has witnessed dance 

thrive in the most suboptimal spaces, including prisons, because: 

“…dance’s impact is so large that we don’t even see it. Dance has unspoken power… Dance 
deepens connections. Moving together creates a social structure that, in prison, is totally 
beneficial… Prison culture is so bereft of social relation; it gives an occasion to establish social 
relations on new terms. Because you can’t run in prison, you can’t dance or sing in prison, 
dance provides a suspended moment of time where, afterward, the women say to me “we feel 
really normal in KTF, not like a prisoner.” I swear, I’ve had 1000 people say that to me over the 
past twenty years. And I didn’t bring that to them, dance does that. The returns that this work 
makes are remarkable.”406 
 

Despite funder preoccupations with concert venues or in less likely “places,” dance’s 

reliance on the “place” of the body produces many “returns” that escape funder designated 

radars. Taking an ethnographic view into some of Graney’s infrastructural supports exposes how 

institutional and cultural norms can hold types of dance making hostage through narrow or 

competing standards of eligibility, “mastery,” and success. While Graney’s production 

trajectories would seem well suited to the NEA’s recent promotion of “place-based” grant 

making, neither she nor other dance artists have managed to gain much traction within this cross-

sector philanthropic paradigm. 

NEA Our Town and Creative Placemaking 
 
A glance at the Our Town grant database reveals particularly dire results for dance-

focused projects. In 2015, the NEA listed just three (3) out of 252 grantees that named dance as a 

component of the cultural intervention.407 While the agency acknowledges the over-
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determination of object and built environment capital projects that have been funded in this 

program to date, recent debates over the faltering status of “live” artists and organizers have 

centered less on embodied action and more on economic mandates imposed on the program. At a 

November 2014 convening held to address the faltering status of performing artists in Creative 

Placemaking discourse, critics working in live performance remarked that funder imposed 

criteria were producing aspects of this struggle by forcing artists to build partnerships that are 

inherently antithetical to the communities which they live and work.”408 For these critics, live 

performance will continue to lose out on “place-based” funding so long as the philanthropic 

emphasis of Our Town remains on economic development, the built environment, and art 

products in the marketplace. Such outcomes reduce creative practice to the status of a 

commodity and elide the enduring processes by which performing artists build the bonds 

necessary to do their work and (potentially) transform local places. Artists like dancers, who lack 

surplus economic capital, who lack control over their built environment, and who work in time 

and body-contingent forms will continue to lose out through narrow barometers of “success.” 

To close out this chapter and this project, I want to examine the status of dance artists and 

organizers in NEA Our Town and the Creative Placemaking enterprise. As a cultural field 

institutionally supported to “tour” and to reside impermanently, dance artists are struggling to 

participate in a funding program that essentially inverts those logics by valorizing the very 

practice of “staying put.” I want to consider dance’s non-participation in this hyper-instrumental 

paradigm through the situated production strategies of one of Our Town’s lone dance grantees—

Carla Perlo. Perlo’s whose efforts to energize support for her Washington D.C. area organization 

Dance Place throw dance’s hypermobile vulnerabilities and possibilities into significant relief. I 

met Perlo during my summer fieldwork in Washington D.C. in 2014 and toured her critically 
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acclaimed campus, where she espoused her many opinions about dance’s abject status in this 

booming area of art financial investment. In her view: 

“Dancers do not regularly participate in culture of ownership. They are faced with the problem 
of terminal rentals, always leasing, holding down temporary residencies and touring, sometimes 
even performing in insufficient spaces—these are all commonly understood as field norms. 
Pipelines exist, but flows of support are always temporary….so yes, the idea of “Creative 
Placemaking” works, as a concept. But you better own it.” 

Carla Perlo, Founder Co-Director D.C. Wheel, Inc./Dance Place, Washington D.C.409 
 

 
Figure 4.8. Carla Perlo of Dance Place. Photo: NEA 

 
I cite Perlo’s assertion that dance remains a liability for “Creative Placemaking,” in part, 

due to its unstable territory as a cultural practice dotted with “rentals” and minimal 

proprietorship. Her quote also credits the dedicated participatory ethos of dance artists as a 

strength of the field that risks erosion through an infrastructural inheritance historically marked 

by temporary residency, untenable spatial provisions, and partial resourcing. Reluctant to 

acknowledge anything resembling an infrastructural “pipeline” in dance, Perlo promotes 

property ownership as a somewhat lofty antidote to the kinds of economic dispossession at play 

in the present touring climate. Her work, interestingly evidences alternative forms of 

dispossession that abound when artists attempt to “stay put” amidst redevelopment programs and 

ever escalating residency costs. Prior to receiving Our Town funding in 2012, Perlo’s struggle to 

“stay put” in dance in the D.C. area was a surprisingly itinerant exercise. 
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Early on in her career as an artist-presenter, Perlo decided to split her abundant energies 

between producing her own work and producing the dances of others via an ambitious 

production calendar. The institutional by product of her efforts, and efforts of armies of energetic 

supporters, is Dance Place, a studio, theater, and creative arts campus that currently houses 

weekend dance performances by local, national, and international touring artists 48 weeks of the 

year.410 Perlo and Dance Place have received NEA presenting funds with tremendous regularity 

throughout the organization’s institutional lifespan, most recently through NEA Our Town funds 

($150,000) seeded the development of a material outdoor plaza to attract residents and tourists to 

the area where she and many people “make” dances. In some ways, Perlo’s recognition as a 

creative “place-maker” commemorates her four decade effort to secured real estate to house her 

production ambitions and operations. Her lifelong experience navigating the entangled world of 

real estate “partnerships” is worth contextualizing in that it reveals the multitude of investors 

who shape dance opportunities in the D.C. area, and production dexterities that escape inquiry 

when we focus on the scope of a single NEA grant. 

Perlo and her partner Steve Bloom founded DC Wheel Productions, Inc./Dance Place in 

1978 as an arts education and performance organization committed to touring D.C.-area public 

schools with music and dance performances. In 1980, they took over the lease at 2424 18th 

Street NW in the Adams Morgan neighborhood in a first and second floor built-out studio 

warehouse totaling 1000 square feet, where they had spent the previous five years working with 

choreographer-lessor Jan Van Dyke. At the time, the Adams Morgan studio offered a 

comparatively inexpensive rental opportunity, in Perlo’s estimation, because the building was 

difficult for customers to find due to its back entrance, which forced visitors to traverse a “really 

horrible, rat infested alley.”411 These adverse conditions did not stop people from showing up to 
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support Dance Place. On the contrary, artists and audiences returned in droves and grew loyal to 

the organization’s 120 seat theater, which Perlo fashioned under a vision to lend New York-

based artists a “second home” to incubate and test their work.412  

What forced Perlo to ultimately, reconsider her residency status in Adams Morgan was 

not the rats in the alley, but the thirty-day kick out clause attached to her lease. In 1985, a classic 

gentrification scenario set into the Adams Morgan neighborhood, property values began to 

skyrocket, and the ownership of her building changed hands. The new owner served Perlo with a 

notice of an immediate rent increase of four times the initial amount (from $1500 to $6000), and 

Perlo was given a month to pay the increase or exit the premises. At the time, she and Bloom 

were busy raising their then two-year old son. This pending dispossession threatened them with 

the prospect of losing their work space, job, and income in one fell swoop. Improvising under 

duress, they negotiated a shaky compromise with the landlord, who agreed to accept 

$3000/month for six months while they searched for a new location. They managed to scrape 

together the necessary funding to cover the double rent increase by beefing up Dance Place’s 

strategic combination of studio classes and space rentals, two key earned revenue sources that 

keep Dance Place’s operations afloat well into the present moment. As successful as Perlo and 

Bloom were in recuperating resources in the short term, their “creativity” did not stop developers 

from kicking them out. 

Perlo’s experiences with real estate development and dispossession in Adams Morgan 

seem to fall closely into alignment with what Ian David Moss terms the “Artist Colonization 

Process,” a process by which artists—a cheap labor force known to thrive on scarce resources 

and to generally work well with less—consent to rent suboptimal spaces and to serve as veritable 

“place holders” for planners who bank on their productive presence to stimulate economic 
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capital within infrastructurally compromised neighborhoods.413  The lure of affordable space is 

enough to initially attract many artists to consider taking up shop in urban areas, despite the 

escalating cost of living that transpires as development continues. As Moss demonstrates in his 

discussion of the process, landlords initially advertise lower rents and tacitly depend on artistic 

activity to reverse negative perceptions of a particular “place.” Cultural workers offer these 

investors a silent form of symbolic subsidy in that the presence of artistic activity effectively 

rebrands  popular perceptions of formerly culturally bereft areas; in short, artists are given 

incentives to colonize “bad” neighborhoods in order to convince middle and upper class publics 

that a particular community is “on the rise.” Critics of artist-centered neighborhood development 

protest artists’ swift acceptance of suboptimal residency clauses (Perlo’s acceptance of the 

Adams Morgan “kick out clause” is an example) as factors that promote further gentrification of 

retail, residential, and public space. Classic gentrification scenarios devolve down a pipeline that 

exploits not only artists, but also lower income residents. The presence and production of artists, 

thus, serves to simultaneously produce art and dispossess already vulnerable populations. Certain 

critics of “place-based” institutional investment have gone as far as to suggest that 21st century 

gentrification runs on the sweat equity of artists.414 Moss’s discussion corroborates Perlo’s 

earlier assertion that lifelong “renters” and sometimes “squatters” dance artists are all too willing 

to accept “time stamps” and to accept conditions that exploit their energies. Dance artists, by 

their assertions, seem to be always at risk of losing their “place.”   

Perlo’s receipt of NEA Our Town funds for Dance Place should partly be seen, then, as a 

recognition of her mastery of the D.C. area real estate market. Faced with the prospect of 

material and geographic dispossession, she learned on the fly to meet property owners on their 

respective turf and to advocate for the material costs associated with dance, a notoriously under-
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recognized cultural practice. Her relocation from Adams Morgan was, in her words, a veritable 

trade school education in real estate negotiation. Propelled from West Adams by force of 

circumstance, Perlo and Bloom grew intimately familiar with D.C. neighborhoods and metro 

stops, finally settling on a warehouse space in the lower-cost community of Brookland. A 

neighborhood designated as “Little Rome,” by municipal leaders, Brookland was then 

recognized for its high-crime rates and as the home to Catholic University of America (CUA) 

and over 60 other Catholic historic sites. Pooling resources that included a small inheritance 

from her recently deceased father, Perlo managed to negotiate, purchase, and renovate Dance 

Place’s current home at 3225 8th Street, NE. She remains among a rare number of NEA funded 

US choreographers who control their own “places” by offering studios, and housing for interns 

and touring artists, just across the street. 

 
Figure 4.9. Dance Place Housing. August 2014. Photo: Sarah Wilbur 

 
Perlo’s capacity to take control of the means of production has paid off in her 

neighborhood, by cultural and economic standards. The area surrounding 8th street has 
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undergone constant economic investment since her arrival, and Dance Place has seized positive 

attention from the area’s civic leaders, local residents, and national funders in the past dozen 

years, in particular. In addition to continuing to oversee artistic and programmatic operations for 

the organization (in cooperation with Bloom and partner Deborah Riley), Perlo also now sits on 

civic boards, attends city planning meetings, and hustles to keep pace with the dizzying number 

of development endeavors that are currently happening in her own back yard. Since the 

Brookland move and build out, Perlo admits that she has grown to accept the material reality that 

planners and city administrators are now her fellow “partners” in her quest to secure a place for 

Dance in metro DC. Her capacity to “stay put” is directly proportional to the impressive number 

of municipal, federal, and private investments that she has secured to implement capital 

developments in the space. I want to conclude by discussing Perlo’s leveraging acts because they 

reveal an army of un-recognized “makers” who are escaping the historical record. 

By first taking advantage of city subsidized real estate, in 2002, Perlo and Co. embarked 

on the first of several phases of institutional development wherein they added three rental 

facilities at the Brookland Studio with support from municipal leaders. These additions provided 

Perlo with some much needed office space, studio space, and art making space for the 

organization’s booming programmatic offerings. Yet another big change occurred in 2006, when 

Perlo met repeatedly with the City’s Department of Housing and Community Development and 

managed to convince these civic leaders to approach the national foundation ArtSpace with a 

request for help subsidizing a major renovation and expansion of Dance Place facilities. 

Deploying her real estate savvy and longstanding connections to civic leaders, Perlo hailed the 

attention of a leading national advocate for affordable artist housing and convinced this 

foundation to fund raise for a major overhaul of the area surrounding Dance Place.  Through a 
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dizzying number of conversations and deliberations, Perlo’s Artspace collaboration yielded a two 

phase plan that produced the Artspace Brookland Lofts, a $13.2 million mixed use building that 

houses 41 affordable live/work units for artists and their families with a gallery and studio space 

(Phase I).415 The plan also saw through a complete renovation and expansion of the Dance Place 

Theater,416 an outdoor reception area/performance plaza, and interior renovation of Dance 

Place’s studios, storage, and office facilities (Phase II).417  

While none of these ethnographic particulars are recognized in NEA grant criteria, all of 

them contribute meaningfully to Perlo’s recognition as a creative dance and “place” maker. Her 

capacity to negotiate cross-sector conversations with city designers and economic developers 

enables her to compete for the kinds of six-figure, multi-sector projects that the NEA funds 

through Our Town. Her economic savvy is one reason that people continue to return to Perlo’s 

Dance Place, in droves, but her sensitivity to the overarching need of many artists for a reliable 

place to land is another important factor contributing to the organization’s longevity. I want to 

close by delving further into some ethnographic particulars of her participatory approach to 

infrastructure that, I argue, forms the silent engine that keeps Dance Place in motion. In 

particular, I am interested in how Perlo’s ongoing orchestration of the organization’s complex 

volunteer and staff catalyzes and sustains embodied arrivals and returns.418  

A hidden facet of Dance Place’s large infrastructure of dance “makers” includes a large 

and largely unrecognized chorus of committed “energizers.” In addition to the organization’s 19 

full time staff members, many of whom have come up through the ranks of the administrative 

and artistic pipelines of the organization in some way, Perlo accepts an annual roster of 12 

college interns, (19-27 years of age) who hail from various US colleges and who apply to Dance 

Place’s arts administration internship program. Interns receive college credit and housing in the 
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Dance Place apartments, free access to performances, classes and administrative training for a 

six or nine month contract. In addition to these positions, Perlo enlists 40 junior staff junior staff, 

self identified “natural leaders” who are already enrolled and dedicated students tapped to assist 

with programs in exchange for discounted and free classes. Dance Place’s Energizers Junior 

Staff Program feeds the summer Energizers Youth Arts Program, a program that targets youth 

ages 13-19 through multidisciplinary arts engagement. Exceptional students from that program 

are invited to deepen their connection to the organizational mission through work training as 

office aides, teaching assistants, tech assistants in the theater, front of house assistants and 

facility maintenance personnel. Finally, Perlo place a high premium on collaboration and shared 

material and physical expense among the artists who she presents in the Dance Place Theatre.419 

In a dynamic effort to keep pace with funder-mandated calls for ever-expanding arts access—out 

of town artists are frequently plugged into Dance Place’s residency programs in local schools to 

conduct workshops. Local dance companies who produce artistic co-productions on the Dance 

Place season also pay reduced technical fees in exchange for space, publicity and clusters of 

weekend performances and outreach. In addition to these contractual additions, Dance Place also 

houses several resident dance companies who get free rehearsal space and one weekend on the 

Dance Place production calendar every year. These resident artists, in turn, consent to teach and 

perform salsa, hip hop, and contemporary dance in exchange for various performance 

opportunities.420 A large part of Perlo’s success as a “place maker” can be linked her 

indefatigable work ethic and commitment to casting all who cross the Dance Place threshold as 

co-conspirators in the organizational mission. 

 If Dance Place suddenly feels crowded with energized supporters that is because these 

many “makers” form the engine that makes this “place” work. As I strolled with Perlo through 
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Dance Place, I was exposed to her a characteristically dry-but-loving leadership style and total 

confidence in asking for help from any bystander keep operations afloat. Exasperated at the 

thought of the work that lies ahead, she repeated a frequent line that she expresses to would-be 

volunteers and workers: 

“I’m not going to ask you to do all of the dirty work, the dirty work that I have to do, but you 
have to help me, here. I beg and ask them all again. How do you get people to move?” 
 

Perlo’s paradoxical struggle to “get people to move,” to locate support for Dance Place’s 

hefty infrastructural exercise signals a point that I’ve been leaning on throughout this project. 

Namely, that institutional rhetorics, fund mechanisms, and procedures contribute significantly to 

dance’s infrastructural (in)stability by recognizing certain people and practices at the expense of 

others. We see this institutionally-allocated instability play out when a Masterpieces grant 

secures political legibility for Pat Graney’s artistic practice and elide her stealth negotiations in 

Seattle corrections a vital part of what’s holding her work in “place.”  We also hear it, above, 

when Perlo laments that her Energizer crew prefers to move in some ways and not others. 

Hierarchies of practice get reinscribed when dance’s many “makers” turn a blind eye to the 

“offstage” interactions, struggles, and material supports that make a dance possible. Such 

blindness can result from funding categories and grant mechanics within political institutions like 

the NEA; such blindness can result when organizers at Dance Place fail to see the non-dance 

supports that undergird organizational operations; such blindness certainly emerges through 

hegemonic norms of dance research in the US academy, where a tendency to study artists in 

isolation and/or to limit practical inquiry to strictly representational practices compounds the 

rocky ground upon which these differently committed “makers” stand. It is part of my 

ethnographic mission in closing this discussion with Perlo’s army of supporters to begin to repair 

such myopic vistas by crediting the unseen people that keep dance in her “Place.” 
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Conclusion 

Dance Place survives through the committed arrivals and departures of its social 

infrastructure. While Perlo owns the deed to the land and the buildings, she does not take for 

granted this material space as a fail-safe investment. Rather, she spends her time investing in 

people who show up. Every body that enters the space is invited to lend a hand, pick up a broom, 

or collect a quarter for the cause. These obligations and answerabilities remain undocumented in 

the lofty ledgers that recognize Dance Place as a 501c-3 charter within legal institutions. But 

when we look more closely—ethnographically and qualitatively—at what keeps dance in this 

particular “place,” different interdependencies appear in muddy footprints on the welcome mat 

in the lobby. Alternative gestures are traceable in the oily residue from human thumbs on broom 

handles that stand in hallways and studios. It is the job of dance researchers—institutionally 

authorized “makers”—to invest in the oily residues as evidence of the living infrastructures that 

uphold dance in the US. By declaring the interdependence of US dance makers on social and 

practical grounds, I offer one lens through which we might see how institutions like the NEA are 

holding on because people keep showing up and struggling to meet infrastructural demands.  

I close with Perlo’s comments because her practice reminds me that any commitment to 

re-search dance’s infrastructural contours and to commit my findings to writing, matters as an 

authorizing act. My own re-searching promises returns that gesture toward future policies, future 

pathways that others might follow. What risks might we share by embracing infrastructural 

practice? What productive risks might we share or avoid by admitting the possibility that we are 

the U.S. dance infrastructure?  
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Dissertation Conclusion: US Dance Makers: A Declaration of Interdependence 
 

To close out my discussion, I will briefly rehearse how we arrived at the NEA’s hyper-

instrumental turn in order to reinforce my prior assertions about how institutional participation 

continues to make, re-make, and un-make opportunities for US dance artists to reinforce how 

institutional structures follow the political strategies of various NEA front liners. During the so-

called dance and culture “boom” (1965-1980), resource expansion and increased opportunities 

for artists and organizers working in EuroAmerican “fine art” cultural traditions within and 

beyond dance. This hierarchical view of “Excellent” art unfolded structurally through the NEA’s 

authorization of disciplinary categories that upheld EuroAmerican fine art as an intrinsically 

meritorious domain of philanthropic giving and that rationalized federal support for low-income 

and/or non-Euro-American culture makers and that relegated  nonEuroAmerican and lower 

income artists on the basis of cultural or economic lack. In dance, “makers” engineered multiple 

grant mechanisms to support concert dance creation, residency, and touring to US concert stages 

by building on resource patterns and pathways already in motion within state and private 

philanthropic circles. By earmarking federal support for unincorporated, or seemingly 

“independent” choreographers and those who elected to form 501c3 nonprofit organizations, the 

NEA had a hand in the late 20thc century growth in the number of nonprofit concert dance 

companies, an infrastructural response to the availability of multiple and repeated forms of 

public arts support. Successful dance “making,” at this time, was recognized through artists’ 

capacity to produce concert repertory, enact training models, tour performing arts venues, and 

leverage non-federal institutional funds and relationships. The efforts of artists like Stuart 

Pimsler, Gema Sandoval, Ferne Caulker, and Wendy Rodgers reveal the culturally-contingent 

ways in which incorporated artists managed to cultivate relationships to the dance infrastructural 
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triad: public and private funders, presenters, and dance service organizations. This institutional 

logic of expansion by partition did much, in the early years, to establish concert dance as a NEA 

policy priority.  

These once-dominant rationales and resource routes began erode into the 1980s through 

the mid 1990s,as economic recessions and receding legislative and citizen support shook the 

agency’s institutional foundation and threatened its livelihood. Rhetorical claims that certain 

artists deserved federal subsidy on the basis of intrinsic “Excellence” were called to question by 

legislators and concerned citizens who resisted the paternalism or merit-good arguments or those 

who wanted to rid federal institutions of citizen freeloaders, sometimes both. A slow and steady 

series of restructurings commenced to gradually install an even lengthier “arms length” relation 

between individual artists and federal arts agents. An infrastructural ethos of redistribution and 

artist estrangement took hold through rhetorics that shifted emphasis from “artists” toward 

promoting “the arts” as an instrument for broader policy aims such as social amelioration. 

Programmatic overhauls resulted in funds redirected away from artists and dance companies and 

toward Regional and State Arts Agencies, Presenters, and Service organizations that assumed 

responsibility for administering programs and distributing funds. The 1996 defunding and 

agency wide restructuring sent administrators and grantees into triage mode; the NEA’s shrunken 

staff struggled to translate a new policy agenda, in practice. While Dance Program agents 

managed to conserve aspects of the concert dance infrastructure by rerouting remaining 

resources to third party administrators and service organizers, democratic decision making at the 

NEA took a tremendous hit due to lost resources for live convening, an institutional practice that 

had yielded meaningful debates on dance equity since the agency’s inception. Successful dance 

“making” during the so-called “Art Wars” period was recalibrated to reward dance “makers” 
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who could swiftly re-form their organizational missions to align dance with social and 

instrumental impacts, or who could plug into non-federal resource streams to foster growth 

through enhanced leveraging. The DTW “Confronting the Model” retreat revealed external and 

internal challenges that many NEA dance grantees faced when translating institutional burdens 

amidst leverage lost.  

From the turn of the Millennium to the present moment, federal government streamlining 

in the name of “efficiency” and increased data collection in the name of  “transparency” have 

squeezed NEA policy participation into a model of comportment that resembles a financial 

investment firm. Policy agents now sit regularly at non-arts policy tables fielding debates around 

the use of art as a vital investment instrument to quell issues in Education, Health Care, 

Housing/Urban Development, Justice, and Defense. This hyper-instrumentalization of art has 

redefined the role artists take on as hyped-up promoters of various material and human capital 

advancements; as newly responsibilized citizens, artists are charged to join forces with non-arts 

partners to put their creative skills to work toward an array of public purposes. This operational 

ethos trades in the NEA’s historical preoccupation with subsidy and charitability for an 

institutional ethos of art as a positive investment to quell broader issues linked to the decimation 

of public infrastructures instituted through neoliberal economic agendas in prior decades. As 

NEA rationales, programs, and research instruments overwhelmingly emphasize market 

“deliverables,” “success” in dance gets reframed as an entrepreneurial quest to prove one’s 

capacity to serve market purposes. Despite the overarching ethos of “partnership” and 

“connectivity” that grounds the present paradigm, only a small number of dance-specific projects 

have been recognized in the NEA’s integrative and cross-sector programs. Dance seems 

increasingly to have slipped out of sight as a grant category and meaning-filled cultural practice. 
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Here is where local production maneuvers by artists like Pat Graney and Carla Perlo expose the 

limits of empirical institutional metrics in valuing dance’s cultural and artistic particulars. 

Following these lifelong dance “makers” in the cultural context of their daily routines, we can 

see how “genius” awards and validation for “place-making” can elide social and economic 

roadblocks that place dance at a disadvantage.  

Dance’s disappearance appears imminent when one looks at research commissioned by 

the ORA Research: Art Works grant program (2012-present), where just one monograph 

references dance at all.421 Despite the dedicated presence of a dance division within the 

institution, the NEA’s present emphasis on arts instrumentalization tethers dance makers to 

larger social and economic development programs in ways that evaporate dance’s unique 

problems as a body-based, time-stamped, collective way of knowing and making the world. With 

the NEA’s fiftieth anniversary year upon us, we are starting to see a growing commitment on the 

part of policy makers to encourage debate about the living and working struggles that artists face 

in US culture. As a dance and performance researcher with her feet grounded squarely in 

humanities scholarship, I remain steadfastly committed to quelling the ongoing endangerment of 

dance “makers” in institutional policy and in local cultures of production. I have attempted to re-

search dance infrastructural particulars here through a practical and ethnographic lens to better 

contextualize which instabilities are institutionally allocated at the level of the state, and which 

are the result of broader sociocultural norms that demand inclusion as conditions that “make” 

and “unmake” a dance possible. As a humanist approaching infrastructure, I am allowed to 

remain skeptical. Where NEA institutional culture today is concerned, I remain deeply skeptical 

that the lonely pair of NEA-funded dance research studies housed in the ORA archive does 

enough to elucidate the political contours of dance’s infrastructural inheritance. And, while the 
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very real threat of neoliberal instrumental rationalism continues to spill into every corner of 

institutional life, there’s an even bigger problem: because every body’s still dancing.  

I am thankful that I am not the only researcher to notice that dancing is still happening in 

the US cultural economy, despite such institutional abjection. During my field work in 

Washington DC, I was fortunate that ORA Director Sunil Iyengar agreed to meet with me 

specifically to discuss dance’s non-participation in the NEA’s research agenda. To form a 

baseline understanding to fuel what was certain to me to be an epistemologically bumpy 

conversation between a health statistician and a dance and performance theorist, I will offer my 

email interview request to frame our discussion:  

7.18.14 email correspondence 
To: Sunil Iyengar, Director NEA Office of Research and Analysis422 
From: Sarah Wilbur, choreographer-turned-infrastructural researcher 
 
Wilbur wrote: 
Is there any possibility that someone from Research might be willing to field a few questions? 
 
I am specifically wondering about the history of the research division, the role of dance-based 
research as a policy priority, and the present push for integrative, cross-disciplinary data 
collection in the arts-plus-not-arts domains of policy (Education, Health Care, Defense, being 
prevalent examples). 
 
To: Iyengar: I also wanted to ask a specific question, if you are willing to entertain it. Again, I 
am aware that your workload may preclude a detailed response, and I appreciate your attention 
to this lengthy message. I also want to clarify my position as a dance researcher with both feet 
squarely grounded in qualitative research methods, so I hope you'll accept my bias toward 
debates and paradoxes as I continue. Thank you. Here’s my question, after some brief context: 
 
Today, I was listening to Dr. Chu's podcast on the NEA website, and was particularly moved by 
her recognition of the adaptive capacities of artists and organizers as a true strength of the 
nonprofit arts field. She spoke of the capacity of artists and arts agents to "make something out 
of nothing", and heralded what she framed as an innate capacity that artists hold to recognize 
obstacles and to adjust working operations and practices in order to survive "when you think 
that we are moving in one direction, and then the rules of the game suddenly change." 
 
As a cross-sector dance maker working for the past 20 years-or-so across arts and non-arts 
contexts, I was very taken with Chairman Chu’s insight because it spotlights, for me, the 
paradoxical burden of the ORA—to research, collect, and interpret data on the arts with the 
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intention to predict and/or steer arts resourcing in particular directions. As the current research 
director, and one so clearly committed to structuring methodological approaches that account 
for current issues, practices, and local circumstances in your work, can you help me to 
understand how the present call for data and evidence can (or cannot) begin to account for the 
tremendous dexterities that we see operating across dance and fields? In short, how might 
researchers show up to let dance’s adaptability "count" as a potential strength and liability? 
 

Iyengar not only agreed to meet, but we spoke for nearly an hour and a half about dance’s 

abject status as a policy priority and area of research. During that time, he expressed his shared 

concern that the dance research community has been slack in responding to the ORA’s call for a 

more robust and complex view of the dance ecosystem. When I asked what kind of response he 

was anticipating, he pointed to a statistical finding that had peaked his interest, a data point that 

evidenced for him, that everybody was still dancing, despite dance’s relegation as a topic of 

NEA research, recognition, and resourcing. He contextualized this finding for me, briefly. 

Apparently, the NEA’s 2012 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts (SPPA) had recently 

integrated a survey addendum that included a section on arts participation. The addendum asked 

surveyed citizens if, among other things, they had participated in social dance—dancing at clubs, 

weddings, parties, outdoor concerts, and informal settings anytime in the past year. To the 

ORA’s surprise, 36% of survey respondents admitted to dancing socially during the year in 

question. This finding represents the only time in NEA history that dance has skyrocketed to the 

top of the charts in any regard. Understandably intrigued by this statistical surge, Iyengar has 

since pressed this point in many public speaking engagements as a latent challenge to dance 

researchers to answer this call with some sort of research follow up. To date, no one has 

answered. Remembering my personal frustration at the non-response of dance researchers to the 

1993 Dancemakers report two decades earlier, I expressed to Iyengar my own sadness that this 

particular finding remained undeveloped on the part of social scientists, and suggested that 
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humanistic dance researchers who have centralized vernacular dance as a de-legitimized cultural 

tradition in the US423 might be tapped as collaborators for future reports.  

 We also brainstormed other avenues for future research. We discussed the growing 

interest in the making of dancing conditioned by the mass mediatization of dance training, 

choreography, and performance in popular television programs like So You Think You Can 

Dance (now entering into its 13th season), and Dancing With the Stars (now in its 22nd season). 

The widespread popular interest in these programs combines with the longstanding investment in 

media advertisers to instrumentalize dance to sell non-dance products in TV/commercials and 

film. Such factors seemed to Iyengar to invite a readymade audience for statistical gathering on 

dance consumption, another empirical data point that the NEA follows closely. I suggested that 

dance scholars invested in dance representation on camera and in mass mediatized forms, 

including commercials might productively illuminate the sociocultural hierarchies that are 

embedded in these works.424  

  Another area of investment that has received zero attention at the policy level, to date, 

surrounds the growing number of dance competition programs that reside in US school systems 

and that thrive in privately owned studios. Based on my own (reductive) experiences teaching 

dance in academic arts schools since 1997, I suggested that a benchmark survey of the 

institutional pipelines created by these dance investors may well reveal de-facto institutional 

pipelines for college dance program recruitment in the US. Whether empirical or humanistic 

researchers would agree that these institutional investments peak interest remains to be seen.425  

 Given Iyengar’s status as a health researcher, we also discussed one last area of 

institutional and economic buy in—namely, the growing number of integrative dance programs 

that are currently thriving in US health institutions. It is well documented that US healthcare 
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institutions are presently experiencing a crisis in care due, in part to increased lifespans on the 

part of US citizens.426 Movement-based interventions have gained significant traction as a cost 

effective means of attending to all matter of health ailments, from obesity rates to blood pressure 

issues, to Parkinson’s disease to severe mental illness. I spoke with Iyengar about my ongoing 

work as a dance teaching artist (read: not dance therapist) facilitating dance projects in health 

care contexts with adult learning populations as an ethnographic case through which a broader 

study might shake down detailing the multiple and competing ways that non-arts institutions 

invest in dance. While his interest was peaked, Iyengar assured me that no such research 

proposals had crossed his desk.  

 Needless to say, I left this afternoon meeting with the NEA head of research hyped-up 

and also quite stumped as to how dance research might gain traction as a culturally-specific and 

institutionally-sanctioned problem when the ORA seemed so intent on measuring its impact on 

scientific and standardizeable grounds. At that time (August 2014), it seemed easy enough to 

dismiss the positivist structure embedded in the ORA’s research framework as one ill-equipped 

to support a culturally and historically contingent view of infrastructural challenges and 

contributions. To my relief, my skepticism took off in a more productive direction later that 

year(November 2014), when I learned that the NEA had co-signed a Memorandum Of 

Understanding with the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH) and the National 

Science Foundation (NSF), stating the cooperative intention of these agencies to work together to 

promote interdisciplinary models of learning that bridge arts, science and humanities discourse. 

427 Still in its nascent phases, this symbolic declaration, nonetheless issues an important 

structural precedent by championing “mixed-methods” research, in part, to address the NEA’s 

historic privileging of statistical trend analysis as its research gold standard. To be fair, this is a 
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symbolic document. But its declaration of the interdependence of empirical and humanistic 

inroads to arts policy research guarantees, for me, a critical aperture, maybe even a dare aimed at 

dance researchers to confront our current policy of ‘non-participation’ in policy research and 

infrastructural inquiry as a latent reinforcement of the status quo. In other words, what internal 

policies do we “make” or “un-make” by refusing to show up for this debate? 

 By loosening its qualitative quarantine, the NEA has invited humanities researchers to 

approach institutional analysis without losing our necessary skepticisms, or our penchant for 

historical and cultural specificity. In modeling a qualitative and situated perspective on the 

participatory struggles of NEA dance “makers,” I suggest one of the myriad ways that dance 

researchers might join this infrastructural debate. Dance scholars who invest in authorizing 

structures and who mixing methods to avoid damaging “standards” seem uniquely equipped to 

spotlight dance’s fantastic puzzles for a broader national audience. Let’s rehearse some more 

possibilities, let’s continue to restructure our ways of knowing dance “making”, let’s risk 

disagreement over non-participation as an institutional “norm.” By using our tools to resource 

and recognize competing definitions of “support” and by using our interpretive skills to highlight 

the many people whose support makes a dance possible, we might carve out a more nuanced 

understanding about how dance works. 

                                                
1As President John F. Kennedy had before him, LBJ famously asserted “The world leadership which has come to the 
2 Barthes, Roland. "Mythologies. (1957) Trans. Annette Lavers. New York: Hill and Wang. 1972, p. 302-06. 
3 Here I invoke the term “front liners” as one popular among institutional ethnographers who study the situated 
interactions and procedures of people who hold power within an institution to steer conduct, perception, and 
resourcing. All of my project interlocutors have been working in the field of dance and arts policy for a minimum of 
two decades, and all have been recognized by the NEA as well as other consecrating institutions for their 
infrastructural efforts.  
4 Bowker, Geoffrey C. et. al. “Toward Information Infrastructure Studies: Ways of Knowing in a Networked 
Environment” in International Handbook of Internet Research, 2010, p. 97-116. 
5 This suggestion is articulated by information ethnographer Susan Leigh Starr in her foundational essay, 
“Infrastructure and ethnographic practice: working on the fringes” in Scandinavian Journal of Information Systems, 
2002, 14(2), p. 107-122. 
6Scott, James C. Seeing Like a State: How Certain Schemes to Improve the Human Condition Have Failed. New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1998. 
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7 Smith, Dorothy E. Ed., Institutional Ethnography as Practice, Lanham: Roman & Littlefield, 2006 
8 See, for example: Turner, Susan Marie. Mapping Institutions as Work and Texts” in Institutional Ethnography as 
Practice, Dorothy E. Smith, Ed. 2006, p. 139-161. 
9For more on the concepts of “ruling work” and “ruling relations” in institutional ethnography, see: DeVault, 
Marjorie and Liza McCoy. “Institutional Ethnography: Using Interviews to Investigate Ruling Relations,” Ibid., p. 
15-44.  
10 Each of my project interlocutors owns a minimum of twenty years’ experience navigating  dance production 
policies, programs, and performances. A full list of interviewees is included in my bibliography. 
11 In so doing, my work joins the intervention recently made by Paul Bonin-Rodriguez, whose discussion of artist-
focused private and federal policy programs post 1997 examines policy through a performance lens to promote more 
active belonging to institutional debates by humanistic scholars and artists, alike. See: Bonin-Rodriguez, Paul. 
Performing Policy: How Contemporary Politics and Cultural Programs Redefined US Artists for the Twenty-First 
Century. New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2015.  
12Within critical art history, the work of Grant Kester comes closest to attending to infrastructural cooperation in the 
arts as a dynamic praxis worthy of attention from art historians. Albeit from an inverse stance that starts from artists 
and works outward toward institutionalizers within global nonprofit NGOS, Kester’s (2011) promotion of field-
based studies of cooperation between artists and institutions reveals the political stakes at play when artists sign on 
to work in close collaboration with large bureaucratic systems. See: Kester, Grant. The One and the Many: 
Contemporary Collaborative Art in a Global Context. Durham: Duke University Press, 2011. Within public policy 
discourse, Delueuzian understandings of policy as a dynamic and hypermobile assemblage can be found in: Clarke, 
John, Dave Bainton, Noèmi Lendvai and John Stubbs. Making Policy Move: Towards a Politics of Translation and 
Assemblage. Bristol: Polity Press, 2015. 
13 I appreciate how Julia Foulkes’s manifesto-approach to modern dance production from 1930-1960 preserves the 
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her report, where she suggests that the program is “no longer an efficient delivery system for arts services and 
presentation” in that it upholds a “false market system” that cannot keep pace with rising production, real estate, and 
labor costs of live performance. Such an on-the-record avowal of this costly area of dance subsidy would inform 
future restructurings and redistribution tactics that I address in Part Two of this chapter. 
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scaling the use of prize competitions and challenges to incentivize agencies to maximally leverage citizen 
investment in their work.  Through programs like AmericaCOMPETES, the OMB granted broad authority to 
agencies to conduct prize competitions that spurred innovation, solved tough problems, and advanced their core 
missions. Through this program, the NEA Office of Research and Analysis (ORA) launched a data visualization 
“challenge” around the Survey of Public Participation in the arts (SPPA) data collected by the US Census Bureau, a 
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See: Alexander, Command Performance, 2000, p. 302-304. 
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Good” New Art Examiner 25, April 1998, p. 14-18. 
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(1998): 69-76. 
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division that meant that the panel process would continue to be governed by agency employees. In dance this 
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or indirect means by which the US federal government controls cultural expression and the circulation of cultural 
products. His 2008 text, Arts, Inc., routinely criticizes the market-driven character of US cultural policy, both within 
the NEA’s oversight of nonprofit cultural production and in the myriad for-profit regulations and copyright 
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Landesman’s home “turf” New York City demonstrated to the new NEA chair how arts-based community 
development might be knit into NEA funding mechanisms. See:  Jeremy Nowak, “Creativity and Neighborhood 
Development—Strategies for Community Investment.”  (Philadelphia, PA: The Reinvestment Fund, 2007). 
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Interagency Task Force. See: Rabkin, Nick, and Eric Christopher Hedberg. "Arts Education in America: What the 
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358 See: Novak-Leonard, Jennifer L., and Alan S. Brown. "Beyond Attendance: A Multi-Modal Understanding of 
Arts Participation. Based on the 2008 Survey of Public Participation in the Arts. Research Report# 54." National 
Endowment for the Arts (2011). 
359 Such institutional advancements in non-federal arts policy research and debate are described in a pair of 
anthology publications seeking to promote cultural policy studies as a domain of academic research, and resourcing. 
See: The Public Life of the Arts in America. Joni Maya Cherbo and Margaret Jane Wyszomirski, Eds. New 
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Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2000. And Understanding the Arts and Creative Sector in the United States. 
Cherbo, Wyszomirski, and Ruth Ann Stewart, Eds., New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2008. This private 
policy push for engaged cultural policy research since 1997 in the private sector been attended by performance 
scholar Paul Bonin-Rodriguez as a key influence on the NEA’s burgeoning research agenda. See: Bonin-Rodriguez, 
Paul. Performing Policy: How Contemporary Politics and Cultural Programs Redefined US Artists for the Twenty-
First Century. New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2015. 
360 The first info-graphic and publication gleaned from this instrument was released in 2013 under the leadership of 
Jane Chu, summarizing cultural contributions to the US economy (4.2%), major areas of export (movies/TV, 
advertising, and arts-related software publishing), fastest growing cultural industries (tech and online publishing), 
employment of cultural workers (the only area of demonstrable decrease), and attendance figures at performing arts 
events (10.2% growth). For the ACPSA infographic: see: https://www.arts.gov/sites/default/files/NEA-arts-and-
economy.jpg [2.27.16] 
361 To view the publication in full, see: https://www.arts.gov/sites/default/files/How-Art-Works_0.pdf [2.26.1.6] 
362 For more information and final papers from the ORA Research: Art Works grant program, see: 
http://arts.gov/artistic-fields/research-analysis/research-art-works-grants-final-papers [accessed 9.23.15] 
363Such was certainly the case with a NEA funded mapping study by Drs. Marta Moreno Vega and Sonia BasSheva 
Mañjon who took up the negative impacts of the 2001 and 2008 economic recessions and EuroAmerican 
hegemonies and biases within public and private philanthropy on community cultural organizations of color, which, 
while funded by the NEA does not appear anywhere in ORA databases or on the NEA’s website. See: Mañjon, S., 
and M. M. Moreno Vega. "A snapshot: Landmarking community cultural arts organizations nationally." New York: 
Caribbean Cultural Center, National Endowment for the Arts, 2014. 
364 Chairman’s message found in full at: https://www.arts.gov/staff/chairman#sthash.zxmqDuDD.dpuf [2.26.16]. 
365 https://www.arts.gov/50th/creativity-connects [2.26.16] 
366 Brown’s discussion of political rationality and governance under Neoliberalism tracks the ascendance of 
governance as a process of political control as both a turn away from state centrality in steering conduct and as a 
means of recalibrating and circulating norms. Her review of the term ‘governance’ and its plural uses across 
sociology, economics, political science, business, anthropology, education, and social welfare schools of thought 
settles on a theorization that trades vertical hierarchies of control for horizontal and egalitarian arrangements. These 
new arrangements, importantly, run on shared power among different tiers of regulation that rely increasingly on 
non-public networks, partnerships and novel forms of connection and communication. See: Brown (2015), 122-125. 
367 One facet of the ORA’s involvement in this program is to produce an update to a key artist workforce survey and 
framework for studying arts infrastructure developed by Maria Rosario Jackson and a team of researchers at the 
Urban Institute. See: Jackson, Maria Rosario. "Investing in Creativity: A Study of the Support Structures for US 
Artists.” Washington, DC: Urban Institute. 2006. Conducted in partnership with the Center for Cultural Innovation, 
the update promises a contemporary overview of changing artistic practices and the emerging landscape of support 
for artists and “creatives.” More on the initiative and the UI framework, can be found at: 
https://www.arts.gov/50th/creativity-connects 3.13.16. 
368 To be launched later in 2016, the mapping tool promises partnership examples that show how the arts fit into 
science, technology, start ups, and industries that also want and use creativity. 
369 Housed under the NEA Art Works category the grant program earmarks new federal funds for partnerships 
between arts organizations and non-arts partners from other economic sectors. Grants require nonprofit arts 
organizations to have a commitment from a non-arts partner confirmed at the time of application. These $20,000-
$100,000 grants constitute a unique exception to the NEA’s longstanding moratorium on multiple NEA applications 
per 501c3 charter per calendar year; to avoid foreclosing other areas of grant need, Chu has allowed organizations 
may apply to this and one other grant category.  Round one proposals were due March 3, 2016. 
370 Brown’s work on the 21st century US neoliberal revolution promotes the idea of the neoliberal subject as human 
capital, a subject-producer modeled after Foucault’s efforts in his 1978-79 lectures at the Collège de France 
suggesting that liberal principles in France were gradually resubjectifying the human subject from a subject of rights 
homo politicus to a subject as market and multiplier, homo oeconomicus. This human-as-human-capital, for Brown, 
constitutes yet another problem with neoliberalization for political mobilization, in that it values coming together 
only as a means of profiting for one’s self. For more on how the US educational system participates in and governs 
the production of human capitals in 21st century neoliberal democratic governance, see: Brown, 2015, p. 175. 
371Wendy Brown’s work on neoliberalization of subjects as “human capitals” tethers materialist critiques of 
neoliberal economic mechanism with the Foucauldian concept of governmentality as a dispersed regime aimed at 
controlling the population through norms that constitute political subjects. Her suggestion, above upholds that 
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neoliberal reason trades upon the Kantean concept of the individual subject as an agent that is desirable as an end 
onto itself, for a concept of subjectivity as, itself, “human capital.” This theorization proceeds by casting citizens as 
productive workers desiring competitiveness in the global marketplace, and artists as arbiters of this capacity 
building. For more, see Brown (2015). 
372 Such is the key claim made by proponents of the Creative Class theory of education and increased workforce 
productivity and civic engagement in Florida, Richard. The Rise of the Creative Class and How It's Transforming 
Work, Leisure and Everyday Life. Basic Books. 2002. 
373 Such is the motivation behind the creative continuum approach to responsive philanthropy, another discursive 
scaffold for this report and line of grant finance. For more on this approach, see: http://www.ncrp.org/ [3.18.16] 
374 https://www.arts.gov/grants-organizations/art-works/creativity-connects-projects#eligibility [2.27.16]. 
375 Brown, 2015, p. 177. 
376 Germane to Brown’s concern with neoliberal governmentality as a governing rationality disseminating market 
values and metrics to all spheres of human activity, she puts forth the citizen subject as configured by human 
capital—by which she means a subject “constrained to self in vest in ways that contribute to its appreciation or at 
least prevent its depreciation.” Creativity and cultural participation emerge, then, as a tool to ward against the 
subject’s lost competitive edge in the market. Human capital is individualized capital secured through technical 
know how that enables individual returns on investment. See: Brown, 2015, p. 177. 
377 Brown, 2015, p. 66. 
378 By collapsing together discursive invocations of creativity that falsely conflate artists and people in occupations 
defined by high levels of education (a major critique of the “creative class” argument put forth famously in 2003 by 
economist Richard Florida). One such critique can be found in: Markusen, Ann. "Urban development and the 
politics of a creative class: evidence from a study of artists." Environment and planning. 38.10 (2006): 1921-1940. 
379 For more on NEA Military Arts Healing Arts Partnership, see: https://www.arts.gov/partnerships/nea-military-
healing-arts [2.225.16] 
380Anticipating the institutional push to rhetorically justify and quantitatively account for an organization’s purposes, 
procedures, and impacts, Callahan worked with policy expert Sally Sommers to publish privately funded research 
archiving the decimation of the concert dance infrastructure that the NEA helped to establish, including the 
detrimental loss of the Individual Artist Fellowships in dance. From their perspective, institutionally allocated 
mandates that cast artists as social-service providers, economic stimulators, or therapists misrecognize the NEA’s 
longstanding role as an institutional purveyor of Artistic Excellence. See: Sommer and Callahan, 2000. Appendix: 
Excerpt of National Overview Study Report on Conversations with Leaders In the Field. Pew Charitable Trusts.     
381 Panel sessions have been collapsed from all-day deliberations over three days to just two-hour sessions over three 
days to save time. This change requires reviewers to complete a significant amount of review and preliminary 
scoring individually, and to review panelist comments, entered in writing into the grant system, well in advance of 
the online group meeting.  
382 These insights were documented during our meeting in Washington D.C. on August 12, 2014. 
383 NEA-GO is also the agency’s online system for grant application and administration, administered for the NEA 
by the Western States Arts Federation (WESTAF).  For more details, see: https://nea.cloud.culturegrants.org/ 
[1.31.16] 
384 In the wake of the NEA’s workforce reduction, former agency staffers jumped ship and joined forces with the 
DanceUSA, the national dance service organization that had been receiving service to the field support from the 
NEA since the mid1980s. In the late 1990s, NEA Dance partnered with DanceUSA researchers on a series of field 
publications addressing the precarious state of dance touring and the dire economic conditions of non-profit dance 
companies. The organization’s foothold in D.C. and service organizers’ deep knowledge of the concert dance field 
(like former Program Specialist turned ED Bonnie Brooks) were instrumental as the NEA worked to triage support 
for dance touring networks, most notably DTW and the NDP, at the turn of the 21st century. 
385 In the dawning age of agency-wide accountability and measurement, NEA dance also increasingly depended on 
DanceUSA to develop technological literacies and evaluation practices in response to funder-driven demands for 
numbers-driven metrics. Former NEA employees, like Bonnie Brooks and former program specialist Suzanne 
Callahan created new access points to tools and organizational resources aimed at translating this new system to 
dance organizers. Callahan has achieved longstanding success as a philanthropic advisor dedicated to bolstering 
dance evaluation and reporting for the concert dance field. She founded Callahan Consulting in Washington D.C., 
and has since published a series of instrumental texts aimed at exposing the “chain reaction” effect of federal 
bureaucratization on dance artists. See, for example, Singing Our Praises: Case Studies in the Art of Evaluation, 
Association of Performing Arts Presenters, 2005. 
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388 See, Snyder, Andrea, “From the Executive Director” in The National College Choreography Initiatives: 
Supporting the Past, Present, & Future of American Dance”, Suzanne Callahan, Ed, 2002, p. 2. 
389 A full roster of NCCI awardees is listed in the third report: Callahan, Suzanne and Brooke Belott. “National 
College Choreography Initiative: Bringing it Home, a third wave of creative collaboration” DanceUSA/National 
Endowment for the arts, 2007, p. 28. 
390 These critical conversations resulted in a key publication entitled, Dance From the Campus to the Real World 
(And Back Again): A Resource Guide for Artists, Faculty, and Students. Coordinated by Callahan, the text highlights 
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concert dance work. See: Dance From the Campus to the Real World (And Back Again): A resource Guide for 
Artists Faculty and Students.” Available online at: 
https://archive.org/stream/dancefromcampust00call#page/4/mode/2up [last accessed, 9/19/14]. 
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the Arts., 2007, p. 2. 
393 See: Smith, Asheley Burns. "Reproducible Dances: Reconstructing the" Ephemeral" With Funding From the 
National Endowment for the Arts'" American Masterpieces: Dance" Program." (2014). 
394 Here is where, again, Smith’s treatment of this grant program suggests that the American Masterpieces 
rhetorically reinforced the rationale that dance’s intangibility—its irreproducibility—warranted federal expenditures 
and recognition at the same time as its mechanics of production reinforced the opposite case; namely, that dance can 
and is routinely reproduced through restaging, rehearsing, and otherwise re-embodying choreographies. Ibid. 
395 A more thorough discussion of the NEA’s narrative justifications for federal arts spending from 1965-2008 can 
be found in Reid, Daniel. "American Vision of Federal Arts Subsidies: Why and How the US Government Should 
Support Artistic Expression." In Yale Journal of Law & the Humanities. Volume 21 (2009): 361. 
A series of fragmented images of women’s “attention getting patterns”, Tattoo was third in a trio of concert works 
inspired by paintings and visual art works that reflected enabling and restraining dimensions of female experience. 
Using the empty canvass of the proscenium stage, costume and prop elements, and highly strategic stage lighting, 
the dance mines the shadows of female experience and existence to produce images of solidarity, care, and 
embodied strength. Her retrospective tour of Tattoo and its two companion pieces presented an opportunity for 
Graney to unite former and current members of her all female company, a fragmented extension of her enormous 
network of supporters, beyond the stage. 396 See Artist Appendix for full biographical profile. 
397 Smith, (2014), p. 82. 
398 Ibid., p. 96. 
399 As Asheley Smith has noted in her close (2014) analysis of Graney’s project, the her collaboration with Seattle’s 
longstanding experimental theater venue On the Boards on the Faith Tryptich revival yielded a dance film 
adaptation of the piece, which was broadcast on the organization’s OntheBoardsTV network and which 
commemorates this mutual indebtedness for future viewers. Smith quotes dancer and Graney alum KT Neihoff, a 
performer in the piece, with suggesting that the NEA”s programmatic requirement to video document the work for 
preservation marked an institutional imposition that, in her view, stultified the lived experience of performers and 
audiences in rehearsal and live performance. Rather than spend time preparing the work for video documentation, 
Neihoff suggested that support should be dedicated to “let people feel it again and let people live it again.” Neihoff, 
quoted in Smith (2014), p. 115. 
400 Graney 11/5/13 phone interview with the author. 
401 Keeping the Faith-The Prison Project began in 1995 at Washington State Corrections Center for Women, where it 
resided for ten years, before relocating to Mission Creek Corrections Center for Women in 2005. In its 9th year at 
Mission Creek, KTF is heartily supported by Superintendent Wanda McRae as a very important program for the 
women. KTF has hosted both an arts-education program and a performing artist series. 
402Graney began dance making in Florida corrections and has continued to refine her approach over time on the west 
coast, in part, through ongoing mentorship with Rhodessa Jones, a San Francisco Bay Area dance artist with 
longstanding ties to dance facilitation in prison contexts. 
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403 To view the scope of the KTF alumni network on Facebook, see: https://www.facebook.com/ktfprisonproject 
[4/1/16]. 
404 Graney phone interview with the author, 1/7/15. 
405Ibid. 
406Ibid. 
407 A similar review of the ArtPlace grantee database reveals just fourteen (14) of 185 funded projects that list a 
dance component 
408 This comment was made by then-NPN director MK Webman at a convening held in Washington D.C. in 
November 2015. National Endowment for the Arts “Beyond the Building: Performing Art Transforming Place” final 
report and transcript, Jenna Moran, Jason Schupbach, Courtney Spearman, and Jennifer Reut, May, 2015, p. 19. 
409 Perlo interview with the author, Brookland, Washington, District of Colombia, p. 8. 
410 For a listing of the 2015-2016 Dance Place season events (35th anniversary season), see: 
http://www.danceplace.org/top-news/dance-place-2015-2016-performance-season/ [accessed 8.8.15] 
411 Perlo interview with the author, Brookland, D.C. 8/13/14. 
412 Ibid. 
413 See, for example: Moss, Ian David. “Creative Placemaking Has an Outcomes Problem” in Createquity, May 
2012. http://createquity.com/2012/05/creative-placemaking-has-an-outcomes-problem/ [accessed 8.8.15]. 
414 This argument is teased out clearly by Aaron Shkuda in “The Art Market, Arts Funding, and Sweat Equity: The 
Origins of Gentrified Retail” in Journal of Urban History, XX(X) (2012) 1-19: 0096144212443134. 
415 The lofts are currently fully occupied. To qualify for a unit, an artist’s income must be at 60% or less of the DC 
metro area median income. For details, see: http://www.artspace.org/our-places/brookland-artspace-lofts#tab-
node_place_full_group_leasing 
416 To watch a video commemorating the renovation, click here: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?t=38&v=vkNhtuFdeYw [accessed 8.8.15]. 
417 For more details on the build out and expansion in both phases, see: http://www.artspace.org/our-
places/brookland-artspace-lofts 
418Besides Perlo’s $150,000 Our Town grant in 2012 to support development in the Brookland space, her 
organization D.C. Wheel, Inc., has received NEA funds for dance presenting on an annual basis nearly every year 
since 1981. For a complete list, see: https://www.arts.gov/about/annual-reports. [5/6/16]   
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Black Scholar 46.1 (2016): 66-74. 
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Susan. “Looking Back Moving Forward” in Looking Back/Moving Forward: International Symposium on Dance 
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